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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL
No matter how experienced you are, using a new piece of software can be daunting and
confusing - What do I need to do? How do I do x? What do I need to set-up? Will it do y?
We have attempted to ease this situation with a manual designed to assist you in learning
how to use the K-Salon software. The manual has been laid out for on-line reading via a
screen or IPAD. At many points you will find a red number such as (5) - click (or tap) on
the number and you will be taken directly to that page of the document. To get back to the
Table of Contents, click on the (go back to Contents) line at the top of the page.
We have also included a map of the main screen - see page (60) . This is followed by a
listing of the separate commands indicating what they do with interactive page links to the
relevant section of the manual.

Where To Start ?
If you want know what the system will do for you and see an overview of the process, go to
page (21) for the Introduction and page (38) for the Overview.
If you have not yet installed the program - go to page (52) for installation and preparation
instructions.
If you want to understand the options on the main screen go to page (60)
If you have a question - I want to do x or How do I do x? .... go to the Table of Contents
(5) and look under the section called I WANT TO ...

Download to Your IPAD
This document can be downloaded to your IPAD providing an easy reference when running K-Salon.

>> Read the Table of Contents <<
Yes - reading through the Table of Contents will give you a quick and easy insight into the
facilities and options of the K-Salon program ! We have attempted to design the titles in
the Table of Contents to help you find the relevant part of the manual.
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0. UPGRADE POLICY

Version Numbering

Basic Policy

The versions are numbered with three components such as 6.5.810.
The first number is the major issue, the second number is for on
going enhancements. The third number is the build number which
increments with each upgrade and release.

Unlike some software suppliers, the K-Salon product operates under
a one time fee policy. This means that you pay only once for the
product activation key and thereafter you are entitled to all future
upgrades without further charge.
In accordance with the licence, (378), you are permitted to install the
software on all computers used by your organization for the running
of the salon.
If you are running a circuit, (i.e. single entry with multiple judging of
the same images) given that we operate a one-time fee policy we do
think it appropriate that at least two licences are purchased, if not one
for each salon in the circuit.
However, if the product is being used for the concurrent running of
more than one salon (i.e. with separate entry processes and images),
then the standard licensing situation is that each salon will require its
own licence. This requirement may be varied upon application to
Kenebec Media Ltd.

Upgrade / Update Instance
Since we do not charge for upgrades, we do not wait and collect
enhancements for many months and then release a costly upgrade.
Instead we adopt a "level of importance policy".
If an upgrade is critical, then it is released and made available
immediately the problem is resolved with an indicator that the
upgrade is critical. However, if an upgrade is not critical and includes
merely some minor changes or enhancements, then the upgrade will
be made available when completed but without a critical flag.

Leap Frogging Upgrades
The design of the upgrade facility in K-Salon is such that it is NOT
NECESSARY to upload all upgrades. If you miss an upgrade, then
the later upgrade will automatically apply any changes which would
have been made by the intervening upgrades. This means that you
do not need to apply all upgrades. However, if you are told you have
missed a critical upgrade then you should apply the most recent
upgrade as soon as convenient.

Automatic Monitoring for Upgrades
With effect from version 6.5, the K-Salon system includes automatic
monitoring to determine if an upgrade is available. This only operates
if the computer is connected to the Internet.
If at start up time, the program detects that there is a critical upgrade
which has not been applied, you are informed of this fact via a
message. You can choose to download the upgrade and apply it then
or wait until a convenient time.
For non-critical upgrades, you will only be reminded once a week if
you have not applied an outstanding upgrade.

Manual Checking for Upgrades
The main screen includes a manual 'Check for Upgrades' command.
If you are connected to the internet, this action will tell you whether or
not there is an upgrade outstanding and whether or not it is critical.
You can at that point choose to download the upgrade.
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1. INTRODUCTION

images can be assigned Honourable Mentions with various exclusion
controls.

Purpose
The K-Salon suite of programs has been designed to provide an easy
method for running a photographic salon or exhibition. It includes
facilities for building your own on-line data entry system. collecting and
checking the submissions, scoring the images, determining the
awards via an interactive light box, producing the necessary reports,
creating a slide show of the images and producing an on-line gallery
of acceptances for uploading to your web space.
It also includes facilities for emailing the report cards back to the
entrants. The program is designed to work with both digitally projected
images and prints. For print based salons, both the on-line entry
system and the main program include advanced bar code facilities for
monitoring and controlling the prints.
Although the program is a complete package it was originally
designed to integrate with and provide enhanced facilities for the salon
software developed by Muskovac Enterprises Inc (hereinafter referred
to as MEI). (see www.mattman944.com ).
The design of K-Salon retains this flexibility in that you can use
alternative on-line entry systems (such as those produced by Wade
Clutton in so far as they produce the specified data files) and/or
Muskovac for the scoring and/or post scoring activities. For data entry
and image processing and as data back-up, K-Salon uses the TAG
files and Image List files in the formats devised for use in the
Muskovac suite of programs as of June 2012. Muskovac versions
subsequent to this date may not be compatible with K-Salon. TAG file
names in excess of 35 characters will not work with MEI.
The K-Salon process enables the selectors to extract and examine
only the top images either in a light box or as individual images with
the option to flag images for further consideration. The awards are
assigned in the light box. Subsequently the remaining extracted

Selector's Notes
The K-Salon program includes a one page set of notes in PDF format
for the selectors, outlining the facilities of interest to them as selectors.
A shortcut to this document is placed on the desktop during
installation. The notes will appear on the screen as a PDF document.
This document can be printed ahead of time and given or sent to the
selectors.

Document Structure
Page reference numbers such as (5) operate as hyperlinks and can
be used to navigate through the document.
Since this document has been designed for on-line reading as a HELP
guide, the structure of the document does not follow the standard
pattern. Although installation, preparation and activation instructions
are only needed once, they have been placed at the front of this
document - see page (52) and Appendix H (332). The document also
includes a series of I WANT TO and WHY sections which provide
direct instructions and explanations with respect to various operational
aspects of the program.

Acknowledgement and Thanks
The K-Salon program could not have been developed without the
active assistance of Mr Pete Howell, chairman of the Bristol
International Salon of Photography ( www.bristolphoto.org.uk ) for
which the K-Salon developer, Dr Greg Duncan, is truly thankful.
Additional assistance in the form of comments and requests for
additional facilities have also been received with thanks from Mr Shiv
Verma of the PSA, Mr Peter Phillips of the Royal Photographic Society
and the team at the Solway International Print Salon.
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Version Changes in Descending Order

it up to the web and do an INIT. b) When producing the spreadsheet
data for a FIAP report, the automatic judges extract now includes any
FIAP distinctions the judges have as specified in the JUDGES.TXT
file. c) correction to error processing for Contact form, d) clarification
on effect when changing JUDGES.TXT file (See Appendix Y of the
manual)(375)

Version 12.8 CRITICAL a) In the on-Line entry system, some
entrants have been putting their name in the XNUM/GEN field.
Additional checking inserted in On-Line entry process and EDAS
generation process to ensure that field starts with X or E followed by 2
digits. b) If a title has .JPEG at the end during the on-line entry
process, this is automatically removed. c) a title ending with .JPEG is
reported as an error during PROCESS TAG FILES, d) titles in the
acceptance certificates are adjusted for special words using the Title
Adjustment File (338) e) The instructions for creating the EDAS
document have been revised to clarify various aspects (117)
Version 12.7 a) in the VIEW TAG FILES screen, an option added to
turn off all 'x' markers. b) in the VIEW TAG FILES screen, an option
added to show only files marked with Q or only those marked with X.
c) Paypal SPLIT program amended to allow https: addresses. d) when
creating images for a catalog, the alignment for portrait images
changed to bring text and images together irrespective of the width of
the image. e) when creating images for a catalog, portrait images are
done twice, once with words on the left and then with words on the
right with the letter R as the last character in the filename.
Version 12.6 a) when showing the title during scoring, the program
will now also show the image number.
Version 12.5 NOTE: This version only affects salons which have an
SSL certificate for their website. a) Corrects a bug which incorrectly
put http:// in front of https://. Only relevant if you specified addresses
with https:// when creating the on-line entry system. b) if you have an
SSL certificate for your website AND you use the SPLITTER facility,
the address in the splitter must use https:// (282)
Version 12.4 CRITICAL a) the PSA now insists that all entry details
use only the English alphabet. Previously K-Salon permitted European
characters but these are no longer allowed. If your salon is currently
open, then you should immediately rebuild your on-line system, reload

Version 12.3 a) wording changed for entry form for Youth Entry
birthday, b) tie break process simplified when doing tie breaks for
prints
Version 12.2 a) when producing separate label lists, program failed
to correctly separate award recipients from the HM only files, b) the
email address has been added to the contents of the ADR label files
(see page (231) )
Version 12.1 CRITICAL - Although we have received no official
notification, it would appear that the GEN (Global Exhibitor Number)
being issued by the PSA is case sensitive. This version of K-Salon
maintains the GEN exactly as input and does not convert to upper
case. This is a critical change needed to ensure that a GEN is
reported in the EDAS exactly as entered by the entrant.
Version 11.8 a) the PSA has decided to issue id numbers (GEN Global Exhibitor Number). The On-line entry system (if open) needs to
be rebuilt and uploaded again. The entry system and the PROCESS
TAG FILES process do not perform any validation checks on the
GEN, b) the bulk email process no longer removes previous bulk
emails. c) the names of the bulk email files have been altered to start
with the date of the email, d) a warning message is issued if the
acceptance point selected exceeds 35%.
Version 11.7 a) CRITICAL it was brought to our attention that some
email systems did not convert the link in the email report card
notifications to active links meaning that many people had difficulty
accessing their report cards. As a consequence both the email format
and the email processor needed to be amended. If you have not yet
sent out your report cards, then the on-line system needs to be rebuilt,
uploaded and an INIT performed. If you have already created and sent
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report cards, then do NOT recreate the report cards as this will resend them to everyone. b) CRITICAL - additional checks put in the
initial start of the program, c) CRITICAL - changes made to the on-line
entry system to ensure all titles are in English alphabet. d) CRITICAL some of the country names in the EDAS, catalog and gallery did not
conform to the PSA list. e) a new internal use report has been added
to show the number of entries and acceptances for each of the
entrants. This is produced automatically when requesting an
ACCEPTANCE LIST. f) a new report has been added which shows
the entrants, number of entries and number of acceptances for each
member of a group. Can be requested during the SALON LEVEL
actions. g) References to obsolete parameter BRITAIN= removed
from the manual

tie break automatically, inserting a value of 1 for all of the images not
yet scored in that tie break. c) a facility has been added to produce a
CATCH file listing only the accepted images for use in your next run of
the salon to catch duplicated accepted entries. (263) d) the CATCH
report has been altered to always report all outstanding duplicates., e)
the PSA logo's have changed again. This version includes the new ®
logos which are used in the Catalog and Gallery., f) the report card
wording has been changed to state that the link is to be copied to the
ADDRESS box, not the SEARCH box. g) the wording of the Birthday
box on the entry form changed.

Version 11.6 a) the PRE-JUDGES.RTF has been amended to
include a simple list of all judges as the last section in the report. b)
the OVERALL STATUS REPORT has been amended to show the
number of entrants who entered 'x' sections. c) in a circuit, a circuit
chairman cannot receive acceptances in the salon being chaired - a
parameter in the CONTROL.INI file will automatically assign a
minimum score to all images entered in that salon by the chairman
(305) d) in IMAGE LIST DIRECT, the presentation by TAG FILE
REFERENCE can use either hyphens or underlines. Using hyphens,
means TAG FILES for prints can be accessed using the bar code
reader, e) the 'hide deleted' option in the VIEW TAG FILES screen
now includes DECLINED, WITHDRAWN and BANNED, f) if an entry
is to be removed after judging has started, the status in the tag file
should be set to DECLINED. This keeps it in the status report but
removes the entry from the Image List and from issuing any reports
(83). g) where the CATCH option is being used to detect repeat
entries from previous exhibitions, an ALLOW file has been introduced
to acknowledge permitted repetition 263), h) various integrity checks
added.
Version 11.5 a) when doing a tie break, an option has been added
to show a preview of all images at that tie break point to assist in
determining the tie break. b) an option has been added to complete a

Version 11.4 a) in order to push the Image List files to the top of the
Explorer list, the filenames now have two leading underlines. b)
additional integrity checking has been added when selecting an Image
List file. c) the Shift+F1 option in the LIGHTBOX has been extended to
include the option to set flag 4 on for all images with a conflict (i.e.
more than one award, HM or flag 2 for the same author) d) if
restricting awards to one per author, the space bar option in the
LIGHTBOX has been extended to include the option to set flag 4 on
for all images by the same author, e) an error in the catalog indexing
has been fixed, f) a mail merge template award letter is produced as
part of the label production process (231) g) at the request of entrants
from China, the entry page for the on-line system has been changed
to refer to "Country / Region" so that Taiwan is not listed as being a
'country' - this requires a rebuild and re-init of the on-line entry system.
Version 11.3 a) CRITICAL - change of length of reference field
means that old email lists did not correctly exclude 'do not pass on'
entrants, b) When doing your PSA EDAS document, you may find that
your spreadsheet program does not allow you to do a SAVE AS using
the special filename cell. A new screen has been provided in the
EDAS sequence to alleviate this problem, c) in order to comply with
FIAP, the FIAP=OLD parameter in CONTROL.INI has been removed,
d) in order to comply with PSA country list requirements, the
BRITAIN=UK parameter in CONTROL.INI and the 'UK as one country
option' in Step 4 of the On-Line creation have been removed, e) when
producing a slide show in horizontal format, you have the option to
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include the section name and circuit salon name, f) the naming
convention for the slides in a slide show has been change to start with
the circuit letter if this is part of a circuit, g) a new report added which
shows the number of new entries added by day to assist in charting
entries (206). The inclusion of deleted items is controlled by the
optional USEDEL line in the CONTROL.INI file (305) h) option in
Paypal report loading to delete all previous records. i) if you are
allowing GROUPS in the on-line entry system, a GROUPS.TXT file
can be added in the [WORK] space to provide identification details for
the group reports (207) j) a new analysis report has been added
(PRE_LOG_COMPUTER) which shows the type of computer and
browser used by the people accessing the On-Line Entry system (208)
k) in order to avoid becoming embroiled in any politically sensitive
statement, the word COUNTRY has been changed to LOCATION in
the Catalog and Acceptance lists, thereby matching the On-Line
Status list, l) the circuit acceptance lists have been modified to include
distinctions, m) when making the email lists, a new list has been
added of those who have explicitly said 'do not pass details on' (292)

Version 11.1 a) critical - if the number of images in the Lightbox is
reduced (image dropped, entry deleted or extract reduced) this can
affect the Lightbox. Bug fixed in this release, b) NOTE: As of version
11 of K-Salon, we no longer recommend Sparkpost as an email
provider due to on-going connection and performance issues. We
have changed all of our salons to use SENDINBLUE. c) the colouring
of the front page has been changed - red means you cannot do this
step, blue means can do it, yellow means it has been done, green
means this is the next step to be done. d) the Ctrl+F? option to clear
flags and the Shift+F? option to set flags in the Lightboxes only apply
to images in the current full Lightbox - they do NOT apply to images
not in the Lightbox. e) bug - fix - when creating a slide show with
country names, the file name was truncated - fixed. f) bug fix - if you
reduced the images in the EXTRACT IMAGES process program could
fail when going back into the Lightbox - fixed. g) function Shift+F9 lists
the images by the same author as the currently selected image with
the option to turn on flag 6. h) as a check for salons which only
allocate one award/HM per entrant per section, function key Shift+F1
in the lightboxes will list all those images where the same author has
already been assigned an award, has an HM or for which Flag 2 has
been set in this section (103) , i) the JUDGES file has been extended
to include an optional field of the judge's entry reference, j) in the
EDIT/VIEW TAG FILES screen, the entries can be sorted and shown
by status. k) a facility has been added to specify a non-standard status
when editing a Tag file after the salon has closed. This status will
include the entry in the Image List file. This facility is particularly useful
when dealing with a GROUP which you trust but which have not made
a payment before the closing date.

Version 11.2 a) CRITICAL - if two people have exactly the same
name, Image List Direct may only show one of the entrants, b)
CRITICAL: After you have begun scoring, changes to names,
addresses and titles can only be made in IMAGE LIST DIRECT, c)
change of message in the On-Line system when entrant does autotitle generation from file name - requires on-line rebuild, d) NOTE:
SENDINBLUE has shown a 6 times speed improvement over
Sparkpost, e) new PSA recognition statement for catalogs, f) when in
the full size in the Lightboxes, 'x' will take you back to the previous
multi-image Lightbox (no need to use ESC), g) the Medal and HM
extracts now include the email address of the entrant and are
produced in both tab delimited and CSV formats, h) if the exhibition
has PSA recognition, the PSA recognition number is in the header for
every page of the catalog, i) the report produced from the VIEW TAG
FILES screen now includes the date and time of the latest TAG file i.e. the date and time of the latest update

Version 10.9 a) Chapter 32 (303) has been added with respect to
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations). This lists the new
facilities introduced to assist with meeting the GDPR requirements.
b) as a security check, the PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt file now contains
a second system check. This means you must recreate, upload and
INIT the on-line system before doing any Tag file processing, c) list of
PSA distinctions updated to include MPSA2 d) the PSA Statement
logo included in the catalog has been updated, e) the bulk email
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facility has been expanded to allow selection of only those who have
paid, f) for a circuit, the JUDGES.TXT file format now includes salon
names, g) when sending BULK emails, the key file now includes the
various links and passwords required., h) the LABEL production
facility has been extended to allow production of one combined
address list for award and HM winners, i) to facilitate the production of
winners letters, the label address file has been extended to include the
number of awards, an 's' if the number is greater than 1 and the list of
images and awards - see Chapter 15 (228), j) the LABELS control
report has been extended to include the number of different package
types required,

determination, the display shows the number of different authors
which would be included at the selected point. n) to assist those
salons which only assign one award per author, in the Lightboxes,
pressing F9 will set flag 6 on for all images by any author who already
has an award or (in the HM lightboxes) already has an award or for
whom at least one image has Flag 2 on (103) o) for the best author
awards, a facility has been added to remove the award, p) the ALL
WINNERS report has been modified to include the image reference
number as used in the Image List file making this document a hard
copy backup of all medal and HM decisions. q) as a point of interest a
new country level report has been produced showing the number of
entries and the success rates for each country. This report is available
after all sections have been completed.(223) r) in order to ensure
consistency in the font used for the acceptance certificates, the
template area and wording have been changed. s) if you are using the
Acceptance Certificate option, the thumbnails for entrants with many
acceptances are pre-generated in folder ACP_THUM for uploading to
the web. t) when doing the email processing, copies of the plain text
email for members of groups are placed in a group folder, u) for
increased security, an entrant will always need to enter and use a
password, v) with continuing reports of unreliable internet connections,
the on-line entry process has been amended so that if the connection
fails during the entry, the entrant can re-commence by using the
RE-ENTER command. For this purpose, the reference number is now
revealed on the first entry page. w) as an aid to accounting, a Paypal
transaction tracking and rationalization facility has been added - see
Chapter 31 (300)

Version 10.8 a) if a judges.txt file is specified, K-Salon will produce
a PRE-JUDGES.RTF report showing the judges by section and the
allocation by judges. b) more explanatory words have been added
around the XNUM field in the on-line entry, c) if the exhibition has PSA
recognition, then the on-line entry system will automatically ask for the
entrant's PSA number in the On-Line Specification Step 5, d) change
in wording in confirmation email for XNUM, e) if the entrant is a
member of a group and has not paid, the status is set to 'Group' - this
is to be set to PAID when the payment is received, f) a status of
'Group' will exclude the entrant from judging - receipt of payment
needs to be recorded as PAID, g) when creating images for a catalog,
an option has been added to include a border around the image
and/or a drop shadow (256) h) for TAG files created outside of the online system, you can check they are all in the same set with the
STARTS command in the CONTROL.INI file (305), i) during the entry
stage, you may wish to know where the entries are coming from whenever you do a PROCESS TAG FILES, the system will produce
the PRE_WHERE_FROM.TXT report listing the number of entries by
country. j) all confirmation and IPN related emails generated by the
on-line entry system will contain the three lead characters in the
subject line, k) for the slide show and catalog images, there is an
option to include the country in the file names to aid selection of
images. l) an option has been added to the edit tag file screen so you
can change the status to PAID, NOT PAID or BEING PROCESSED
with one click on a button, m) when extracting images for the award

Version 10.7 a) if the details for sending emails are saved the
format for saving has changed for future compatibility. This is a critical
change, b) in order to comply with new FIAP regulations, the format of
the JUDGES file has changed - if you specify a judges.txt file it must
be in the new format. c) in order to comply with new FIAP regulations,
the wording on the entry form has had to change. However if you are
still operating under the previous pattern, you can override the new
wording via the FIAP=OLD command in the CONTROL.INI file. d) with
the increasing number of entrants from non-English based countries,
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the XNUM unique identifier facility has been included in the on-line
entry form with the XNUM identifier being included in the PSA EDAS
documents.(70) e) if you specified an 'opening date' for the on-line
system, this incorrectly waited until everyone in the world had that
date. This has now been changed to open if anyone in the world has
that date - this is a critical change, f) due to the complexities of new
features, the XML option for the report cards has been deprecated
and will be removed entirely in a future version - if this is a problem,
please contact Kenebec Media, g) a facility has been added to enable
the entrants to print their own Acceptance Certificates linked to the
report emails - see Chapter 30 for details (297), h) the first email in the
email report cards sequence will always be a test sent to the
Chairman of the salon and will always be for someone who has an
award of some sort, i) some email providers require extra security via
an -f switch - this can be set if required when selecting the email
provider in the on-line creation Step 9, j) if an image is Queried during
judging, etc, the Image Direct facility can be used for finding and
examining the queried images directly, k) Tag 85 has been changed to
be a completely free field which can hold any kind of data maximum
20 characters. The description of the field in the on-line system is also
free. l) in December 2017, the PSA changed its logo to add the word
WORLDWIDE. This new logo will appear in the catalog produced by
K-Salon, m) if you specify an OPENING date in the on-line system, it
only affects the live system. n) if you specify an OPENING date and
the system is not yet open, the message now invites the person to use
the CONTACT FORM to request a reminder email. o) when producing
the data extract for entry in the PSA and into the FIAP spreadsheets,
the action is divided into two steps. The first step puts the judges'
details in the clipboard and the second step puts the acceptances into
the clipboard. p) When previewing the images as part of the EDIT
VIEW TAG files process, double clicking on the image will toggle the
background from grey to black and back. This enables you to check if
the image has excessive borders. q) you can select a different colour
for the name of the salon at the top of the web pages. r) NOTE if your
catalog contains awarded images depicting nudes, you may find your
website blocked forever in certain countries where nudity is against

the religion. To avoid this, you can produce a copy of the catalog
which does not have any images by selecting NO IMAGES when
producing the catalog. Also be aware that if your website contains a
gallery showing nude images, it may be blocked as being
pornographic which means you may get no entries from that country
the following year ! s) a new status of "BEING PROCESSED" has
been added for tag T90. Entries with this status will NOT be included
in the image list file. t) a new folder has been added to the [WORK]
area called A_SPACE. This is a folder for you to keep whatever you
want in it. The folder is backed-up as part of the full back-up process.
Use this folder for your copies of logo files, templates, etc, u) because
group entries often do not know the full entry until after the closing
date, a controllable facility has been added to allow group payments to
be made after the closing date.
Version 10.6 a) Critical warning about Kaspersky corrupting files. b)
bug fix on looping when creating an Image List file if a title contains a
double quote c) although not recommended, the lead identifier for the
on-line reference number and files can be changed to any pattern of 3
characters or digits, d) in the VIEW TAG files screen, an option has
been added to show only those entries which have been marked with
Q and the REPORT from the screen would then only show the queried
entries. e) in VIEW TAG an options has been added to hide/exclude
all DELETED, BANNED, DECLINED, etc TAG files f) the REPORT in
VIEW TAG files has been altered so that you set part of the name.
Also, the country has been added as a specific column
Version 10.5 a) a report is produced during the PROCESS TAG
FILES listing all email addresses of active entrants grouped by the
date when i) entered or ii) a change was made to email address or iii)
the status changed to active. This report (205) can be used to send
blanket emails to active entrants. b) the weighting factors used in
calculating the TIE1 values during scoring have been altered to
ensure a better spread when the scoring range includes 6, 7, 8, and 9.
This does not alter the previous pattern but ensures no duplication of
weighted factors. c) in order to ensure consistency across the various
reports, etc a JUDGES.TXT file has been added where you specify
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the details of the judges and the sections they have judged. This is
used to produce the inserts for FIAP and PSA reports and for the
on-line gallery and catalog. Full details in Appendix Y (375)

the group payment codes. b) the list of Australian distinctions has
been updated. c) various versions of iPAD operating systems have a
bug / fault whereby a confirmation email viewed on an iPAD may show
incorrect images from a previous entry which used the same email
address. This is a flaw in the iPAD image caching process. The
K-Salon on-line entry system has been altered so after you have
recreated the on-line system, the subsequent confirmation emails
displayed on iPADs will show the correct images.

Version 10.4 a) if recognition is received from PSA or FIAP, it is
necessary to produce a catalog according to certain criteria. Whereas
some exhibitions may wish to spend time producing a 5 star catalog,
other exhibitions find it an error prone and time consuming chore.
K-Salon has been extended so it can now produce a virtually finished
catalog ready for converting directly to PDF. Full details are included
in Chapter 17 (244) b) in the LABEL production process, the entries in
the HM titles details file has been divided into two files - the first for
those who received both an award and an HM and secondly for those
who received an HM but no award. This then matches the order in the
label checklist file. c) a set of instructions has been included on how to
use the various label files (229) d) an audit trail report
(ALTERED_SCORES.TXT) has been added detailing all of the image
reference numbers which have had their scores increased as a result
of receiving an award or direct changing in IMAGE DIRECT. Details
are included on page (220). e) the screen display has been corrected
as detailed in the critical release 10.3.1700., f) clarification that the
minimum score in the CONTROL.INI file cannot be less than 1.
Version 10.3 a) minor corrections in the manual. b) Country
Acceptance report has been expanded to show for each country the
number of awards received and the percentage of all awards and the
percentage of all acceptances. c) the Country Acceptance report is
now also produced in CSV format for spreadsheet processing. d) the
special awards (Best Author, etc) have been added to the OVERALL
STATUS report. e) the number of countries which gained awards is
also listed in the OVERALL STATUS report f) the address labels now
include the group code as the last column to permit sorting and
collecting by group, g) when using the Query facility, the score,
acceptance (Y/N) and any award assigned are now included in the
Query report
Version 10.2 a) a PRE_GROUP_CODES log/ report has been
added to the On-line creation process to enable you to keep track of

Version 10.1 a) the EDAS inserts have been changed to comply
with altered EDAS specification so that the email column now shows
the GEN (Global Exhibitor Number) if supplied otherwise the PSA
number if supplied otherwise the email address. b) when producing
the slide show (or catalog images), you can restrict it to producing only
the HM and award winners, c) when doing PROCESS TAG FILES, the
system looks for and reports on duplicate PSA numbers and on
duplicate GEN (Global Exhibitor Number), d) the IPN messages now
include the salon short name as an aid for those people running more
than one salon concurrently., e) a facility has been added to restrict
entries to certain named countries (via ONLY.TXT file) to enable
K-Salon to be used for 'national' competitions such as BPE. f)
clarification of the Top Image award as not designed as a Best-inShow award -see page (108). g) in Step 3 of the On-Line specification
process, you can specify the OPENING date for a salon meaning it
can be uploaded ahead of time. h) the TAG file format has changed so
that the GEN is now in tag T88. i) when doing PROCESS TAG FILES
the program will validate all GEN's to ensure compliance with the 11
character checksum controlled format j) a facility has been added to
produce 'oven-ready- jpg files for direct inclusion into your catalog
WORD document complete with title, author etc and sized to appear in
your document without further resizing. See Chapter 18 (252) for
details.
Version 9.13 a) an issue has been discovered in the Windows
image handling software whereby certain unconventional JPG files will
not display correctly. More details and corrective action are given on
page (77) b) when sending out report card and bulk emails, the first
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email will always be sent to the organizers as a check. c) the option to
have the word "AIRMAIL" as the first line of an address has been
removed, d) when creating labels, the address parts can either be
packed so all blanks lines are at the end OR set in fixed named
columns (easier for mail merge), e) when the Most Successful Author
award is assigned, the program produces an ordered text file listing all
entrants with their scores, f) when copying files for the CATALOG, if
the title contains any of the following characters \ : / * ? " < > | they will
be changed in the file name to ~ g) when doing the TAG file process,
the program checks for and reports as an error duplicate titles in the
same Tag File

Step 4 when creating On-Line Entry system, g) internal author number
shown in IMAGE LIST direct and optionally in lightboxes, h) option to
set flags in lightboxes by author number, i) option to set flags in
lightboxes by TAG file contents extended to include more tags, ‘?’
meaning anything in that tag and ‘#’ meaning nothing in that tag. j)
when starting with a blank folder, the system will generate sample
AWARDS files in the new rather than the old format.

Version 9.12 a) when a tag file is updated locally, a message
appears showing the name and reference for the file just amended, b)
if a line in a tag file begins with a comma, the comma is removed, c) to
assist in image checking, in the EDIT/VIEW TAG FILE screen (F059)
select "only those not marked with 'x' ", then use a right click on the
entry to take you straight to viewing or press the + key. When viewing
the images, pressing 'x' will stop the viewing, set the 'x' marker and
return to screen F059 ready for the next entrant. d) a new 'Most
Successful Author' award has been added at the Salon level based on
a point scoring system (108) e) a POINTS.TXT file has been added for
setting the scoring pattern for the Most Successful Author (372)
Version 9.11 a) amendment to PSA EDAS format and column data,
b) addition of IUP distinctions, c) extraction of acceptance details in a
general format (used for IUP)
Version 9.8, 9.9, 9.10 (Combined) . a) Addition of new PSA portfolio
distinctions, b) logging of all email attempts including unsuccessful
ones, c) the salutation words at the end of the confirmation emails
cannot contain any html controls (red, bold, etc), d) due to changes in
their marketing policy, Mandrill is no longer a recommended email
provider for the on-line system, e) Sparkpost is the recommended
email provider for the on-line system (full account creation instructions
included (139), f) for various salons opening in 2016, FIAP are
requiring that some explicit words be included in the entry form. If you
are subject to this requirement, then select INCLUDE FIAP WORDS in

Version 9.7 a) critical error corrected which prevented the one upload
option (see 9.6 below) from working correctly in certain LIVE
environments, b) the option to allow the entrant to upload one image
at a time can be preset to ON, c) if the barcode reader fails to read a
bar code, the bar code can be typed in lower case omitting the hyphen
and plus sign followed by the enter/return key, d) during print scoring,
the automatic saves do not bring up a message window - instead the
save is announced vocally.
Version 9.6 a) normally the on-line image entry page does one upload
for the full page of 4 images. If the entrant has a slow internet, this can
timeout before the upload is completed. An option has been added to
allow the entrant to upload one image at a time. b) the sequential
stack check option for prints has been removed since none of the
processes require sequential processing of the prints, c) the Image
List creation step for print sections has been simplified (172) d) an
option has been added to assign the minimum score automatically to
all missing prints upon completion of the scoring for that section.
Version 9.5 a) critical bug fix - on-line status page was corrupt and
not showing the status items. If you have rebuilt the on-line system
since 9.2, you need to re-create the on-line system, upload to the web
and redo the init operation.
Version 9.4 a) as a result of a court decision in USA, the organization
previously called United Photographers International (UPI) was forced
to change its name and is now called Global Photographic Union. This
necessitated a change to the distinctions. b) following the FIAP
decision to add new EFIAP diamond levels, it has been necessary to
add these to the list of distinctions. NOTE if your salon is currently
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operational you will need to recreate the on-line system upload it to
the web and do the INIT step

Diversity Award can only be determined in the SECTION LEVEL
ACTIONS screen after the relevant section has been closed, i) the
catalog list report can be ordered either by name within country or just
by name, j) the new PSA GMPSA levels have been added to the
honours list for the on-line entry system, k) when changes are made
via the IMAGE LIST DIRECT facility, the related TAG file is amended
in-step with the same changes, l) to allow for concurrently running
more than one salon from the same PC, the IPN messages back to
the chairman show the salon name as the sender rather than ENTRY
and contain the salon name in the IPN message, m) with the
introduction of the bulk email facility, the report card emails must now
be loaded only through the mailer and NOT via FTP. n) reference is
included
to
document
"Suitable
for
Inclusion"
at
http://www.kenebec.com/pov o) a facility has been added for
producing various clean email lists either from the lists of current
entrants or from email campaign lists, p) a bulk email facility has been
added for sending emails to the entrants - see Chapter 29 (294) q) a
log is maintained of all emails sent via the on-line emailer - the log can
be downloaded as part of the on-line zip process, r) slight change to
the wording of the UK2 support ticket request in Appendix S,.

Version 9.3 a) a feature has been added to provide a link to a
translation of your rules in Chinese, Arabic and/or Russian NOTE: you
do the translation - the entry system displays a link in Chinese, Arabic
or Russian to your translation- see page (143) b) the term
'accreditation' has been replaced with 'recognition' to align with the
PSA and FIAP wording, c) to comply with new PSA report card
requirements, the AWARDS files now include optional PSA Division
details - see page (309) d) an hour glass now shows in the on-line
entry system when the files are being uploaded to show that
something is happening; e) additional checking added to detect and
report on oversized images during on-line upload
Version 9.2 a) with the growing use of TV's for judging, a test has
been added in the CHECK SCREEN DISPLAY check sequence to
ensure that the TV or projector is NOT doing automatic sharpening .b)
the program checks that you have not changed the screen resolution
or the primary monitor after starting the program and forces a log out if
there have been changes, c) in order to assist award and HM posting,
the LAB_LIST_RTF document has been divided so that the pure HM
winners (i.e. no awards) are in a separate section of the report..
Version 9.1 a) introduction of more checking to prevent re-use of web
space or work folder for another salon or another year of the same
salon. b) in order to provide end-to-end audit reference capability, the
PayPal process now includes an 'invoice' field which will appear in
both the entrant and the organizer's emails. (Note: for security
reasons, in PayPal the 'transaction' number is different for entrant and
salon and cannot be used as a common reference.) c) the PayPal log
file _A_IPN_LOG has been extended to include the invoice field, d)
the specification for the WATCH.TXT file has been amended. e) for
tag files which are encoded in UTF8, a web based program has been
added to decode and amend the file - Page (81), e) the maximum
image width has been increased to 3,840 pixels, g)
Landscape/Seascape has been added to the Categories used in the
Nature sample system as per the pattern used by the PSA, h) the

Version 8.12 a) For a circuit, the labels can be produced either for the
full circuit or for just that salon in the circuit. b) the WATCH file has
been amended to include an optional fourth field for the reason why
entrant is being watched, c) facility added to produce email campaign
lists from other email list resolving duplicates and exclusions, d)
prevention of concurrent running of more than one copy of K-Salon.
Version 8.11 a) Labels for circuits can now include the details for all
of the salons in the circuit.
Version 8.10 a) A method has been found to make the Logitech
BUZZERS work in Windows 7 and 8. This means that the Sony
BUZZERS can be bought and used without being concerned about
the manufacturer. (Previously only those made by Namtai were
operational) For full details see Appendix T (361), b) the PSA Licence
agreement question has been removed from the list of options. c) a
check has been added to prevent re-use of a web space for a different
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salon. d) the PSA EDAS document requires the acceptances sorted
by title within given name within family name. e) when doing a PSA or
FIAP extraction, a message appears at the end showing the section,
total entries and total acceptances as a verification that the correct
data has been extracted f) a check has been added to ensure that an
Image folder for one salon is not inadvertently accessed for an
unassociated work space of a different salon.

produced in TXT format to prevent incorrect formatting when pasting
into the EDAS document, d) the FIAP acceptance document is now
only produced in TXT format to prevent incorrect formatting when
pasting into the FIAP acceptance document, e) adding a new award to
an AWARDS file will now keep all existing award assignments and
require just an assignment of the new award.

Version 8.9 a) with screen sizes getting larger, the Windows message
boxes were becoming too small so messages can now be shown in a
K-Salon window (see page (71) ). b) to make it easier to find answers,
the manual has been restructured so that the I WANT TO... questions
are grouped into seven different topics, c) when doing the PSA and
FIAP extracts (for EDAS), the results are still produced as a report
BUT are also placed in the clipboard ready for immediate pasting into
the spreadsheet. d) the format of the CIRCUIT parameter in the
CONTROL.INI file has been changed to avoid confusion with the
NAME parameter. e) the CIR_ACCEPTANCE reports are now placed
in a sub-folder of the folder containing the circuit image list files. f) for
print scoring sections, the scoring display shows the rate per hour
averaged over the preceding 10 images. g) for all sections, the scoring
rate is calculated when the image list file is saved. h) the display in the
EXAMINE IMAGE LIST in the scoring screen, has been restructured
to show the scores in ascending order so that unscored images are at
the top of the list., i) for print section labels, if the entrant requests
return or forwarding (or is a member of the hosting club), the label will
show a small green square in the top right corner to aid in sorting the
prints after the salon has closed. j) when producing the images for the
catalog, a report will be produced in the same folder listing all of the
images with the relevant details ready for copying and pasting into the
catalog.
Version 8.8 a) the order of the columns in the PSA EDAS extract has
been changed to match alterations made by PSA (20 April 2015), b)
the EDAS and FIAP acceptance data process now also places the
results in the clipboard ready for pasting directly into the relevant
EDAS / FIAP document, c) the PSA EDAS document is now only

Version 8.7 a) New Zealand dollar added as permitted currency for
on-line system.
Version 8.6 a) title control (caps, lower, etc) has been added to the
section and salon level report request screens, b) name and title case
adjustments now recognize Mc? and Mac? and put the ? character
into upper case, c) changes to the TITLE_ADJUSTMENT.TXT file
take effect immediately without the need for a restart of K-Salon, d)
the IMAGE LIST DIRECT screen has the option to apply title case to
all names and titles e) when creating the Image List, the default is to
apply title case adjustments to all names and titles (this can be
unticked), f) in IMAGE LIST DIRECT, a search facility has been added
so that you can find any titles which contain a specific set of
characters (such as mac) g) CRITICAL >> security system was not
recording security copies after 25 updates h) the section definitions
can be checked from the ADMIN & BACKGROUND screen (allows
checking without the need for an Image List file), i) if you have a
triptych section, then a copy of the created triptych jpg will be placed
in the TRIPTYCHS sub-folder in the Images Folder with a name
beginning with the surname of the entrant.
Version 8.5 a) when the slide show is created, the images for 'best'
(author, member, diversity, etc) are also placed in their own sub-folder
in the slide show folder identified by the award name, b)
ARCHIVE.TXT file now placed in main folder ready for archiving rather
than in the reports folder, c) title case processing has been enhanced
to capitalize after punctuation and special characters, d) when
selecting TOP award (chairman's award?), you can decide to choose
from more than just the top winners in each section - (useful when
more than one gold medal is awarded in a section). e) the name of the
top award can be changed to suit your salon preference, f) for FIAP
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blue pin, top award and top member, the name of the author is hidden
until explicitly requested, g) a facility has been added to enable you to
display the section definition to the selectors before scoring
commences - page (91) h) the backup security system has been
restructured to improve speed of processing, i) proportion values for a
triptych section have been changed to 40% from the images and 60%
from the panel, j) during triptych scoring the images are shown first
and then the full panel, k) to provide natural break points, the triptych
section is structured randomly into 4 blocks - similar to rounds.

on-line entry system options have been extended to include a 'youth'
facility whereby entrants with a birth date on or after a specified date
can 1) have fees reduced by 50% or 100% and 2) be flagged in
awards LIGHTBOX for special 'youth' awards.

Version 8.4 a) the email SMTP options in Step 9 of the on-line system
have been extended to allow you to specify any SMTP processor and
not just gmail, elasticmail or mandrill, b) the option for concurrent
judging of the same section in print based circuits has been removed
as being unworkable in all but trivial sized salons. c) an option has
been added to allow the on-line system to set tag T11 to be a copy of
any of the other detail tags. d) when creating an Image List file, you
can select what tag is to appear in column 21, e) the login page of the
on-line zip process shows how many files are waiting to be zipped. f)
the security backup system has been redesigned to do an incremental
backup only of files that have changed, g) during scoring, the system
calculates and records the score rate per hour. This can be seen and
extracted as a spreadsheet report, h) a report has been added to
show all acceptances across all sections for members of the
sponsoring club, i) the labels for a print section can have little boxes
printed on them to record the score when doing a table-top type of
scoring (175) i) email sending program checks for incomplete or
corrupt email file. j) to allow for multiple concurrent runs of K-Salon,
the +AUTO+ facility creates and uses a sub-folder based on the name
of the work folder.
Version 8.3 - a) inclusion of email address in EDAS has been made
optional depending upon Data Protection regulations in your country,
b) option to have entrant purchase a CD/DVD of the salon has been
altered so you can choose between CD/DVD or a Printed Catalog at
system generation time, c) vocal scoring announcement has been
extended to include a choice between a male and a female voice, d)

Version 8.2 a) option to use KSX files as a faster alternative to ZIP
files for downloading from the on-line entry system (134), b)
requirement for a ZIPS folder for holding copies of the downloaded zip
type files, c) option to use 'ksz' extension for zip files to ease
download operation, d) process to unzip files directly in K-Salon in the
PROCESS TAG FILES screen rather than via Windows or WinZip
(see details on page (152), e) the orphan check process introduced in
Version 8.1 has now become part of the standard Tag file process and
the command has been removed from the screen. f) the CHECK
SCREEN DISPLAY process has had a distortion detection screen
added to detect distortions produced by some projectors during
keystone correction. g) a CHECK SCREEN LUMINOSITY process
has been added to check the gamma settings of a projector or screen,
h) MAPS and GMAPS have been added as distinction options in the
APS set. i) flag markers 4, 5, and 6 are now allowed in the HM
determination process j) the program checks that display scaling has
been explicitly turned off for K-Salon (288), k) control added during online generation to limit number of files per zip, l) at the request of some
selectors, an optional verbal score announcement facility has been
included. m) changes to the EDAS extract for PSA filing to include the
entrant's email address. n) the facility to receive an email notification
that a zip was completed was causing frequent timeouts in the zip
process and has been removed. o) option in zip process to display the
list of zips directly even if files are waiting to be zipped, p) expansion
of reasoning behind awards only being made from the pool of top
scoring images (107)
Version 8.1 a) setting BRITAIN=UK in the CONTROL.INI file restricts
input countries to only United Kingdom. b) a facility has been added in
the PROCESS TAG FILES to hunt for and report on orphaned JPG
files no longer referenced in a TAG file, c) option to include postal
address for prints in the confirmation email, d) in confirmation email,
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the triptych pattern image was incorrectly reported as being small, e)
Tag T11 is ignored if the On-Line entry system has been created.

Version 7.7 a) in the GALLERY and the DIRECT SLIDE SHOW, the
DIVERSITY award has been placed between the assigned awards
and the HM's, b) in the GALLERY and DIRECT SLIDE SHOW, if
consecutive award descriptions are the same, the entries are sorted
by surname., c) the DIVERSITY award shows the images of those
authors achieving the top two highest scores rather than just the top
score. d) In the DIVERSITY LIGHTBOX, an option to reveal the
entrant identity, e) in the two acceptance lists, the awards column
shows Medal only if the award is identified in the AWARDS files as
GSB or M , otherwise it states Award, f) the circuit acceptance report
identifies awards with (W) instead of (M), g) bug fix - on-line entry was
incorrectly rejecting apostrophe in data fields.

Version 8.0 a) <title> field in html now refers only the short name of
the salon, b) introduction of optional lock to prevent changes to on-line
aspects for distributed systems, c) change of CIRCUIT parameter in
CONTROL.INI file, d) addition of circuit name in email report cards
and email report card subject lines, e) split_list.txt file can have blank
lines and comments, f) removal of sequential print processing option
for scoring, g) removal of check of print order against image list, h)
automatic production of a split_list.txt file whenever the on-line is built.
i) different lead letters for TEST and LIVE systems, j) new salon level
report listing all winners across all sections. k) the names of section
and salon level reports produced in a circuit have the circuit code
prepended to the output report name, l) the program no longer
supports image list files with more than 21 columns, m) for circuit level
changes - in IMAGE DIRECT process, option to apply the same
changes (title and author details) to this copy of the Image List file
Version 7.10 a) inclusion of duplicate plain text short form
confirmation email (150),. b) re-send of confirmation emails did not
include password, c) option to include country in the filenames for
images prepared for a catalog, d) under certain circumstances, United
Kingdom could appear more than once in the on-line drop down list of
countries. e) inclusion of description of options to use K-Salon in a
modular fashion with other programs (45)
Version 7.9 a) correction of database update path if you missed out
some interim updates, b) inclusion of suggested rules for Triptych
section, c) inclusion of optional link to STATUS list on the front entry
page, d) Note on using alternative scoring devices (190)
Version 7.8 a) instructions on putting Google translate into your web
page Conditions of Entry (see page (71), b) option in on-line entry
specification to change the words in the confirmation email with
respect to the charge for returning prints, c) Catch list excludes tag
files marked as deleted, d) option to use the word 'Judges' or
'Selectors' in on-line gallery

Version 7.6 a) for various reasons, all references to 'disqualifying an
image' have been replaced with 'dropping an image'. b) The TAG
folder has been renamed as TAG_EDIT_BACKUP to avoid confusion,
c) on print labels, the entrant's name is truncated at 32 characters to
prevent overflow into the next label d) addition of the HIGH SCORE
report showing the entrant with the highest score, e) option in the
CONTROL.INI file to turn off taking security copies of critical files, f) all
references to a status of REJECTED have now been replaced with the
word DECLINED. g) the status of WITHDRAWN has been added to
the list of recognized status values (78)
Version 7.5 - a) option to put ACPT in awards column of Image List if
image accepted but has no awards or HM's. b) option to be notified if
the proposed recipient of an award has already received an award, c)
in LIGHTBOX, space bar now turns off the title window if it is currently
showing (i.e. toggles the window) d) In the AWARDS and HM screens,
an option to set flag markers ON based on score or on a specified
value in certain TAG fields (such as country) e) the word tag has been
reserved to refer only to entries in the TAG file and the word flag has
been used when marking images in the Lightbox., f) minor changes to
the processing of circuit results; g) change to EDAS contents for PSA;
h) change to AWARDS file to identify different types of AWARD; i)
inclusion of version check to ensure old version not being used with
new data files
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Version 7.4 a) On-Line tick box agreeing to abide by the rules is now
always included, b) a notification email is sent when a camera raw file
is uploaded, c) Addition of the 'z' key option when Showing images in
the VIEW Tag file screen to remove corrupt EXIF in image d) Check in
On-Line system to ensure that the php has not been uploaded to the
root folder in the web space, e) T90 status of NOT PAID will not be
included in the Image List file, f) note on the status words recognized
for tag T90 (78), g) addition of PRE-PAYMENT.txt file as a record of
status changes. h) on-line email screen now includes the option to
upload the email data directly without needing to log on to the web
space, i) the PayPal call has been amended so that the IPN will come
back to the relevant web space, overriding the setting in the PayPal
account profile, j) an IPN splitter program has been included for those
organizations which already use PayPal IPN processing for other
activities OR run more than one salon concurrently, k) Group payment
codes limited to 6 characters including lead letters, l) Print labels will
show the group code instead of RETURN if the entrant requesting a
return is part of a group. m) In random print scoring, screen shows the
number remaining to be scored

on-line image entry section, note on PDI only appears if there is a PDI
section, h) addition of _Status List.htm file as a standalone status
report

Version 7.3 a) addition of email and country to Best Author Report for
FIAP spreadsheet, b) addition of PRE-PAYMENTS.txt report, c) on
editing TAG file, the new tag file name preserves the case of the
filename, d) during tag file processing, the PRE_DISCARD.TXT file
now includes the reason for rejection, e) warning notice with respect to
verification if using GMAIL in the on-line system (page 137), f) addition
of status of DECLINED and BANNED for Tag T90, g) addition of
support for emailing via MANDRILL as preferred option. h) Important
note about different versions of the scoring pads (Appendix T 361)
Version 7.2 - a) 'z' key for rectifying corrupt EXIF was not working in
pad scoring mode, b) Potential access vulnerability blocked for the
sub-folders in on-line entry system, c) Accreditation words added to
report card emails, d) Option to use local SMTP for emailing ZIP
reports and confirmation re-sends, e) Tag T79 added to PAYMENT
set in extract of tag file details, f) Return/Forward on print labels now
shows correct wording, g) Short salon name used in print labels, h) In

Version 7.1 - a) the BUZZ scoring devices have two different USB
registration codes - both codes now recognized, b) php entry point
?_njc.php removed, c) when using the scoring pads, it is only
necessary to re-allocate if unused for more than 5 minutes,
d) automatic tie breaking default changed to option 2 (Agreement)
e) default for PSA and FIAP extracts does not have a header line.,
f) report PRE_TAG_QUERY renamed to PRE_UNTICKED_QUERY
and restricted to being available only for tag files not marked as ticked
g) addition of GEN_NOT_PAID extract, h) addition of SKIP and
PREVIEW options when doing sequential print scoring i) option in
on-line entry system to include question for purchase of CD/DVD with
charge for this item with result recorded in tag T79, j) if a zip or mailer
operation timeouts, the message contains a link back to the php
program, k) if on-line system has been built, the maximum jpg size
overrides the value in the CONTROL.INI file.
Version 7.0 - a) salon is marked as 'closed' when any access made
after closing date rather than just the entry page, b) on-line entry
system only shows reference number after entry has been confirmed
c) sample demo on-line system defaults to using Y14 for all references
numbers, d) inclusion of a new "triptych" style of section for a three
part genuine panel, e) Acceptance report for PSA now includes a
description of the medal received, f) Acceptance report for PSA now
includes separate MEDAL and HM listings before the full acceptance
listings g) Note regarding not using ELASTICEMAIL for other
purposes, h) addition of GMT timestamp to confirmation email. i)
inclusion in Appendix S of the procedure for disabling anti-spam in
UK2 which can block various image titles, j) addition of check in online INIT to detect uploading to incorrect web page, k) change to
scoring process for prints to allow sequential, random, 'table top' and
incremental scoring, l) inclusion of option for automatic tie breaking
based on selector scoring pattern, m) adjustment to setting
acceptance point where selection is the last item in a tie break
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situation, n) amendment to on-line system so that IPN emails have
surname, given name in subject line, o) sample system for print
sections upgraded for PDF labels, q) labels for print sections now
produced as PDF documents, r) check included that INIT operation
has been performed after on-line file upload, s) status tag T90 added
to extract email set, t) addition of a 'soft close' option to allow entries
to be made after the closing date, u) addition of +AUTO+ backup
mirror facility

Version 6.8 - a) option to include a Special Notice at the start of the
on-line gallery, b) option to query an image in preview, during scoring
and in all light boxes with queried images being copied out to a special
folder for closer examination., c) in light boxes, change of action for
keyboard 'q' to 'w', d) option to turn ON all flag markers in light boxes,
e) for small competitions with few entries option when creating Image
List to amalgamate rounds, f) to allow for competitions with less than 4
rounds, preview prior to judging uses the last round which has images
rather than always using round 4. g) in the on-line entry system, a
remove button has been included to allow for the removal of an entry.
h) where there is a licence code change, a deactivation option has
been added to the ADMIN function. i) the sample generation system
has been extended to produce a sample for a print salon, j) on first
entry, creation of a sample system is now the default action with only
one question, k) in auto scoring, option to show the number of top
scores received by the image .

Version 6.9 - a) the POST SCORING EVENT command was
renamed as IMAGE LIST DIRECT, b) options in IMAGE LIST DIRECT
extended to include sorting by score, viewing of images in sequence
and detailed examination of image at high percentages, c) contents of
label list LAB_ADR_OTHER extended to include additional sorting
information such as GROUPS d) LAB_TITLE_AWARDS and
LAB_TITLE_HM have been extended with country column to assist in
sorting, e) section statistics added in Section page of the on-line
gallery, f) addition of Swedish krona to fee options for on-line, g)
accent character automatically changed to apostrophe in on-line entry,
h) name cannot begin with apostrophe in on-line entry, i) automatic
catch of 404 errors in the on-line gallery during maintenance periods.
j) inclusion of expanded image viewing option (right click) when
viewing TAG file images, k) option in gallery production to include an
explanation of missing medals which have been either not assigned or
withdrawn, l) Go to Pay Screen option added to starter page in OnLine system., m) clarification in the manual on Group Payment
process (154), n) addition of facility to check print order in a stack pile,
p) re-entry of email address moved in on-line screen to reduce
likelihood of copy and paste, q) addition of a full incremental backup
facility for security backup and system duplication, r) addition of merge
facility after scoring different sections concurrently, s) mutex flag
added to ZIP file process to prevent concurrent zip operations, t)
option added in results email to suppress actual scores, u) option to
download on-line log file when doing a zip, v) analysis and reports
based on on-line log file showing individual and weekly statistics.

Version 6.7 - a) removal of the requirement to have the word Medal in
the AWARDS-n.TXT files, b) AWARDS-n.TXT file entries have a
maximum description length of 36 characters, c) a timing issue was
resolved whereby scores are not recorded for the first 1/10 of a
second after the image is displayed with option to extend this up to 2
seconds in .1 second intervals, d) in the Light Boxes, the character D
can be used for marking an image as dropped. e) in scoring module,
inclusion of a comfort break via 'b' key with full resumption, f) option to
produce a PDF version of print section bar code labels for emailing to
Mac users, g) inclusion of a status page as part of the on-line entry
system, h) option to display meaningful letters (Award, Yes, No, etc)
instead of scores in scoring module, i) inclusion of automatic backup
of critical files after each major decision point with user controlled
restore, j) inclusion of an option for amending Image List files in a
controlled manner.
Version 6.6 - a) facility for checking for screen distortion before
scoring with screen positioning controls, b) addition of entrant's
password to the PRE_CATCH_TEXT file to enable more efficient mail
merging; c) inclusion of special process for print workers who cannot
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produce a JPG copy of a dark room print., d) inclusion of the
NOPIC.JPG option for nullifying/removing a specific image, e) change
to on-line entry system to force browser to re-load cached images
f) inclusion of facility for full preview of a round prior to scoring with
option to copy suspect images, g) new Appendix in the Manual with a
Scoring Day Checklist, h) option in on-line entry system to restrict
entry to members of an organization.

of TAG files, d) addition of BUZZ scoring pad descriptions in Appendix
T and pad checking in BACKGROUND actions.

Version 6.5 - a) changes to the way in which names are capitalized in
the on-line entry form. b) inclusion of automatic check for upgrade only operational if you are connected to the internet c) inclusion of a
CHECK FOR UPGRADE command in the starting and main screen
which goes directly to the web - only operational if you are connected
to the internet.
Version 6.4 - Internal version
Version 6.3 - a) additional verification checks in on-line Tag file
amendment, b) addition of option to list previous zip files for
downloading again, c) addition of html message when server rejects
filenames which have illegal characters, d) addition of facility to resend confirmation email.
Version 6.2 - a) alteration to the PHP timer to begin shut down after
20 seconds instead of 25 seconds when doing emails and zip files. b)
Scotland, England, Wales and Northern Ireland are no longer
combined for reporting to PSA and Great Britain is no longer a defined
option in the country list. c) implementation of a 60 meg limit on zip
file creation.
Version 6.1 - a) Correction of some typing errors in the manual.
Version 6.0 - a) full release of the scoring module b) creation of online gallery of images for the web site, c) addition of
PRE_CATCH_TEXT file, d) inclusion of CIR_ACCEPTANCE lists for
circuits.
Version 5.5 - a) amendment to PSA EDAS extract to reflect change in
country list and changes to the acceptance column, b) addition of
Appendix O on interface with PayPal, c) addition of two stage ticking

Version 5.4 - addition of Appendix S on managing your on-line web
space.
Version 5.3 - a) Inclusion of processing for a print based salons and
print based circuits, b) extension of TAG file extraction facilities, c)
addition of ticking and personal notes for TAG file processing and
checking.
Version 5.2 - a) introduction of the raw file upload option in the
On-Line entry system, b) addition of option 1 for the emailer whereby
the emails consists only of simple text pointing to individual web pages
containing the individual html formatted report cards. c) diversity
award changed to an entrant level award and not an image level
award.
Version 5.1 - a) inclusion of immediate slide show for displaying
results to the selectors, b) minor amendments to the emailing facility
and c) minor manual changes. This version includes details of the
print facility but print processing is not included in the operational
programs.
Version 5.0 - a) Inclusion of On-Line Data Entry creation facility
(excluding PRINT receipt) b) extended tag file checking and
processing, c) Image List creation, d) addition of Best-in-Show report.
Version 4.5 - a) change from using the word class to using section b)
rearrangement of front page to allow for more options, c) addition of
TAG DATA EXTRACT d)addition of Image List file Creation option e).
Extension of Tag file checking to include automated pre-viewing of
images f) removal of the pure XML emailing option and introduction of
the special format email option for use with the K-Salon emailer to
become available as part of Version 5.0.
Version 4.4 - Addition of PRE_ENTRY_LIST.txt report containing the
list of all entrants.
Version 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 - a) Addition of a printed ACCEPTANCE
LIST for sending to PSA officers as a cheaper substitute to airmailing
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the catalogs. (117) b) Addition of extract for new FIAP spreadsheet.
This can affect the names assigned to awards - see page (310)
(Version 4.2 was an internal version change)

Version 3.9 - An EMAILING option has been added which prepares
files for use in other emailing systems. Can substantially reduce the
size of the outgoing email.

Version 4.1 - a) Restrictions placed on the location of the [WORK]
folder and requirement that a new folder is on a disc with at least 1
gigabyte of free space, b) Additional checking added during
Processing of Tag files to detect and report on unreadable or empty
JPEG files and the presence of any double quotes in the TAG files.
These are then reported in the STATUS report. c) On reading the
IMAGE LIST file, all leading and trailing double and single quotes are
removed and all embedded double quotes are converted to single
quotes. d) Addition of CATALOG extraction facility for collecting
winning images for the Catalog e) Addition of MEMBER list report
showing all entrants claiming to be members of the sponsoring club
f) Optional restriction on Best Author to exclude members of the
sponsoring club, g) Optional retention of flag markers when extracting
more images, h) Production of a spreadsheet style dynamic report on
the proportions of images receiving various scores, i) Minor
amendments to wordings, messages and exception paths.
Version 3.14 - Additional formatting controls added to the label
production process. Clarification has been given with respect to the
reasoning behind not recording individual selector's scores and not
allowing a selector to assign an award to an image which did not
achieve the necessary criteria (107)
Version 3.12 and 3.13 - The ARCHIVE process has been added for
producing a thumbnail archive of all accepted images. The Status
report has been altered to use the Arial font. (Version 3.12 was an
internal version change).
Version 3.10 and 3.11 - An extract has been added listing all
acceptances sorted in catalog order (i.e. image within author within
country). (Version 3.10 was an internal version change). PSA extract
has been altered for changes in data content.

Version 3.8 - PROCESS TAG FILES has been made a compulsory
step to avoid missing changed or new T80 tags. Facility has been
added to create the Slide Show of accepted images. The LABEL
facility now includes a listing of all AIRMAIL requests made via T98.
The (W) facility has been extended to include user defined subsets
such as (C) for creative.
Version 3.7 - Addition of AUTORESET facility (page (87) , additional
address labels for non-award winners, control on capitalization of titles
(via ADMIN screen), preparation of images for Slide Show (252)
Version 3.6 - All report and extract names standardized to use
underscore instead of hyphen. This version has added the WATCH,
CATCH, LABEL and BACK LOAD facilities. This version has extended
the PROCESS TAG FILES functionality to examine JPG dimensions
and profiles.
Version 3.5 - This version introduces the concept of categories within
a section as detailed on page (267)
Version 3.3 - This is the initial release version of the program. This
version completely replaces all previous beta versions. This version is
fully compatible with both the 21 column and 37 column version of the
Muskovac Image List file (312).

Future Upgrades and Activation Key
Upon purchase of an activation key, all future versions of the program
can be downloaded directly from the web site : www.kenebec.com
without charge. It is NOT necessary to remove the existing version
before installing a future version. Where relevant, old database files
will be upgraded automatically.
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return to DEMO mode operation until a new activation code is entered.
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2. SUMMARY OF K-SALON PROCESS
Modes of Operation
Although the K-Salon suite has been designed and programmed as a
fully integrated one-stop facility for running your international salon, it
is possible to use only parts of the system and substitute other
programs in a modular manner.
The options and restrictions applicable to such an approach are
defined later in this chapter on page (45). However, we would
recommend that you read through this chapter in its entirety before
deciding or even investigating the possibility of using K-Salon in a
modular manner.

digital projection, purely prints or a combination - K-Salon handles all
of these. In line with modern facilities, entry is done on-line via the
web with the obvious proviso that prints need to be physically sent to
the salon via post or courier.
There are many important aspects to running a salon.
1. There must be some way to allow the photographers to enter
their data on-line and upload their jpg image files to the web
site.
2. There must be some way to store the photographer's details at
the web site.
3. There must be some way to record the receipt of payments
made via PayPal

Critically Important Warning

4. There must be some way to download the jpg files and the
details from the web site to the salon's own computers

The K-Salon process uses a file, called the Image List file, for holding
all details of the images to be scored including the titles, addresses,
email address, scores, awards, etc for every image in the system.

5. There must be some way to allow corrections or amendments
to be made either by the organizers or the entrant

Although this file is a tab delimited text file and can be examined in a
spreadsheet program such as Excel from Microsoft, DO NOT SAVE
THE IMAGE LIST FILE IN A SPREADSHEET PROGRAM.
The spreadsheet programs can misinterpret the data and assume it is
a different type of data. For example we have had instances where a
surname of 'True' (e.g. Mr Fred True) was re-interpreted by the
spreadsheet as being a logical value of true and the saved data no
longer worked in the subsequent programs. We have also had
instances where the original data had mismatching double and single
quotes causing the spreadsheet program to lose hundreds of records
until it found another mismatching item.

Important Concepts and Actions
The K-Salon program provides comprehensive facilities and features
required for running a photographic salon. The salon can be purely

6. There must be some way to exclude an entrant for whatever
reason (such as failure to pay, on a banned list, failure to send
prints)
7. There must be some way to record the receipt of the physical
prints if the salon has a print section.
8. There must be some way to collate the data into a list of
images to be scored.
9. There must be some way to show these images to the
selectors and record the scores. For prints this requires some
way to associate the physical print being shown and the record
where the score is entered
10. There must be some way of presenting the top images back to
the selectors for award determination
11. There must be some way of recording the awards and
honourable mentions
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12. There must be some way of sending report cards to the
photographers detailing their specific scores and awards
13. There must be some way of making amendments after the
report cards have been sent out.
14. There must be some way of extracting the scores and awards
in order to make reports back to the PSA and/or to FIAP
15. There must be some way of re-packaging the jpg images, the
photographer information and list of award winners in order to
produce a salon slide show for public presentation and a salon
catalog.
16. There should be some way of producing a gallery of all award
winners and accepted images for on-line access by the
general public.
K-Salon is designed to include facilities for all of these aspects plus
other reporting and data verification procedures.

Important Terms
In order to document these facilities and provide a user manual for
running K-Salon, it is necessary to use various terms as defined
below.
WEB SITE - this term generally refers to your web site where the
photographers will enter their data and which may be used for the online gallery. If you are using the K-Salon on-line system, then this must
be an unmanaged web site - i.e. no templates, no automatic anything.
PHP - the data is processed, validated and stored by a special
program on the web site which is written in a computer language
called PHP. It is one of the principle objectives of the K-Salon
approach that you do not need to know anything to do with PHP or
have any technical knowledge about web processing.
JPG IMAGES - as the word suggests, this generally refers to the
photographers images stored and presented in JPEG format.

TAG FILE - the photographer's details are held in simple text files, one
per photographer. The data is identified with tags hence the name
TAG file. When any of the photographer's details are changed, the
changed values are recorded in the TAG files. As a consequence, it is
necessary for the program to check the TAG files when you start the
K-Salon process.
ZIP FILE - the TAG files and the JPG IMAGES are downloaded to the
salon computer via container files such as zip files which compress
and hold the data in large blocks. The data is then unzipped in the KSalon program computer and made available to the K-Salon program.
K-Salon includes an option to use ksx files instead of zip files - these
are faster and less prone to timing issues when being created on the
server. Even if ksx files are used, they are still referred to as zip files.
IMAGE LIST FILE - this is a special text file which contains a list of all
of the images to be scored along with the titles, author details and
eventually the scores. The image list file is produced by K-Salon from
the TAG files and contains pointers to the JPG IMAGES. This file is
one of the main ways in which information is stored and made
available to other parts of the process. Since the scoring can be done
by other programs (such as Muskovac), the image list file needs to be
loaded into K-Salon each time you start the program.
CIRCUIT - the K-Salon program can be used for collecting,
processing, scoring and reporting on a photographic exhibition
organized as a series of salons within a circuit. The details for using
K-Salon for running a circuit are presented in a special chapter
commencing on page (271)
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Diagram of K-Salon as Part of the Salon Process
The diagram below shows the various features of the K-Salon program. Although shown separately, scoring is an integral aspect of K-Salon.
However, if desired, the scoring activity can be done with the Muskovac software
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Operational Overview Using K-Salon for All Aspects

Your First Run of K-Salon

The salon entries will have been collected by the K-Salon On-Line
entry system (or some other compatible software) and they will have
been collated and arranged by the K-Salon software. The scoring will
then be done using the K-Salon software.

If you are doing your first run of K-Salon, we recommend that you
have the system build a sample system for you, complete with sample
test data. You can then use this sample system to become familiar
with the workings of the program.

Upon completion of the initial scoring, the acceptance point is
selected. The K-Salon software is then used to extract the top scored
images from the full salon entry and prepare them for use in the
K-Salon light boxes.

NOTE: You do not need to be registered or have an activation code to
use the demo sample systems. Even if you do not create a sample
system on your first run, you can create one later by clicking on the
CREATE SAMPLE SYSTEM button in the main screen.

The selectors are then presented with the images (either on a light
box or as individual sequential images) and the awards are
determined. Upon completion of this process, the Honourable
Mentions are assigned with the option to either apply HM to all of the
other extracted images, assign HM only to explicitly selected images
or assign HM to all other extracted images with the exception of those
explicitly excluded.

If you are new to the system and want to create a sample so that you
can see the full facilities of the program without having to create
special data then

The full results are integrated back into the Image List file format and
a new Image List file is written out ready for further use by subsequent
steps.

c) when asked to select the [WORK] folder, point to the folder
you have just created.

Where the salon has more than one section, the process is used
again for the next section of images. Although the process maintains
only one image list file for the full set of details, the K-Salon process
works on the different sections of images separately. Each time a
section is completed, a new Image List file is produced which includes
all of the amended details for this section and all of the details for the
other sections as they were in the latest Image List file.
The K-Salon program has many reporting features including
preparation of a STATUS report for posting on the web during
entry gathering stage and data extracts for reporting the results to
PSA and/or FIAP. It also includes emailing facilities for sending
report cards to the photographers.

the
the
the
out

a) create a folder on your work drive with a short name. This
folder must be empty
b) start K-Salon

d) when message 344 appears, answer YES. The sample
system will be created and the program will log-off
e) start K-Salon again and select the new sample work space
(NOTE: This will be the default location in the windows
navigation window)
f) You can now skip steps A, B and C below.
If you wish to run a print based salon, then you can generate a print
based sample system by clicking on the CREATE SAMPLE SYSTEM
button and then selecting the Print option.

Phase A - Create Workspace and Define Awards
The K-Salon software requires a work space folder which must be on
an accessible drive with sufficient capacity to hold up to four copies of
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all of the entries which are likely to be considered for an award (i.e.
higher scored pictures).

Phase C - Collect the Entries

The work space may be a sub-folder of another folder but only one
level down - i.e. it cannot be a sub-folder of a sub-folder.

The entries are collected via a website and the description (TAG) files
and the JPG images are made available and downloaded via ZIP files.
The data integrates directly with K-Salon and provides a
comprehensive set of operational features.

The work space cannot be a sub-folder of any of the standard
Windows folders (such as Windows, Program Files or Documents and
Settings).
The drive containing a new work space folder must have at least 1
gigabyte of free space. If it is an external drive, it must be mapped to a
standard drive letter.
In this document, the work space folder is referred to as [WORK]
Within this work space, the user must define some controlling files
which tell K-Salon the details of your particular salon.
The first file (CONTROL.INI) includes such information as the name of
the salon, the number of sections, the permitted score range, etc. The
full specification of the file is given on page (305)
The second set of files contains details for each section such as the
name of the section and the awards to be assigned. There is one file
per section as specified on page (309).

Phase B - Create the On-Line Data Entry System
The K-Salon suite is then used to create the On-Line data entry
system. You select which questions you want answered, what words
you want in various places, what fee structure you will use, what
closing date to use, what email addresses to use, what PayPal
account to connect to and various other details. The program then
produces two files which you uploaded to your own website - no
technical knowledge required. From there on in, everything is done
across the web.

During the data collection phase, the K-Salon program can be used
for the production of a STATUS report in HTML format for posting on
the web. This process also validates the Tag files. See pages (74)
and (312)

Phase D - Check the TAG and Image List Files
The K-Salon program is used for a full check of the TAG files looking
for missing and/or incorrect data. The system will undertake a full
image analysis as specified on page (86). This process will check for
JPG processing errors and salon rule compliance. If any problems are
encountered, they are listed in a report which can be used for
arranging for rectification of the problems.

Phase E - Produce the Image List
Once all of the TAG files and JPG images have been prepared, the
final pre-judging step is to produce the Image List file. It will be
produced in the main data folder along with the TAG and JPG files.
NOTE: In the sample system for projected images, the Image List file
will already be produced.
At the start, this file contains details of all entries but with no scores.
As the images are scored, this Image List file is amended.
The image list files have a preset naming structure as
_image list_nnn.txt where nnn is a number which is incremented each
time the file is saved. When doing a save, K-Salon will automatically
increment nnn.
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During the scoring of the images, it is advised that frequent saves be
made. It is strongly recommended that balanced sized saves be made
which can be used for trend analysis and that a save be taken at the
end of each round. The program includes an option to take an
automatic second save copy to an external drive

Phase F - Scoring a Section
The K-Salon software can be used for scoring the images in a section.
The scoring can be done either by manual entry or by special scoring
pads (selected because of their low cost and ready availability).
During and upon completion of this phase, the Image List file is saved.
This is a TXT file listing the entry details and results with the fields
separated by a TAB character. Although you will not need to examine
this file directly, the file is processed by K-Salon and the format of this
file is assumed to be as detailed on page (312).
During the scoring, it is often desirable to know how the scoring
pattern is going, what proportions are in the various scoring ranges,
etc. The K-Salon program provides a rapid and comprehensive
method for undertaking such checking. See page (92)
Having opened the program and selected the work space, select the
DATA ANALYSIS command and then the SHOW PERCENTAGES
command and point to the most recent Image List file in the navigation
window. Then select the section you are interested in and the
proportions will be displayed. If tie breaks have been used, click on
the relevant option.
During the final stages of scoring, it is often necessary to use tie
breaking to split the result down into smaller groups (for awards,
acceptance point etc). Whereas the software provides two levels of tie
breaks, sometimes this is not sufficient and a third or even fourth level
is required.
The K-Salon program provides a facility for re-aligning the tie break
values so that the software can be used for further tie breaking
beyond the two levels provided. The facility and method are described
in detail on page (97).

Phase G - Run K-Salon For Section Processing
When the K-Salon program starts, you need to point to the work space
folder.
For each of the separate sections there are 8 Steps as shown below.
1. Read the latest Image List file produced by the software. This
process will also undertake basic validation of the data (such
as missing or incorrect fields) If critical fields are incorrect, the
program will stop. If critical fields are empty, the program will
report these after reading the full file. K-Salon can, therefore
be used for basic data validation before commencing selection.
2. Select the Section you wish to process in the front screen
3. Using K-Salon, score the images in the section. This can be
done either using the special BUZZ devices or it can be
performed manually using external scoring devices.
4. Set the ACCEPTANCE point for the section. If the scores are
such that the acceptance point needs to be split, use the Tie
break facilities for rescoring some of the images.
5. EXTRACT the images by setting the award level and have the
program extract all those images which are to be considered
for awards and/or Honourable Mention.
6. Using the light box facilities allocated the awards.
7. Decide how the HM commendations are to be assigned. This
can be to all extracted images which do not have an award, or
only to explicitly designated images or to all extracted images
which did not get an award and are not explicitly excluded from
receiving an award.
8. Close the section. . This action writes out the new Image List
file and completes the processing for the section.
9. If desired, various reports and extracts can be produced, such
as the PSA acceptance data. Production of such reports can
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be done at any time after the section has been closed in this or
in a subsequent run of the K-Salon program.

Phase H - Next section.
Having completed the process for one section, the next section is
processed with a repeat of phases E and F.
NOTE: although the normal order of things would be to complete each
section separately, the K-Salon program does not impose any
restrictions on the order of section processing or on the completion of
a section before commencing another section.
Although not common, it is possible to score two or more sections
concurrently using different copies of the program and data running of
different machines. The results can then be merged back into the
central computer for reporting and other salon level actions.

Phase I - All Sections Completed
Once all sections have been completed, the K-Salon program can be
used for producing various salon wide reports including Best Author
(most acceptances) and Overall Statistics and a full Slide Show of the
accepted images.
The current status of each Section is shown on the front screen. A
Section is regarded as closed and completed when
a) the acceptance point has been set
b) the top images have been extracted
c) the awards have been allocated
d) Honourable Mentions have been assigned
e) the results have been written out to a new generation of the Image
List file

Phase J - Post Processing
K-Salon includes extensive post processing options for such activities
as preparing the catalog, sending out the report cards, preparing the
slide show and creating an on-line gallery for use on your web space.
When the report cards have gone out to the entrants, it is very
common for the entrants to suddenly notice errors or changes in either
their names or the titles of the images. K-Salon includes options for
changing these details after the scoring has been completed.
Unfortunately, it sometimes happen that an image (or entrant) needs
to be dropped after the scoring and award determination has been
completed. K-Salon includes facility for altering the score with full
backtracking if the relevant image(s) had received awards or HM's.

Restarting a Section
At any stage it is possible to back track and re-process a step.
However, depending upon the type of re-processing, this may
invalidate certain actions (such as allocating HM's) and you will be
required to repeat the actions.

Changing One of the Controlling Files
The system description files (CONTROL.INI and the AWARDS files)
are critical to the operation of the K-Salon process. A copy of these
files is made upon your first entry to K-Salon to check for changes.
If these files are changed, the change could invalidate previous
actions you have taken. For example if were to change the number of
sections or the score range or decrease the number of awards.
Depending upon the seriousness of the change, it may be necessary
to back track and redo various actions. You will be informed and given
the choice to proceed with the back track or stop the run and restore
the original files.
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Using K-Salon in a Modular Manner

ACTION

The K-Salon program was developed in a progressive modular
manner. In the beginning it provided only a LIGHTBOX for displaying
the images. Entry was done via the on-line entry system devised by
Wade Clutten with the collating, scoring and emailing being done
using the Muskovac software. These three components were 'glued'
together through the TAG files and the Image List files along with, of
course, the jpg image files.

Downloading
files

Because the K-Salon program still uses the TAG files and Image List
files as critical interface components, it is possible to use K-Salon in a
modular manner and substitute alternative software to achieve various
functions, so long as these other programs adhere to the definitions
and values in these two files.

Basic Options

ACTION

OPTIONS/REQUIREMENTS

INPUT/OUTPUT

On-Line Entry

can use K-Salon

In: specification of
on-line controls

requires K-Salon on-line
entry system
PHP produced by
K-Salon uploaded to web
space

THEN user on-line
entry details and JPG
Out: PHP for
uploading
THEN TAG files and
associated JPG files

INPUT/OUTPUT

can use other programs
such as Wade Clutten

In: user on-line entry
details and JPG
Out: TAG files and
associated JPG files

As the K-Salon program was developed, it maintained the use of the
TAG files and Image List files as critical components of the process
(along with the jpg images). In conjunction with Muskovac, the
structure of these two files was documented in a tight manner as
described in this document in Appendix C (312).

Looking at the overall process, you can choose the following blocks of
actions.

OPTIONS/REQUIREMENTS

Creating Image
List file

can use K-Salon
requires K-Salon on-line
entry system

In: controls via web
interface

not available if not using
K-Salon on-line entry

Out: zip files for
transferring TAG and
JPG files from web
space to processing
computer

can use other processes
such as FTP

In: web access such
as FTP

subsequent K-Salon
integrity check only
available if using K-Salon
on-line entry

Out: transfer TAG
and JPG files from
web space to
processing computer

can use K-Salon

In: TAG files, JPG
images

can work with TAG files
created by other
processes
can use other programs
such as Muskovac but not
all systems take account
of the status of the entry

Out: Image List file
In: TAG files
Out: Image List file
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ACTION

OPTIONS/REQUIREMENTS

INPUT/OUTPUT

ACTION

OPTIONS/REQUIREMENTS

INPUT/OUTPUT

Scoring

can use K-Salon with
BUZZ controllers or
manual input from RMF
keypad scoring devices

In: TAG files, Image
List file and JPG
images

Emailing
Reports

can use K-Salon

In: TAG files, Image
List file and JPG
images

can use external program
such as Muskovac viewer

Out: amended Image
List file

TAG files will be validated
by K-Salon

In: Image List file and
JPG images

can use K-Salon
providing LIGHTBOX
facilities

In: TAG files, Image
List file and JPG
images

can use Image List files
scored using other
programs

Out: amended Image
List file

TAG files will be validated
by K-Salon

can use external
programs but not aware
of any automated
programs with LIGHTBOX
facilities

can use external
programs such as
Muskovac

Out: amended Image
List file

In: Image List file
Out: email reports to
entrants

may require specific
values for the award fields
in Image List file
Generating
EDAS reports

In: Image List file and
JPG images

Out: email reports to
entrants

if using externally scored
and awarded Image List
file, then awards and
HM's need to be recorded
in K-Salon

Out: amended Image
List file
Award & HM
Determination

requires K-Salon on-line
entry system

can use K-Salon
TAG files will be validated
by K-Salon
if using externally scored
and awarded Image List
file, then awards and
HM's need to be recorded
in K-Salon
can use manual or other
system

In: TAG files, Image
List file and JPG
images
Out: EDAS reports
for PSA and FIAP

In: Image List file
Out: EDAS
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ACTION

OPTIONS/REQUIREMENTS

INPUT/OUTPUT

Generating
Gallery

can use K-Salon

In: TAG files, Image
List file and JPG
images

TAG files will be validated
by K-Salon
if using externally scored
and awarded Image List
file, then awards and
HM's need to be recorded
in K-Salon
can use other programs
such as Muskovac

Out: full html ready
for uploading

In: Image List file and
JPG images
Out: gallery
components

Examination of Modular Components and Interfaces
As mentioned above, the interfaces between the various components
are the TAG files, the JPG images and the Image List file. There are
no 'user hooks' in the any of the K-Salon standard or K-Salon PHP
programs.
This means that it is not possible to use an external program or PHP
module to talk to or link directly to or send data to or query either the
standard K-Salon program or any of the K-Salon PHP modules.
Any and all external programs can only link through the TAG files,
JPG files and the Image List file.

On-Line Entry System

requires some upload facility (such as FTP) for two files
provides options for re-entry and correction by user and correction
by organizers
produces TAG files, jpg images and optionally bar code labels for
print sections
sends confirmation emails with labels if a print section entered
includes extensive error checking including character encoding
checks (such as UTF-8)
converts extended characters (ISO-8859-1) to ASCII
includes extensive background reports on web accesses and
screen processing
no user hooks - the K-Salon PHP cannot be used to process any
externally generated HTML forms
produces TAG files and associated jpg files which can be used in
subsequent external processes.

EXTERNAL OPTION
an externally developed on-line entry system can be used but if it
is to integrate later with any of the K-Salon program options, it
must produce TAG files which adhere to the specifications
given in Appendix C and marked as critical tags.
the only restriction on TAG file and jpg image naming is that the
filenames are less than 38 characters in length (35 required if
using MEI)
must convert any extended character encodings (such as UTF-8
or ISO-8895-1) to ASCII before creating TAG file
TAG file must not have a BOM at the front of the file - i.e. the first
characters in the file must be T1: and not a UTF-8 marker.
cannot link to or use any part of the K-Salon on-line entry
system
Mutually exclusive option for on-line entry - either K-Salon OR
external system

USING K-SALON
part of the full package
requires use of an unmanaged web space
requires K-Salon to be used for specifying and building the on-line
entry system

PayPal Payment Facility
USING K-SALON
Part of the full package
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Part of the K-Salon on-line entry system
Requires simple switch to be set in PayPal account
Automatic processing via the PayPal IPN messages for all
standard payments
Automatic amendment of the TAG files to show receipt of
payment
Can be used concurrently with other PayPal accounting using IPN
messages without requiring changes to other accounting
systems
PayPal link and amounts calculated automatically for standard
entries
Notifies organizers of all payments processed
Detects and notifies organizers if bulk or non-standard payments
are made
Can integrate with existing PayPal accounting using product
codes
no user hooks - the K-Salon PHP cannot be used to process any
externally generated PayPal IPN messages

EXTERNAL OPTION
optional feature - payment can be made via manual PayPal link
Mutually exclusive option - if doing PayPal payments then either
K-Salon used for on-line entry and PayPal OR external
system used for both parts
if K-Salon is used for subsequent processing, then tag T90 must
be adjusted (either manually or by some external program) to
show payment status
may require manual processing
cannot link to or use any part of the K-Salon on-line entry
system

Downloading from the Web
USING K-SALON
Part of the full package
Done across the web with no FTP or similar access required.
Experience has shown that FTP access by the organizers for

downloading data can destroy or lose data and render
subsequent processing invalid.
Done as zip type files which contain latest TAG files and jpg
images (can be either zip or ksx files)
Link to zip file shown on web page.
Contains check files for ensuring all files have been unzipped
no user hooks - the K-Salon PHP cannot be used to download
any externally generated Tag or Jpg files

EXTERNAL OPTION
Some access or external program required to download TAG files
and jpg images
If FTP used, can result in human error with lost or destroyed files
and requires strict control to ensure all files downloaded
If using K-Salon for subsequent steps, there will be no checking
on completeness of the downloads

Unloading the 'Zipped' Data
USING K-SALON
Part of the full package
K-Salon can be used directly for unloading zip files and must be
used for unloading ksx files.
Downloaded files are copied to a ZIPS folder and unloaded
automatically by K-Salon in processing sequence,
Contains check files for ensuring all files have been unzipped
no user hooks - the K-Salon program cannot be used for
unloading container files not produced by the K-Salon PHP
programs.

EXTERNAL OPTION
Genuine zip files can be opened and the data extracted via
Windows or Winzip
ksx is a special format and such files cannot be opened outside of
K-Salon
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Validation of TAG Files
USING K-SALON
not a required process BUT if not done, then most subsequent
K-Salon facilities cannot be performed
K-Salon can be used to validate TAG files produced either by the
K-Salon on-line system OR by an external processor as long
as the TAG files adhere to the specifications in Appendix C.
Interface is the TAG file and jpg images.
Extensive cross checking of details in the TAG file
Extensive checking of JPG images for detection of corrupt files
(around 2% have been found to be corrupt)
Automatic creation of STATUS report which can be either a)
uploaded back into K-Salon on-line system OR b) uploaded
to organizer's own web page.

EXTERNAL OPTION
not a required process
external program can be used for validation.
most subsequent K-Salon actions require K-Salon validation to be
performed

Amendment of TAG File Details
USING K-SALON
Part of the full package
If before closing, on-line editing only available where the K-Salon
on-line system has been installed
K-Salon On-Line system allows entrant to make amendments
without the need to reload all details and images
organizers can amend straight from the web using K-Salon online entry system
where K-Salon validation has been performed, editing of on-line
TAG files can be initiated directly from within K-Salon
after closing date OR where K-Salon has not been used for online entry, local editing can be done directly within K-Salon for
K-Salon or externally produced TAG files (BUT if done before

closing date, the TAG file may be overwritten if the entrant
subsequently amends the details!).

EXTERNAL OPTION
not a required facility
if no amendment facility included, entrant must re-submit full entry
to correct an error
can be achieved using FTP or similar to edit the TAG file directly

Recording Receipt of Prints (if applicable)
USING K-SALON
requires K-Salon on-line system to have been used for entry
process
works from / based on bar coded labels on the prints
no user hooks - the K-Salon facility for recording receipt of prints
cannot be used for externally processed on-line entries.

EXTERNAL OPTION
not a required step but can lead to problems during judging if print
images are mentioned in the tag files but prints not received
if done externally, then K-Salon cannot be used for subsequent
creation of Image List file, scoring, award determination,
emailing or reporting if the section is defined to K-Salon as a
print section

Creating Image List from TAG Files
USING K-SALON
requires K-Salon validation of TAG files
takes account of T90 - status of the entry
do not need to physically delete incomplete, unpaid or withdrawn
entries
ensures that for print sections, only those prints received are
included in the Image List
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EXTERNAL OPTION
can be done via Muskovac, except that tags T77, T78 and T79
must not be included in the TAG files
must produce file in required format with randomization of entries
within rounds within sections

Scoring
USING K-SALON
requires K-Salon validation of TAG files
can use externally produced Image List file
either automated using BUZZ controllers or manual. Manual
allows use of external devices such as RMF scoring pads
with results entered manually
print sections can be processed randomly
no user hooks - the K-Salon scoring facility does not recognize
or process other scoring devices
automated control of images to be displayed
automated tie breaking option
automated backup points

EXTERNAL OPTION
scoring can be done using external such as Muskovac
Muskovac requires user to set image ranges and sort the data
depending upon the step being performed
Muskovac requires user to keep track of back-up points

Award Determination
USING K-SALON
requires K-Salon validation of TAG files
can use externally produced Image List file with scores
provides single, 4 up and 20 up Light boxes
extensive marking and filtering options
keeps track of awards assigned
can prevent awards to club members
calculates overall awards such as Diversity and FIAP Blue Pin

EXTERNAL OPTION
not aware of any (that is what started K-Salon in the beginning)

Emailing Results
USING K-SALON
for some options, requires on-line control values to be specified in
K-Salon even if on-line entry is not being used
requires K-Salon validation of TAG files
can use externally generated scoring and Image List file
requires K-Salon to have been used for award determination or at
least subsequent recording of awards via K-Salon
can be integrated with K-Salon on-line (otherwise emailing has to
be done externally)
if using K-Salon on-line, then option for full HTML report or link to
web based individual HTML report pages
if using K-Salon on-line, then option to re-send specific emails
can be used to produce email friendly Image List file for use in
external mailer
if using K-Salon on-line, controlled across the web

EXTERNAL OPTION
can use external mailer such as Muskovac

Reporting EDAS Etc
USING K-SALON
requires K-Salon validation of TAG files
can use externally generated scoring and Image List file
requires K-Salon to have been used for award determination or at
least subsequent recording of awards via K-Salon

EXTERNAL OPTION
not aware of automated external facility
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Catalog and Gallery Production
USING K-SALON
requires K-Salon validation of TAG files
can use externally generated scoring and Image List file
requires K-Salon to have been used for award determination or at
least subsequent recording of awards via K-Salon
produces fully completed gallery ready for direct uploading

EXTERNAL OPTION
can use external gallery producer such as Muskovac
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3. PREPARATION

Answering NO will bring back up the navigation window to select a
different folder.

Working Folder

Upon opening, as a default, the program will point to the last [WORK]
folder used.

Before using the program, you will need to create a folder with general
read / write / create / deletion permissions. For example
C:\SALONWORK. Depending upon the Windows version running on
the computer, it may be necessary to create this folder in a general
user area rather than the C drive. The folder can be located on an
external drive.
The work space may be a sub-folder of another folder but only one
level down - i.e. it cannot be a sub-folder of a sub-folder.
The work folder can be on an external drive as long as the drive has
been mapped to and accessed via a standard drive letter (e.g. C:\ D:\
E:\ etc).
The work space cannot be a sub-folder of any of the standard
Windows folders (such as 'Windows', 'Program Files' or 'Documents
and Settings').
When creating a new [WORK] folder, the drive must have at least 1
gigabyte of free space.

If this is your first run of the program using this [WORK] folder, AND
there is no CONTROL.INI or AWARDS files, you will be asked if you
want the program to create default CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files.
If you select YES, you can edit and amend these files for your specific
values (names, sections, etc) in accordance with the specifications
given below.
You must NOT re-use the same folder for your next salon - each
salon or year of the salon must start with a fresh work space.

Image Folder
You will need to create a folder to contain all of the downloaded JPG
files and data description TAG files. If you are running in DEMO mode,
this file will have been created for you in the [WORK] space as
SAMPLE.

In this document, the work space folder is referred to as [WORK]

If you are running a genuine system, the Image Folder must NOT be a
subfolder of the [WORK] space. This folder must have sufficient
capacity to hold all of the salon data.

We recommend that you include the last two digits of the year of the
salon as part of the [WORK] folder name.

Again we recommend that you include the last two digits of the year of
the salon as part of the image folder name.

The K-Salon program will create sub-folders within folder [WORK]. In
this manual this folder will be referred to as [WORK].

You must NOT re-use the same folder for your next salon - each
salon or year of the salon must start with a fresh empty image
folder.

When you run the K-Salon program, the first step will always be to
point to this folder. The program will then check that the expected
folders and internal database files are present. If they are not, you will
be asked to verify that this is your first time using this folder or that
there has been a total restart. If you answer YES, then the program
will create the necessary sub-folders and internal database file.

ZIPS Folder
When the on-line system is running, you will be downloading the data
in zip type containers. These will normally be downloaded by your
browser to your standard Windows Downloads folder.
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You need to create a folder to hold these zip type files. If you are
running in DEMO mode, this file will have been created for you in the
[WORK] space as SALON_ZIPS.
If you are running a genuine system, the Image Folder must NOT be a
subfolder of the [WORK] space or a subfolder of the [IMAGE
FOLDER]. This folder must have sufficient capacity to hold all of the
salon data.
Again we recommend that you include the last two digits of the year of
the salon as part of the image folder name.
In order to ensure that this is a genuine folder you have created, this
folder must NOT be called DOWNLOAD or be a sub-folder of a folder
called DOWNLOAD.
You must NOT re-use the same folder for your next salon - each
salon or year of the salon must start with a fresh empty ZIPS
space.

space, the program will ask if you want a demo CONTROL.INI file
created. This can then be amended to suit your own requirements.
The full format and control parameters of the CONTROL.INI file is
given in Appendix A on page (305).
If the CONTROL.INI file contains errors, these will be reported and the
program will stop. You will then need to amend the file and re-run the
program.

Section and Award Names
The K-Salon system does not impose any particular naming
convention on the sections or awards to be assigned. These are
determined explicitly by the user with the awards ranked in order by
user assigned sequence numbers.
There is one file for each section in the salon.
File name: [WORK] AWARDS-n.TXT

New Folder Each Salon
It is critically important that when you run your next salon, you
use a new WORK space, a new Image Folder and a new ZIPS
folder. You can, if relevant, copy over all of the TXT files (such as
CONTROL.INI, AWARDS, WATCH, DEFINITION) from the old WORK
space to the new WORK space. If you have built an on-line entry
system in the old work space you can IMPORT the data from the old
work space as described in Chapter 8 but you must change the name
of the web folder.

where n is the identifier used in the system for the section of images
(such as 1 being Open, 2 being Nature, etc) There is one file per
section which therefore allows different names to be used for the
different awards in the different sections.
With respect to the section identifier, the K-Salon program expects the
identifier to be numeric and in the range 1 to the number of sections.
You can have a maximum of 8 sections.
The format of the AWARDS file is defined in Appendix B on page
(309).

CONTROL.INI File

Limiting Permitted Countries

The K-Salon system is generic and therefore requires explicit details
with respect to your salon. These are defined in the CONTROL.INI file
which must be located in the [WORK] folder.

If K-Salon is being used for a 'national' competition (such as a BPE British Photographic Exhibition) it may be necessary to restrict the online entries to addresses in specified countries. This is achieved by
including a text file called ONLY.TXT in the work space. Each line in

If the CONTROL.INI file is not present in the [WORK] folder and the
system detects that this is your first run of the program in this work
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the file specifies a permitted country. See page (374) for further
details.

Standard Windows Installation
The K-Salon suite of programs is provided as a self installing program,
K_SALON_SETUP.EXE. This program will be delivered in a zip file
named K_SALON_SETUP.ZIP. To install the program, unzip the file
and double click on the K_SALON_SETUP.EXE file. It is
recommended that you accept all of the installation default settings.
See Appendix I page (332) for a copy of the Quick Install Guide.
The installation process will produce three shortcuts on the desktop one for the program, one for the manual and one for the selector's
notes. If desired, these shortcuts can be copied or moved to any
appropriate convenient folder location.
The program shortcut will display the following icon
Until activated, the program will operate in demonstration mode. There
is no difference in the functionality between the activated and the
demonstration modes. However, the demonstration mode imposes
various limits such as the number of sections permitted and the
number of images which can be processed.

Activation
In order to use the full facilities of the K-Salon program, it is necessary
to Activate the product.
The ACTIVATION code is an 11 character code supplied when the
product is purchased or supplied directly by Kenebec Media Ltd.
If you are part of a circuit, each salon in the circuit should have
purchased its own activation code.

When you start the program, if the system has not yet been activated,
you will be given the option to activate the product before continuing.
You DO NOT NEED to activate the product BUT, if you do not activate
the product, it will operate in demonstration mode with restrictions.
If you decide to activate at start-up time, click on YES and then in the
next screen enter the activation code and click on PROCESS. The
program will now be activated for use on that computer.
Prior to the product being activated, the program will operate in DEMO
mode which means that:
the system will be restricted to only two sections. Extra section
definitions will be verified and then ignored.
the sections will be restricted to a maximum of five awards. If more
awards are defined, they will be verified and then ignored. The
retained awards are the first five in ranked order
the number of entries will be restricted to 150 entries for each of the
two permitted sections. If more entries are present in the Image
List file or entries are for ignored sections, these entries will be
ignored.
The limit of 150 records can be altered to any value in the range 50 to
250 in the ADMIN & ACTIVATION screen accessed via the
ADMIN&BACKGROUND command.

Change of Licence or Licensee
If you originally purchased a licence for a particular organization and
you are no longer running the program for that organization, you need
to deactivate the program. This is done via ADMIN & ACTIVATION
screen accessed via the ADMIN&BACKGROUND command.
When the program is deactivated, it will run in DEMO mode until a
new activation code is entered.
Each downloaded zip type file for the salon is moved/copied to this
zips folder in order for the program to access and unload the data.
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4. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITS
Operating System Time
In many of the Windows operating systems, there is a programming
quirk whereby file creation times are reported incorrectly. The K-Salon
program uses file creation times during the time trend analysis - see
page (95) .
IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT: you turn OFF automatic
daylight saving time adjustment. If the automatic daylight saving is left
ON, then during the summer, all file times are reported internally as
being one hour further on. This means that the trend analysis would
show the files as having been saved an hour later.

resolution of the primary monitor, K-Salon will need to be logged out
and re-started. The system checks for such changes and will display
an appropriate message.

On-line Entry System
The K-Salon On-Line Entry system is programmed in PHP. It has
been designed and tested using version PHP 5.3. Earlier version of
PHP may work but have not been tested.

Installing and Using doPDF

To turn off automatic daylight saving, open the CONTROL PANEL,
click on the DATE/TIME icon, click on TIME ZONE and untick the
Automatic adjust .... box. Click on OK and close the panels.

Some of the reports produced by the K-Salon program include
images. These images are referenced in the documents as links
rather than being embedded in the document. This means that the
document will not display the images if it is viewed in or moved to a
different environment or folder.

For K-Salon

It is recommended that such documents (and you will be informed at
the time) should be converted to PDF format.

PC operating under 32 or 64 bit Microsoft Windows 2000 / XP / Vista /
Win 7 or Win 8 or Win 8.1 or Win 10 with a minimum available hard
drive space on C drive of 100 meg. The program has been run
successfully in a 64 bit Mac emulating a 64 bit Windows running in 32
bit mode.
If you already have genuine data, access will be needed to the full list
of entries and all of the JPG images for the competition.
A workspace folder with read/write permissions on a drive with
sufficient capacity to hold multiple duplicate copies of all of the images
which could be considered for awards. The drive which has the work
space folder must have at least 1 gigabyte of free space upon first
entry to the K-Salon system.
If you have more than one monitor, K-Salon will always load and
operate only in the primary monitor. If you change primary monitor or
switch to a projector with a different resolution or change the

K-Salon integrates with a freeware PDF creator called doPDF
provided and licenced for distribution. It is free with a good interface.
You do not need to go to a website or download any items as the
relevant item is already incorporated (and virus checked) as part of
the K-Salon package. When you first run K-Salon you will be asked if
you want to install doPDF. If you select YES, you will be presented
with an installation screen for doPDF. If you install the doPDF PDF
creator, then the K-Salon program will integrate with this PDF writer at
the time of producing these report - we recommend that you say YES.
If you have installed doPDF, then when the relevant image containing
reports are produced, K-Salon will set the default printer to doPDF
and open your word processing program with the relevant document.
You can then print the document. At this point you will be asked to
supply a name for the output file (see page (123)- all you need to do is
paste into the relevant doPDF box as the folder and name for the
output PDF will be in the clipboard ready for pasting. Once the print is
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complete, close the word processor without saving and continue with
K-Salon processing.
If you do not choose to install doPDF, then you will need to undertake
production of the PDF documents yourself.

Some of the limits stated below are maximum capacity limits for the
program. If you get close to some of these limits, the processing time
may become excessive.

NOTE: if you originally decided not to install doPDF but subsequently
change your mind, then click on ADMIN&BACKGROUND and then
select the ADMIN & ACTIVATION command and tick the install
doPDF check box - see Appendix F page (325)

ITEM

SYSTEM LIMIT

Sections

minimum 1, maximum 8

Categories within a section

676 (26 * 26)

NOTE: you can have more than one PDF writer installed, so even if
you have one installed, we would still recommend that you install the
doPDF writer included with the K-Salon package.

Rounds / images per section

maximum of 4

Number of awards per section

minimum of 1, maximum of 99

Number of honourable
mentions per section

no minimum or maximum

Number of entrants

10,000 entrants

Number of images

320,000 (10,000 * 8 * 4)

Number of accepted images
per section

20,000 accepted images per section

Size of a JPG file

maximum of 14 megabytes in
compressed format

Size of an image list file

Maximum of 14 megabytes

Dimensions of the images

maximum width of 3,200 pixels and
maximum height of 2,400 pixels

Computer monitor dimensions

Minimum of 1024 pixels wide by 768
pixels high. In order to use the
scoring and LIGHTBOX features of
the program for projected images,
the monitor or projector must be at
least as large as the requested
image size.

NOTE: if you choose to install doPDF, it is essential that you accept
all of the installation defaults - otherwise K-Salon may not see the
printer. However, on the last (finish) page untick 'Launch doPDF' and
untick 'doPDF on the Web'
Further details about doPDF can be obtained from their website
www.dopdf.com.

K-Salon System Limits
In the following table, where it states that there is no inbuilt limit, there
is still a computer storage limit. No database file can be larger than 2
gigabytes. This is not a serious limitation when it is appreciated that
for a salon with over 3,000 entrants and 14,000 images, the largest
database file was only 7 megabytes. Additionally, the program
requires significant RAM but we have never encountered a problem
on a machine with only 2 gigabytes of RAM.
What is important, is that you have sufficient disc space on the drive
holding the [WORK] folder. The space required may exceed the full
space used by the folder holding the image list files and the original
JPG images.
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ITEM

SYSTEM LIMIT

Number of Title Amendment
words

maximum of 200 items. Note that if
the second word contains capitals,
the entry counts as three items.

Number of entries in
WATCH.TXT file

no inbuilt limit

Number of previous image list
files in CATCH folder

no inbuilt limit

Length of an image title

50 characters but usually cited as 35
characters

Length of other data fields
(name, address, country)

35 characters

Length of JPG file name

38 characters including the .JPG

Length of TAG file name

38 characters including the .TXT

Length of email address

50 characters
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5. POSSIBLE WORDINGS FOR SALON RULES

JPEG Format

Purpose

Images for salons are almost without exception submitted in JPEG
format. Although this format has a restricted palette size (around 4.5
million colours) the advantages of size and speed of transmission
outweigh the colour limitations.

We have often been asked what wording should be put in the salon
rules with respect to image dimensions, image size and colour profile.
The following are wordings which we feel cover the topics in a clear
way. If you wish, you may copy, amend and use these in your salon
rules. Some of these have also been included in the SALON FAQ's
under a suitable heading such as Why do I need to use sRGB?

Image Dimension
In the following, we have used the 1400 by 1050 size but if your salon
uses a different size, then amend accordingly.
The wording below can be used in your salon rules.
Images must not be greater than 1400 pixels wide and 1050 pixels
high - Note that Portrait format images must not be more than 1050
pixels high. Smaller sizes will be accepted but they will not fill the
viewing and judging space. We will not resize the image for you.

Using sRGB
We are often asked about the colour space to tell entrants to use. This
question is answered in detail under the WHY section on page (191).
The wording below can be used in your salon rules and FAQ.
The projector only displays colours which are visible in sRGB. If you
use a larger colour space (such as Adobe 1998 or ProPhoto), the
colour information will be interpreted as being in the sRGB colour
space. This means your image will not display the way you wanted or
expected it to - it may lose colour or detail or both. To ensure that we
see what you want us to see, make a copy of your image, convert the
colour space in the copy to sRGB, save it and send us the sRGB copy.
We will not convert the image for you.

The wording below can be used in your salon rules
Save the image in JPG format using the highest possible quality.

OR (if you want a file size restriction - change 2.5 as required)
Save the image in JPG format using the highest possible quality. The
JPG file size must not be larger than 2.5 megabytes. If it is larger,
resave the image at a slightly lower quality.

Whereas your salon may wish to impose a maximum file size, you
should not impose any quality restrictions1 or resolution requirements2.
The size of a JPEG file is affected primarily by the complexity of the
image and to impose a quality restriction unfairly penalizes those
entries which have a simple structure. For example all of the ensuing
are typical JPEG files sizes for an image 1400 by 1050 saved at best
quality JPEG - the difference is in the complexity of the image. The
last item is from a very complex image and the JPG file size is in fact
larger than the original image (1400*1050*3=4.4 meg)
DESCRIPTION
Simple monochrome
Simple colour
Average colour
Complex colour
Very complex colour

JPEG FILE SIZE (BYTES)
50,000
250.000
500,000
1,200,000
5,763,050

REASON 1 - a) there is no defined JPG quality saving standard or meaning to the
quality numbers or even a consistent range of quality numbers, b) the JPG format
does not record the quality used during saving, c) there is no way to enforce a quality
restriction and d) from experience, entrants ignore such restrictions anyway.
2 - DPI resolution is irrelevant for projection or display on a screen
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6. THE PROGRAM INTERFACE
This section is designed to provide easy
answers to some of the common processes
which you will be undertaking in the K-Salon
program.

The Working Folder
When you start the K-Salon program, the first
thing you will always need to do is navigate to
and select the working folder. Why do you
need to do this every time?
K-Salon remembers the last working folder
you accessed but this time you may wish to
use the sample system or perhaps you were
using the sample system and now want to
use the full system or perhaps the working
folder is on an external drive that now has a
different drive letter.

The Main Screen
Once you have selected the working folder
you will be presented with the main screen as
shown on the right in Figure 1.
This screen shows all of the various actions
and processes you can undertake in K-Salon.
The individual commands are listed with
descriptions starting on page (63)

Figure 1 - Main K-Salon screen - shown after selecting the work space
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You will notice that some of the command buttons have XX at the front
and back, others are in upper case and READ IMAGE LIST is
preceded by >>>. The style of the caption indicates if you can
undertake the action now, have already done the action or cannot yet
undertake the action as shown in Figure 2.

The Not Yet Response
In Figure 1 the action section level actions (9'th one down in the right
hand column ) has XX in front and behind meaning that you cannot
yet undertake this action. If you were to click on the action you would
receive Message 109 as shown in Figure 3, listing all of the steps you
need to perform before you can print the section level reports.

Figure 2 - Command button styles
XX not yet XX - this means that you cannot yet undertake this action.
If you click on the action, you will be presented with a list of the
steps to perform before you can do this action (see Figure 3)
>>> DO IT NOW - this means that this action needs to be done in
order to complete the processing for the specified section
already done <<< - this means that you have already performed this
step. You can return and process this again but it may mean that
some follow-on steps need to be performed again
OPTIONAL - this means that you can perform this action if you wish
but it is not required.

Figure 3 - Steps currently required before printing class level reports

The GREEN buttons are steps to be done now
The YELLOW buttons are steps that have been done but can be
repeated
The RED buttons are those that cannot be done right now - click on
the button to see the requirements.
The BLUE buttons are for administrative and optional functions

Clicking on any of the XX actions will bring up a list of the pre-actions
required before you can undertake that particular step.
However, once you have selected the latest Image List and selected
the section to be processed, the main screen will change showing the
steps that can now be performed as shown in Figure 4.
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The Section Status Box
You will see that the screen now shows a white box listing the
sections and the progress status of each section. As you undertake
various actions, the status box will change.
For example, the status box shown in Figure 5 shows that
For the OPEN section: all the images have been scored, the
acceptance point has been set, the top images have been
extracted, the awards have been assigned, the Honourable
Mentions have been allocated and the section has been closed
with the Image List file updated.
For the TRAVEL section : scoring is not yet complete
For the NATURE section : the images have all been scored and the
acceptance point has been set. The ensuing actions (extract,
awards, etc) have not yet been performed.
Figure 4 - Main screen after latest Image List file has been read

You can select the section you wish to process by double clicking on
the section name in this status box.

You can now set the acceptance score and extract the top images.
If you were to click on section level actions now, the list would only
show
- Set the Acceptance point for the selected section
- Extracted the Top images for the selected section
- Assigned the Awards for the selected section
- Determined the HonMentions for the selected section
- Closed the section updating the Image List file
Figure 5 - Progress status for each section
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The Options on the Main Screen
The main screen shows 21 different actions which can be requested.
NOTE: As you read through this section, click on the page numbers to
take you to the relevant section. To come back to this page, click on
(go back to Contents) and then click on (go to Screen Options)
PRINT PROCESSING - this action provides facilities for recording the
receipt of prints, amending print submissions and locating a print
or package of prints in the various holding stacks.
The process works in conjunction with the K-Salon On-Line
entry system and uses bar code technology.
For circuits, this action also includes a facility for extracting the
top images for award determination in sequential order of the
salons, A then B then C
For further details see page (165).
PROCESS TAG FILES - this action examines all of the TAG files
defining the submissions and determines any exclusions based
on the T80 tag. It also produces a STATUS list suitable for direct
copying to a web page. It also validates the TAG files and
reports on any problems encountered.
For further details see page (74) .
This activity will also produce the SALON-STATUS report
showing the overall salon entry counts.
This activity also shows all entrants who are claiming to be
members of the sponsoring club.
EDIT / VIEW TAG FILE - this action provides access to the local
copies of the TAG files. You can view the tag files and / or edit
them via this action. If you are using the On-Line Entry system,
then the edits will be automatically directed to the web space.

TAG FILE EXTRACT - this action allows you to extract all of the
relevant details from the tag files in a format suitable for
processing in the spreadsheet program such as EXCEL. You
can restrict which contents are extracted.
For further details see page (157)
CREATE IMAGE LIST FILE - this action will build the Image List file
used in the subsequent scoring operations. Unlike the Muskovac
collator program, this Image List builder takes account of Tag
T90 and will not include entries based on the status in T90.
MERGE IMAGE LISTS - this action is used when two or more
sections are being scored concurrently on different machines.
The results are then merged back into the base machine for
further processing such as reports, galleries and emails
PRODUCE EMAIL LISTS - this action is used for producing email lists
for emailing prospective entrants. The process can merge
multiple email lists, removing duplicates, those who have
already entered and those on unsubscribe lists.
For further details see Chapter 28 (292)
CREATE ON-LINE SYSTEM - this action creates the On-Line Entry
system. You will specify various data items, select various
controls and it will build a PHP program ready for uploading to
your web space.
DATA ANALYSIS - this action brings up a screen with options for
many different data analysis activities. These include scoring
trends, profile analysis, images size analysis.
CIRCUIT ACCEPTANCE REPORT - this section is only used for
creating an acceptance list which combines the results from the
different salons in a circuit. It can be used either for sending to
the PSA or for creating a PDF for uploading to your web site.
For further details see page (271)
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CREATE SAMPLE SYSTEM - this action will create a fully functional
sample system complete with images, TAG files and partially
and fully scored Image List files.
The purpose of the sample system is to provide you with the
opportunity to practice with the system without affecting a live
salon. It can also be used for evaluation of the software prior to
purchase.
You can create up to 9 separate sample systems
For further details see page (68) .
ADMIN & BACKGROUND - this action provides access to the
background controls for the program. These include such items
as the length of time a title is displayed, the size of the demo
files and similar controls. It also provides access to other less
used background activities such as backloading a previous
salon
They do not include salon specific definition details such as the
name of the salon or the awards to be assigned as these are
specified in the CONTROL.INI (305) and AWARDS files (309).
For further details see page (325) .
READ LATEST IMAGE LIST - this action is essential in order to
undertake most of the actions on the screen. You cannot
process a section until you have read in the latest Image List file.
These files are created by the K-Salon program during data
collection and during the scoring process.
When you click on this function, you will be presented with a
Windows navigation box. If you have already run K-Salon and
previously selected an Image List file, the program will attempt
to place you in the relevant folder.
After reading in the latest Image List file, you can select the
relevant section by double clicking on the section in status box.

This activity will also produce the SALON-STATUS report
showing the overall salon entry counts.
If any of the TAG files have been added or changed since the
last PROCESS TAG FILES run, the program will not process the
image list file until your undertake another PROCESS TAG file
action.
SORT FOR TIE BREAK - this action allows you to sort the Image List
file into an order which puts images with the same score and tie
break values at the front of the Image List. The next screen
displayed by this action displays all of the scores and
percentages so that you can easily determine which scores
need further tie breaking.
If you have used tie breaks 1 and 2, this screen also allows you
to re-arrange the tie break values automatically to enable you to
undertake further tie break scoring.
For further details see page (97) .
SCORE THE SECTION - this action provides access to the scoring
facility built into K-Salon. Scoring can either use scoring pads or
be done manually. The scores to be assigned are user
controllable with 5 possible score values in the range 1 to 9 for
each selector.
The scoring options include not just first pass scoring but also
first and second tie breaking to assist in determining acceptance
and top image selection.
SET ACCEPTANCE SCORE - this action is where you to set the
acceptance score for this section. In the next screen, you are
shown the full range of scores and tie break values with
cumulative totals.
If the acceptance point you select entails the use of a tie break
value, you will be given the option to have the program
automatically adjust the scores above the break point to the next
higher score.
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For further details see page (99) .
EXTRACT TOP IMAGES - this action extracts the top images for use
in the light box. A top image is one which is to be considered for
an award or at least an Honourable Mention.
In the next screen, you are shown the full range of scores and
tie break values with cumulative totals. You pick the relevant
scoring/tie break point and all images with this score/tie break
and above are extracted for further processing.
For further details see page (100) .
ASSIGN AWARDS - this action provides access to the light box
screens for viewing the extracted images and assigning the
awards. There are four different light box options - 4 up, 20 up,
single image and zoom in. You can swap between at any time
using the mouse and/or the keyboard.
In the light boxes, you can flag an image for collecting (holding)
using any or all of 5 different flag markers, you can view just the
held images, you can assign awards from a drop down list, you
can view background details with respect to the image.
If club members are not allowed to receive awards, the system
can be set to automatically hide images from club members.
For further details see pages (102) (103) (106) (193) (305)
(309).
ASSIGN HON MENTIONS - this action provides options for assigning
Honourable Mentions to the extracted top images which did not
receive an award.
The options include a) allocate to all remaining top images, b)
only selected images or c) all remaining except specific images.
The Honourable Mention facility also uses the same light box
facilities.
For further details see page (111) .
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CHECK & UPDATE RESULTS - this is the final action for the section.
The next screen lists the relevant details such as acceptance
point. You can review the award and honourable mention
assignments on the light box before closing the section.
To close the section, you are asked to specify the name for the
next generation of the saved Image List file. The program will
then write out a new Image List file with all necessary
adjustments including adjusted scores, awards, honourable
mentions and acceptance indicators.
This new file is then used for the next section.
For further details see page (111) .
SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS - when the section has been closed, this
action allows you to produce the various section level reports.
These include documents showing the winning images, extracts
for help in preparing salon catalogues and an extract designed
for completing the PSA section report spreadsheet.
For further details see pages (115) , (117) and (198)
SALON LEVEL ACTIONS - when all of the sections have been
finished and closed, this action allows you to produce the salon
level reports and undertake salon level actions. These include
determination of the most successful author, various statistical
reports and the production of the images for the slide show. It
also includes sending out of the report cards by email using the
K-Salon On-Line system.
For further details see pages (107) and (198)
IMAGE LIST DIRECT - once you have begun scoring the images, you
must not create another Image List file from the Tag Files.
However, there may be changes which need to be made such
as corrections to titles, corrections to names or perhaps
dropping an image or entrant. The Image List Direct command
provides you with the facility to examine the details and / or
effect changes in a controlled manner. For example, if there is a
name change, then all the images for that entrant will be
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changed. If an image is dropped, then any awards or HM's
received by the entrant will be backed out.
When the report cards have gone out, many entrants only then
realize that their details or title are wrong. These changes are
effected through the IMAGE LIST DIRECT facility.
If you are running a circuit, such changes need to be done for
each salon in the circuit. The process allows you to
automatically apply the same changes as were applied in
another salon i the circuit without changing the scores or
awards.
You can also examine the images in sequence, sorted either by
reference number of by score within section.
BACKUP TO EXTERNAL - this command will create a full backup of
the entire system including both the work space and all of the
images. This can be used either for security or when two or
more sections are to be scored concurrently.
The backup is an incremental backup which examines the
original and the backup space and only copies over new,
missing or altered files. It can therefore be used frequently as a
security backup.
Because the backup process needs access to the folder
containing the images, the backup option is only available after
either a TAG File Process has been performed or an Image List
file has been loaded in this run.
CHECK FOR UPGRADE - if you are connected to the Internet, this
command will access the Kenebec web site with a direct link to
the most recent version of K-Salon. The browser window will
show your current version and the most recent version available.
Clicking on the link shown in the browser window will enable you
to download the most recent version ready for installation.
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7. I WANT TO . . .
This section merely describes the type of questions in each
of the sections. You will need to (go back to Contents) to
access the actual questions.
7.1 SETUP QUESTIONS are concerned with the
initial creation of the K-Salon system and the creation
of the on-line entry system

7.5 REPORT CARD QUESTIONS are concerned with
how to email the report cards to the entrants and how
to make the changes that will be required after the
entrants actually look at the titles
(go back to Contents)

(go back to Contents)

7.2 DATA ENTRY QUESTIONS are concerned with
the gathering of the data and processing it prior to
doing the scoring.

7.6 POST EVENT QUESTIONS are concerned with
the reporting back to PSA & FIAP, how to create a
show, how to create a catalog
(go back to Contents)

(go back to Contents)

7.3 SCORING QUESTIONS are concerned with the
actual process of scoring images and prints
(go back to Contents)

7.4 AWARD
ASSIGNMENT
QUESTIONS
are
concerned with how to set the acceptance point,
extract the images for awards and assign and or
change the awards
(go back to Contents)

7.7 GENERAL & BACKGROUND QUESTIONS are
concerned with issues not covered by the other
headings such as backup and security.
(go back to Contents)
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7.1 SETUP QUESTIONS
Create A Sample System with Sample Data
Although the K-Salon program is designed for use with live
data, you may not yet have any such data immediately
available. Even if you do have data, you may not wish to
use your current data or perhaps the scoring has not yet
taken place.
The K-Salon program includes the option to create a fully
functional sample system complete with sample data and
various Image List files.
CREATING A SAMPLE ON INITIAL INSTALLATION
When you first install K-Salon, if you have not created the
AWARDS-n.TXT and CONTROL.INI files in the selected [WORK]
folder, you will be given the option to create a sample system. We
would recommend that you to say yes and have the system create a
standard sample system
For further details on creation of sample during installation, see the
section on installing the program, page (332)
CREATING A SAMPLE AFTER INITIAL INSTALLATION
When you start the K-Salon program the first step is always to point to
the work space. In the next (i.e. main) screen, you will see a command
button along the bottom of the screen called CREATE SAMPLE
SYSTEM. If you click on this command, you will be shown a screen in
which you can select the type of demo system you want created. the
options are a) standard projected image, b) projected image with
categories, c) a print based salon.
If you choose the create a sample system, a new work folder will be
created using the name of the current work folder plus the word

"_SAMPLE_n" where n is a number in the range 1 to 9. The sample
data will be placed in a sub-folder called SAMPLE in this new work
space. The process takes about 15 seconds after which the program
will stop.
You can now go back into K-Salon and use the new sample work
space. The defaults will now point to the sample work space and to
RESULTS-005.TXT as the latest Image List file.
The details for the images are given in Appendix G page (329)
CATEGORIES
One of the options available during the creation of the sample system
is whether you want a standard system or one with categories.
Categories provide a level of sub-division of a section. For example in
a Nature section, you may wish to separately identify images of
mammals, birds, reptiles, etc. The concept and implication of having
categories is described on page (267).
Unless you want categories and want to test the category aspects of
the K-Salon program, we would recommend that you elect to have a
standard system.
However, if you elect to have a sample system with categories, the
relevant sample files will be structured for categories in the Nature
section as described on page (329).
PRINT BASED DEMO SYSTEM
The print based demo system includes the RTF documents containing
the print labels which the entrant would have applied to the back of
their prints. Since one of the major training aspects for a print system
entails handling the prints (or at least the labels that would be on the
back of the prints) you are advised to print out all of the RTF
documents in the SAMPLE folder. These can then be used with the
bar code reader to simulate the actual receipt of the prints in various
orders and patterns.
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CONTROL.INI AND AWARDS FILES

Run in DEMO Mode.

When you are operating in a sample system, you can amend the
CONTROL.INI file in the sample work space to see the effect of
different values. (See Appendix A on page (305) However, if you set
DEMO=NO in this CONTROL.INI file the system will always override
this and operate in DEMO mode. See page (69)

Although the product is available for direct download from
the Kenebec web site, the product will operate in DEMO
mode until it is activated using the activation code
purchased from the web site.

You can also change the AWARDS files as detailed in Appendix B on
page (309).
VARIOUS IMAGE LIST FILES
The sample data has been designed to demonstrate all the functional
aspects of the K-Salon system. This means that the data has some
entrants marked as club members, some entries in Nature have a
leading (W) in the name, some have trailing (W), some of the scores
have tie break 1 and tie break 2 values and some of the Image List
files are only partially scored.
There are 25 images in the OPEN section and 15 images in the
NATURE section. (Of course by amending the AWARDS file you can
change the section name !)
The results and data are located in the SAMPLE sub-folder within the
test work space. _RESULTS-000.txt has no scores at all and can be
used directly in the software for scoring, saving and then using in the
sample system.
The other Image List files (_RESULTS-001 to _RESULTS-005) have
progressively more entries scored. File RESULTS-005 has all entries
scored and can be used for completing and closing both sections.
Image list file _IMAGE LIST PREVIOUS.TXT is used for
demonstrating the BACK-LOAD facility (page (273) and represents a
closed and completed salon from a previous year.

Even after activation, it may be desirable to operate in the
restricted DEMO mode in order to demonstrate the facilities
to the selectors or practice using the system or produce
sample reports.
If you want to operate in DEMO mode, it is recommended that you:
a) create another work folder
b) copy over the CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files from your main
folder.
c) amend the DEMO line in the copied CONTROL.INI file so that is
DEMO=YES
d) open the program and select this alternative work folder.
If you merely change the main CONTROL.INI file to DEMO=YES, this
may result in a total reset of the system and removal of any award
allocation etc already made.
In DEMO mode:
the system will be restricted to only two sections. Extra section
definitions will be verified and then ignored.
the sections will be restricted to a maximum of five awards. If more
awards are defined, they will be verified and then ignored. The
retained awards are the first five in ranked order
the number of entries will be restricted to 150 entries for each of the
two permitted sections. If more entries are present in the Image
List file or entries are for ignored sections, these entries will be
ignored.
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The limit of 150 records can be altered to any value in the range 50 to
250 in the ADMIN & ACTIVATION screen accessed via the ADMIN &
BACKGROUND command.
If the Image List file you have loaded has more than the restricted
number of records per section, the reduction process will attempt to
maximize the entries per person so that the BEST AUTHOR report will
be meaningful. (see page (107)
When the restricted file is produced, you will be given the option to
write out this demo Image List file. It is recommended that you do so
in order to produce consistency across your testing and also for faster
access on subsequent entries.
If you choose to do so, then you will be given the further option to
have all scores reset to zero to enable the full scoring process to be
undertaken using this restricted file in the software.
Although you must select a new name for the file, it must be in the
same folder as the Image List file just read. This is essential in order
to have access to the images.

What is an XNUM number?
In order to ensure that different people who have the same
name have their acceptances credited to them and not the
other person, each photographer can enter their own
unique XNUM identifier.
XNUM is a unique identifier which has either been assigned to a
photographer or which the photographer has requested. The
photographer uses the same XNUM in all exhibitions and the number
is used in the EDAS reports sent to the PSA. The K-Salon on-line
entry system automatically requests the entrant to enter their XNUM.
For more information and/or to apply for an XNUM, please go to
website xnum.auphoto.org

Create an On-Line Data Entry System
The K-Salon suite contains the full facilities for creating and
running your own on-line data entry and report card
processing system.
The process for creating the system is detailed in Chapter 8 (127) and
the process for using and running the on-line system is detailed in
Chapter 9 (149)

Change Some of the ADMIN Settings
There are various operational parameters in the K-Salon
program which you can amend to suit your style of working.
For example how long a title will appear in the light box.
These are not the same as the salon definition specified in
the CONTROL.INI file.
To change the salon specification, you
CONTROL.INI file as detailed on page (305)

need

to

alter

the

To change the award and section specification, you need to alter the
associated AWARDS file as detailed on page (309)
To change the operational controls, you need to have started K-Salon
and pointed to the work folder. Select the ADMIN & BACKGROUND
command from the main screen and then select the
ADMIN&ACTIVATION command, change the parameters as desired
and click on PROCESS.
The individual parameters, their functions and ranges are defined in
detail in Appendix F on page (325)
This screen is also used for activating / registering your product as
defined on page (72)
This screen can also be used for loading doPDF if you have not
already done so.
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Change the Way Messages are Shown
The standard Windows message box was originally
designed for much smaller screens. The size of the box
cannot be changed and now with larger screens, the
message box can be difficult to read. In order to circumvent
this problem, K-Salon includes an option to use a K-Salon
message box with variable font size for the messages.
The default setting is that K-Salon will use a K-Salon message window
using a font size of 12. To revert to the standard Windows message
box or to change the font size in the K-Salon message box, Use the
MESSAGE= parameter in the CONTROL.INI file (see page (305) ).
The minimum permitted font size is 11 and the maximum is 18 (but be
warned 18 can make the messages too large to read easily.)
The K-Salon message boxes have a coloured background with pale
blue being an information box, pale yellow being a question requiring
an answer and pale red being a warning or critical message.

Understand Why DECLINED Instead of DISQUALIFIED
For reasons which are beyond the scope of this manual, it
is recommended that you use the term "declined" rather
than "disqualified" when an entrant's application is not
acceptable for whatever reason. The reasons for not
accepting the entry could be because the entrant is on a
banned list issued by FIAP or PSA, or perhaps the images
are or appear to be an intentional violation of the rules.
Using the term 'disqualified' opens up the doors to dispute and
argument with the entrant. However, 'declining' their application with a

full refund of any fees paid closes the matter cleanly. An application to
have the images considered for inclusion in the salon can be declined
before, during or after the selection process.
Put simply, 'declining' is less contentious than 'disqualifying'.
For further explanation, please read the document "Suitable for
Inclusion" at http://www.kenebec.com/pov

Put Google Translate Into My Conditions of Entry
If you put your Conditions of Entry on an html web page,
you can add the Google translate facility. This enables the
entrant to have an automatic translation of the conditions in
one of over 40 languages. Although the translation is not
perfect it should give the overall concept behind the various
rules.
To achieve this, in your html put the following code in the <body>
section of your html (NOTE: not in the <header> section).
<div id="google_translate_element">&nbsp;</div>
<script>
function googleTranslateElementInit()
{ new google.translate.TranslateElement(
{pageLanguage: "en"}, "google_translate_element");
}
</script>
<script
src="http://translate.google.com/translate_a/element.js?cb=googleT
ranslateElementInit">
</script>
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Allow Entrant to Purchase a CD/DVD / Printed Catalog

Impose a Limit on the JPG File Size

Some salons produce an optional CD/DVD or printed
catalog which the entrant can purchase for an extra charge.
K-Salon includes a facility for this process.

It has been common in various salons to impose an upper
limit on the size of the compressed JPG file submitted by
the entrant. Common limits have been 850 kilobytes or 1.5
megabytes or such similar small numbers. These limits
have usually been imposed either because of some in-built
hard coded limit in the processing software or in order to
limit the storage space required for the salon data.

If you want to do this, the on-line creation system allows you to include
such a question and you can set the price. At specification time you
can choose between offering a CD or a Printed Catalog. If you include
the question and the entrant selects YES, this will appear in tag T79 in
the TAG file. You can then do an extract of all records and in a
spreadsheet, sort on T79 and identify all those entrants who have
requested a CD/DVD / Printed Catalog.

Give Special Consideration to a Youth Entry
Some salons want to encourage youth entries and to this
purpose offer a reduced fee and/or awards restricted to
young people.
The on-line entry system produced by K-Salon can include an optional
birth date field. If the entrant's birth date is on or after the trigger date
specified in the on-line system, the birth date is recorded. Depending
upon the option you have selected, this can result in an automatic
50% or 100% reduction in the entry fee. If the birth date entered is
earlier than the trigger date, the system flags an error and the entrant
will need to remove the date.
Using the tag extract facility, a spreadsheet extract can be produced
identifying all entrants who specified a valid birth date.
Because this is a 'youth' concept, the trigger date you specify must be
no more than 25 years before the closing date (and at least 5 years
before the closing date).

The K-Salon program allows you to specify a maximum size for the
compressed JPG file. This value is used when checking is performed
in the PROCESS TAG FILES action and at other times when a JPG
file is read.
The maximum size can be specified as anything between 100
kilobytes and 14 megabytes. The default value is 14 megabytes.
The value is set in the CONTROL.INI file as detailed on page (305)

Activate the Product
You only need to activate the product once. The activation
code is supplied on-line when the product is purchased.
Prior to activation the product operates in DEMO mode as
detailed on page (69).
The ACTIVATION code is an 11 character code supplied when the
product is purchased.
In order to activate the system,
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)
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c) click on ADMIN&BACKGROUND and then in the next screen click
on ADMIN&ACTIVATION. If the product is already activated, a
message to this effect will appear on the screen.
d) enter the activation code in the relevant entry box
e) click on PROCESS.
If you were operating in default DEMO mode, you should now close
down K-Salon and re-open it.

Reconfigure the BUZZERS - "Device not working"
The scoring pads used in the K-Salon scoring module are
Sony BUZZ game devices. These devices were originally
manufactured by Namtai and then by Logitech. Although
the Namtai devices work under Windows XP, Windows 7
and 8, the Logitech devices require reconfiguration when
plugged into Windows 7 and Windows 8.
Appendix T (361) contains full instructions on how to reconfigure the
devices if you find that K-Salon reports that your device is registered
but not working. The instructions include screen shots to guide you
through the process.
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page. The two output files are placed in folder [WORK] \ REPORTS
along with the full SALON_ENTRIES.RTF report. They are named as
PRE_STATUS_HTML.html

Produce a Status Report of Entrants
As the entries are received, it is customary to produce a
Status report on the salon web site showing for each
entrant the fact that the images have been received and the
number of entries in each section. The K-Salon program
can be used for producing such a report directly from the
TAG (entry description) files. The production of this report
does not require an Image List file and can be done without
the need to run data collation.

PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt
The text version is also copied to folder [WORK] \ STATUS to make it
easier to find. This folder also contains the standalone versions as
_Status List.htm

In K-Salon, the production of the status report includes extensive data
validation of the TAG file such as the existence of the associated JPG
files, correct use of the TAG fields, critical missing fields, etc. If any
errors are encountered, the details are not included in the status
report HTML output and you are given the option to continue or stop. If
you continue, then the HTML output will show the errors detected and
all the valid entries. If you abort the process, then the HTML will only
show the errors detected.
The process produces three separate versions of the same data. - a)
an HTML preview, b) a file for uploading to the on-line status page of
the K-Salon on-line entry system and c) a standalone html page for
uploading to your web site.
Both the preview and the standalone versions can be viewed directly
in a browser. Although the preview file could be edited in order to
extract the relevant lines for pasting into the web site, the TXT version
contains the only data portion - i.e. it does not contain the surrounding
HTML lines such as <BODY>, etc. This file can be used directly for
uploading to the on-line STATUS page or for pasting into your web

Figure 6 - Sample of Status Report for your web page - only the
items beneath the line appear in the TXT file.
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In order to produce the STATUS reports, open K-SALON, select the
work folder and then click on PROCESS TAG FILES. In the next
screen, select the folder which contains all of the TAG files and
images. Note that if the folder contains many items (i.e. over perhaps
10,000 files) it can take up to a minute for windows to open the
navigation box.
In the example in Figure 6, the file for ESCOVIQ-NANG makes a
reference to the JPG image 'z_image_05.jpg' which should have been
in the same folder but could not be found and therefore, the details for
Nang Escoviq have not been included in the status report.
The TXT version of the file has only the HTML commands from
Produced through to and including the end of the table and can be
pasted into a web page without further editing.
The STATUS report generation process undertakes basic validation of
the TAG file. If a country is found which is not in the standard country
list, you will be given the option to either stop the checking of that tag
file or add the country (see page (125). This option is useful for
trapping entries which have not been filled or contain Please select.
With respect to the associated JPG images, you have three options.
a)

just check that the JPG files exists in the same folder

b)

open and examine the JPG to check that the dimensions are
within the salon limits. If too large create a note for possible
inclusion in the HTML

c)
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open and examine the JPG to check that the dimensions are
within salon limits and that the profile is either sRGB or
GRAYSCALE. If either or both of these tests fail, create a note for
possible inclusion in the HTML

Sometimes, jpg images are submitted which contain corrupt or nonstandard EXIF data. This data can prevent the image from being
displayed. As a check against this situation, the PROCESS TAG FILE
operation will look at each image and ensure that it can be viewed. If
the image cannot be viewed, the program will make a copy of the jpg
file in the same folder but with an extended name. The original jpg is

then cleaned up with the EXIF data being removed. This usually
clears the problem and the cleaned up image is then used in the
subsequent operations. If the clean up does not work (i.e. the image
cannot be viewed), then you will be informed and can request a new
image from the entrant.
The notes produced by checks 'b' and 'c' identify the section of the
image by section name and the entrant's image number within that
section and the nature of the problem. This is sufficient information for
the entrant to amend the image and resubmit.
If during the reading of the tag file a note is found on T92, it will be
included as a possible note for the HTML.
Upon completion of the checking, if any notes (as described above)
are found, you will be given the option to include the notes in the
HTML status report as a fourth column.
With respect to running the checking, you have two options. You an
either just check recent tag files or check all tag files. The full option is
slower because it will redo all checks for all files.
NOTE: if you are using the quick, new tag only option, it will examine
re-submissions as long as the tag file has been recreated - i.e. it has a
different time stamp. If there was a JPG problem and the entrant has
merely submitted a revised image directly, then you should open the
associated TAG file and resave it to change the timestamp.
The PROCESS TAG FILES process will also undertake and report on
the WATCH and CATCH options detailed below. The purpose of the
WATCH option is to detect submissions from people who are under
some form of sanction. The purpose of the CATCH facility is to flag
suspected re-submissions from previous salon acceptances.
If any entrants are found to be excluded, this will be displayed on the
screen at the end of the PROCESS TAG FILES activity.
The process will also produce the PRE_ENTRY_LIST report. This
report contains details of all the entrants showing the definitional
details including the T90 payment status tag. Full details of the content
of this report are given on page (206)
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Upload Status Report to the On-Line System

Prints in Status Report

You can either run your own status page on your standard
website or you can use the On-Line system to generate a
skeleton status page.

If any of the sections are for prints, then the status report
will show the latest status of the prints using the following
codes.

If you run your own status page, then you can upload either the
'_Status List.htm' file or the 'PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt' file using your
web site controlling features. These files are in folder
[WORK] \ STATUS

Note: if an entrant has not entered a print section, then no code will
be displayed. These codes will be included in the ENTRIES column
after the count of the number of images entered in each section.

However, if you use the On-Line Entry system Status Page, then the
upload does not require background access to the website and is
done across the web using your browser as detailed below. For full
details on creating the On-Line Entry system, see page (127)
The term [WEB] is the main URL for your website including LIVE or
TEST as the case may be such as www.kenebec.com/live
In your browser, type in the URL for your entry system as shown
below
[WEB] / status.php?set
In the next page,
1. attach/upload the PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt file. This file is
located in the[WORK] \ STATUS folder
2. enter the password used for amending tag files in the on-line
system -see page (140)
3. click on the indicated symbol
The program will update the status page and it is now ready for public
viewing.
If you are told that the status file is not for this system, it means either
you have not re-create, uploaded and init run the on-line system in this
version of K-Salon OR genuinely, you are attempting to upload a
status file pertaining to a different salon.

(NOP) - Prints have been entered but have not been received
(PRP) - Prints received and Processed
(RCV) - Prints received but pending processing (such as payment)

Detecting Duplicate Entries
It is a fundamental rule of exhibitions that a person may
only make one entry. They may be permitted to change the
images and/or make corrections to an entry but they are
not permitted to make a second full entry. If they wish to do
so, then the previous entry needs to be deleted or
otherwise nullified. Although most people would not attempt
to cheat in this manner, duplicate entries can arise out of
forgetfulness (Forgot that I had entered) or data errors or
intention. Without corroborating evidence, it is difficult
normally to detect duplicate entries.
In an attempt to detect duplicate entries and also to assist in the
correct allocation of acceptances, it is recommended that you request
the entrant supply their unique personal identifier (XNUM or GEN).
When you do a PROCESS TAG FILE operation, the system will check
for and report on all entries which duplicate an XNUM or GEN or PSA
membership number. The relevant entries can then either be
corrected or deleted. The list of all such issues is produced
automatically in report PRE_DUPLICATES.TXT
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problem is often produced by certain 'free software' used for
editing pictures. The fact that the entrant has used such software
means that they are unlikely to have Photoshop and hence would
not be able to supply a conventionally formatted JPEG.

Message 796 - Unconventional JPG File
Although the JPEG specification allows a high degree of
variability in the structure of a JPEG image, there are
certain very common conventions which are followed by
nearly all programs which produce JPG images. However,
nearly all is not the same as all and there are some pieces
of software which produce uncommon / unconventional
JPEG file structures. Whereas these can be processed by
Photoshop and by parts of the Windows operating system,
other parts of the Windows operating system assume that
the file is conventional and do not take account of the
unconventional aspects. Whereas the image would be
shown correctly during checking and scoring, it would not
show correctly during award processing, gallery or catalog
production. (For the technically minded the problem is the
multiple use of DQT-01 rather than having a DQT-02 within
the JPEG structure - obvious ?).
When you are doing the TAG FILE PROCESS, the program examines
each JPEG to see if it follows the conventions or is unconventional. If
it detects that the JPEG image is unconventional it copies it to subfolder ODD_JPEG / SUBMITTED in the full image folder. The original
will also be copied (as a security copy) to the ORPHANS sub-folder of
the image folder.
You then have three choices:
a)

You can ignore the problem at the moment but you will need to
resolve the problem before you can create or load an image list
file.

b)

You could ask the entrant to submit a more conventionally
structured JPEG image. However, there are very few people who
would even understand what is being said let alone have any idea
of how to circumvent the problem. We have noticed that the

c)

Using Adobe Photoshop, you can open each file in folder
ODD_JPEG / SUBMITTED in the full image folder. Then do a
SAVE AS (not a SAVE but a SAVE AS) into folder
ODD_JPEG / CONVERTED as the best quality JPEG.

After the conversion is completed, you can check the resulting images
and then copy them to the normal image folder .The converted images
are in sub-folder ODD_JPEG / CONVERTED in the image folder.
Option 'c' is the recommended course of action since (as mentioned
above) it is very unlikely that the entrant would understand the issue,
let alone be able to supply a conventional JPG.
For security or subsequent analysis, the process will have copied the
original untouched JPG images to the ORPHANS folder.
NOTE If the Photoshop process specified above does not cure the
issue then for each image, do the following. This will preserve the
EXIF and profiles:
a) open the image in Photoshop (if profile mismatch, use profile in
the image)
b) SAVE AS a TIFF file
c) close the image completely
d) open the TIFF version (if profile mismatch, use profile in the
image)
e) SAVE AS a jpg with profile into the CONVERTED folder

Understand Why PROCESS TAG FILES Stops
When you do a PROCESS TAG FILES operation, the
program undertakes a set of integrity checks. If any of the
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checks fail, the program will report the situation and then
stop.
This process checks the following:

CODE

DESCRIPTION & SOURCE

ACTION

PAID

Full Payment has been
received

Entrant will appear
in the Status List

 On-Line system when
PayPal IPN processed

Will be included in
the Image List for
judging

1. Every JPG file mentioned in a TAG file is present in the Image
Folder
2. Every JPG file in the Image Folder is mentioned in a TAG file.

 Manual edit of the tag file

3. Every file which was included in a ZIP file is in either the Image
folder or the orphans sub-folder in the Image Folder.
These checks ensure that you have not deleted critical files.

OVER PAID

If the process reports that there is a problem, you will find the full
details in report PRE_JPG_CHECK.TXT in the REPORTS folder in
the [WORK] folder.
If the report states that a JPG file is not referenced in a TAG file, this
can be because the entrant no longer wishes to enter a particular
image - this can be verified by looking at the confirmation emails for
the entrant. If this is the case, do not delete the JPG file - instead,
move it to the orphans folder in the Image Folder.

Know What Status Codes to Use for Tag T90

Payment has been received
which exceeds maximum
required
 On-Line system when
PayPal IPN processed

Will be included in
the Image List for
judging

 Manual edit of the tag file

PARTIAL

Only part payment has been
received or payment amount
increased after initial
payment received

The T90 tag in the TAG file is used for recording the status
of the entry. Although primarily used for recording the
payment status, it is also used for controlling the inclusion
of the entry in the Image List file for judging.

 On-Line system when part
payment received or
increased payment due
but not yet received

There are two types of codes which can appear in tag T90 - those
which the system reacts to and all others.

 Manual edit of tag file

The status code in T90 is not case sensitive and only the first 4
characters are used for process control but the whole contents of T90
will appear in the Status List (with the exception of DELETED)

Entrant will appear
in the Status List

Entrant will appear
in the Status List
Entry will NOT be
included in the
Image List for
judging
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CODE

DESCRIPTION & SOURCE

NOT PAID

GROUP

DECLINED
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CODE

DESCRIPTION & SOURCE

On-line system default setting Entrant will appear
when entry is initially
in the Status List
recorded unless a member of
Entry will NOT be
a group
included in the
Image List for
 Manual edit of tag file
judging

AWAITING
FEES

Default value from other onEntrant will appear
line entry systems when entry in the Status List
is initially recorded
Entry will NOT be
included in the
 Manual edit of tag file
Image List for
judging

On-line system default setting Entrant will appear
when entry is initially
in the Status List
recorded and is a member of
Entry will NOT be
a group
included in the
Manual edit of tag file
Image List for
judging

BEING
PROCESSED

This status has been
included for print exhibitions
which do not use the K-Salon
on-line entry system. for
which either payment or
prints have been received but
not both

Entrant will appear
in the Status List

The entry has been
DECLINED for some reason

WITHDRAWN

The entry has been
WITHDRAWN by the entrant
for some reason

Entrant will appear
in the Status List
but images will not
appear in the count
of images

 Manual edit of tag file

ACTION

Entrant will appear
in the Status List
but images will not
appear in the count
of images
Entry will NOT be
included in the
Image List for
judging and no
report card will be
produced

 Manual edit of tag file

ACTION

Entry will NOT be
included in the
Image List for
judging

Entry will NOT be
included in the
Image List for
judging and no
report card will be
produced
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CODE

DESCRIPTION & SOURCE

ACTION

CODE

BANNED

The entrant has been
previously placed on a
banned list by some other
organization

Entrant will appear
in the Status List
but images will not
appear in the count
of images

blank or missing If there is no T90 tag or the
value is blank this will be
reported as an error

 Manual edit of tag file

Entry will NOT be
included in the
Image List for
judging and no
report card will be
sent
DELETED

This entry is to be ignored as
if it never happened
 Manual edit of tag file

Yes
OK
Waived
anything else

Created by alternative entry
systems or by manual edit of
tag file.

Entrant will NOT
appear in the
Status List

DESCRIPTION & SOURCE

ACTION
Entrant will not
appear in the
Status List
Cannot produce
Image List file until
resolved

Use K-SALON to Unzip My On-Line ZIP Files
Instead of unzipping the on-line zip files directly, K-Salon
can unzip all of the files for you directly in the PROCESS
TAG FILES step. This is much easier than doing it manually
and will also ensure that the files are unzipped in sequential
order.

Entry will NOT be
included in the
Image List for
judging

When you download the zip file, you should copy the file directly to the
Image Folder without unzipping the contents. NOTE: if you select to
have the zip files marked as .ksz files (see page (134) then the
copying option will always do the copy of the full file rather than
opening up the zip file.

Entrant will appear
in the Status List

In the PROCESS TAG FILES screen, once you have selected the
Image Folder, you will be given the option to UNLOAD the zip files.
Clicking on this command will show you all of the zip files found in the
Image Folder. This display will show the name of the file and , if the
file has already been unzipped, the date and time of the unzip and the
number of files in the zip file.

Will be included in
the Image List for
judging

In order to unload the zip files, double click on the earliest file which
has not been unloaded and then click on PROCESS. The program will
then unzip that zip file and all subsequent zip files in one step.
NOTE: The unload zip file operation will rename any .ksz files as .zip
files so that you can access them directly via WinZip if desired.
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UNICODE Formatted Tag Files - Message 320 or 766
If you are not using the K-Salon data entry system (perhaps
using one based on the Wade Clutten coding), you may
encounter situations where the entrants has used nonstandard characters or perhaps characters with accents.
This may cause the file to be encoded in what is referred to
as UNICODE. The file will need to amended before it can
be processed.
1.

Click on this link http://www.kenebec.com/utf8.

2.

Click on BROWSE/SELECT and navigate to and attach the tag
file which has the problem.

3.

Click on PROCESS

4.

The screen will respond with a link. Right click on the link and
save the file to the folder containing the tag and image files.

5.

Run the PROCESS TAG FILES action again.

PROCESS TAG FILES Says Some Files are Missing
The PROCESS TAG FILES operation does a quick check
to ensure that all files it expects to see in the data area are
in fact there. If they are all present, then it proceeds to do
the actual Tag File checking. However, if it finds some files
are missing, it will report this situation.
The message will show the name of the zip file which should have had
the missing file. This is usually an indication that the zip file mentioned
has not been downloaded or it has not been unzipped into the image
area.
Check that you have downloaded the zip file. If you have not
downloaded it, then do a new zip process as described on page (153)

to obtain a list of all zip files and click on the relevant item to download
the zip file.
Unzip the file into the image area making sure that you DO NOT
OVERWRITE existing files.
You can now redo the PROCESS TAG FILE operation.

Orphaned JPG Files - Message 388
The PROCESS TAG FILES operation checks that all JPG
images mentioned in ZIP files or the TAG files are present
in the images folder. The reverse operation, checks for
orphaned JPG files which are not mentioned in any TAG
files.
The fact that a JPG file was mentioned in a TAG file but is no longer
mentioned is not of itself a problem. An entrant who originally entered
say four images in a section, may have decided to remove one image
and not replaced it. The original image would have been downloaded
in a zip file but would no longer appear in the TAG file.
The check for orphaned JPG files is done automatically as part of the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation. This will check that all JPG images
are mentioned in a TAG file and will produce a report
(PRE_JPG_CHECK.TXT) listing all orphaned JPG files. You can then
check, looking at the confirmation emails, that the situation is correct.
If the situation is correct, you can move the errant JPG file to the
ORPHANS folder in the Image Folder. This means that it will no longer
be reported as a problem. The ZIP check operation takes account of
files moved to the ORPHANS folder.
If orphans are found or JPG files are missing, the PROCESS TAG
FILE operation will not be performed and you will need to rectify the
situation before continuing.
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Understand Why the Confirmation Emails Have Failed

then just double click on the record and the full details of the tag file
will be displayed.

If you are using ELASTICEMAIL as part of your on-line entry system
(see page 137) you may encounter a failure message stating "Data
Not Accepted ....Service Not Available". This is most likely caused by
a failure to take account of the warning on page 137 .

You can restrict the display to only show tag files which are in specific
stages - such as all tag files which have not been marked as PAID.

This warning points out that if you use the same ELASTICEMAIL
account for sending our salon posters and reminders or general
notifications using a list of email addresses, a large number of these
addresses may no longer be operational. The emails are then
bounced back to ELASTICEMAIL and your account will be suspended
as a spammer . If this happens, you will need to create a new
ELASTICEMAIL account with a new key and re-create the on-line
system using this new key. The re-built system will then need to be
uploaded and the init operation performed.
You may also receive an email from the entrant saying that they did
not receive the confirmation email. This can happen because of their
spam filter or if their email handler (such as aol.com) has incorrectly
decided to bounce the email back without telling the recipient. Under
such circumstances, you can forward your bcc copy of the
confirmation email.
The short, duplicate confirmation email was introduced to counter this
automated deletion of the full confirmation email where the email
provider detects 'sensitive' words in the titles of the images and then
deletes the email. The wording in this short email cannot be changed.

View the Contents of a TAG file
Once you have done the TAG file process, you will be able to view the
contents of any of the tag files. To do this, click on the EDIT / VIEW
TAG FILE command.
This will bring up a screen listing all of the entrants. If you want to find
a particular entrant by name, then click on the SORT BY SURNAME
option and then just begin typing the surname of the person. The
program will position the selection bar on the relevant record. You can

The not marked as PAID option will also show all those tag files
marked as DELETED.

View the Images Submitted by XYZ
To view the images submitted by a specific person, select
the tag file as mentioned in the previous section. Then in
the display screen, you can view the actual images by
clicking on the SHOW command.
To proceed to the next image, use the right arrow; for the previous
image use the left arrow. To view the section and title, press the space
bar. To turn off the section and title information, press the space bar
again. When you go to another image, if the section and title are
showing, then these will be updated with the information for the next
image. To exit the display, press the ESC key.
You may wish to examine the images in greater detail (perhaps to
check for cheating in Nature). The COPY command will copy all of the
images to the folder you select, The names of the images will be
adjusted to include the surname at the front. A copy will also be taken
of the TAG file, again with the filename adjusted to include the
surname at the front.
Do not edit this copy of the tag file - it is just a copy and MUST
not be copied back to the image folder.

Email All of the Entrants
You may wish to send an email to all of the entrants or
perhaps make an email list of all the people who entered
the salon. This can be done at any time.
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After doing PROCESS TAG FILES, click on TAG FILE EXTRACT. In
the next screen, click on ADD EMAIL SET and then click on
EXTRACT.
You will be asked for the name and location of the extract file. The file
is a tab delimited text file which can be loaded into and processed in a
spreadsheet program.
Alternatively, you can use the PRODUCE EMAIL LIST command as
detailed in Chapter 28 (292) and do not include any source or
exclusion files.

Create a Group for Group Payment
Some salons allow a group of entrants to have a 'group'
discount. Due to the number of different possibilities for
discounts, although the K-Salon on-line entry system allows
you to have groups for such a purpose, it does not
undertake automated processing or allocation of the
payment.

If you are using the On-Line entry system and the salon is still open,
you will be connected to the on-line copy of the tag file (you need an
internet connection). Enter the On-Line tag file amendment password
you created in Step 11 of the On-Line creation process. Then edit the
file and click on PROCESS. The Update TAG file will be downloaded
with your next download zip operation and will then replace your
current TAG file.
You will also have the option at this point to re-send a confirmation
email - this will include any amendments you have made.
If, you are not using the On-Line system OR the salon has closed,
then you will be presented with an edit screen in K-Salon. Make your
edits and click on update.

Delete an entry - delete a TAG file or Image
Sometimes it is necessary to delete an entry - there could
have been duplicates from the same person or perhaps a
barred person has entered.

Edit a TAG File / Resend Confirmation Email

If any entry is to be withdrawn do not remove the tag file. If you wish
to withdraw the full entry, then edit the tag file (as detailed above, and
set tag T90 to DELETED (case insensitive). The program will then
ignore this tag file when creating status reports or Image List files. If
the entry is to be DECLINED (perhaps a banned entrant), you can set
T90 to DECLINED or BANNED. This will appear on the status report
but the entry will not be included in the Image List file.

Although the TAG files will have been downloaded to your image
collection folder and the TAG files are standard TXT files, do not edit
these files directly.

You are cautioned against using banned unless the person has been
formally notified that they are banned from entering salons with PSA
or FIAP recognition.

If you want to change a TAG file, then after viewing the contents,
come back out to the EDIT/VIEW TAG file screen (the one with all of
the people listed in it and click on the record you wish to change. Then
put the mouse in the XXX box at the bottom and holding the Control
key, do a left click.

NOTE: removing an entrant after the scoring has been started will
result in the relevant records being removed from the Image List files
when it is next loaded up. Any awards assigned to a removed entrant
will be reset. Use DELETED to completely remove the entry, use
DECLINED to keep entry in status list

If someone asks you for a group payment or group discount option
and you are willing to permit this, then follow the actions detailed on
page (154)
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Delete Just One Image

Watch For and Exclude Specific Entrants

It is possible that you as the organizer have decided that a
specific image is to be removed from an entry OR perhaps
the entrant has asked you to remove an image. This can be
done for a variety of reasons, such as duplicate entry or
rule violation, etc.

There can be circumstances when a particular entrant is
either not permitted to enter a salon, or if allowed to enter,
is not permitted to receive any commendation. This
situation could arise if the entrant has in the past
undertaken some form of cheating or plagiarism or other
serious rule violation. K-Salon provides a facility for
monitoring and reporting on such entries and, if relevant,
excluding the entrant from receiving any commendation.

If this is a projected image, then you have three choices.
The first choice is to have the entrant re-enter omitting the relevant
image. However, this cannot be done after the salon has closed.
The second choice entails removing the title and the jpg reference
from the tag file. If you remove the image from the tag file, then it will
not appear in the report card and you may start a lengthy discussion
with the entrant justifying your actions. However, this cannot be done
if you have already created the Image List file.
The third choice is to drop the image after creating the Image List file.
This is done via the IMAGE LIST DIRECT command. Select the
relevant entrant, then the relevant image and mark as DROPPED.
The image will be assigned the drop mark and will not be shown to the
selectors.
If this is a printed image, then you have two choices.
The first is to have the entrant re-enter excluding the relevant image.
However, a) this cannot be done after the salon has closed and b) this
process entails finding and rewanding the remaining prints.
The second choice is to drop the image after creating the Image List
file. This is done via the IMAGE LIST DIRECT command. Select the
relevant entrant, then the relevant image and mark as DROPPED.
The image will be assigned a mark of -1. Do not find or remove the
print from the print stacks. When the print is to be scored, the operator
screen will display a banner stating that the image is to be dropped.
Press the D key, select yes and continue with the next print.

With respect to detecting such entries, whereas in a small salon, it
could be possible to look at each of the tag files listing the entrant
details, this would be virtually impossible in a large salon. Instead, you
can create a WATCH.TXT file (see page (334) which contains the first
name, surname and country of any entrant of interest. When the
program does a STATUS run, it checks the name and country of each
entrant against the list in the WATCH file and if any matches are
found, they are listed in the WATCH-LIST report (see page (210) .
Obviously, due to the possibility of similar names, K-Salon cannot take
any automatic action against such entrants - that requires the salon
organizer to examine the entries listed in the report and decide if this
is one of the persons being monitored.
If the decision is that the person should not be allowed to participate at
all, then the relevant tag file (the entrant details file) should be marked
as deleted. DO NOT remove the tag file or the related images from the
folder containing the tag files and images.
If, however, the decision is that the person is to be allowed to
participate but is not allowed to receive any commendation, then in the
tag file, you must create tag T80: with a value of YES (i.e. yes exclude this person).See page (312)
It is not necessary to monitor the names in order to set tag T80. You
may already know that a particular person has entered and wish to
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inhibit them from receiving any commendation. If this is the case, then
amend the tag file directly.

facility for checking who has indicated that they are
members.

It can also be the case that a person is flagged up by the monitoring
process but the person flagged is not the entrant you are interested in.
For example a WATCH.TXT entry of John Smith England may flag
more than one entrant. If you have examined the entry and
determined that this is not the relevant person, you do not want that
entry flagged again. In this situation, in that entrant's tag file, create a
T80 tag as before but this time assign a value of NO.

The checking process is undertaken automatically when the TAG files
are processed. The program checks for YES at the end of tag T81 in
the TAG file (See page (312) and collects the names of all of the
entrants who have claimed to be members. A report
(PRE_MEMBER_LIST.TXT) is produced which lists both the name of
the members and the filename of the associated TAG file.

Upon detecting Tag T80 with a value of NO, the program will not
exclude that person's images nor will they be mentioned in the
WATCH-LIST report.

In order to make checking easier, the program will also display on the
TAG file processing screen, the names of all persons who claimed to
be members. If you are in doubt and want to check on a particular
name (or know that it is incorrect), double click on the name in the
display.

Although the SAMPLE systems do not have an exclusion variant, a
sample WATCH.TXT files is created in the [WORK] folder It will
monitor two of the entrants. None of the tag files have T80 tags - you
can add these as you want to see the effect.
If you do not want the WATCH operation to be actioned, you do not
need to take any action - if there is no WATCH.TXT file, then the
WATCH operation is bypassed.
NOTE: If you are using the WATCH.TXT file process, you must run
the PROCESS TAG FILES action in the FULL mode for the full salon
after all of the submissions have been received. If you make any
changes to the tag files to create, alter or remove a T80 flag, you will
need to perform the PROCESS TAG FILES operation again.

See Which Entrants Have Claimed to be Members
Many salons offer club members a reduced entry fee. This
is usually indicated at the data entry time by clicking on a
MEMBER [ ] box. However, some people who are not
members have been known to tick the box in the hope of
perhaps getting a reduced entry fee. K-Salon provides a

This will open the associated TAG file in NOTEPAD and you can
check the details. If the person is not a member, then change tag T81
so that the last word is NO instead of YES. Close the file and re-run
the tag file check process.
If you are using the K-Salon On-Line entry system, this will produce
file _A_?_MEMBERS.TXT which lists all entrants who have claimed to
be members of the sponsoring club. This file is downloaded
automatically as part of the zip file download.

Check For Repetition of Accepted Images
Nearly all salons impose a rule to the effect that an image
which has been accepted in a previous year cannot be
resubmitted again. Some salons even go so far as to say
an image cannot be resubmitted even if it was not
accepted. But how do you check when there are thousands
of images?
The K-Salon program provides a basic checking facility for repeated
submissions, referred to as the CATCH option. Basically the program
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checks through previous Image List files and flags any suspect
repetitions, placing the results in a report (see page (203).

resumed later, even in a later session. A message will appear during
the loading indicated the progress of the loading.

An image is flagged as suspect if it has the same title, author and
country. Although this will not catch images which have been renamed
by the author, it will catch direct repetition. Unfortunately, direct
repetition does occur, sometimes intentionally and sometimes through
oversight or error on the part of the author.

NOTE: The file loading processing only needs to be performed once.
This means that you can return to this screen at a later time / session
without the need to re-load the file.

The CATCH process is only undertaken during the PROCESS TAG
FILES operation if the relevant files are in the CATCH folder.
The full details of the CATCH facility are described on page (263).

See if Entrants Adhered to the Rules
Virtually all salons impose submission rules pertaining to
the size of the submitted image with the caveat that if the
images is less than the maximum size it will be displayed
but will not fill the screen. Most salons also state that the
submission should use the sRGB profile as this is the mode
used by the projectors. Do people adhere to these rules
and recommendations? K-Salon provides a process for
checking such compliance.
This process checks every JPG file and also checks the Image List file
for missing information. It is strongly recommended that you undertake
this process before doing any of the scoring etc.
In the main K-Salon screen, select the latest Image List file and then
click on the ANALYSE IMAGE DETAILS command. In the next screen
you will initially be presented with a LOAD FILE command. Click on
this command button.
NOTE: The analysis of all of the images in the salon can take a
considerable length of time. As a consequence, you can at any point
press the ESC key and suspend the loading of the file. Loading can be

When the full analysis has completed a set of tables can be displayed
on the screen. You can select which table to display by selecting the
type of display from the selection on the right hand side. Each table
has a quantity with the percentage of the total submissions
SHOW TYPES - this displays the types of colour management
profiles which were found in the submitted images.
SHOW PROFILES - this displays all of the profiles encountered in
alphabetic order
PROFILE USAGE - this displays the profiles encountered ordered by
the number of images with the named profile.
SHOW RATIOS - this displays the frequency of the various shapes
of image where the shape is determined as the ratio of the width
divided by the height, with the results grouped into various
preset categories. The table also shows the number of images
which filled or did not fill the full permitted screen size.
SHOW SIZES - this displays all of the size combinations
encountered (width * height) ordered by width and height.
SIZE USAGE - this displays the sizes combinations ordered by
frequency of usage.
If you select REPORT, all of the tables will be reported in one
document. See page (199). However, you have the option
(recommended) to exclude the size table as this table can make the
document very large. The report will appear in sub-folder
[WORK] \ REPORTS as RTF document IMAGE_ANALYSIS.RTF
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Use the System For Pre-Checking the Entries
Although the standard system can be used for pre-checking
the entry data, this often requires a load of an image list. In
some salons, the practice is to create a daily image list
containing only the entries received that day. If this were to
be uploaded each day, the system would normally report a
SERIOUS ERROR when it detected that the number of
entries in the image list file differed from the previous load.
The AUTORESET control allows you to circumvent this
problem.
If the [WORK] folder contains a file called AUTORESET.TXT, then the
data bases will always be reset to empty upon every start of the
K-Salon program. Once this has been set in a workspace, it cannot be
turned off and will be the pattern for that [WORK] space. When you
want to run the live system, create a new [WORK] space and copy
over the CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files but DO NOT copy the
AUTORESET.TXT file.
If the AUTORESET.TXT file is found or was ever found in the
workspace, you will see a warning message to this effect and the
databases will be reset to empty.

MULIT-SECTION ENTRIES. The initial lower panel displays the
results for all countries.
The panel data shows for 1 up to the maximum number of sections,
the proportion who entered the specified number of sections, the
number of entrants who entered the specified number of sections, the
total images from such entrants and the average number of
submissions from such entrants. The first line in the table gives the
totals.
To select a particular country or countries, double click on the left
country panel. Double clicking on the right country panel will remove
the country. NOTE: clicking UK in the left panel will bring up all of the
entry countries regarded as being part of the UK. To find a country
quickly, single click on the left panel and then type the first few letters.
To show the data for the selected countries, click on SHOW. This will
show in the right hand panel the data for the selected countries and in
the left hand panel, the data for all other countries.
At the top you will see a COPY button. If you click on this, the results
will be collected and put in a report which will be produced when you
exit the screen. The report is entitled MULTI-SECTION ENTRIES and
will be located in the REPORTS folder. Every time a new panel of data
is displayed, you can click on COPY to accumulate all of the results in
one file.

Check if the Distinctions are Sensible and Valid
Know What Proportion Entered More than One Section
It is sometimes desirable when determining pricing
strategies to know how what proportion of the entrants
entered more than one section. This information can be
obtained from K-Salon not only in total but also by
individual country or group of countries.
In order to obtain this information, open K-Salon, select the working
folder and then select the latest Image List file. You can now click on

Whereas some salon entry processes provide the entrant
with a drop down list for selecting the distinctions (such
FPSA, DPAGB, LRPS), other salon entry processes allow
the user to specify whatever they want. This has
sometimes produced ridiculous results such as the entrant
putting their address in this field. K-Salon provides a
method of checking the validity or appropriateness of the
distinctions found in the Image List file.
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There are too many different valid distinctions with more being added
all the time for it to be possible to have a definitive set of valid
distinctions. Instead, the K-Salon program analyses the distinctions
found in the Image List file and makes a list of all the items found, the
reference number of the first entry which had the distinction and the
full distinction listing for that entry.
To access this information click on the DISTINCTIONS ANALYSIS
command in the main screen. If the data has not yet been analysed,
the program will analyse the current Image List file.
Upon completion of the analysis, a display will be shown with the
above mentioned details. This can be printed using the PRINT
command. See page (199)
Either on-line or via the printed document, you can check for spurious
distinctions. If any are found (such as an address), using the entry
number specified in the display/report, open the Image List file as a
spreadsheet file and correct the errant details.
Now go back into K-Salon, load up the new Image List file and return
to DISTINCTIONS ANALYSIS. This time, click on RELOAD DATA and
check the details again.
NOTE: The ENTRANT column is the number of entrants with such a
distinction. The IMAGES column is the number of entries from people
who have such a distinction.

Extract Email Addresses to Send to Other Salons
Many salons share lists of the email addresses of those
who have entered the salon. This information is not
contained in the Image List files but is defined for tag T82 in
the TAG file. If you are using the K-Salon On-Line entry
system and have included the relevant question in the data
entry form, then it is easy to prepare such a list.

Having processed the TAG files, click on the TAG FILE EXTRACT
command. In the ensuing screen click on CAN SEND DETAILS and
then click on EXTRACT. You will be asked for a name for this extract.
You can then open the extract in EXCEL, sort on Tag T82 and delete
all entries which do not have Yes or Y in column T82. You now have
the names and email addresses of all those people who have
indicated that their details can be passed.
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4) if you have a print section and one or more entries are either
incomplete or the prints have not been processed (see page 172)

Tell the Selectors What K-Salon Will Do for Them

5) if you have a print section and an entrant has paid and the prints
were placed in the READY stacks but the entrant has subsequently
been marked as deleted but the prints are still in the READY stack.

By the time you run a live salon using the K-Salon program,
you will most likely have become familiar with its
functionality and facilities. However, this may be the first
time the selectors have used K-Salon and it is important
that they understand what it can do for them.

If condition '5' occurs, you will be presented with the option of (a)
finding and removing the prints from the READY stacks or (b)
following a simple procedure to mark the images for dropping when
they are encountered during scoring. If you choose option (b), then a
report will be produced (PRE_DELETED_READY_PRINTS) listing all
of the entrants affected by this condition.

The program contains a one page description, called Selectors Notes.
These notes are in the form of a PDF document which can be
accessed from the desktop icon.
The notes will appear on the screen designed for on-line reading but
can, if you want, be printed out and given to the selectors.

Create an Image List File
The Image List File is the file used in the scoring process. It
is the basic definition of the salon entries and is used in the
K-Salon scoring program. Although the Muskovac suite
contains a program called collator, DO NOT USE that
program - it does not take account of DELETED entries.
After you have completed the TAG file processing, click on CREATE
IMAGE LIST in the main screen. This will create the first Image List
file.
NOTE: You are not permitted to create an image list file if
1) There is already one or more image list files in the data folder
2) An Image list file has been loaded which had some scores
3) the CONTROL.INI file contains the CIRCUIT= command

The creation of the Image List file will exclude entries which have
DELETED, DECLINED, NOT PAID, PARTIAL, AWAITING FEES,
BANNED, WITHDRAWN or BEING PROCESSED as the value in tag
T90. All other values, such as Yes, Waived will be included. It is your
responsibility to resolve these anomalies if you do not want their
images judged. To assist in this process, you can click on the NOT
PAID command in the VIEW TAG FILE screen.
NOTE Column 21 of the Image List file is an overloaded column which
has had different contents for different salons. You can select what
data is to appear in column 21. Normally this will be either T81
(member of the host club) or T83 (PSA membership number).
However, you can select that column 21 is filled with the contents of
tag T11. This is particularly useful if when setting up the on-line entry
system, in Step 4 you have selected tag T11 to be a copy of a special
field such as T78 - birth date.
For circuits, you should do all of the data entry and Image List creation
in K-Salon without the CIRCUIT= command. Then once everything is
ready, Do the BACKUP process to external drives - one for each salon
in the circuit. Prior to running each of these circuit copies, amend their
CONTROL.INI files and insert the CIRCUIT= command assigning a
unique letter to each.
If your salon has few entries, you can amalgamate rounds 1&2 and
3&4 to make just two rounds OR even amalgamate all rounds into
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one. The order of the entrant's images is preserved in the
amalgamated file.

Edit the Image List File
There can be circumstances when you may wish to edit or
change the Image List file.

1. Assuming that you do not want to change the values, then in
the ACCEPTANCE and EXTRACT steps, double click on the
same value that you had before (see the > markers).
2. In the AWARDS section, if nothing has changed, then go into
the section and exit out immediately. If you need to assign an
award or mark as N/A, then take that action and exit

NEVER USE A SPREADSHEET PROGRAM

3. In the HM section, click on SET FLAG 2 FOR ALL WITH HM,
then click on PROCESS.

TO EDIT THE IMAGE LIST FILE

4. In the CHECK AND UPDATE RESULTS section, select a new
image list file and click on PROCESS.

Spreadsheet programs, such as EXCEL, can misinterpret and destroy
the data in the file.
If you need to edit the contents of the file (such as an adjustment of a
score or change of title or change of entrant name)
a) start K-Salon
b) read the most recent Image List file
c) click on IMAGE LIST DIRECT
In the next screen you will be presented with many options to examine
and amend the contents of the file.
If you change the entrant's name, the program will automatically
change all instances of the name so you only need to change it once.
When you are finished, the program will produce a new Image List file
ready for further processing.

If You Change Scores in Image List Direct
NOTE: If your changes entail changing the score or award for an
entrant, then the status of that section will be reset. You will need to
redo the various steps.

View the Images in a Quick Slide Show
When you have finished the selection and award
determination process and you have closed down the
section, you may wish to have a quick slide show of the
winning images (or perhaps even all accepted images!)
K-Salon includes an option to view the images directly
within K-Salon.
In the SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS command and in the SALON
LEVEL ACTIONS command you will see RUN DIRECT SLIDE
SHOW. You will then be given the option to view awards and
honourable mentions, just awards or all accepted images. The slide
show is basically automated and will show the image for x seconds.
For the first y seconds, the author, title and any awards will be shown
in a box. You can set both the x and y seconds to suite your
requirements.
At the start of each section and each part (i.e. Nature Awards) a
section screen will appear indicating the type of images to be shown.
The awards will be shown in reverse order as specified in the
AWARDS file.
If you are using this facility at the SALON level, then all sections will
be shown plus any salon level awards such as Best Author.
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Although designed to run as an automated slide show you can use the
keyboard as follows.

Look at all the Images Before Scoring

Down arrow - stop the automatic advancement

For certain sections, such as Nature, Travel and
Photojournalism, it is often desirable for the organizer to
examine all of the images ahead of scoring to check for
gross rule violations. This can be done from within K-Salon
in two ways.

Up arrow - resume automatic advancement

Firstly you will need to create the Image List file.

ESC - stop the slide show

Having created your Image List file, you can use the IMAGE LIST
DIRECT facility from the main screen. Select either to view in
reference number order or by section and score. Then click on one of
the images to select your starting point and click on SCAN. Use the
arrow keys to move forward or backward through the file. ESC to exit.
You can use the 'z' key to resolve any blank images (grey with a
diagonal cross).

Left arrow - show previous image (stops timed advance)
Right arrow - show next screen (stops timed advance)
Space bar - show title again (stops timed advance)

Display the Definition to the Selectors
For any section which has a specific definition or is not an
open section, it is recommended that the relevant definition
is read out to the selectors prior to the commencement of
judging. K-Salon includes a facility to display the definition
just prior to judging.

Clicking on the AUTO RUN command will display the images for the
specified time period. The time period can be changed during the
show. Press the space bar to halt the display and return to manual
mode.

You can specify what is to be displayed as a simple text file in the
[WORK] folder. There is one file for each section with the filename
DEFINE-n.TXT where n is the section number. If you have not created
these files, the system will automatically created empty dummy files
which you can then edit in Notepad.

ALTERNATIVELY, select the relevant section and then click on the
SCORE THE SECTION command. In the next screen, click on VIEW
ALL. In the next screen click on the round you wish to examine. The
images will be presented as an automatic slide show using the timings
as set in the SET CONTROL screen.

NOTE: for triptych sections a special wording has been devised and
the initial version of the DEFINE-n.TXT file for the triptych section will
contain the relevant wording.

If you press the space bar, the title and image reference number will
be shown. At this point if you press the 'q' key, the image will be
marked for subsequent copying for further investigation and query.
You can use the 'z' key to resolve any blank images (grey with a
diagonal cross).

To display the words to the selectors, click on the DEFINITION
command in the scoring control screen.

The left arrow will take you back through the images without timing
control. To restart the automatic advance, press the right arrow key.
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When you exit the process (ESC key), if you have queried any
images, you will be asked to point to a folder where you want the
image(s) copied. The program will then copy not only the queried
images but also the relevant TAG file. You can then investigate these
images in detail.

Score the Images
The K-Salon program includes a fully functional scoring
module which allows you to customize the process to your
salon requirements. It uses special scoring pads which can
be obtained cheaply over the internet.
The scoring pattern can be set for simple IN/OUT or score marks. The
facilities include the option for previewing a selection of images, for
display of titles, for automatic or manual advance to the next image,
for display of final scores with or without the individual scores plus
various time control options. The module also includes the option for
manual processing.

Each of the sections which are to be judged concurrently will need to
have their own computer with a screen size sufficient to view the
images at 100%. Install K-Salon on each of these machines and
activate the K-Salon program using the same activation code.
In the base computer using the built-in BACKUP facility create full
copies on external drives, one for each of the concurrent sections.
Plug these drives into the satellite machines, start K-Salon and point
the WORK space to the folder on the external drive and then load the
Image List file. Do the full scoring for the section including award
determination and updating results (this will write out a new Image List
file in the external drive.)
In the base machine, start K-Salon and select the standard work
space for this machine. Upload the Image List file for this machine.
(Note this machine may have been used for scoring one of the
sections). Select the section to merged back in and click on MERGE
SECTIONS. In the merge screen, select the work space in the
external drive and then select the Image List file from the external
drive. Click on PROCESS.

The full description of the scoring process and options is presented in
detailing starting at page (183)

If the internal checks find a problem you will be told. If no problems
are detected, the program will merge the results and produce a new
Image List file which now contains the merged results.

Score Two or More Sections Concurrently (MERGE)

NOTE: Merging a section can only be done once. Do not do any
more processing for that section on the other computer - all
further processing for that section must be done on the base
computer only.

In some salons it has been the practice to do the selections
for two or more sections concurrently. This is often the case
with print based salons. K-Salon includes facilities for such
operation including the subsequent merging of the results
after the individual selection processes have been
completed.
If you wish to operate in this manner, then you need to designate one
computer as the base computer. Use that computer for all of the online specification, data collection and image preparation. Create the
Image List file in this computer.

See the Current Score Proportions
During the scoring process, it is often desirable to check if
the scoring is producing an acceptable pattern and range of
scores. It may be that not enough top scores (or perhaps
too many top scores ) are being given and the scoring
should perhaps be adjusted. Or perhaps the organizer is
just interested in how it is going.
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The option to see the proportions is particularly useful when
tie break scoring is being undertaken. Is further tie breaking
is required? In this regard see Extend Tie Break Facilities
detailed on page (97).
NOTE: If you are using this facility to ascertain if changes should be
made to the scoring pattern, then it is strongly recommended that this
be done ONLY at the end of round when all entrants have had their
images for that round scored. To adjust the pattern mid-round could
disadvantage some of the entrants.
If you are doing the initial scoring of a section, click on the SHOW
PERCENTAGES command in the scoring screen.

Take a Short Break While Doing the Scoring
It is strongly recommended that the scoring session is
broken up with some short comfort breaks even if only to
rest the selectors' eyes.
When doing the scoring, pressing the 'b' key before an image is
scored will temporarily suspend the scoring process and hide the
current image.
In this mode, you can request the numeric details by pressing the 'n'
key. To return to scoring, press ESC or 'b'. The process will restart
with the same image.

If you are doing tie break scoring, the percentages will already be
displayed in the scoring screen.

Query an Image During Scoring/Award and HM

In boxes on the side, the screen will display the total number of entries
for the section, the number which have been scored and the
percentage of the section which has been scored.

Many of the sections in a salon impose restrictions on the
image with respect to content, processing and/or shooting
conditions. Sometimes it is necessary to investigate an
image in detail to ascertain if it has violated the rules.

The main display will show the whole range of permitted scores and
for each score, the cumulative and individual percentages and
quantities.
If there have been tie breaks, then click on the option bar at the top to
expand the display to show the tie break pattern.
NOTE: Letting the selectors see the scoring pattern may affect their
scoring pattern. As a consequence, it is not a good idea to let the
selectors see the process except at the end of a round. If you
want to see the interim results, then either disable the projector
OR make sure that you do not undertake a standard load of a
Image List file at the beginning of K-Salon and in the SHOW
PERCENTAGES screen, do not select a section but instead click
on the REPORT command. Then open the SNAP shot report in a
different computer.
Alternatively, you can see the progression of the proportions through
time as detailed below.

During preview, scoring or award or HM determination, if you press
the letter 'q', (for query) the image will be marked for subsequent
investigation. You can also mark an individual image in the Image List
Direct facility. When you exit from the process, you will be asked
where you want the image and tag file copied to. You will be allowed
to create a new temporary folder. The request will be outstanding until
copied and explicitly removed.
The process will produce a report in the same folder showing the
details of the image, when and where queried and any score,
acceptance or award allocated to the image.
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A Print Image is Missing When Scoring
It is possible that a print might become mislaid or have
been put in the wrong section or not received. If this is the
case, then the section cannot be completed until the
missing print is either a) located or b) assigned a drop mark
by the selectors.
If all the physical prints have been scored but the system reports that
at least one print is still to be scored and it cannot be located, then in
the score control screen (F075), click on EXAMINE IMAGE LIST. In
the next screen, click on SORT BY SCORE.
The display will now show a command button DROP ZERO. Clicking
on this command will assign the minimum score to all images not
scored. You will be asked to confirm this operation.
NOTE: If a missing print is subsequently discovered (perhaps in
another section), it can be rescored as specified on page (173)
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See the Scoring Pattern Over Time
In a large salon, it is reasonable to assume that the quality
of images is evenly randomly distributed. Whereas some
entrants feel that they should put their best images at the
front, others feel that the best should be at the back whilst
still others feel the middle is the place for the best.
As a consequence, in a perfect world, the proportion of
scores given by the selectors should be consistent
throughout the whole of the scoring process.
However, although selectors will attempt to maintain a
consistent assessment of the images, experience has
shown that the scoring pattern varies with time. This could
be due to tiredness, boredom, eyestrain, hunger or any
other subconscious factors (such as too many of these type
of images).

e) in the navigation window select the range of Image List files you
want to examine (click on the first one and then holding down
the SHIFT key, click on the last one or some intermediate range)
f) select the section from the drop down menu
Click on SPREAD to produce a spreadsheet style of presentation. The
presentation is structured as a TXT file and opened automatically in
NOTEPAD. The report shows for each of the selected save files the
overall percentage of images which have the designated score or
better and the absolute number of images with the designated score.
Click on REPORT to produce a CSV file (for spreadsheet analysis)
containing all of the displayed data. The CSV will show for each time
interval and for each section which has been scored, the various
quantities and percentages allocated the various possible scores. The
file will be saved in the PCT folder using the current date and time as
part of the file name. See page (203).
The initial display shows the scoring distribution for each of the Image
List files you have selected. Use the NEXT and PREV buttons to
move to another Image List file.

The K-Salon program provides a facility for examining and
displaying the change in scoring pattern over time using the
process defined below.
It is being assumed that during the operation of the software, frequent
regular saves have been made and that each save has been retained.
If you have not made frequent regular saves and kept the saves, then
you cannot analyse the scoring trend over time. For file times, see the
note on daylight saving adjustment - page (52)
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)
c) click on DATA ANALYSIS
d) click on SHOW SCORING TRENDS

Figure 8 - Details for score of 12 for save file 8
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To view the pattern of score assignments, click on the For each
SCORE button at the top. This will then show for each score in turn
the proportion of entries given that score in the various time frames as
shown in Figure 8.
To get further details on a particular block, left click on the block. This
will provide detailed information as shown in Figure 8. You can also
click for information in the 3D graph described below.
NOTE: The data used in these examples has been generated for
demonstration purposes and does not relate to any actual salon.
In the example shown in Figure 8, it would appear that towards the
end of the day, the selectors were assigning more low scores (12)
than they had done during the earlier part of the day. The proportion of
images assigned a score of 12 during the last session is shown in the
message box as being 57.82 %. The dotted line is the average
percentage.
Although you can look at the distribution for each of the scores by
clicking on the NEXT command, this does not give an overall
impression of the scoring pattern. To see the overall pattern, click on
the 3D CHART command. This will display a three dimensional block
graph as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 - Sliding trend in scoring pattern
Going from back to front, the low scores are displayed along the back
of the graph with the highest scores displayed along the front. Going
from left to right, each section of the graph shows the proportions of
images in that section which received the various scores. The gray
block in the fourth session indicates that no top scores were assigned
in that session. To allow for differences in the number of images
scored during a session (i.e. each save), the data is presented as
proportions rather than as absolute numbers.
Normally one would expect the scoring pattern to be roughly even with
slight fluctuations as shown in Figure 9. However, tiredness and a
repetition of similar images can result in the selectors changing their
scoring pattern. Figure 10 shows a graph depicting just such a drift of
scores towards the end of the day. This graph is based on the same
data as displayed in Figure 8. You may wish to use this facility to
check for such a drift or change in pattern.
The graphs are stored as TIFF images in folder [WORK] PCT.

Perform a Score Tie Break
Figure 9 - Expected scoring pattern with minor fluctuations

If, after looking at the score percentage, you decide that
you need to perform an explicit tie break (either because
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you did not use the automatic facility or because you need
a further reduction or a tie break on the top scores), this
can be done directly from the SCORING SCREEN.
In the scoring screen, click on SHOW PERCENTAGES to reveal the
current pattern. Then double click on the specific score line you want
to tie break. You will then be able to score just those images which
have the indicated score (and TIE1 value). We recommend using the
IN/OUT option whereby the big red button is IN and any other button
is OUT. (For manual processing, this is entered as 3 for IN and 2 for
OUT).
During the tie break processing, the images are presented in random
order so that they do not have the same ordering as they had when
originally marked.

Prepare Data for a Third Tie Break
It is often the case that the acceptance point should fall
between two scores. The software provides a TIE breaking
facility for sub-scoring a particular score to provide a split
point. K-Salon provides an easy method for not only
determining the need for a tie break but also selecting the
tie break point.
However, experience has shown that sometimes, not often,
a third tie break is needed. Whereas this is beyond the
features of the Image List file format, the K-Salon software
also provides a simple facility for re-aligning the tie break
values so that further tie breaking can be done. This
effectively gives a third, fourth, fifth, etc level of tie
breaking.
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)

c) load the most recent Image List file (SELECT LATEST RESULTS)
(if not already loaded)
d) select the relevant SECTION from the drop down list (if not
already selected)
e) click on SORT FOR TIE BREAK
You will now see a screen with two panels. The left panel (Figure 11)
shows the current scoring pattern and the right panel is blank. Double
click on the score needing tie breaking and click on PROCESS to
write out a new Image List file.
But what happens if both tie break 1 and tie break 2 have been used?
In the scenario depicted below, the scoring and both tie breaks have
been used Let us assume for the purpose of this explanation, that
there must be exactly 400 acceptances.
As you can see from the screen shot below the score of 15 / 14 / 13
would produce 410 acceptances - so this position needs further
scoring. Double clicking on this line produces in the right hand panel
the re-aligned pattern shown in Figure 12.
You will notice that
1) the scores have all remained the same - unaffected
2) Tie break 1 value of 14 / 12 has not been altered
3) All tie break 1 values greater than 14 have been increased by 2
points.
4) all tie break 1 values equal to 14 with a tie break 2 value greater
than 13 have been increased by 2 points
5) for the critical point under consideration (15 / 14 / 13) the tie break
1 value has been increased by 1 point and the tie break 2 value
has been set to zero (unused)
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Figure 11 - Pattern Before Tie2 Adjustment
Figure 12 - Pattern After Tie2 Adjustment
This means that 15 /15 can now be re-scored under tie break 2.
If you now click on the PROCESS command in this screen, a new
Image List file will be written out with these adjusted values.
If this still does not produce the desired result, you can repeat this
whole process with a further expansion and re-alignment. This
effectively provides the system with a virtually unlimited number of tie
breaking levels.
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7.4 AWARD ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
Changing Tag T80 - Prevent Commendations
The T80 tag value of YES is used for preventing an entrant
from receiving any commendations. It may be that you wish
to change the value of one of the T80 tags or even create a
T80 tag after you have begun processing. For example you
may only discover later that someone should have been
excluded.
If you change a T80 tag after you have begun the other processing,
you will need to re-run the PROCESS TAG FILES operation.
If you change a T80 tag to NO (i.e. no longer excluded), the program
will merely reset the status markers for the relevant sections but will
retain all extracts and awards.
However, if you change a T80 tag to YES, then in addition to resetting
the status markers, the program will look at all extracts and assigned
awards and reverse these if they involve an image which should have
been excluded.
If you want to exclude members of the club from receiving awards but
allow them to receive HM's, then set T81 to YES. However, if you
want to exclude members of the club from receiving awards or HM's,
then set T81 to YES and T80 to yes.

Excluding Prints From Receiving Commendations
If you are scoring a projected image or triptych section, the program
will not include excluded images in either the AWARDS or the HM
light boxes. As a consequence, images from these entrants will never
be given an award or HM.
However, if your are doing a print section, then the program does not
have control over what is being shown to the selectors during the
award determination and HM process.

In order to assist the organizers so that these prints do not receive
awards and HM's, when an excluded image is scored an appropriate
banner will be displayed stating that the image is to be EXCLUDED.
This means that even if the print has received a top mark, it is to be
placed to one side and not put on the pile of top marked images. In
that way, it will not be shown to the selectors during the award
determination and HM processes.
If the entrant is a member of the hosting club and members are not to
receive awards, then the program will display an appropriate banner
when the image is scored. Such images are not to be shown during
award determination but are to be shown during HM determination.
Again, they would be put to one side in a suitable pile.

Set the Acceptance Point
The K-Salon process requires that you set the acceptance
point for each section of the competition. This point can
take into account not only the original score but also any tie
break scores which have been assigned. If the use of the
tie break 1 and 2 facilities have not provided sufficient
differentiation, then the K-Salon facilities for extending the
tie break facilities should be used as detailed on page (97).
It is normal for the acceptance score to be definitive in that in the
external reporting of the salon results, all images with that score will
have been accepted. Where a tie break facility has been used, this
means that all entrants with scores above the tie break point should
have the basic score increased to the next score value.
The K-Salon program provides the option to have such score
amendment done automatically. Although this is the default process,
the program does include the option not to have the scores amended.
Where amendment is to be done, the scores are altered when the full
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new Image List file is written out with the awards and Honourable
Mentions.

either amend the acceptance point as detailed here or the extraction
point as detailed below.

To set the acceptance point you will need to have completed all of the
scoring for the section.
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)
c) load the most recent Image List file (SELECT LATEST RESULTS)
(if not already loaded)
d) select the relevant SECTION from the drop down list (if not
already selected)
e) click on SET ACCEPTANCE SCORE
f) in the next screen, double click on the relevant score/tie break
point
g) click on SET ACCEPTANCE
If you have double clicked on a point which has a tie break, you will
see under the NEW column in the display, the score values which will
be used when the new image list file is written out. If you do not want
automatic adjustment, click on the NO AUTO PROMOTION button,
and the scores will not be adjusted.
However, if you select a tie break point and decide not to have
automatic adjustment, your entrants may be confused that the
acceptance score is x but some of their images which scored x were
not accepted. It is much cleaner to use the automatic adjustment
facility.
NOTE: The acceptance point is not actioned until the new Image List
file is written out. This means that you can redo setting the acceptance
point at any time before writing out and closing the section.
NOTE: The program undertakes a cross check to ensure that all
images considered for awards and Honourable Mentions have been
accepted. If there is a conflict, you will be notified and you will need to

Extract the Top Images for Light Box Viewing
One of the main functions and purposes of the K-Salon
program is to enable the awards and Honourable Mentions
to be assigned via a light box facility. Only the top scoring
images are to be considered and these are extracted from
the full set of images and placed in K-Salon's light box
area. This extraction is based on the score taking into
consideration tie break values.
To set the extraction point you will need to have completed all of the
scoring for the section.
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)
c) load the most recent Image List file (SELECT LATEST RESULTS)
(if not already loaded)
d) select the relevant SECTION from the drop down list (if not
already selected)
e) click on EXTRACT TOP IMAGES
f) in the next screen, double click on the relevant score/tie break
point
g) click on EXTRACT IMAGES
NOTE: You can redo this step either increasing or decreasing the
number of extracted images. However, if you decrease the number,
then you will need to re-assign all of the awards. If you increase the
number then you will need to re-assign the Honourable Mentions.
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NOTE: The program undertakes a cross check to ensure that all
images considered for awards and Honourable Mentions have been
accepted. If there is a conflict, you will be notified and you will need to
either amend the acceptance point as detailed above or the extraction
point as detailed in this section.
NOTE: The purpose of extracting the images is to provide a pool of
images from which to select the awards. The default strategy is that all
extracted images which did not receive an award will be assigned an
Honourable Mention. Although this strategy can be altered as detailed
on page (111), it is recommended that you restrict the number of
extracted images and work with appropriate quantities. The program
has an absolute limit of 400 images per section. Image file sizes must
be smaller than 15 megabytes in the compressed JPG format.
NOTE: Some salons only assign one award per author per section. To
assist in determining if enough images are being extracted, the display
show the number of different authors at the selected point.

Extract Only (~) Type Top Images (W), (C) etc
Some salons accept all types of nature images but only
allow wildlife images to receive commendation (Awards or
Honourable Mention). The designation of the type of image
is given by the inclusion of (W) at the start or the end of the
title. These are referred to as subset codes. The K-Salon
program allows you to exclude from receiving
commendations images which do not have the subset
code.
During the extraction process, the program examines all of the titles
for all of the images in the selected section. If any of the image titles
start or end with the specified subset code, such as (W) or (C), the
display of quantities and percentages in the extraction screen is
expanded to include columns relating only to images whose titles
contain the subset code. You are given the option to choose all

images irrespective of title OR only those images with the subset
code. In the following the term (~) refers to a defined subset code.
The specification of the code is done in the AWARDS-n.TXT file as
detailed on page (309)
If you select only subset code images, then only those images will be
extracted and considered for awards and commendations.
It may be that your salon rules restrict awards only to (~) images but
allow non-(~) images to receive Honourable Mention. It may also be
the case that a particular award is to be given only to a (~) type image.
To process this requirement then
a) extract only the (~) images
b) assign the awards (only (~) images will appear in the light box)
c) go back into extract and re-extract at the same point, only this time
select the IGNORE option (this will extract the additional images
but leave all awards intact)
d) either assign the other awards or click on the ASSIGN HON
MENTIONS
The light box for the Awards will now include all of the extracted
images and the light box for Honourable Mentions will now include all
the extracted images which did not receive an award .

Change the Number of Top Images Extracted
Upon examination of the top images, the selectors may feel
that the pool of potential winners needs to be expanded i.e. not enough images were extracted. You can increase
the number of extracted images by repeating the extraction
process and picking a lower extraction point.
To change the number of images extracted, click on EXTRACT
IMAGES from the main screen and set a different extraction point.
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NOTE: You can redo the extraction either increasing or decreasing
the number of extracted images. However, if you decrease the
number, then you will need to re-assign the awards. If you increase
the number then you will need to re-assign the Honourable Mentions.

View the Images in the Light Box
The K-Salon program provides a fully interactive light box
for viewing the top images. Since the K-Salon process is
designed for assigning awards or determining honourable
mentions, the light box is included as part of these
activities. Only images which have been extracted can be
viewed on the light box. A final light box is provided at the
end of the process for checking the assignments before
writing out the final results.
In the K-Salon program there are in effect two styles of light box each
with three different levels. At the first level, one style has 20 images
per page and the other style has 4 images per page. At the second
level both styles show one image per page. The third level provides
the equivalent of a loupe for closer examination of the image and
allows the image to be examined at up to 300%.
Movement up a level is effected by right clicking on the desired image.
Moving down a level is effected by pressing the ESC key on the
keyboard. At level one, pressing the X key will swap between the two
styles (4 and 20 image displays).
At level one an image can be selected by left clicking on the image. At
level two the currently displayed image is the selected image.
The functionality available depends upon the process being
undertaken - award assignment, HM assignment or final check. In all
of the light box levels, pressing function key F11 brings up a display of
all the features available in that screen. These are detailed in
Appendix E on page (322).

Understand the Information Given in the Light Box
The Light Boxes in the K-Salon program operate at three
levels. The first level shows many images in thumbnail form
on the same screen, the second level shows only one
image full size and the third level allows you to zoom in on
the image at over 100%. The information shown on the
screen depends upon
the level you are
currently in.
At level one the following
information is shown:
A - if the image is selected
there is a yellow box around
the image. Selected images
can have flag markers
applied/removed
and
awards assigned.
B - this sections shows all
flag markers for this image.

Figure 13 - Light Box Details

C - if the image has an
award , the award number (as defined in the AWARDS file) is shown.
D - this is the reference number of the image in the image list file. The
number remains constant and enables the selectors, etc to refer to an
image by its reference number, e.g. Ref 27.
Pressing the space bar brings up a panel showing all of the above
information plus the title and image size and, optionally, the score for
the image. In this panel an award is shown in full with its description.
Holding down the shift key with the space bar includes the profile
information for the image - see page (325) to always have profile
details shown.
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At level two, the image occupies the full screen and hence there is no
space for related information. You can either press the space bar for
the full information OR you can press the letter t or T. for active titling.
If active titling is on, then as each image is shown, a panel is
displayed with the title, any awards assigned and a list of all flag
markers. This panel will disappear after a short time or can be
removed directly by pressing the ENTER key. Press t again to turn
active titling off.
At level three, (zooming), the image title, reference number and image
size are shown as standard.

Flag an Image in the Light Box
During the award determination phase, the K-Salon
program provides 5 different flag markers. An image can
have more than one flag concurrently. This allows the salon
operator and the selectors to have flexibility with respect to
marking images. A description of the thinking behind 5
levels is given on page (193) with examples of how they
might be used.
The markers are designated 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
To set a marker in the multi-image light box, select the image (left
click) and then press on the respective number on the keyboard.
To unset a specific marker, select the image (left click) and then press
on the respective number on the keyboard.
In the single image light box, the image is already selected and you
can just press the number directly. An information message will show
for a short period confirming your action. Although this message will
disappear after a short period, pressing ENTER will remove it
immediately. The length of time the message is shown can be altered
as detailed on page (70) for administration changes.

To view all of the images which have a particular marker on, press on
the associated function key (i.e. F2 for images with flag marker 2, F3.
etc)
Function key F1 shows all images in the light box. Function key F7
show all images which have any marker. During award determination,
function key F8 shows all images which have already had an award
assigned.
Function key F9 will reset Flag marker 6 to be ON for all images by an
author who has already had an award assigned.
To clear all markers which have a particular value, on the keyboard
press CTRL and the associated function key (i.e. CTRL+F4 clears all
mark 4 flags). To set all markers, press SHIFT and the associated
function key (i.e. Shift+F2 turns on all flag 2 markers.)
A full list of all the active keys is given in Appendix E page (322).
During the HM processing, markers 2 and 3 are active and they are
mutually exclusive. Marker 2 means explicitly INCLUDE this image for
HM commendation whereas marker 3 means explicitly EXCLUDE this
image from receiving an HM commendation.

Your Salon Says 'Only One Award per Author'
Some salons allow an author to receive any number of
awards in a section; others restrict it to one award and any
number of HMs; others restrict it one award or HM per
author. If your salon, has restrictions, K-Salon has some
features to assist.
In the Award process, you can turn on the switch entitled, "Warn if
assigning more than one award to same author". If this switch is ON,
then a warning will come up if you attempt to assign an award to an
author who already has an award.
If you press function key F9, all Flag 6 markers will be reset so that
Flag 6 is ON for all images which are by an author you have already
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assigned an award to. If you wish to use this process, then after each
award assignment, press F9 to reset the Flag 6 markers.

the SET Flag option available in the Awards and the HM
screens.

In the HM LIGHTBOX, the suggested selection process is to have the
system assign an HM to all images which have Flag 2 on. If your salon
is one which imposes a "One award or HM per author" rule, then you
will see that the F9 function key will set Flag 6 on for all images by
authors who a) have already been assigned an award or b) have
another image flagged with a 2. Using this information, you can
ensure that HMs are only assigned (Flag 2 turned ON) for authors
who have no other awards or HMs. As with the award process, after
you assign or remove a Flag 2, press F9 to update the flags.

If you select this option, another screen will open where you can :

Although you may be of the opinion that you have satisfied the
restriction, it is advisable to press Shift+F1 when you think you are
done. It will perform a check that no author has more than one award
or HM or has more than one image flagged with Flag 2. If this criteria
is not met a message will appear listing the sets of images which fail
this criteria.

What is by the Same Author
When assigning awards and HM's you may wish to know
which other images are by the same author.
Pressing Shift+F9 will tell you if there are other images by the same
author in this Lightbox and give you the option to have Flag 6 set on
only for those images.

Flag an Image Based on Score, Author or TAG Value
Some salons restrict certain awards to members of
particular groups or local nationality. Similarly, some salons
may wish to assign an award to the highest scoring image
produced by a member of the hosting club or perhaps to a
youth entry. These considerations can be achieved using

a) set which flag to turn ON
b) remove the selected flag for all existing images before applying the
new criteria
c) choose to set flags by score, author number or by value in a TAG
field
d) if by score, set the required score value (NOTE: this is the exact
score and NOT equal to or greater)
e) the author number is assigned by the system based on the order in
which the entries are received. It bears no relationship to the entry
reference assigned during the on-line entry system and can therefore
be shown to the selectors without concern that they would know the
identity of the author. The facility to flag by author number was
requested for salons in which the author is only allowed to receive one
award per section.
f) if by TAG value, set the TAG to be examined and the required value
in the tag field (case insensitive and checks only for the specified
characters at the start of the tag value field - for example specifying Y
will find Y and YES and y and yes). If you have selected the Birth date
field, the system will tag all extracted images where the birth date is
on or after the date you specify. (NOTE: if you want to tag all 'youth'
entries, you only need to enter the character '1' in the target field as
this will catch all entrants who specified a valid 'youth' birth date)
g) if by TAG you can enter a question mark (?) as the value – this will
flag all images for which the entrant specified any value in that tag
field.
h) if by TAG you can enter a hash (#) as a value – this will flag all
images for which the entrant did not specify a value for that tag field.
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The screen will then show the number of images which would be
flagged in that class. You can then decide to proceed or cancel the
request.
NOTE you can accumulate flags in successive passes. For example if
you wanted all images from people resident in Canada and the USA,
you would do the process twice.
NOTE when doing the process for awards, the number of images
flagged excludes any images from members of the hosting club which
are prevented from receiving an award via the MEMAWARDS
parameter in the CONTROL.INI file.

a) in the On-line creation, make sure you have asked if they are a
member of your club (this sets the required switches if they say YES)
b) make sure the CONTROL.INI file has MEMAWARDS=NO
c) do all your scoring and acceptance point and extract of top images.
d) assign all of the awards
e) while still in the awards light box, press Ctrl+F2 and then CTRL+F3
to clear down all 2 and 3 flags.
f) now press Shift+F2 - this sets marker 2 on for all images.
g) exit the awards process and go into the HM process

Assign Awards Only to Non-Members of Our Club
Some Salons allow members of the sponsoring club to
enter the salon but, for whatever reason such as appearing
unbiased, do not allow members to receive awards. The
members may or may not receive Honourable Mentions,
but not awards.
The option to exclude members of the club from awards is controlled
by the MEMAWARDS parameter in the CONTROL.INI file as
described in Appendix A on page (305).
If this parameters is set to NO, then images marked as being from
members will be extracted but will not appear in the light box for
awards. However, they will appear in the light box and be considered
for Honourable Mention. The designation of being a member is
included in the Image List file (See Appendix C on page (312).
If the MEMAWARDS parameter is set to YES, then all extracted
images, including those from members, will be shown in the awards
light box.
NOTE: If it is the policy of your salon that members are not even
allowed to receive an HM, then do the following:

h) go into the light box and if any images flagged with 2 should NOT
receive an HM due to their content, turn the 2 marker OFF (select the
image and type in 2)
i) come out of the light box and select "Apply HM only for images
which have the Flag 2 marker set"
j) now press PROCESS
This will assign an HM to all of the top scoring images excluding all
members of your club.

Exclude Members From Awards But Did Not Ask
As mentioned above, you can exclude members of your
club from receiving awards (and even HM's) but this
requires that the entrant mark that they are a member.
Perhaps you did not include the question in the on-line
system, or perhaps some members did not tick the box.
Ensure that the MEMAWARDS parameter in the CONTROL.INI file is
set to NO.
NOTE: you should do the following AFTER the entry has closed and
must do it BEFORE creating the Image List file.
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If you need to indicate that some entrants should be marked as
members but were not then:
1) Do PROCESS TAG FILES
2) In EDIT/VIEW TAG files, sort by name
3) For each of the members, edit the TAG file and set T81 to YES
4) Do PROCESS TAG FILES

Now Let Members Receive Awards
Perhaps you set the MEMAWARDS parameter in the
CONTROL.INI file to NO but you now want to reverse this
decision. Such situations can arise easily when doing prints
if the members' prints have not been put to one side during
the scoring and you may have assigned an award to a
member.
You can change the setting in the CONTROL.INI file to
MEMAWARDS=YES and restart K-Salon. If you have already scored
some images, you will be asked if this is really what you want to do. If
you respond with YES, then the program will reset the internal
controls. to allow member's images to appear in the AWARDS light
boxes.
The process will also unset all of the status markers. This means you
will need to go back into the AWARDS, HM and CLOSING screens for
all of the sections. It will NOT have undone any of the awards or HM's
but you will need effectively to re-confirm the settings. This is to allow
you to now assign an award to a member's image.

Assign the Awards
One of the main purposes of the K-Salon program is to
provide an easy way of examining the top images and
assigning the awards. The list of awards to be assigned for

a specific section is defined in the AWARDS file as defined
in Appendix B on page (309). When it is decided that an
image is to receive an award, then in the light box, this list
is presented to the selectors as a drop down list from which
the relevant unallocated award can be selected with the
mouse.
To assign awards you will need to have completed the full scoring of
the section, and you will need to have extracted the top images as
detailed on page (100).
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)
c) load the most recent Image List file (SELECT LATEST RESULTS)
(if not already loaded)
d) select the relevant SECTION from the drop down list (if not
already selected)
e) click on ASSIGN AWARDS
In the next screen you can choose to view the images either on the 4
up light box or the 20 up light box. In each of the light boxes you can
change to the other using the X key on the keyboard.
Having viewed the images and decided which is to receive an award,
make sure the image is selected by left clicking on the image (yellow
box appears around the image). If you are in the single view mode,
then the image you are looking at is already selected.
Press the letter 'a' or 'A' on the keyboard. This will bring up a selection
panel listing all of the awards to be assigned. Double click on the
relevant award whereupon a command button will appear (ASSIGN
AWARD). Click on this command button. The award is now assigned.
In the multi-panel light box the award number appears in the green
panel beside the image.
The full set of key functions is defined in Appendix E on page (322).
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NOTE: if the selected image already has an award when you press
the 'a' or 'A' key, you will be asked if you want to remove the award.
Answering YES to this question will remove the award from that image
and make it available for re-assignment.
If you press the letter 'q' or 'Q' a panel will appear listing all of the
awards for this section. If the USED/REF column is blank, the award
has not yet been assigned. If not blank, it gives the reference number
of the image which has been assigned this award.

Assign a Selector's Choice But Image Does Not Appear
There have been situations in which one selector has given
top marks to an image but the other selectors have given it
low marks such that the total mark does not achieve the
extraction criteria. However, the high marking selector still
wants to give their selector's choice to that image. Why
does the software not allow this?
There are three reasons for this. The first reason this situation might
arise is if the image was submitted by a club member and the salon
does not permit club members to receive medals or selector's awards.
The second and most important reason is that the judging is for a
salon and the selectors act as a team. The reason there are usually
three selectors is to counteract potential bias which can result in one
selector giving an image a high mark and the others giving it a low
mark. If the particular image did not achieve the acceptance or award
extraction score from the team acting together, it will not appear in the
award determination light box.
If the system were to allow one selector to make an award to an
image which did not, in the opinion of the team, merit an award, this
would be giving that selector a disproportionate vote over the other
selectors in the team. There have even been situations in which one
selector has given a top mark and the other selectors have given low
marks such that the image does not even achieve the acceptance
score. To allow the high marking selector to assign an award

(selector's choice) to this image would be completely against the
concept of acceptance and, as stated above, would give the high
marking selector a disproportionate vote over the other selectors.
In a salon as opposed to an individual competition, the selectors must
assign the awards and selector's choices from amongst the images to
which the team gave the highest marks.
The third reason why awards are only taken from the pool of top
scoring images is to prevent one selector attempting to manipulate the
judging to achieve their own agenda. There have been situations in
which a selector has wanted to give a specific image an award in
order that the author (known to the selector) can achieve their EFIAP
levels distinction (which require awards). This inappropriate and
unprofessional behaviour can only be thwarted or prevented by
ensuring that the awards are only given to those images which all of
the selectors have as a team felt deserve potential recognition. No
individual selector can therefore manipulate the award process for
their own purposes or agenda.

Determine the Best Author
One of the requirements for various salon certifications is
that the salon report on and recognize the Best Author,
defined as the entrant with the most acceptances. The
K-Salon program provides an easy method of determining
the Best Author.
Once all of the sections have been completed and closed you will
have access to the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS command in the main
screen. From there you can select ASSIGN BEST AUTHOR. This will
take you to a screen showing the name of the author who received the
most acceptances. If there is more than one author with the same
number of acceptances, the screen will display all of the top authors
along with their total acceptances, average score and number of
awards received.
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You can look at all of the images for each author before deciding on
the overall winner. When you have decided upon the winner and
assigned the award, a report will be produced showing the details of
the winning author. It is recommended that this report be printed to
PDF format immediately after production. For further details see page
(221).

Determine the Best Member
If the input process identifies the members of the
sponsoring club in column 21 of the Image List file (see
page (312), then you can produce a report detailing the
most successful member of the club defined as the club
member with the most acceptances.
Once all of the sections have been completed and closed you will
have access to the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS command in the main
screen. From there you can select BEST CLUB MEMBER report
which will identify the most successful club member and include in the
report all of the accepted images. Because this document contains
linked images, it is recommended that this report be printed to PDF
format immediately after production.
It may transpire that more than one club member has the same
maximum number of acceptances. If this is the case, then the Best
Club Member report will show the images and details for all club
members with the same maximum number. For further details see
page (221).

Determine the Most Successful Author
In some salons an award is given for the author who is
judged the most successful based on a point scoring
system for acceptances and the various awards. Because
this process assigns different points to the different awards,

the results can be different from the BEST AUTHOR award
which is based purely on the number of acceptances.
Once all of the sections have been completed and closed you will
have access to the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS command in the main
screen. From there you can select ASSIGN MOST SUCCESSFUL
AUTHOR. This will take you to a screen showing the name of the
author who received the highest number of points. If there is more
than one author with the same point total, the screen will display all of
the top authors along with their total points, acceptances and number
of awards received.
You can look at all of the images for each author before deciding on
the overall winner. When you have decided upon the winner and
assigned the award, a report will be produced showing the details of
the winning author. It is recommended that this report be printed to
PDF format immediately after production. For further details see page
(224).
Although the system includes a default scoring pattern, you can
specify your own pattern by including a POINTS.TXT file in the
[WORK] folder. See Appendix W for full details (372).

Assign Top Image Award
The Top Image award is one which some salons may
choose to introduce. It is selected either by the chairman
(as effectively the Chairman's special award) or by the full
team of selectors. It is not a requirement and has been
included as an option.
Normally the process displays all of the first awards in each section
(usually the GOLD medal). However, you can expand the options to
include subsequent awards in each section. This is particularly
relevant where there is more than one gold medal in a section.
Assigning the award will create the REP-TOP-IMAGE report. It will
also appear in the report card emailed to the recipient.
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The default name is "Chairman's Award" but you can change this to
suit your requirements.
NOTE: The Top Image Award is NOT an award which displaces the
award already assigned. It is a special designation and additional
award. However, if you want to have it as a standard award but called
Best-in-Show, then after you have selected the award, edit the
relevant AWARDS-n.TXT file and change the name of the award from
xxx Gold... to 'Best in Show xxx Gold' and then run K-Salon again.
If you want the Best-in-Show to displace one of the Gold medal, be
warned that although this can be achieved, it will in fact disadvantage
the recipient when it comes to filling in the PSA EDAS form.
However, if you really do want the Best In Show to displace the GOLD
medal already assigned to the image, then you can do so by following
the pattern detailed below. However, you will then need to reassign
the Gold medal to another image in the section which has the Best in
Show image AND perhaps then juggle all of the other images up. The
system will NOT and CANNOT perform such automatic juggling.
If you do want to have the Best in Show as the best image across all
sections then:
1. all of the AWARD-n.TXT files need to include as item number 1 an
award called Best in Show. Mark this as being a Gold Medal. The
genuine gold medals will then follow as number 2, etc.
2. when doing the award assignments in each section, start by double
clicking on the Best-in-Show to mark it as N/A
3. after all sections have been completed, when doing the Top Award
Assignment, expand the set to include all of the gold medal
winners.
4. assign your Top Award and note the section and image
5. go back into AWARD ASSIGNMENT for that section and double
click on the Best-in-show to release it.
6. go into the LIGHTBOX and unassign the winning image (from its
gold)

7. assign the Best in Show to that image
8. you will now have a spurious unassigned gold. You will need to
consider promoting a silver to take its place, then a bronze to take
the silver's place and so on down until all awards are assigned.
9. close the section and the process is finished.
Upon reading this, you may consider it easier just to rename the
winning gold as Best in Show.

Determine Top Scoring Entrant
In some salons an award is assigned to the entrant
achieving the highest overall score. The program includes a
report showing the entrant with the highest score along with
all of the titles involved. This report can be produced at
either the section level or the overall level.
It is important in this regard to take account of the fact that the scores
may have been explicitly adjusted when the section was closed. The
report is based on the final score including any adjustments made.
The process sorts the scores and then reports on the entrant with the
highest total score. In the event that more than one entrant has the
same top score, the results are further sorted on the number of
acceptances. The report will then show all entrants who have the
same top total score and the same number of acceptances.
The section level version of the report can be accessed from the
SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS and the salon level report can be
accessed from the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS. The report is entitled
REP_HIGH_SCORE and is placed in the REPORTS folder.

Remove an Award Because No One Qualifies
In some salons, the number of awards or even the
assignment of an award is dependent upon the number
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and/or quality of the images submitted. You may find, after
scoring and looking on the light box, that some awards
should not be assigned. K-Salon allows you to disable an
award at the assignment stage.
If you were to find that an award should not be assigned, you might be
tempted to remove it from the AWARDS-n.TXT file and re-run
K-Salon. DO NOT DO THIS as the program regards this as a serious
change of background definition and will remove all awards already
assigned and reset the system!

If all images have been scored but there are still some images with a
-1 score, these can be converted to genuine scores using the
EXAMINE IMAGE LIST facility in the scoring module. Under such
circumstances a special command will appear CONVERT ALL
DROPPED - this will convert all minus one scores in that section to
the genuine minimum score as defined in the CONTROL.INI file.

Drop an Image in the Light Box

Instead, in the awards screen, you can double click on the award in
the display box. The award will then be marked as N/A and will not be
available for assignment but will be regarded as processed. To
release such an award, double click on it again.

When the selectors are deciding upon the awards and
HM's and viewing the images in detail in the light box, it is
possible that the selectors decide, upon closer reflection,
that the image does not meet the specific requirements of
that section and should be dropped.

Remember that you can change the name of an award in the
AWARDS file. This will remove the relevant reports but will keep all
award assignments.

This can be done directly in the light box by pressing the 'd' key. You
will then be asked to confirm the drop. If confirmed, the image will be
assigned the minimum score and removed from further consideration.

Drop an Image Before or After Scoring

Note that this action will immediately write out a new Image List file
and return you to the main screen. You can then return to the
AWARDS or HM processing .

It is possible that an image or set of images are to be
dropped or removed before or after you have done the
scoring. This option is of use when an entrant has asked for
a specific image or print to be removed.
When you have created the IMAGE LIST file, you can click on the
IMAGE LIST DIRECT command in the main screen. In this screen you
can access the images either by entrant name, or score or reference
number.
Clicking on the relevant item will give you the option to adjust the
score for a particular image. If you select DROP, the system will
assign a score of -1 if the image does not already have a score or the
minimum score as defined in the CONTROL.INI file. Minus 1 is used
so that subsequent scoring steps will identify the image as requiring
dropping.

Hide Images Which Already Have an Award
In the light box, when you have assigned an award, you
may wish to have the image removed from the light box.
This facility was requested by a salon where the selectors
kept reassessing and reassigning the awards.
If you want award winners hidden in the light box, tick the box Hide
award winners when using F1 to F7 . This tick box is located in the
Awards control screen just above the light box commands.
If you have ticked this box, an award winner will not hide immediately
upon allocation. However, if you press any the function keys F1 to F7,
the image will be hidden. Remember that F8 reveals only the award
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winners. To unset this facility, ESC back to the award control screen
and untick the box.

removed, and vice versa. However, removing a marker does not turn
on the other.

The reason the image is not hidden immediately is to provide a check
that the correct image received the award.

If on entry to the HM processing, the program detects that some
images have markers 4, 5 or 6 on, these will be removed
automatically. Also if some images have both markers 2 and 3 on (set
during the Awards processing), then all markers will be turned off.

Allocate the Honourable Mentions
After the awards have been allocated, the Honourable
Mentions are assigned. Usually these commendations are
assigned to all of the top images which did not receive an
award. However, K-Salon provides the option to be more
selective and restrict Honourable Mentions to only some of
the extracted images.
It is sometimes the case that upon reflection an image has received a
higher score that perhaps it should have. Although salon standards do
not allow a score to be reduced, it is possible to stop such an image
from receiving an HM commendation using the facilities in K-Salon.
Once all of the Awards have been allocated, you will see that you
have access to the ASSIGN HON MENTIONS command on the main
screen. Select this command and in the next screen you will be
presented with three options.
1) assign HM to all extracted images which do not have an award

For the purposes of determining which images should receive HM
commendations, you have access to the full light box facilities as
detailed on page (102) and in Appendix E on page (322).
When you press the PROCESS command, you will be asked to verify
the action you are taking and the program will show the number of
HM's which will be awarded.
If you are re-entering the HM process after some other amendments,
it may be the case that you have already determined which images
are to receive an HM and do not want to go through the process of
selection again. If you click on FLAG 2 FOR ALL WITH HM, the
program will clear down all current flags and assign flag 2 to all those
images which already have an HM assigned.
Flag markers 4, 5 and 6 can be used for grouping images.

Finish This Section and Create a New Image List file

3) assign HM to all the extracted images which do not have an award
and do NOT have flag marker 3 on. (for this option you will be
going into the light box and setting marker 3 for those images
you want explicitly excluded from an HM)

In the K-Salon program, the setting of the acceptance point,
the assignment of awards and the allocation of HM
commendations is not recorded in the Image List file until
you CLOSE the section and write out a new file. The final
step gives the selectors the option to do a final visual check
on the awards and HM allocations using the standard
K-Salon light box.

Only flag markers 2 and 3 are used in this process and they are
automatically mutually exclusive. If you set marker 3 on for an image
which already has marker 2 on, then marker 2 will be automatically

When all of the processing steps for the section have been completed
(acceptance point, top image extraction, award assignment and HM
allocation), you will have access to the CHECK AND UPDATE

2) assign HM only to those images which have flag marker 2 set (for
this option you will be going into the light box and setting marker
2 for those images to be explicitly awarded an HM)
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RESULTS command. Select this command to complete the
processing.
The next screen will display the full details of the acceptance point, the
number of entries in this calls, the number of awards assigned and the
number of HM commendations allocated.
If the light box is used for checking the results, the facilities are limited
only to looking at the images - no markers can be set or awards
altered. If it is determined that changes should be made, then you will
need to exit this screen and redo the relevant step.
In the final light box, the images are displayed in descending order of
medals ( as defined in the AWARDS file - see page (309) followed by
all of the HM allocations (in reference number order).
The program will automatically increment the save file number.
If a tie break was used in determining the acceptance point, the new
Image List file will contain adjusted scores. All those entries which are
accepted via a tie break will have their score increased to the next
available score.
For example of the acceptance point was 12 with tie 1 greater than or
equal to 14, then all the entries with a score of 12 and a tie 1 greater
than or equal to 14 would have their score changed to 13.
The AWARDS column of the output Image List file will show the full
title of any medals (and ribbons) received, the characters HM for all
entries receiving Honourable Mention and (optionally) the characters
ACPT for all other images which have been accepted but did not
receive a medal or an HM.
The inclusion of ACPT in the AWARDS column means that the Image
List file can be sorted in a spreadsheet using the awards column in
descending mode. The inclusion of ACPT is controlled by a tick field in
the screen.
This ends the standard processing for the Section. You can now print
out the various reports for the section via the SECTION LEVEL
REPORTS command on the main screen.

If this is the last section to be closed, then you will also be able to print
the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS including determination of the Best
Author - see Page (107)
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7.5 REPORT CARD QUESTIONS
Use K-Salon for Sending the Report Cards
Although K-Salon does not have any direct email facilities,
it can be used for collecting and formatting the information
for sending as report cards. If you are using the K-Salon
On-Line Entry system, this can be used for sending out the
email report cards
There are three different options each of which produces a different
type of output file. These range from merely a tidy version of the
Image List file through to an automated sending of the emails via the
On-Line Entry system. The full details are presented on page (235).

Create Acceptance List For Entrants to Check
It is usual to ask the entrant to check the entry details at the
beginning of the process when a response is sent back
from the On-Line Entry process. However, some salons
take a second step of asking the entrants to check the
details on a full acceptance list after all of the awards, etc
have been assigned. K-Salon includes an option to produce
a document which can be emailed to the entrants for
checking.
This document can only be produced after all of the sections have
been closed. In the SALON ACTIONS screen, click on the you
ACCEPTANCE LIST FOR CHECKING command. The document will
list all of the entrants who have had acceptances in alphabetic order
along with the town, state and country and the section and title of all of
their images which were accepted.
If you have specified an organizer's email address (see page (325)
this will be shown on the report as a mailto address.

It is recommended that you convert this document to a PDF format
using a PDF writer which converts and inserts hyperlinks such as the
mailto link - NOTE the doPDF writer included with K-Salon does not
convert email addresses to hyperlinks. Alternatively, you can save the
document as a DOC. Before doing so, in WORD, select all and press
function key F9 to convert the email to an active hyperlink address.
The program will at the same time produce a text document containing
all of the email addresses of entrants who have had acceptances. You
can therefore, use this email list in a mail merge to send the
acceptance document to all of the relevant entrants.
NOTE: If you are processing a circuit, then follow the instructions on
page (271) to produce a combined acceptance list.

Process Corrections Sent by the Authors
Sometimes an author may enter the wrong details during
the On-Line Entry process, notice this and send a
correction. The process to be used for making the
correction depends upon the stage of the salon process.
If the salon has not yet closed, then either have the entrant amend
their entry OR you can make the changes via the K-Salon TAG file
edit facility
If the salon has already closed.......
If nothing has been scored in any of the sections then you should
edit the TAG file via the K-Salon facility and recreate the image list file.
If any scoring has been done at all DO NOT RECREATE THE IMAGE
LIST FILE. If you were to recreate the image list file, then all of the
scores, awards, etc would be nullified and you would need to start the
full judging over again. (not a good idea). Instead, follow the pattern
given below
a) open K-Salon and read in the latest Image List file
b) click on the IMAGE LIST DIRECT command
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c) locate the entrant or image to be altered and double click on the
item
d) in the next screen make the required amendments
e) click on PROCESS
f) when all changes have been made, click on UPDATE. The system
will then write out a new Image List file.
NOTE: This is the process to be used when changes are made after
the report cards have gone out and the authors suddenly notice an
error!
This process produces a file DIRECT_AMENDS.TXT in the LOG
folder containing both the record before changing and the altered
record. The changes are time stamped in the DIRECT_AMENDS.TXT
file. This file can also be used for applying the same detail changes to
other salons in a circuit (

In a circuit situation, choose one machine / salon work space and
make all of the changes in that one machine (start K-Salon, load the
most recent Image List file, click on IMAGE LIST DIRECT and make
the changes). If more changes come in, repeat the process applying
just the new changes. At the end of each process, the system will
automatically write out a new Image List file.
Once you are satisfied that all changes have been received, then for
each of the other salons in the circuit:
1) In the work space used for the corrections, copy file
[WORK] \ LOG \ DIRECT_AMENDS.TXT to a space on the
desktop.
2) start K-Salon
3) select the relevant work space for the other salon in the circuit
4) load the most recent Image List for that salon

Since this process can change scoring, acceptances and reports, you
may need to re-process various steps and recreate the reports.

5) Click on IMAGE LIST DIRECT

Apply the Same Corrections to all Salons in a Circuit

7) In the navigation window, navigate to and select the
DIRECT_AMENDS.TXT file which you placed on the desktop.

In a circuit, if an author requests a change (title, address,
etc), it is necessary to make exactly the same changes to
all of the separate Image List files in each of the salons.
Apart from being tedious, this could result in inconsistency
between the various salons. A facility has been included to
enable the same changes to be applied automatically.

6) Click on APPLY BLOCK AMENDS

8) The program will verify that this is an acceptable file and ask you
to confirm the process.
9) If you say YES, K-Salon will apply the detail changes and write
out a new Image List file for that salon. The process will NOT
alter the scores, tie break values or awards - it will only alter the
title and author details as specified in the amendments file.

When a change is made in the IMAGE LIST DIRECT facility copies of
the original record and the changed record are saved in a changes
file. This file is called [WORK] \ LOG \ DIRECT_AMENDS.TXT

10) The program will then stop. You can then restart the program,
load the new Image List file and redo the reports, etc and these
will now show the correct data.

It holds all amendments with a timestamp with all amendments being
appended to the end of the file.

11) Repeat for all other salons in the circuit.
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7.6 POST EVENT QUESTIONS
Produce the Section Reports
The Section level reports produced by K-Salon are
designed for four purposes - a) providing a record of the
decisions made with respect to the section, b) providing a
hard copy for proof reading of the salon catalogue (be it
web or printed), c) as a direct source for production of the
catalogue and d) for pasting into the PSA acceptance
spreadsheet.
You are only permitted to produce the section level reports after you
have closed the section and written out the revised Image List file.
In the following 'n' is the section code hyphen section name.
SECTION - EXT_n_HM
Tab delimited extract of all honourable mentions designed for
catalogue production
Page (212)
SECTION - EXT_n_MEDALS
Tab delimited extract of all award winners designed for
catalogue production
Page (212)

different categories. This report is only available for sections
which have categories. Because this document contains
linked images, it is recommended that this report be printed to
PDF format immediately after production.
Page (216)
SECTION - REP_n_FINAL
Word type document in RTF format showing the section
details (acceptance point, etc) plus a listing of all award
winners and honourable mentions.
Page (217)
SECTION - REP_n_MEMBERS
Word type document listing the acceptances achieved by
members of the salon sponsoring club. This report can only
be produced if column 21 of the Image List file contains the
membership details and ends with YES or NO.
Page (218)
SECTION - REP_n_WINNERS
Word type document in RTF format showing all of the award
winning images and optionally, all the those images receiving
HM commendation. Because this document contains linked
images, it is recommended that this report be printed to PDF
format immediately after production.
Page (218)

SECTION - EXT_n_PSA
Tab delimited extract of the details required for pasting into
the PSA acceptance spreadsheet
Page (215)
SECTION - REP_n_DIVERSITY
Word type document in RTF format showing the author with
the highest total score from three accepted images in three

Create Certificates and/or Ribbon Labels
If your salon gives either certificates or ribbons to the
Honourable Mentions, the K-Salon software can be used
for producing the necessary information ready for mail
merging.
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The LABEL production facility will produce a tab delimited list of all
Honourable Mentions showing the title, author name and section. This
file can then be used in a mail merge operation to produce certificates
for mailing to the author.
Alternatively (and often at lower cost and easier), the same list can be
mail merged to produce small sticky labels. These can then be affixed
to the back of pre-printed salon ribbons and mailed to the recipient
with the catalog.
The full details are given on page (228)

Produce Address Labels for Sending Awards
Upon completion of the full salon, it is necessary to post the
awards, ribbons and perhaps certificates to the relevant
recipients. Whereas the address labels could be written out
by hand, the K-Salon program includes an option to
produce the relevant details in files which can be used for
mail merging with a label printing program.
The lists are produced as tab delimited text files which means that
they can easily be edited or otherwise amended using a standard
editor or spreadsheet program. These lists can also be used for
merging with certificate templates.
The process also produces a control document which can be used for
ensuring that the relevant items have been included in the postings.
If you are running a circuit, the labels process takes into account all of
the awards and HM's from all of the salons in the circuit.
The full details are given on page (228)

Create Data for Pasting into the FIAP Document
One of the standard requirements for FIAP recognition is
that you submit a spreadsheet of details for each of the

sections in the salon. The spreadsheet is provided by FIAP
with the recognition package. One of the items is a table of
acceptances showing the author and image details.
K-Salon produces a tab delimited document which can be
pasted directly into this table in the spreadsheet.
This table of entries can only be produced after you have completed
and closed the section and written out the new Image List file. In the
main screen, select the SECTION LEVEL REPORTS command and
then click on EXTRACT - FIAP ACCEPTANCE DETAILS. See page
(213)
The data will be written to file EXT_n_FIAP_TAB.TXT in the folder
[WORK] \ REPORTS.
The data is also placed in the clipboard ready for immediate pasting
into the relevant spreadsheet. It is recommended, therefore, that you
open K-Salon, select the section and run the extract, then open the
relevant spreadsheet, go to the correct page and paste the information
into the top left corner.
NOTE: Do NOT open the file in a spreadsheet and then copy from
the spreadsheet as this can destroy the formatting in the FIAP
document. Instead, open the TXT file in NOTEPAD, select all,
copy and then paste.
NOTE: This file replicates the format of an extract from a spreadsheet.
and all columns are tab delimited.
NOTE: The country names for British countries will be retained (i.e.
England, Scotland, etc) The Channel Islands will be redesignated as
England.
NOTE: If you have supplied a JUDGES.TXT file (see Appendix Y
(375) ) then the program will automatically produce the details for the
judges BEFORE producing the details of the acceptances. The judge's
details will be placed in the clipboard ready for pasting directly into the
FIAP spreadsheet. The program does not capture or specify an
'alternative email address' and leaves this field blank.
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Create Data for Pasting into the PSA EDAS Document
One of the standard requirements for PSA recognition is
that you submit a spreadsheet of details for each of the
sections in the salon. The EDAS spreadsheet is obtained
from the PSA web site and contains many different fields.
One of the items is a table of acceptances showing the
author and image details. K-Salon produces a tab delimited
document which can be pasted directly into this table in the
spreadsheet.
This table of entries can only be produced after you have completed
and closed the section and written out the new Image List file. In the
main screen, select the SECTION LEVEL REPORTS command and
then click on PSA EDAS ACCEPTANCE DETAILS. You will see a
page which shows the number of entries in that section.
Creating the EDAS data consists of many steps.
Step 1 - In the EDAS spreadsheet, enter all of the fields in the first
data line (salon name, year, section, etc). Then move the cursor to
and click on the box entitled number of enrtries and enter the number
of entries in that section.
At this point you will see that the field above the first line has changed
and now shows the filename to be used for that spreadsheet. Some
spreadsheet programs will allow you to copy that whole field and use it
as the filename in SAVE AS. However, many version of MS Excel will
not perform this operation correctly and will instead insert a mangle of
characters in the SAVE AS filename box.
As a precaution against this problem, position and click the mouse in
the filename box. Then press Ctrl+C to copy the field. Now go back to
K-Salon, place the mouse in the filename box and press Ctrl+V. This
action will place the correct filename in the clipboard. So, go back to
the EDAS document, select SAVE AS, put the mouse in the filename
box and press Ctrl+V and do the save.

Step 2 - Other EDAS fields
If you have not already done so, fill in the other standard fields in the
EDAS document for Section Chairman and Exhibition Chairman.
Step 3 - In K-Salon press NEXT.
If you have supplied a JUDGES.TXT file (see Appendix Y (375) ) then
the program will automatically produce the details for the judges
BEFORE producing the details of the acceptances. The judge's details
will be placed in the clipboard ready for pasting directly into the EDAS
spreadsheet. Go back to the EDAS document, put the cursor in the
top left cell of the judges details and click. Then press Ctrl+V to paste
in the judges details. Back in K-Salon, press NEXT.
NOTE if you have NOT supplied a JUDGES.TXT file, then Step 3 will
not appear and you will be in Step 4. You will need to type in the
judges details yourself.
Step 4 - Acceptance details.
Back in the EDAS document position the cursor in the top left cell of
acceptance area of the spreadsheet. Press Ctrl+v to paste in all of the
details.
You can now do a SAVE and the EDAS is finished.
NOTE: Although you will not need it, a copy of the acceptance data is
written
to
file
EXT_n_PSA_TAB.TXT
in
the
folder
[WORK] \ REPORTS. See page (215)

Create Printed Acceptance List to Send to PSA
The PSA Exhibition Standards have in the past allowed a
salon to send a printed list of acceptances instead of and
as a substitute for sending the full catalog. This can result
in a significant saving in printing and air mail costs. It can
also be done very rapidly before the catalog has been
produced.
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The document can be produced once all of the different sections have
been closed. It is requested in the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS screen.
The document is produced as an RTF document and requires direct
editing. The editing is needed to alter the front page (to show your
salon logo and date). The second page also needs editing to insert
various dates and contact details and also the names and
qualifications of all of the selectors.
If you wish to have the document printed double sided, it is necessary
to amend the margin pattern. To do this, in Microsoft WORD, under
FILE select PAGE SETUP. In the APPLY TO box select Whole
Document then tick the MIRROR MARGINS box.
Once the edit is complete, the document should be saved and then
printed as a PDF. In accordance with the Standards, the document will
need to be spiral bound with a clear plastic front and back sheet.
Rather than pay for airmailing to the USA, we have found that it is
considerably cheaper to email the PDF and the list of addresses to a
printer located in the USA and have them print and mail the
documents. For one of the salons, we used a print shop in Montana
which printed, bound and mailed the required copies to the supplied
addresses.

Create General Extract of Acceptances (eg IUP)
There are situations when it is necessary or desirable to
have a list of all acceptances in a format which can be used
in a spreadsheet or passed on to other organizations. This
is of particluar relevance if your salon has accrediation from
various organizations such as IUP.
This table of entries can only be produced after you have completed
and closed the section and written out the new Image List file. In the
main screen, select the SECTION LEVEL REPORTS command and
then click on EXTRACT - GENERAL ACCEPTANCE DETAILS. See
page (214)

The data will be written to file EXT_n_GENERAL_TAB.txt in the folder
[WORK] \ REPORTS as a tab delimited text file and to file
EXT_n_GENERAL_CSV.csv in the same folder as a comma
separated variable file for direct opening in a spreadsheet.
The data is also placed in the clipboard ready for immediate pasting
into the relevant spreadsheet. It is recommended, therefore, that you
open K-Salon, select the section and run the extract, then open the
relevant spreadsheet, go to the correct page and paste the information
into the top left corner.
NOTE: Do NOT open the file in a spreadsheet and then copy from
the spreadsheet as this can destroy the formatting in the PSA
EDAS document. Instead, open the TXT file in NOTEPAD, select
all, copy and then paste.
NOTE: This file replicates the format of an extract from a spreadsheet.
and all columns are tab delimited.
NOTE: When the file is produced, the results are also placed in the
clipboard ready for pasting into a relevant document.

Extract Images for the Catalog
When a catalog is produced by a printer, it is necessary to
ensure that the image title, author name and actual image
are all correct. Sometimes, a mismatch can occur. K-Salon
provides a facility for extracting the images and copying
them to another folder with a name which contains the
relevant details.
Alternatively you can use the Slide Show process to
produce standard size 'oven-ready' JPG files complete with
author and title details ready for direct incorporation into
your catalog. See page (252) for further details.
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This process can only be performed after all sections have been
completed. In the SALON LEVELS ACTIONS screen, click on the
COPY IMAGES FOR CATALOG button.

You will be asked if you want the country included in the filename. If
you are sorting your catalog by country, then select YES, otherwise,
select NO.

You can choose to copy just the winners (HM and AWARDS) or copy
the acceptances. These are separate since usually there is no need
for the acceptances in the catalog.

Although the contents of the files are not altered, the files will be given
a new file name consisting of

A full list of the images copied will also be placed in the folders as a
tab delimited text file. For the winners folder, the list also shows the
full name of the award received.
If you select YES, this will copy all of the images which have received
either a medal, an Honourable Mention or Best Author and place the
copies in folder [WORK] \ CATALOG \ CAT_WIN
Although the contents of the files are not altered, the files will be given
a new file name consisting of
a_b_c___d.jpg
where
'a' is the name of the section in capitals
'b' is either 'HM' or 'AW' for HM or Award winner
'c' is the author's surname_given name
'd' is the title of the image in Title mode (1st character of each word in
upper case)
NOTE: The resulting filename must adhere to the requirements for a
legal file name. This means that certain characters such as ? are
not allowed. If the title contains any of these characters \ : / * ? <
> " | they will be changed to ~ in the filename
The folder of images can then be copied and sent to the printer.
If you select NO, this will copy all of the images which were accepted
but did not receive an award or honourable mention and place the
copies in folder [WORK] \ CATALOG \ CAT_ACPT.

a_ACPT_b___c.jpg
where
'a' is the name of the section in capitals
'b' is the author's surname_given name (if NO to country)
OR
'b' is the country_surname_given name (if YES to country)
'c' is the title of the image in Title mode (1st character of each word in
upper case) (adjusted as detailed above for illegal characters)
The folder of images can then be copied and sent to the printer.
The process produces a list of all entries in a text file in the folder. This
file shows both the correct title and the filename (adjusted for illegal
characters)
NOTE: If you need to convert the images to CMYK prior to sending
them to the printer, this should be done on the copy of the CATALOG
folders and not on the images in the CATALOG folders.

Use K-Salon to Create Slide Show for Public Viewing
If you are running a digital projection salon, it is customary
to produce a slide show of some of the accepted images
and all of the award winners.
K-Salon includes an option for creating the slide show which shows
the image and the title, author name, country and award (if
applicable). This can be done either for direct showing as a sequence
of images or for subsequent processing by Lightroom. Full details are
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given on page (252) for producing a direct viewing slide show of page
(258) for the Lightroom version.
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7.7 GENERAL & BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
Alter the Score or the Entrant Details Mid-Stream
Once the scoring has commenced, the TAG files are no
longer used for correcting either entrant details or image
title details. All this information is taken from the various
Image List files. If it is necessary to change these details,
DO NOT EDIT the Image List file - this can cause data
incompatibility with respect to awards and names. Instead,
use the IMAGE LIST DIRECT command .
You will be presented with the current details which can be sorted
either by entrant name, tag file, image reference number or score
within section. If you double click on an item, you will be presented
with a screen showing the entrant details and the scores and titles of
all of the entrant's images. You can also view the images in sequential
order. If you right click on the image, you can examine the image in
greater detail.
You can change any of the specified items. You can change the
individual scores or titles. If you wish to drop the entrant, click on the
DROP ALL command - this will assign the drop score to all of the
entrant's images.
When you process the changes, the program will check to see if the
changes would affect any awards or HM's already assigned and take
appropriate action to remove any such awards. If this does happen
you will see that you will need to re-process the various steps for the
affected sections.
The program will have retained the current acceptance point,
extraction point and other award assignments - you are just being
asked to re-confirm the data and, if necessary, assign new awards.
NOTE If an award winner is subsequently dropped, it is customary (as
is done in the Olympics) to upgrade other winners to fill the gap. The

lowest award can then be withdrawn using the N/A facility in the
Award processing screen.

Ask the Entrant for the Raw File
The rules for some sections of your salon may impose tight
restrictions on manipulation. There are some entrants who
may try to circumvent the restrictions (such as inserting
animals into a Nature Image). You may wish to ask the
entrant to supply the original camera raw file. This can
present transmission problems due to the likely size of the
file. The K-Salon On-Line entry system includes a facility
specifically designed for the transmission of such large
files.
The full procedure is described in detail on page (158). In essence,
you will note the title and entrant reference number in the RAW
REQUEST LOG document produced when you built the On-Line
system. You will then go onto the web and record the request along
with a unique 4 character code. You will then email the entrant asking
them to go onto the web and using their reference number and the
four character code, upload the requested file. When this is done, the
requested image will be downloaded to your area as part of the next
standard zip process for downloading the data.

Control How the Titles Appear
Although some entrants may take the trouble to enter the
image title in a particular capitalization, you cannot rely on
this. Furthermore, some data entry systems will take the
title from the image filename and that format may or may
not be in upper or lower case. In order to present a
standard pattern, K-Salon offers you a variety of choices
with respect to the presentation of image titles.
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When you create the Image List file, you can choose to have all of the
titles standardized into 'adjusted title case'. This process, changes the
words in the titles so that the first letter is in capitals and all of the
remaining letters in the word are in lower case.
It is customary for certain small words (such as 'in' or 'the') to be in
lower case. This is done automatically by the program using a list of
preset words. The words to be adjusted (i.e. not with the first character
capitalized), are listed in the TITLE_ADJUSTMENTS.TXT file in the
[WORK] folder. This file is created on first entry to K-Salon.
The full format and default contents of this file are specified in the
Appendix L on page (338) You can amend this file, removing or
adding new words depending upon your preferences.
The titling process examines the words and applies special processing
for names and words beginning with Mc or Mac and will capitalize the
following letter (i.e. McLeod and MacDonald). Whereas this is usually
correct it can produce some anomalies such as MacAque. Rather than
attempt to list all of the possible options, the program includes a
facility for you to examine the resulting Image List file and search for
specific character strings.

If you want to ensure that all reports, etc use the adjusted title case as
found in the Image List file, you can alter the default setting via the
ADMINISTRATION screen as detailed on page (325) .
NOTE: The setting only affects the reports and extracts produced by
the program. Also, changing the setting does not invalidate or remove
any previously created reports or extracts. This means that you can
have different reports with different settings by changing the setting in
either the report generation screen (temporary change for that report)
or in the ADMIN screen (change of default setting).

Use K-Salon in a Circuit Situation
A circuit consists of two or more salons sharing a common
entry facility and judging / selecting from the same set of
images. Obviously, the different salons will have different
judges and come to different decisions, but the data
collection, validation, etc is done at one point. The K-Salon
program can be used for circuits with virtually no additional
effort. There is a limit of 6 salons in the circuit.

Having loaded (or just created) the Image List file, go into the IMAGE
LIST DIRECT facility. Click on the SORT BY IMAGE NUMBER
OPTION. A box will appear with the word 'mac' and a command FIND
NEXT WORD. Clicking on the command will search for and find the
next record which has the letters 'mac' in the title. If the capitalization
needs to be changed, double click on the title and in the next screen,
again double click on the title; make your changes and click on
CHANGE and then UPDATE. To find the next record, click again on
FIND NEXT.

The first step is to create a working K-Salon with all of the
AWARDS-n.txt files and the CONTROL.INI file. This CONTROL.INI
file must NOT have the CIRCUIT parameter (Appendix A (307)) . At
this stage it does not matter that the different salons in the circuit may
have a different set of awards or have different names for the awards.

Although the default is 'mac', you can type in any sequence of letters
or special characters. If a space is significant, use the ^ character to
represent a space.

When the closing date has passed and all other preparations have
been made such as separating prints (if you have a print section), then
use this K-Salon to create the Image List file.

If you have made changes to the titling, then in the report generation
pages, select the 'as in Image List' option - this will use the titles as
they are now specified in the Image List file.

Now use the built-in BACKUP facility to take copies of the [WORK]
and image folders to portable external drives (see page 125). You will
need one copy for each salon in the circuit.

Using this instance of K-Salon, create the On-Line entry system and
run it purely from this K-Salon. All of the entries, zip files, jpg images
etc will be collected in this one instance of K-Salon.
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For each salon in the circuit, allocate it a unique letter in the range A
to F. In the backup folder in the portable drive:
a) adjust the CONTROL.INI file in this salon version by adding the
command CIRCUIT=? where ? is the number of salons in the circuit, a
hyphen, the letter assigned to the salon, a hyphen, and then the name
of the salon in the circuit
b) Amend the AWARDS files for this salon to make any changes to
the names of the awards.
Each salon in the circuit now operates separately using their own copy
of K-Salon and their own work space. Each of the Image List files
produced in the circuit mode will have the circuit letter as the front part
of the file name.

however, you say no and later wish to install this PDF reader, click on
the ADMIN&BACKGROUND command and then click on the
ADMIN&ACTIVATION button and tick the 'load doPDF' check box.
If you have installed doPDF, then when you produce the section
AWARD report and the BEST AUTHOR report, then you will be asked
if you want to convert these documents immediately to PDF - we
strongly recommend you say yes.
If you do say YES, then the RTF document will be automatically
opened in your word processor. In the word processor program PRINT
the document The printer should already be set on 'doPDF' but if it is
not, then select 'doPDF' from the list of printers. You will then be
presented with a window as shown in Figure 14.

When it comes time to email the report cards, each salon will produce
its own email files from within K-Salon. These will then be sent to the
main web site administrator who will upload and send each batch in
turn. Each email file name will have the circuit lead letter at the front
and hence the emails can be re-sent if required.

Use the 'doPDF' Process for Creating my PDF's
The section AWARDS report and the BEST AUTHOR report
contain images. In the RTF format (as produced), the
images are linked rather than embedded. This means that
you can only see the images in these reports if the report is
opened in the same folder. To circumvent this restriction,
you are recommended to convert these documents to PDF
format. To assist in this process, K-Salon includes a free
licenced PDF creator called doPDF. You are advised to
install this when asked as the K-Salon program integrates
with this PDF creator to simplify the process of conversion.
When you first run K-Salon, you are asked if you want to install
doPDF (see page (56). It is recommended that you say YES. If,

Figure 14 - doPDF control window
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Make sure you:
a) untick ALWAYS USE THIS FOLDER
b) tick EMBED FONTS
c) untick OPEN IN PDF READER
d) tick HIGH QUALITY IMAGES

the printer box may have closed, the background
processing may continue for a few minutes. If you close
down the document or the word processor too soon, the
word processor can become locked and inoperable.
You should wait at least 10 to 15 seconds after printing before closing
down the document and word processor.

Put the mouse in the File Name box and paste (CTRL+V). K-Salon will
have placed the correct folder and file name in the clipboard for
pasting.

If the word processor seems to have locked OR the paste into doPDF
is empty OR the PDF document does not appear after a few minutes,,
it is likely that your word processor has locked.

Click OK and then close the word processor program without saving
the document.

To release it, you will need to go to the Task Manager
(CTRL+ALT+DEL) and terminate the word processor (not for the faint
hearted).

The PDF version will now be available in folder [WORK] \ REPORTS.
NOTE: depending upon the speed of your computer, it may take a few
minutes for the PDF version to appear. The RTF version will be
removed automatically by K-Salon at a later stage.

Best option - wait for about 10 seconds before closing the document.

WARNING: When you run any PDF converter, the program has a very
significant amount of work to do and can take a considerable time even on fast machines it can be a few minutes. DO NOT close down
the document or the word processor immediately after starting a
conversion print - this can cause the word processor to lock and
become unusable. Wait at least 10 to 15 seconds after initiating
printing before closing the document and the word processor.

Although the software assumes that the name given for
commended images is Honourable Mention, the K-Salon
software allows you to use a different designation such as
Highly Commended.

NOTE: it is advisable to ensure that your word processor is NOT
already open when doing these conversions - it can result in system
conflict within your word processor.
NOTE: the doPDF program does not convert hyperlinks such as
mailto email addresses into active hyperlinks.

Change the Name for Honourable Mention

If you do use a different designation, this designation will appear in all
reports produced by K-Salon but will not affect Report Cards or other
reports produced by the software - these would still refer to such
honours as Honourable Mention.
If you do wish to use a different designation, then
a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder (if not already selected)

Understand Why I'm Not Able to Convert to PDF
When printing to a PDF file, the PDF converter performs a
very significant amount of conversion work. Even though

c) click on ADMIN&BACKGROUND and then in the next screen click
on ADMIN & ACTIVATION
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d) in the relevant box enter the new designation you wish to use
(must be at least 5 characters long)

In the ensuing screen, double click on any country you have added
but now wish to remove.

e) click on PROCESS

NOTE: because the country name appears in many of the reports
produced by the system, if any of the sections have been closed, they
will be automatically re-opened and all associated reports will be
removed. You will then need to read the latest Image List file and reclose these sections, writing out a new Image List files.

If you want everything reset to the factory defaults, click on RESET
and then PROCESS.
NOTE: no matter what designation you choose, the Image List file will
always use the short form HM.

Take a Backup of the System (and Restore)
Remove a Country I Have Added
During the salon data entry process, it is sometimes
possible for an entrant to use a local name for their country
or perhaps to misspell their country name. The spreadsheet
extract for the PSA requires that all countries be recognized
countries based on a list supplied by the PSA. The K-Salon
program provides an option whereby new or misspelled
country names can be added to the country file and
associated with one of the recognized names supplied by
the PSA. This is done automatically as the Image List file is
read and during STATUS CREATION.
If an unrecognized country is detected, you will be presented with a
screen showing the country name and the list of all recognized
countries. Scan down and double click on the appropriate country and
click on PROCESS.
It is possible, however that an incorrect association is made, for
example a misspelling of Bhamas could have been incorrectly linked
to Bahrain. A facility has therefore been provided for correcting such
errors.
If an error of this nature is discovered (or if you want to check for such
errors), then after selecting the [WORK] folder but before selecting
the Image List file, click on the RESET COUNTRY FILE command.

The K-Salon system maintains a significant amount of data
between runs of the program. This includes the awards
assigned, the various analyses which have been performed
and many other control parameters. You may wish at
various times to take a security copy of the data.
For further details and processes, see Chapter 25 page (277)

Use K-Salon for Reports but our Salon is Finished
As you will have noticed, the K-Salon suite of program
contains many reports and extracts which you may wish to
use. But perhaps you did not use K-Salon for your award
determination process. Or perhaps you want to try the
program out using your latest salon. Can you use K-Salon
after the salon has finished?
Yes - as long as you still have all of the images and the last fully
completed Image List file which has the Medals listed in column 6 (G)
see Appendix C page (312).
You have two options. You can either use the automated BACKLOAD
facility described on page (273) or you can do a manual reconstruction
using the pattern described in Append K page (335)
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If your purpose is merely to have access to the reports and extracts,
then use the automated process. If your objective is also to gain
experience with K-Salon, then use the manual process.

Produce an Archive of Accepted Images
Most salons impose the rule that an accepted image cannot
be resubmitted in a subsequent year. Although the CATCH
facility, see page (263), can be useful in flagging possible
duplication by title, it is useful to have a visual check
against the images accepted in previous salons.
The Archive facility, described on page (265), enables you to build an
archive of accepted images from this and previous salons. Since the
purpose is merely for visual checking, the images are resized to a
thumbnail size to conserve space. The files are named using the
author name and image title.
For this year's salon, the archive control file can be generated
automatically via the Salon Level Actions described on page (220) .
For archiving the results from previous years, you will need to create a
specific ARCHIVE.TXT file as described in Appendix P (348)
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8. BUILDING YOUR ON-LINE ENTRY SYSTEM

Steps - Quick Reference and Index

Purpose

The data is specified in different pages or steps. The index below will
take you directly to the page in the manual for the indicated step.

The K-Salon system provides you with the option to create your own
On-Line Entry system, structured to your particular circumstances.
Apart from the advantage of using your own web server, the system
allows you to select what data is collected and alter many of the words
which appear on the web pages and in the emails sent to the entrant.

Step 1: Overview, Sections and Import Previous (129)

If you create your own On-Line Entry system, the system will also
create an on-line emailer for sending out the report cards.
One of the principle attractions of the K-Salon entry system is that you
do not need to have any technical knowledge in order to create or use
the system. The system will generate its own PHP (active web pages)
coding which you must not change. Once the details have been
specified in K-Salon, all you will need to do is click on BUILD and then
upload two files to your web space. All other actions are undertaken
across the web via your browser.
Although most salons are open to all, you have the option of restricting
entry to members only. In this context it could be members of the host
club, members of a specified organization, members of the PSA or
members of FIAP. If you have chosen to restrict entry to such
members, if they answer NO, it will generate an error reply; however if
they answer YES, they are required to supply their membership
number.
NOTE: If K-Salon is being used in a multi-part salon with all controls
set-up centrally and then distributed to various divisions, it is possible
to lock the on-line and email aspects of the system against changes..
If the system is locked, then in order to effect any changes to these
aspects, it will be necessary to supply a password. For obvious
security reasons the mode of implementing such control is not
included in this document. For further details, please contact Kenebec
Media directly.

Step 2: Salon Names and Logo (129)
Step 3: Dates and Main Web Site Pages (130)
Step 4: Options and Wording for Locked (131)
(Amending Words) (Common Procedure) (132)
Step 5: Entrant Definition, Honours and Questions (133)
Step 6: Image and Upload Controls (134)
Step 7: Section Words for Image Upload Screen (136)
Step 8: Email Addresses (136)
Step 9: Entry Page Details and Email Servers (137)
Step 10: Fees and Charges (140)
Step 11: Passwords (140)
Step 12: PayPal Settings (141)
Step 13: Miscellaneous Words (142)
Step 14: Provide link to special translations of your rules (143)
Step 15: Build PHP and Sample HTML (144)
Initializing the System (145)

Your Own Unmanaged Web Site
Whereas many alternative on-line salon entry systems require you to
use the suppliers own web site for the data entry pages, the K-Salon
system imposes no such restriction or requirement - in fact exactly the
opposite. You are free to upload the resulting data entry code to your
own web site.
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The only requirements are that the web space you use

Setting Up Your Web Site

a) must NOT be a template driven website or one which does
things for you . Web pages you put on the site must not be controlled
or put in a template or framework as might be the case with a template
driven website. It must be an unmanaged website which allows you to
upload any type of file and allows you to create your own sub-folders.

Although the K-Salon On-Line entry system requires that the web
space is structured in a specific manner, you are free to choose the
various folder names, However, we would recommend that you adopt
the following pattern. [WEB] means your web site - for example

b) must allow you to specify and use PHP files

www.mysalon.com

or www.frometownsalon.com

c) must allow you to upload any type of file directly to the web space
without modification

NOTE: The web space used one year MUST NOT be used again for a
different salon. If you have used [WEB] / live one year then you must
create another folder for this year such as [WEB] / alive

d) must allow the PHP program to create and use sub-folders within
the web page

It is recommended that you use a folder which includes the lead
letter and the year such as [WEB] / a15 or b16 etc

e) must allow you to alter certain PHP control variables either directly
or via the web site support staff

[WEB] / pages - this is used for all extra pages associated with the
process. It would be where you put your own HTML pages, PDF of the
rules, etc

f) must have enough capacity to hold at least two copies of all of the
images submitted to the salon
g) must allow you to generate and send emails from within the PHP
programs
h) must not be the same web folder that you used for a previous salon

[WEB] / live - this folder is where you would upload the LIVE version
of your On-Line entry system or [WEB] / a15 etc as mentioned above
[WEB] / test - this folder is where you would upload the TEST version
of your On-Line entry system

If you do not have your own web page or if the web site you do have
does not meet the above requirements, then we would recommend
that you obtain a special web name and site for the data entry
process. Many of the salons which use K-Salon have done just that
with the data entry being done on a different website than the full
salon web page. The user is not aware of the difference, since the link
on your main web site will merely point to the alternative website and
page. The alternative web site is also used for the special web pages
used by the system such as the 'Pay later reminder' page.

NOTE: It is recommended that you use lower case for all folders, file
names, images, pdf documents, etc. Web addresses are case
sensitive and people are more likely to type in lower case.

If you do not have such a web space, we have used UK2.NET as a
site which, at the time of producing this manual, provides a fully
featured web space and a support service at exceedingly competitive
rates. ( www.uk2.net ) In spite of the name, they operate worldwide.

As mentioned above, the On-Line Entry system produced by K-Salon
is structured by you to reflect your particular circumstances. As a
consequence, it is necessary to provide specification details. These
are done via the K-Salon program in a series of steps leading up to
the final BUILD step.

If your website uses the CPANEL facility ( www.uk2.net does), you will
find full details for setting up and uploading the files in Appendix S on
page (357)

Data Specification
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As a preparation, you are advised to print out Appendix R (pages
(351) to (356) ) and determine, specify and fill in the relevant data
items. This can then be used during the on-line creation steps.
As indicated in Appendix R, some of the data is obtained directly from
the standard K-Salon initialization files: CONTROL.INI (page (305) ),
AWARDS-n.TXT (page (309) ), CATEGORIES-n.TXT (page (333) )
and DISTINCTIONS.TXT (page (349) ). It is critical therefore to create
these files with the correct information before you commence
creating the On-Line Entry system.
To access the On-Line Entry System generation process, start
K-Salon, select your [WORK] space and then click on the CREATE
ON-LINE SYSTEM command.

Normally the EXPORT option is to be used after all data has been
specified and validated and the command appears as part of the last
step. However, you can export the current settings in case you wish to
try a different set of values. EXPORT will allow you to specify the
location and name of the exported data.
The IMPORT command will import a previously exported set of
values. If you use this option, make sure that you use a different web
folder.
The DEFAULT command will erase the current values and replace
them with default empty values. (If you have already specified some
values, you may wish to EXPORT your current settings before clicking
on DEFAULT.)

Each page displays a set of commands in the top right.

If you are running in DEMO mode, you can click on the DEMO DATA
command. This will populate all of the relevant fields with data
pertaining to the built-in K-Salon demo system.

PREV - go back to the previous step without validating this step

Step 2: Salon Names and Logo

PREV NEXT SAVE CANCEL

NEXT - validate the data for this step and if correct, go to the next step
SAVE - save the data for all of the pages but do not validate this step
and then leave the specification process.
CANCEL - stop the process. This will cancel all changes made since
the last save.

Step 1: Overview, Sections and Import Previous
This page shows you the sections which have been defined in the
AWARDS-n.TXT files. If the details are not correct, cancel the
process, amend the necessary files and recommence.
Since a significant amount of the data will not change from one year to
the next, a facility has been provided for EXPORTING the completed
data at the end of one year and IMPORTING back into next year's
K-Salon system.

Even though you may have specified a name for the salon in the
CONTROL.INI file, it is necessary to respecify the name to be used at
the top of the data entry pages. As you type in the name you will see it
appear in the white space. This shows how it will appear in the data
entry pages.
If the words do not word-wrap to your satisfaction, you can adjust the
actual words used and/or adjust the size of the font which will be used
in the HTML.
The SHORT NAME is used as part of the email process identifying the
from person.
At the bottom of each of the data entry pages is one line of text in
which you can provide some about information such as "Fantastic
Sample Salon, Frome, England".
If your salon has its own logo, then click on the Salon HAS a logo
option and then click on the Select JPG Logo File command. You can
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then navigate to and select the logo. The logo will be resized
automatically to fit the available space in the entry pages. The resized
logo will then be saved in a local space and loaded automatically to
the web page. The resized logo will have a maximum width of 210
pixels and a maximum height of 130 whilst still maintaining the logo
proportions.

You can select how the closing date is expressed on the web page International Date Line, Samoa Standard Time, PagoPago or SST.

Step 3: Dates and Main Web Site Pages

The standard K-Salon on-line entry process closes both the entry and
the payment screens when the closing date is reached. This can
present problems for Group entries since the full amount due may not
be known until the system has closed and all group members have
entered. In order to allow the Group payment to be made through
K-Salon, you can extend the payment period for Group payments by
up to 7 days after the closing date. NOTE: this extension only applies
to Group payments.

On this page you specify the opening and closing dates of your salon.
There has often been confusion when the closing date is stated with
respect to midnight in a specific time zone such as Eastern Standard
Time. When this is done, all points west of the closing time zone will
still be in the closing date, but the salon will have closed. To avoid this
confusion, the K-Salon On-Line Entry system uses the international
date line in PagoPago Samoa as the global time when the salon
opens and closes. This means that for everyone, if their local date is
earlier or the same as the closing date, the salon is still open.
If you want to upload your live system but not allow public entries, you
can specify an opening date. The date must be before the closing date
and if you have an early bird discount, the opening must be before the
Early Bird Closing date. If you do not want to restrict the system, set
the opening date to a date in the past.
If you do set an opening, then if the salon is not yet open, the live
entry screen will tell the entrant that the salon is not yet open and
display the opening date. However, if you wish to test the live system,
then you can use the ...php?soft=psw option in the same way that you
can override the closing date. See page (141) for further details.
NOTE the 'test' system does not take account of the opening date.
If specified, the opening date works from the International Date line on
the basis that if it is the opening date anywhere in the world, the salon
is open. This means it may appear to open one day earlier in some
parts of the world.

If you are offering an Early Bird discount for those who enter and pay
before a specific date, then select DOING EARLY BIRD and enter the
closing date for the Early Bird discount. This date cannot be on or
after the full closing date.

Some of the reports produced from within the system show the time of
the event being recorded. In order to ensure that this time is your local
time, you should enter the number of hours difference between your
local time and GMT.
You have the choice of either creating and updating your own
STATUS page or using the built-in on-line status page available as
part of the on-line system. In both cases you will need to upload the
status details produced by the PROCESS TAG FILE process but the
built-in process is easier and does not require access to the
background pages of the web site - it can be run without risking
compromising the security of the web site.
On this page you are asked to provide the web page addresses for
certain items relating to your salon. These are NOT the web page
address of the On-Line system - that is specified later.
a) the web page to return to when the process is completed - this
would be your normal salon web site page
b) the address/link for the salon rules and conditions of entry. This can
be either a genuine web page (HTML, PHP, etc) or a link to a
downloadable PDF containing your rules.
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c) if you are going to use the built-in status facility, click on STATUS
PAGE PART OF ON-LINE. Otherwise click on YOUR OWN EXPLICIT
STATUS PAGE and supply the address of the web page which
contains the STATUS report of the entries. Depending upon the option
selected, the relevant page URL address is quoted in the confirmation
email sent to the entrant.
d) If you want a link to the status page to appear on the standard entry
screen, tick the Include link to STATUS page box - the first page will
then include a link to the status page so that entrants can check the
status. If you do not want such a link on the standard first page, untick
this box.
e) the system offers the entrant the option to PAY LATER. This option
is required in order to allow for certain categories of entrant who will
not need to pay (such as members of the organizing club or entrants
who will be making one group payment). If the person clicks on PAY
LATER, you can choose to send them to your standard web page OR
you can have a special page which reminds them that they will need
to pay before the end of the closing date.
f) the General Data Protection Regulations require that you have a
'Privacy-Notice' specifying what personal data you hold, why it is
processed, etc. If you operate within the EU you must have such a
page and if you run your salon outside of the EU you are advised to
have such a page to cover entrants from the EU. The notice can be
either a web page or a document. If you specify the URL address of
the page or document, the On-Line Entry system will include a link in
the left hand column under the heading 'Privacy'
Nearly all of the files produced by the on-line system incorporate the
last two digits of the year as a leading part of the file name and user
reference number. However, it is possible that you may be processing
more than one salon in the same calendar year. This could lead to
confusion and possible cross contamination of data.
In order to avoid such a situation, you need to specify a salon identifier
which is used as the first part of all file names and user reference
numbers. The recommended format is xyy where x is a letter and yy is

the last two digits of the year in which the salon closes. The default is
'A'. If you do another salon in the same year then increase the
identifier to 'B' etc. Next year, re-set it back to A. The lead letter for the
TEST system must be different in order to prevent cross
contamination of LIVE and TEST data.
The last part of the identifier is normally the last two digits of the year
in which the salon is closing. However, there can be circumstances
when this is not convenient or appropriate. The system does allow you
to choose any letters or digits in all parts of the identifier but if not the
recommended format, you will be asked to confirm your selection.
NOTE: If you are building an on-line system while in the DEMO mode,
then the front characters for the reference numbers will default to Y14.

Step 4: Options
This page presents you with various options with respect to the way
the On-Line system will operate.
a) Include FIAP words If you select this option, then the user data
page of the on-line entry system will include words which FIAP
insist must be shown to the entrant during on-line entry. Because
the words are not universally felt to be appropriate or enforceable,
the words are identified explicitly as being included at the
insistence of FIAP rather than at the decision of the organizers.
b) Include SLOW Internet Option If you select this option, then a
switch will be displayed enabling the entrant to request the option
to load one image at a time. If the entrant turns this on, then an
UPLOAD button is displayed beside each BROWSE command
used for selecting the image. In all other respects the entry form is
the same. You can select to have the option turned ON by default.
c) Option for Tag T11 Tag T11 is an overloaded tag which has been
used for many purposes in the past. If you are using Muskovac for
creating your Image List, then tag T11 appears as column 21 in the
Image List. This control allows you to specify what tag value is to
be copied to T11.
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The standard default is to copy T81 (member of club) if selected
OR T83 (PSA number) if selected.
You can, however, select any of the detail tags (not image tags) to
be copied to T11 (such as the birth date T78)
d) Reformatting the Address: Operates the same way as the
reformatting of the names
e) Reformatting the name. Many entrants do not capitalize the first
letter of their name and others use capitals for all of the letters. You
can choose what level of reformatting to undertake. FIRST IS
UPPER CASE will ensure that the first letter is uppercase but will
not alter the remainder of each part of the name. ONLY FIRST IS
UPPERCASE will convert the full name to lowercase and then
reset the first letter to uppercase. LEAVE AS IS will not do any
reformatting of the names.
f) .jpg at the end of the title. Many people inadvertently include .jpg at
the end of their title (caused by copying the file name and pasting
that into the title box). If you choose remove, the system will check
for and remove .jpg from the end of all titles. The alternative is to
report an error and have the entrant remove .jpg
g) Include Browser note. On some browsers, the user can increase
the size of the text without increasing the overall page size. This
can cause significant layout issues and text overflow. The standard
option is for the On-Line Entry system to display two lines with a
note to indicate that if the two lines are significantly different in size,
then the entrant should turn off the text enlargement option, The
alternative is not to include such a note and assume that the
entrant fully understands their browser.
h) Scoring boxes in print labels - this option only appears if there is a
print section. If you are using the Table Top method of scoring
prints (page (175) then you choose to have dividing lines (like little
boxes) printed at the bottom of each print label. The assistant can
then write the score in the boxes with the total being placed in the
final right hand box.

i) Z for Organizer. Although the Oxford English dictionary states that
organizer is to be spelt with a Z, many salons in the UK prefer to
use the archaic S spelling. If you choose the S option, then on the
web pages the words organizer, organization and various other
associated words will be spelt using s.
j) Google translate. If you select USE GOOGLE TRANSLATE, the
On-Line Entry pages will include a link to the automatic Google
translate facility.
CAUTIONARY WARNING - it has been found that the Google
translate button is barred and not effective in some countries (such
as China). This means that in spite of your well meaning efforts
(through putting the translate facility in the entry system), your
Chinese entrants may not be able to obtain a Chinese version. You
may, instead, wish to obtain a proper Chinese translation and put it
on your web site.
l) Use the term Salon. Whereas some salons refer to their process as
a salon others prefer to use the term exhibition. You can choose
which word is used in the web page, the messages and emails sent
from the system.
If you have selected to LOCK the entry when it is completed, then a
panel will be displayed on this page showing the words which will
appear in the browser if the entrant attempts to edit or access their
entry using the entry reference number. These words will not appear if
either you have not selected LOCK for the entry OR if the entry has
been explicitly unlocked by the salon organizer.
If you wish to amend the words, click on AMEND WORDS and follow
the directions given in the next section.

Amending Words
Although some of the wording in the On-Line Entry system is preset,
other parts can be altered by the organizer and still other parts must
be specified by the organizer.
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In order to ensure that the final coding produces consistent HTML, the
specification of these special word sections is done using a metalanguage with special codes for colours, bold and underline.
When you click on AMEND WORDS in steps 4, 7 and 13 you will be
presented with screen KQ_F052 entitled WORD SPECIFICATION.
The left hand pane shows you the current wording as it will appear on
the web. Words which are underlined, bold or in colour will appear as
such in the left hand pane. However, you cannot directly edit this data.
To edit the data, click on EDIT, whereupon the left panel will change
to an editing window. You can now change the words or the
formatting. The right hand panel will show various selected wordings
that might be appropriate. These can be copied and pasted into the
editing window.
The formatting is controlled by inserting a format code. These codes
are listed in the drop down menu beneath the DISPLAY button. Each
format code must have a terminating code </> which signals the end
of the special format. For example to produce:
"This is important and needed but this is not"
in the edit mode you would type in:
"This is <b>important <red>and</> needed</> but this is not."
Click on DISPLAY to show what it will look like. The program will verify
that you have matched pairs of request code and terminator. When
you are finished, click on PROCESS and the amended code will be
displayed back in the originating step. CANCEL will return without
altering the words.

Step 5: Entrant Definition, Honours and Questions
This step defines the type of questions which the entrant must fill in
before uploading any of the images. The questions are divided into
five categories -

1) STANDARD (Required) which means the question will always be
included and the entrant must supply the data.
2) STANDARD (without required) which means the question will
always be asked but the entrant does not need to supply any data.
3) INCLUDED / not used which means you can decide whether or not
to include the question. The entrant can decide whether or not to
supply the data. However, for some of the questions, if the entrant
chooses YES, then supplementary information must be supplied.
Such as the PSA membership number if the entrant claims to be a
member of the PSA.
4) INCLUDED (members only) / not used which means that if the
entrant replies NO (i.e. not a member) the entry will be DECLINED.
However, if they answer YES, they will be required to supply their
membership number. This facility only applies to membership type
questions.
To change one of the settings, merely double click on the item.
Certain items will require you to supply additional information. To set a
membership question to members only, hold down the Control key as
you double click.
a) GROUP payments? In order to associate all of the members of a
group, it is necessary to have a group reference. This reference will
be assigned by you as organizer following a request from the
group. In order to prevent people creating unauthorised groups, all
of the group references must start with a two letter code which you
will specify on this screen.
b) Can pass data to other clubs?. In order to comply with Data
Protection laws, the default for this question is always preset to NO
- the entrant is required to explicitly turn this option ON.
If you include this question, the system will automatically generate
and include in the ZIP files a log showing the date/time, reference
number and answer to this question for all entries. The log is
named _A_?_CONSENT.txt and will be located in the Images
folder when the files are zipped.
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c) Member of host club?. If you select this option, then you will need to
specify the name of the hosting (i.e. your) club. Many salons
organized by camera clubs offer their members free entry or at
least entry at a reduced rate. If this is the case, then you should
select Special Payment Terms if you include the Member of Host
club question. A message will be included in the confirmation email
indicating that special terms apply but will not identify the exact
terms. If the user selects YES - they are a member, then they will
be required to supply their membership number.
If you are doing a print section and are asking if the person is a
member of the club, then the labels can include a green square in
the top right hand corner. This is to aid locating the prints after the
salon has closed so they can be returned to the members. You can
choose not to have the labels marked.
d) Free field You can specify any question (the question mark is
included automatically). If the entrant ticks YES then they need to
supply the relevant information you have requested in the question.
If you select this option, you will need to specify the question. (max
30 characters)
e) Purchase CD/DVD/Printed Catalog? This option allows you to make
an extra charge if the entrant wants a CD/DVD/Printed Catalog of
the salon. The charge rate is set in the rates screen is Step 10. If
you select this option, you will need to choose between 'CD/DVD'
and 'Printed Catalog'. The entry screen and confirmation email will
display your selection.
f) Birth date for Youth Entry? This option has been included to
encourage 'youth' entries. If you select this option, you will need to
specify a trigger date. If the entrant enters a birth date on or after
the trigger date, they will be considered a 'youth' and their birth
date will be recorded. If the date entered by the entrant is earlier
than the trigger date (i.e. they are older), then an error will be
flagged and the entry will need to be corrected (blanked out). The
date must be at least 5 years before the closing date and no more
than 25 years before the closing date.

If you select this option, then you can additionally have the system
automatically reduce the calculated entry fee by either 50% or
100% (or apply no reduction). If a reduction is to be applied, it only
affects the genuine entry fee and not any other charges such as
AIRMAIL or purchase of CD/DVD, etc
g) If you are doing a print section and are asking if the person wants
the prints returned or forwarded, then the labels will include a green
square in the top right hand corner. This is to aid locating the prints
after the salon has closed.

Step 6: Image and Upload Controls
In this step you specify the maximum file size for the uploaded jpg
images. The image dimension information is obtained automatically
from the CONTROL.INI file (305) and the number of sections is
determined automatically from the AWARDS-n.TXT files (309)
Many salons have in the past limited the JPG file size to around
850kb. This was not a major hindrance when the image dimensions
were 1024 by 768. However, with larger image dimensions, it is
recommended that you specify a larger JPG file size of at least 1.95
megabytes.
NOTE: The value you specify for this control will overwrite and replace
the MAXJPG parameter of the CONTROL.INI file.

Downloading From the Web
Instead of downloading each file separately, the data input files are
collected into container files and these containers are then
downloaded. This substantially reduces the number of files to be
downloaded and provides tight control over the process and the
unloading order.
The K-Salon process originally used the standard ZIP facility for
batching the files together prior to downloading. However, this facility
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has been known to cause timeout issues on some servers and also to
cause problems when copying the files in the PC from the download
area to the Image Folder. As an alternative, a different container
process was introduced at Version 8.2 producing a special container
file in 'KSX' format. This file is faster to produce, faster to unload and
easier to process on your PC.

allow you to run the programs for longer and produce larger ZIP files.
In order for the program to run longer, you can adjust the maximum
run time. BUT be warned: setting this value high when you are not
running in your own server can result in the process being aborted mid
way during processing - this can mean that no zip files are produced
at all.

You can choose to use the recommended faster KSX process or use
the ZIP process. If you choose to use the ZIP process, you can
choose to have the files labelled as '.zip' files or as '.ksz' files. The
advantage of using the '.ksz' label is that Windows does not attempt to
open the 'zip' files when you copy them from the download folder to
the Zips Folder on your PC.

Also if you set this value larger than your browser response time
trigger, your browser may timeout before the program responds.

NOTE: Even if you select the recommended KSX option, the whole
process is still referred to as zipping.

Setting Control for KSX Files
If you are using the KSX option, then you should set the file size to 60
meg and the number of files to 90. The maximum time setting
depends upon your server.
If you are using a standard shared server on UK2, this server invokes
resource usage monitoring and tends to timeout the process if too
much resource is being used. Under such a situation, a value of 22 is
appropriate.
However, if you running on a server which does not invoke usage
monitoring (such as a UK2 Virtual Private Server) and the maximum
run time in your server is more than 30 seconds, then a time of 45
seconds is appropriate.
If you keep running the ZIP process but the container files are not
being produced or are identified as invalid, then reduce the maximum
time.
NOTE: If you are running K-Salon in your own server (either on your
own physical machine or in a dedicated server at an internet service
provider), the standard controls can be reset or disabled. This will

ZIP File Extension Option
The standard extension for a zip file is .zip. Although this works
perfectly, it can be awkward when downloading and copying the zip
file to the Zips folder. Many versions of Windows will automatically
open a zip file on the assumption that you want to get at the contents
rather than copy the whole file. To circumvent this problem, you can
select to have the zip file stored on the on-line system with a special
extension of .ksz
When you download the .ksz file, you can save it directly to your
download folder. Then when you right click on the file with the .ksz
extension in your download folder, you can copy it directly to the Zips
Folder without the hassle of extracting the data or telling WinZip that
you do not want to extract, etc. In K-Salon, when you do the UNLOAD
ZIP FILES step in the PROCESS TAG FILES screen, K-Salon will
rename the file to be a .zip file and will unload the contents directly
without further user action.

Small Images
Many salons examine the images for potential rule violations and
request the entrant to send the raw file. The On-Line entry system
includes a facility for allowing the entrant to upload the original raw or
original jpg file from the camera. Since these can be very large files,
you may wish to specify an upper size limit which will be checked
against the settings in your environment. The upload facility will use
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this limit and put a restriction on the file upload if the limit is exceeded.
The entrant is informed of the limit during the upload operation.
Whereas you will have specified the maximum width and height, many
entrants will enter images where neither dimension is at the maximum.
Although this does not present a problem, the image will NOT be
resized (not permitted by the PSA Rules) and the image will be
displayed in its small size on the screen with a black border. Many
entrants do not understand the implication or do not take care to read
the rules. The K-Salon On-Line facility provides an option for warning
the entrant if both the width and the height are substantially below the
maximum size.
In order not to produce unnecessary warnings, you set the tolerance
limit. If both of the dimensions are smaller than the maximum size by
this amount, then the image will be identified as small and a warning
will appear in the confirmation screen and the confirmation email. We
have found that with a maximum size of 1400 by 1050, a tolerance
limit of 200 produces warnings for those who have entered 1024 by
768 images.

Step 7: Section Words for Image Upload Screen
Each of the section of the salon will require some introductory words.
These normally remind the entrant of some aspect of the rules such
as all images must adhere to the Nature definition, etc. In this step,
you specify the appropriate wording to appear under each of the
section headings.
Clicking on the AMEND WORDS button will take you to the common
word amending facility (page (132). This page will show sample
wordings which can be copied and pasted.
Although you will have supplied a name for the section, you will need
to supply a short version of the section name (maximum 12
characters) for use in the web page screens.
If in the AWARDS-n.TXT file you indicated that the section had a subtype (such as (W) for Wildlife or (T) for Traditional), then you will need

to supply a short description / meaning for the sub-type. This will
appear in the web page above the selection column.

Step 8: Email Addresses
The first entry in this step is the Chairman's name and honours. This
data appears at the bottom of the confirmation email.
In order to facilitate subsequent data processing, the system offers
you the option to have different emails sent to different email
addresses. You can, therefore, either examine them in different mail
windows, download them to different POP3 areas or segregate them
by address.
Alternatively you can use the same address for more than one
purpose and segregate the emails based on the subject line.
a) Chairman - The only address which is visible to the entrant is the
Chairman's address. In order to avoid possible overloading or
spamming on that account, we would recommend that you do not use
the chairman's address for any of the other addresses.
b) Echo: Whenever an entrant completes the entry process, a
confirmation email is sent to the entrant confirming the entry. It
includes a thumbnail of all of the images entered and, if there are any
print entries, the labels to be attached to the back of the prints.
An echo of the email will also be sent as a BCC to this address. This
provides a confirmation to the organizers that the email was sent, and,
if there is a communication problems, a copy which can then be
forwarded to the entrant.
c) PayPal IPN OK: When PayPal does its processing and sends out
an IPN (Immediate Payment Notification) message to the on-line
system, the on-line system will attempt to process the payment
against the entrant's details. If the payment is acceptable, then a
confirmation email will be sent by the On-Line system to this address
confirming the payment details. Normally, there is no need to examine
these emails and they can be archived directly.
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d) PayPal IPN Not Processed: If the IPN could not be processed, an
email is sent to this address informing the organizers that there has
been a problem. There are many reasons why an IPN could not be
processed, such as overpayment, a group payment, incorrect
currency or a direct payment not made via the On-Line system. If this
happens, then an email is sent to this address. The reason 'Invalid
Receiver_Id' means that the system received a PayPal notification
which was not for a payment to your account.
This email address should be monitored frequently as it contains
details about money received which could not be allocated.
Note: if a payment is made for a group, the On-Line system cannot
process the payment as it does not know the specific terms applicable
to the group. To assist you in processing the payment, the On-Line
system maintains a group listing which is included in the downloads.
This shows you all of the entrants who have claimed to be part of the
group and enables you to edit the data more easily to mark the entry
as paid.

Step 9: Entry Page Details and Email Servers
In this step you will give a name to your php entry pages for the LIVE
and the TEST systems. They must be different names.
Normally no one is ever likely to type in the name since they will go
there via a link either from your web site or from the confirmation
email. However, we do recommend that you keep the name relatively
short (such as entry) since you may need to type the name in for
editing the data files and accessing the zipper program.
Note that there is no need and we would recommend against having
the year in the entry name. You can use the same name each year.
The only thing you will need to do between salons is clean down the
full website and start again with a blank empty website.
For both the LIVE and TEST, enter the name of the page (such as
entry or test) but do not add .php

In the subsequent line enter the name of the web space you will be
using for this activity. As mentioned before, do not use a templated
web site or a server site which manages your web site.
The path must specify a folder within your website, such as
www.greatsalon.com/salon
www.greatsalon.com/salont
and this folder should only be used for the on-line entry system. If you
are putting other pages on this web site (such as the page for PAY
LATER) we would recommend that you put them in a different folder
on your website. The test and the live must be in different web spaces.
The On-Line system sends many emails - to the entrant, to the
chairman, to report on IPN processing, sending out report cards etc.
The program has to use an email server for sending out the emails.
Most email servers impose a limit on the number of emails you can
send out per time period (such as 100 per hour). This is to reduce the
load on the server and discourage spamming.
In order to circumvent this problem, in the LIVE system, you are
required to specify the email server you will be using. There are
various built-in options (such as GMAIL,
ELASTICEMAIL,
SPARKPOST). You can also select to use the local host if you are on
your own server and not restricted. You also have the option to specify
an alternative such a SENDINBLUE. If you select the alternative
option you will need to supply the account name, password and SMTP
relay address. If you select GMAIL, you will need to enter your GMAIL
account and password. For ELASTICEMAIL, you will need to enter the
36 character API KEY which is shown in your ELASTICEMAIL Profile
once you have created your account. If you select SPARKPOST, you
will need to enter both your SPARKPOST registered email and the
API key obtained from your SPARKPOST account.
Alternatively, you can use another SMTP provider (perhaps one based
at your own website). If you select this option, you will need to provide
the full web address of the SMTP provider, the authorized
username/email address and password.
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On the basis of experience, we would recommend SENDINBLUE at the time of writing this manual, SENDINBLUE is cheap and
reliable and fast. We actively discourage you from using
ELASTICEMAIL or SPARKPOST as we have experienced
performance and reliability issues. The option is still included in
the system due to legacy usage.
To create a new SPARKPOST account, follow the instructions given in
the next section.
To use SENDINBLUE, you need to log on to SENDINBLUE and
create an account. We would recommend using the Pay-as-you-go
option as this does not incur a monthly charge and the per email
charge is cheap. We would also recommend purchasing your own ISP
address as this then circumvents problems with the address being
compromised by other users. You will also need to set up various SPF
and DNS records in your web space, the details for which are shown
on the SENDINBLUE site but you may need to contact your server
supplier. The exact details are server specific and beyond the scope
of this manual.
WARNING: If you sign up for an ELASTICEMAIL account, you
will be (or at least you were) allocated a number of free emails
as a welcome handshake. Make sure you buy some credits if you go LIVE without buying credits you can easily run out of
free credits or use more than 50 in a day, whereupon the
system will no longer be able to send out emails. This will be
reported to the entrant (and you) as an error!
WARNING: If you use a GMAIL account, you may find that the
first email gets through (for the INIT process) but no other
emails are processed. This is a protection on the part of
GMAIL to ensure that your account has not been hijacked or
being used incorrectly. You will need to log on to
mail.google.com and provide verification details. Once this has
been done, redo the INIT operation and the emails should be
processed.

With respect to the ports, leave this at 587 unless you incur a problem
with the email not connecting (you will be told by the system). If that
happens try port 25 or 465 or whatever other port number you are
advised to use by your website support.
Unlike the LIVE system, for the TEST system you can use the default
unspecified SMTP. This does not require any special set-up BUT it
may have restrictions on the number of emails per 60 minutes and/or
per 24 hours.
Some server hosts, such as Fasthosts, require that you only use their
SMTP processors for sending emails. They also require that a special
'-f' parameter be set behind the scenes. If you are using such a server
and specify the details using the OTHER option in Step 9, you can
request that the '-f' switch be used. This will then set the required
parameter in the background.
We strongly recommend that you use the default setting when you
start testing the system.
NOTE: ELASTICEMAIL has provided an acceptable service for bulk
emailing of salon invitations - just do not use it for the on-line system!
If your ISP allows you to send local emails (i.e. not using gmail,
elasticmail or sparkpost) then select LOCAL ON. With this ON, error
notifications are sent from the ISP directly which means they are less
likely to timeout.

CRITICAL WARNING
Do not use the same email account for any other purpose.
DO NOT USE it for sending out notification and reminder messages
DO NOT USE it for sending out blanket emails announcing the salon.
Blanket emails tend to have many dead or non-active or blocked email
addresses. If many of these are bounced back, your account may be
suspended and the on-line salon entry will no longer work !!!
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Creating a SPARKPOST Account

11) click on CREATE AND SEND

If you wish to use SPARKPOST for sending out your emails, you will
need to create a SPARKPOST account and obtain an API key. To do
this, follow these steps.

12) using a different window in your browser, log into your email
processor for postmaster@myweb.net

NOTE: As of version 11 of K-Salon, we no longer recommend
Sparkpost due to on-going connection and performance issues. We
have changed all of our salons to SENDINBLUE.
Please follow the ensuing action list. This will be incorporated into the
revised Manual at a later date. This revision of K-Salon includes the
changes needed to implement the sparkpost process and is already in
use by some of the K-Salon based exhibitions. In the following, I am
assuming your website is called www.myweb.net - please change as
required.
1) in your website, (if not already there), create two new email
addresses postmaster@myweb.net and spark@myweb.net
2) make sure you can access both of these new email addresses
3) in your web browser (Firefox, etc), type in www.sparkpost.com
4) click on TRY FOR FREE

13) you should find a 'verification' email from sparkpost. Open this
email and click on 'this link'. (This verifies that you are
authorised to send emails where the 'from' address ends with
@myweb.net)
14) you should now be taken back into the sparkpost web site
15) click on SEND WITH SMTP
16) >>>> CRITICAL <<<< You will now be shown your unique
access key. This key will NEVER be shown again so it is
ESSENTIAL that you copy it to a safe place. (Note - we have
not found the 'copy' command actually does anything). Select
the whole of the key, copy (Ctrl+C), then open some document
or notepad text file and paste it in. Save the file. (We
recommend doing this twice with a different filename just to be
on the safe side)
17) click on EXIT (you are now finished with sparkpost)
18) login to K-Salon

1. 5) as account name enter spark@myweb.net (note use your
proper spark@... email address)
5) create and remember a password
6) click on I AM NOT A ROBOT and do what it asks
7) agree to the terms (you can of course read them first if you feel
the need for a long sleep)

19) click on CREATE ON-LINE SYSTEM
20) in Step 8, check that all email addresses end with
@myweb.net (actually your web address!). If you need to
send from more than one web site address, you will need to
add this to your sparkpost account and verify it)
21) in Step 9 select 'Use SPARKPOST for LIVE emails'

8) click on SIGN UP

22) paste in the sparkpost key you saved earlier

9) enter your domain name but DO NOT INCLUDE the www. In
the example we would enter myweb.net

23) continue with the on-line system creation and BUILD your live
system

10) click on SEND
@myweb.net

24) upload the on-line files and do the INIT step as normal

VERIFICATION

email

to

postmaster

25) all done
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In Step 9 of the On-Line set-up, select SPARKPOST. In the API box,
enter the API key making sure that you enter the correct case for the
various letters.
NOTE You will also need to set-up an SPF1 record in your DNS space
in your web site. For full details, see the instructions on page (357)

Step 10: Fees and Charges
The K-Salon On-Line system offers you a comprehensive range of fee
charging options. These are described in detail in the data preparation
sheets of Appendix R on page (354) .
In this step you will only be presented with the fee boxes relevant to
your situation. For example, if there are only three sections in your
salon, then only three section boxes will be shown. If you have
selected AIRMAIL as an option, then the AIRMAIL fee box will be
shown.
The Early Bird options will only be shown if you elected to have an
Early Bird option in Step 3.
If you intend to offer a local country fee structure, then click on the
Local Country Fees Apply command. This will then reveal another
complete set of fee specification boxes. The local country fees can be
entirely different and can even be in a different currency.
NOTE If you have specified an ONLY.TXT file listing the permitted
countries, this overrides the local country facility and you cannot
specify a local set of fees. See Appendix X (374)

If you have a triptych section or sections, entering the triptych section
does not count towards the standard fee per section charge. Instead,
there is a separate a fee box for the charge for entering a triptych
section. This can be set to zero if you wish to offer the triptych as a
free section. However, if you are doing this, you will need to set a
minimum fee to prevent entrants gaining entry with no charge if they
only enter the triptych section.
The Spin Increment spinner at the top allows you to change how
quickly the values change in the fee boxes when using the spinner
controls.

Multiple Currency Options
The fee structure allows you to have different currencies for the world
and the local fees. However, in each, payment is only accepted via
PayPal in the stated currency. You are strongly advised, therefore,
against mentioning alternative currencies in your Rules. If your world
fee structure is in US Dollars, then do not mention alternatives such as
Euros and £ in your Rules - quote the price only in US Dollars.
You may wish to offer a local price in a currency other than those
listed - for example in Indian rupees for residents of India. If you wish
to do this, then set your local fee currency to US dollars and set the
fee structure to the equivalent value in US dollars. Then both in your
Rules and in Step 13 below, state that residents of xxx can either pay
the stated amount via PayPal or can pay the appropriate local
currency fee via cash or cheque to the address shown in the Rules.

Step 11: Passwords
You will need to select the countries regarded as local. This is done by
double clicking the country in the left hand pane. Double clicking a
country in the right hand pane removes the country from the local set.
The same set of countries are shown to the entrant when selecting
their country address. If the country they select is one of the local
countries, then the local fees will apply, otherwise the world fees will
be used.

When you undertake administrative functions in the On-Line Entry
system, you will need to supply a password. For the LIVE system the
passwords must be 8 characters and consist entirely of letters and
numbers. The TEST passwords can be 3 characters long.
To assist in having obscure passwords, the GENERATE command
will generate random passwords for the LIVE system. These can be
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overwritten if you want to change any of them. The SIMPLE SET
command generates a set of simple short passwords for the test
system.
Although you can write these down, the COPY command will create a
simple TXT document containing all of the passwords. You can select
the name and location of the file.
We would recommend that you use COPY, create the text file and
then print it out as you will need these passwords when running the
On-Line Entry system.
You can at any time generate new passwords, re-build the system and
upload the revised version. After doing an INIT on the rebuilt system,
the new passwords will become operational.
a) INIT This password is used whenever you upload a version of the
On-Line Entry system to your website. The init operation unloads
various additional files and creates the necessary sub-folders used by
the system.
b) TAG File Update While the salon is open (i.e. before the closing
date), you may need to amend, edit, unlock the TAG files which
contain the entrant's details. This password provides you with access
to the edit facility.
This password is also used for uploading the status details if you are
using the K-Salon status page option.
c) ZIP File Generator The entrant data is downloaded to your system
via zip files. This password is required to gain access to the On-Line
Zipper program
d) Report Card Emailer The K-Salon system can be used for emailing
out the report cards. This password is required to gain access to the
K-Salon emailer program
e) RAW File Request This password is required to gain access to the
RAW file request program. This program allows you to specify the
codes required for someone to download RAW files copies of images.

f) Soft Override When the closing date has been reached, the data
entry system is closed and no further entries can be made. By adding
?soft=password after the .php in the browser address bar, you can
create a new entry after closing. This entry cannot be amended nor
can payment be made but the process will create a full tag file which is
to be downloaded using the ZIP facility.
You can also use the same format and password to gain access to the
entry process if the salon has not yet opened (i.e. today is before the
official opening date as specified in Step 3.)

Step 12: PayPal Settings
The K-Salon On-Line Entry system is designed to integrate directly
with PayPal. When the entrant decides to pay, the system will send
the details to PayPal and the entrant will be presented with a PayPal
payment page. Within PayPal, you can set the controls to either a)
only send email messages back to the organizers for manual
processing or b) you can request that an IPN (Immediate Payment
Notification) message is sent to the K-Salon On-Line Entry system.
If you select the second option, then the On-Line system will, where
possible, process the payment and mark the entrant as paid . The
words where possible have been used because under some
circumstances (such as overpayment
or group payments) the
On-Line system does not have sufficient information to complete the
processing and you will be informed that it requires manual
processing.
If you select the second option, you will need to amend your merchant
details in PayPal and a) tick that you want IPN processing and b)
supply the address to be used by PayPal for sending the IPN
messages. The address will be the web path specified in Step 9 with
the name of the entry page with '.php'. OR the full web address of the
splitter.php program if you are using the SPLITTER options as
described in Chapter 26 (282) See Appendix O for further details page (346)
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For example, if in Step 9 you specified that your LIVE entry system is
called 'entry' and your LIVE web page where this page is located is
'http://www.greatsalon.com/salon' then in PayPal you will specify that
the IPN messages are to be sent to
http://www.greatsalon.com/salon/entry.php
If you use product codes in your PayPal accounting, you can specify
the relevant product codes. These can be different for LIVE and
TEST.
If you are using the splitter option and product codes, the split_list.txt
file produced by the system, will include both the lead letter and year
codes from Step 3 and the product codes from this step.
In order to prevent money being charged during testing and proving
stages, you have three levels of PayPal integration. The top level is
Genuine PayPal with money being charged and credited to your
account.
The second level uses the PayPal Sandbox facility. This is a special
facility within PayPal to allow transaction to be sent to PayPal without
money being credited or charged. The requirements for setting up and
working with the PayPal Sandbox facility are beyond to scope of this
manual. However the facility has been provided if you have
experience with PayPal Sandbox.
The third level is to use the K-Salon PayPal simulator. In this option
the On-Line system appears to be communicating with PayPal but
instead of sending the payment request to PayPal it goes to a K-Salon
PayPal simulator. This program then sends a simulated IPN back to
the On-Line system. This is then processed as if it had been
generated by PayPal. This option can be seen in use at the K-Salon
demonstration site (http://www.kenebec.com/salon)
When an entrant goes to PayPal, the PayPal page shows the
recipients name - i.e. why the payment is being made. You should
enter a reference in the Salon name field. In this instance, you should
put the year to help the entrant distinguish between different payments
in their PayPal account.

If the entrant cancels their PayPal payment process, PayPal will send
the browser to a cancel web page. Enter your web page URL where
you want the cancel action to go. This can be your main web site or
perhaps a special page reminding the entrant that payment is still due.
In a similar manner, when the PayPal process is completed, PayPal
will send the browser to a specified web page. Enter the web page
URL that you want PayPal to use when the process has completed.
This can be your main website or a special thank you page.
Although not a requirement, if you are using a managed web site, then
you should put these two post PayPal pages in your alternative
website in the PAGES folder mentioned above.
When Identifying your PayPal account, specify the MERCHANT ID
and NOT your email account. The MERCHANT ID is a unique PayPal
code which identifies your PayPal account and is found in the My
Details section of the PROFILE tab in your PayPal account.

Step 13: Miscellaneous Words
In this step you can change some of the standard wordings that
appear in the on-line pages and in the full confirmation email sent to
the entrant.
The AMEND WORDS command will take you to the special text
amendment screen mentioned above (132) All of the word boxes
have default values which you can access via the Amendment
Screen.
If you do not accept anything but PayPal, then you should remove all
of the words in the top left and top right boxes.
However, if you wish to offer an alternative currency not accepted by
PayPal, such as Indian rupees for 'local' (i.e. Indian residents), then
you can amend these two boxes to include something along the line:
Indian residents can either pay the stated amount using PayPal
or can send the appropriate fee in Indian rupees via cheque or
cash to the address shown in the Rules.
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The words in the box on the left in the 2nd row are shown when an
attempt is made to access the On-Line Entry system after the closing
time. In this regard access includes data entry, attempts to make
payments and attempts to edit the TAG files.

In Step 14, if you specify a link underneath the language box, the data
entry input screens will show the appropriate wording above as an
active link to your page. If the link box is blank in Step 14, then the
words and the link will not be included.

The words in the 2nd row box on the right appear at the bottom of the
full confirmation email just above the Chairman's name and just before
the display of the entered images.

Although it is easy to have the rules translated, there is also the
important aspect of the entry screens. If Google translate is not
available, then the entrant may not know what to put in the various
boxes. We recommend, therefore, that you upload your entry system,,
click on Google translate for the relevant language and then do a
screen print of each page and include these in your document.

If you allow prints to be returned, a box will be shown on the left in the
3rd row allowing you to change the wording which will appear in the
confirmation email if the entrant selects to have prints returned. The
normal process is to impose a flat fee but in some circumstances this
may not be appropriate and you may wish to specify an alternative
process.
If you allow prints to be returned, a box will be shown on the right in
the 3rd row in which you can put the address to which the prints are to
be sent. These words will appear in the Confirmation Email if the
entrant enters any prints. This box can be blank.

Step 14: Provide Link to Translation of Your Rules
In some countries, for political or technical reasons, Google translate
is not available. In some languages, the translation is incorrect and
can give exactly the wrong instructions. For example the restriction
against change 'except by cropping' has been translated into Chinese
as 'except by planting'!
You may, therefore, decide to have your rules explicitly translated into
an alternative language (such as Chinese). If you translate your rules
and instructions into Chinese, Arabic or Russian and save the
translation on your web site, then you can have a link inserted on the
data entry page pointing to your translation. The link states, in that
language, "Click Here to read the rules and instructions".

We would recommend that you produce your translation and screen
prints as a PDF document. Remember, however, that paper sizes vary
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around the world. To enable the document to be printed easily, use a
custom paper size which uses the minimum international dimensions
of 27.9 centimetres tall (American height) and 21 centimetres wide (A4
width). (Note: this manual is produced using these dimensions in
landscape format)

Step 15: Build PHP and Sample HTML
You have now arrived at the final step - building the php. You can
select to build either the TEST or the LIVE system. The process builds
two files - the basic process screen and a support file containing
additional data items.
The BUILD process can take a minute or so - there is a substantial
amount of coding to build your specific on-line system. The BUILD
process will save the data before undertaking the BUILD operation.
When the process is completed, you will be shown message 536
confirming completion of the build.
In your [WORK] space you will find a new folder called WEB. In that
folder there are two sub-folders HTML and PHP.
The HTML folder contains a preview of your on-line entry system in
simple HTML format. The files are named using the entry name you
specified followed by a digit suffix. Using the Windows Explorer, you
can double click on the first one and this will display your on-line
system. Parts of the html version have been prepopulated with sample
test data to show some of the facilities of the system such as the
SMALL image warning.
The html version is not interactive and is there merely to show what
the site will look like. You can click on the various commands to take
you to the ensuing pages or on the GOBACK command to take you
back to the first entry screen.
You should use this quick html view to check all aspects of your
system such as the questions being asked and the wordings you may
have changed.

DO NOT UPLOAD THE HTML FILES TO YOUR WEB SPACE - They
are in the HTML folder purely for you to preview what it will look like.

Uploading the System Files to the WEB Space
In the other folder [WORK] \ WEB \ PHP you will find the on-line entry
system files - one set for the TEST system and another set for the
LIVE system.
Both the .php and .bin files are to be uploaded to your web site to the
appropriate live or test folder.
If you are unsure about the process for uploading to your web site,
you may wish to consult Appendix S page (357).
We strongly recommend that to begin with you create the TEST
system with the email option set to DEFAULT and PayPal set to
SIMULATOR. In this setting, you can test out the basic functionality.
After you have completed your initial tests, then reset the email option
and test out the emailing. Then reset the PayPal settings. After these
tests have been completed, then do the same sequence with the LIVE
system.

Extending the Closing Date
Many salons decide as the closing date approaches to extend the
published closing date. In the K-Salon On-Line entry system, you are
permitted to rebuild the system with an extended closing date as long
as the closing date has not yet been reached and the salon already
marked as closed.
If the salon has not yet closed, then rebuild with the extended date
and upload the revised system and do the initialization run. The new
closing date will then take effect.
Contracting the closing date, although unusual, can be done by
merely specifying an earlier date and rebuilding, uploading and
initializing the system.
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Initializing the System

RESPONSE

MEANING

The final step in the process is initializing the On-Line Entry system.

Out of date ???_file.bin file

You uploaded a new php file but did not
upload the associated support file from
the [WORK] \ WEB \ PHP folder (or vice
versa)

Unexpected PHP pattern

You have uploaded an unexpected php
file to this web folder. The most likely
cause is that you have uploaded both
the test and the live systems to the
same web folder. They must be in
separate folders

Missing required folders

This is the expected message and
merely indicates that you need to do the
initialization action

INIT operation not
performed after upload

Although you have uploaded the two
files, you have not done an INIT
operation for the newly uploaded files

We strongly recommend that you set-up the TEST system first and
then do the LIVE system once the TEST system is working.
You have uploaded the two files (the php file and the supporting data
file) to your web space. Now go to your browser and enter the URL to
take you to your entry page. For example, this could be
www.greatsalon.com/test/tester.php

Just after the .php put a question mark followed by the four letters init.
www.greatsalon.com/test/tester.php?init
Because you have not yet done the INIT operation, you will see a
message looking like the one above. The actual reason given may be
different as shown in the ensuing table.
NOTE: If the message says "Missing required folders" this is not in
fact a problem - it merely indicates that you have not yet undertaken
the INIT operation.

RESPONSE

MEANING

Missing ???_file.bin file

You did not upload the correct bin file
from the[WORK] \ WEB \ PHP folder

This will take you to the initialization control screen. You will be
presented with a space for entering the Initialization password (as
specified in Step 11). You will then need to click on the indicated
symbol.
NOTE If you rebuild your system (perhaps because you have changed
some data items or words) you will need to re-upload both of the files
and do the initialization run again.
The initialization process will check the validity of the support data file
and then create the necessary sub-folders and internal control files.
You will then be shown a report indicating the status of the system.
Normally there should be no issues. However, if any of the items in
the REQUIRED column is in red and marked as failed, this could
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indicate a potential problem. Resolving these issues normally requires
altering values in the php.ini control file. If you are using UK2 as your
web site provider for the on-line system, then you will find relevant
instructions in Appendix S (page 357) However, if you are using a
different web space provider, you will need to contact their support
team to arrange to have the specified values changed in the php.ini
file.
The initialization process will attempt to check that you are not reusing a web space for a different salon or the same salon but for a
different year. You must use a fresh empty web space when you run a
different salon or the next cycle of the same salon.
The initialization process will also attempt to send emails to all of the
email addresses specified in Step 8 and an INIT email detailing the
controlling values processed during the INIT operation.
NOTE - if the system reports that it could not connect to the SMTP
server OR you do not receive the confirmation emails, you will need to
contact your web site support team or, if you are using
ELASTICEMAIL, the ELASTICEMAIL support team. The most likely
causes are a) an incorrect account or API key, b) if using GMAIL, a
block on sending until this action has been verified or c) if using
ELASTICEMAIL a slow connection and overload at ELASTICEMAIL.
The final step is to click on the LOCK SYSTEM command and then in
the next screen on the PROCESS command.
You are now ready to start using and testing your system. This
process is described in Running Your On-Line Entry System (149)
The initialization step will also install the On-Line php emailer used for
emailing report cards. Running this program is detailed on page

The Folders
In your web space, the initialization process will have created various
folders. Under normal operating circumstances you will not need to
access any of the folders or their contents - everything including

downloading the data, is done from your web browser or email
system.
The On-Line Entry system is effectively an integrated distributed
database. DO NOT edit, move, rename or delete any of the files in
any of the folders. The only exception to this is if you have
inadvertently uploaded the test php into the LIVE web space or vice
versa or uploaded any other php files into the LIVE or TEST web
space. If you have done this you will receive the message Unexpected
PHP pattern whereupon you must delete the files you have just
uploaded.
There are three folders which could be of relevance.
The email folder is where you will upload the report card email files
when you are ready to process the emails.
The zips folder contains a copy of all of the zip files used for
downloading the data. If you are missing a zip file, you will find a copy
in this folder.
The done folder contains the latest copy of all of the tag files, jpg files
and report files which have been zipped and downloaded.

Finished Testing - Now Go Live
Before you go live, you will have created a test system. You will have
made test entries and downloaded the test files and processed the tag
files, etc.
Now you are ready to go live. In order to do this, follow these steps.
1. Create a new empty work space folder for the LIVE system.
2. From the TEST work space copy out all of the AWARDS files,
the CONTROL.INI file, the TITLE_ADJUSTMENT file and any
CATEGORY files you may have created
3. Paste these into the new LIVE work space.
4. In the new space, edit the CONTROL.INI file. If it says
DEMO=YES change this to DEMO=NO.
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5. In the test workspace, in folder [WORK] \ WEB you will find
many files called AUTO-EXPORT_date.bin. These contain the
settings for your system. Copy the last one (i.e. the latest) and
paste it into the LIVE work space alongside the AWARDS files.
6. Start K-Salon and select the new LIVE work space. You will be
asked if this is the first time - click on yes.
7. When the system opens up, click on CREATE ON-LINE
SYSTEM
8. In the Step 1, click on IMPORT. This will start in the WEB
folder, go back up one folder to the new LIVE folder and click
on the AUTO-EXPORT file you copied. All of your last settings
will be imported.
9. Go back into CREATE ON-LINE SYSTEM and go through to
step 13 and click on BUILD LIVE
10. Upload the two files from the [LIVE WORK] \ WEB \ PHP folder
to your web live space.
11. Via the web, do the INIT operation and you are now live !
12. Create a new empty live data folder for the zip downloads, tag
files and image files.
13. From now on, remember to select the LIVE work space.
14. From now on, remember to download the ZIP files to the live
data folder and select it when doing TAG file processing.

Errors
Although we have included extensive checking, there is the possibility
that an unanticipated error condition can arise in the processing of the
entry. For example, if you run out of email credits, this will result in an
error when attempting to send out an email.
If the error is detected by the php programs, an error report will be
generated. This a) will be displayed to the entrant, b) will be logged as

an error report and downloaded with the next ZIP operation and c) will
be emailed (if possible) to the chairman and to Kenebec Media.
When the error report is unzipped, it will be placed in the standard
images folder along with the JPEG images and TAG files. When you
do your PROCESS TAG FILES operation, you will be informed if any
ERR_?? reports are found in this folder. You need to examine these
reports, take appropriate action and then remove the ERR_?? reports
to another folder.
The following is an example of an error report
User Reference: A14-291-489
Time (Local): 2013-11-10 09:00:20
Time (SST) : 2013-11-09 22:00:20
Error code : 6
Error Message : Efail: SMTP Connect() failed.
Step In : P
Process : 15
IP Address : 127.0.0.1
ENTRY REF : A14-291-489
USER EMAIL : q@q.q
WEB ADDRESS : /www.greatsalon.com/test/tester.php?g
SERVER : localhost
CODE POINT : 1
The ERROR CODE, STEP, PROCESS and CODE POINT are internal
to the PHP and are not of relevance to your resolution of the problem.
The important items from your point of view are the USER
REFERENCE, the ERROR MESSAGE and the USER EMAIL.
Under most circumstances, if the error report is produced, the entry
will have been completed -it may be just the confirmation email which
has failed. You can therefore check that the entry exists and is
complete and then contact the entrant.
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If they have not received their confirmation email, they may also not
have received the payment page. You can email them with the
following link:
http://web/entry.php?ref=reference
where web is your web site, entry is the name of your entry page and
reference is the user reference. For example:
http://www.greatsalon.com/test/tester.php?ref=A14-291-489
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9. RUNNING YOUR ON-LINE ENTRY SYSTEM
Design Objectives
The fundamental design principle behind the K-Salon On-Line Entry
system is that it does not require technical knowledge to build it or run
it. Furthermore, after doing the initial upload of the program files, the
operations do not require privileged access to the web site space everything is done via the browser.
Equally, though, this means that you must NOT go behind the scenes
and edit, move, alter, rename or otherwise change any of the files or
folders that the system uses. The only activity you should be
performing behind the scenes is uploading the two files produced by
the on-line creation process and uploading the email report card files.

Information Sent to Kenebec Media Ltd

















Your authentication code
Whether or not the INIT was successful or had a failure
The closing date of the salon
The number and titles of the sections
Your base web site
The web site entry (upload) address for the php
The time difference from UTC
The name of the Chairman
The chairman's email address
The maximum permitted image sizes
The value of the post_max_size parameter in the php.ini file
The value of the upload_max_filesize parameter in the php.ini
file
The location of the controlling php.ini file
The PayPal mode (live, loop, etc)
The data definition options selected

There are only two circumstances when information is sent to
Kenebec Media Ltd from your php program. The first, described
below, occurs when you do an INIT operation; the second occurs if a
problem is detected but this sometimes means that the email telling us
there is a problem cannot be sent!

As mentioned above, no other data or logging information is sent to
Kenebec Media Ltd and we never have access to your data or your
web space. There is NO back door or special access process.

No other information or passwords or entry details or logs are
sent to Kenebec Media Ltd.

In the following instructions, reference will frequently be made to the
web space and the entry program name. This is your web space and
the program name you assigned in Step 9. These will be referred to as
[WEB] for the web space and name for the program.

When you do the INIT operation described below, the php system will
send an email to you detailing various aspects of your initialization. A
copy of this email is also sent to Kenebec Media Ltd to verify that you
are using a legitimate authentication code and to provide information
on the usage of the various options in order that we can monitor
usage and determine future enhancements. The email also contains
information which we would require if you encounter a problem
running the code. The full details sent in the email are:
 The name of the salon
 The version of the K-Salon program
 Whether this is LIVE or TEST

Web Space and Names

For information on setting up and loading files to your web space, see
Appendix S on page (357)
For example if you have created the entry program with the name
tester in web space www.greatsalon.com/test then a reference in the
instructions to
[WEB] / name.php

would be, in your case

www.greatsalon.com/test/tester.php
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and
[WEB] / name_zip.php

would be, in your case

email to the entrant with an echo bcc copy going to you at the address
specified in Step 8.

Initialization

At the start of the entry process they will be assigned a unique
reference number. This is an 11 character item starting with the letter
you assigned in Step 2, the last two digits of the closing year for the
salon and a random number in the range 100000 to 999999. The
reference is broken down into three sections separated by hyphens or
underscores. For example A14-678-234. There is no significance
whatsoever to the random number element. The reference number is
only revealed to the entrant when they CONFIRM their entry.

Whenever you upload the PHP program and its support file, you
should do an initialization run. This ensures that all of the supporting
programs and folders are set correctly.

This reference number is used throughout the system to access the
data and the JPG files. If the entrant requests any changes, they must
quote the reference number.

In the browser address line type in

When the entrant confirms their entry, the TAG file and JPG images
are placed in a holding folder waiting to be downloaded to your main
computer via the ZIP process. A Payment log is also updated and
placed in the waiting folder. The details of the payment log are
described later in this section.

www.greatsalon.com/test/tester_zip.php
In the following, references to browser means Firefox, Internet
Explorer, Opera, etc - whatever program you use for accessing the
web.

[WEB] / name.php?init
You will then be presented with a screen asking for your password.
This is the Initialization password set in Step 11. Enter the password
and click on the indicated symbol. The program will now initialize the
system. At the end of the process, click on LOCK SYSTEM and then
on PROCESS.
That completes the initialization stage. You should receive emails
verifying the email addresses specified in Step 8 (136) You will also
receive an INIT email showing you the details from the INIT process.

Entrant Enters Data
The next activity is having the entrant enter their data. To do so, the
entrant is to be directed (via your web site link) to
[WEB] / name.php
When they complete the data entry process, the system will generate
copies of all of the uploaded images in JPG format and a TAG file
containing all of the data. The system will also send a confirmation

The entrant will also receive a Confirmation Email showing his
personal details, the fees due and a thumbnail of all of the images. An
echo BCC copy will also be sent to the address specified during the
set-up process.
If the entrant claims that they have not received their confirmation
email, you can have the system re-send the email. To do this, edit the
tag file using the procedure detailed below on page (157).
Alternatively, especially in the case of entrants using aol.com, you can
forward your bcc copy of the confirmation email.
We have found that certain email providers such as 'aol' and 'gmail'
have scanned the confirmation email looking for sensitive words such
as 'Poker' and 'Payment' and 'Drugs'. If these words are found, some
of the emails are then deleted without warning and the recipient does
not get their confirmation email. Although annoying for a digital
projection salon, this is critical for a print based salon since the entrant
would not get their labels.
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In order to counter this problem, K-Salon will always send two
confirmation emails - the full confirmation in html format with
attachments and thumbnails and a short plain text email. The plain
text email shows the entrant's name in the subject line and contains
the following as the body of the email. Obviously, the print section is
only included if the entrant entered a print section.
SHORT CONFIRMATION OF ENTRY

On-Line Web Log File
The on-line system maintains a log file of actions occurring in the web
space. This includes data entry, init operations and zip file actions.
Normally the log file is not required but can be of use when tracking
down an issue or problem.

You may already have received or may soon receive a full
confirmation of your entry showing the titles and thumbnails of
all of the images entered along with other details.

To obtain a copy of the log file, tick the Log File Request box when
doing a ZIP operation. The log file will then be included in the zip file
and will be placed in the standard data area along with the other files.
It will be called _A_?_LOG_FILE.txt The file has a header row
identifying the contents and meaning of the various columns. The file
is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly in a spread sheet
program.

However, we have found that some email providers "scan" all
incoming emails for "sensitive" words and try to protect you from
spam, fraudulent and offensive emails. If they find such words in
the email, the email may be deleted without notice - not placed
in the spam folder but just plain deleted without telling you or us.

You can also have the K-Salon program undertake an analysis of the
log file. This will produce two reports (PRE_WEEK_STATS.txt and
PRE_LOG_REPORT.txt). To produce these reports, click on DATA
ANALYSIS in the main screen and then on ON-LINE LOG FILE
STATISTICS. The reports will be in the REPORTS folder.

This email confirms that we have received your entry to the xxx
salon.'

If any of your titles contain any of these "sensitive" words, your
email provider may decide to "protect you" and delete the full
confirmation email (yes it has happened quite often!). That is
why, as a backup, we are also sending this plain text short
confirmation.
Your entry reference number is yyy
Your password is zzz
Please keep note of this number as you will need it if you wish to
amend your entry or perhaps "complete" your entry '- we cannot
be more explicit or this email may be deleted !
Because you have entered a print section, you will need our
special labels which you must attach to the back of your prints.
Although these labels have been included in the full confirmation
email as a PDF document, in case you do not get the full email,
you can download the PDF at www

On-Line Email Log File
The on-line system maintains a log file of all emails sent by the
system. This includes emails produced during the INIT operation, all
confirmation emails, all report cards and all bulk emails sent by the online system.
The log file shows the data and time of the emails, the email mode,
the number of attempts to send the email, the result of the request, the
email address and the subject line of the email.
The 'mode' records the type of email provider used as:
L = Local SMTP
S = Sparkpost account
M = Mandrill account
G = GMAIL account
E = Elasticmail account
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X = other SMTP provider
D = DEMO dummy email sending
Normally the log file is not required but can be of use when tracking
down an issue or problem.
To obtain a copy of the log file, tick the Log File Request box when
doing a ZIP operation. The log file will then be included in the zip file
and will be placed in the standard data area along with the other files.
It will be called _A_?_EMAIL_LOG.txt The file has a header row
identifying the contents and meaning of the various columns. The file
is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly in a spread sheet
program.

Downloading the Data in ZIP Files
The data is downloaded to your computer via zip type files. These files
are created automatically in a controlled manner when you run the zip
program. The choice of using zip or ksx is determined in Step 6 of the
on-line generation process. However, even if you use the faster ksx
format, it will still be referred to as zipping.
The zipping is done by entering the following in your browser address
line.
[WEB] / name_zip.php
Enter the zip password which you specified in Step 11 and click on the
indicated symbol. Do NOT click the symbol twice - do NOT do a
double click.
The program will then zip up the files found in the waiting folder and
then transfer them to the done folder. If the total file size exceeds the
maximum zip file size specified in Step 6, the program will close the
zip file and return with a message indicating that more zipping is
needed.
There is a processing time limit imposed on the run time for php files
(usually 30 seconds) and hence the program monitors its time usage
against this target. When it reaches the time limit set in Step 6 (default

23) seconds it will close the current zip file and return to the main
screen. If there are any files still left to be zipped, you will be informed
and you can then initiate another run immediately.
Each zip file is assigned an incremental unique number which appears
in the name of the zip file followed by the date and time of the zip
operation. When the program completes a zip file, the response will
display a DOWNLOAD button. This is a link to the zip file to enable
you to download the zip directly. You can obtain a list of all of the links
directly by clicking on the appropriate tick box in the zip web page. If
the server blocks the reply, you will need to obtain the links via the
'List all Zips' option on the first page of the zip screen ob the web.
You need to download the files rather than open them. Under
Windows, these are nearly always saved to the DOWNLOADS folder
in the My Documents area. You then need to move or copy the full zip
file to the ZIPS folder that you set up during system start-up. You will
then be in a position to run K-Salon to unzip all of the files
The ZIPS folder is an archive of all of the data in the order in which it
was entered. As an additional archive, the web space will also have
retained a copy of all of the zip files in folder [WEB] / zips / . We
caution against accessing the zip files directly from the folder but the
data is there in the event of some catastrophe in your main computer.
When the salon has passed the closing date, you need to attempt to
enter the salon (you will be blocked) and then you need to do a final
zip operation. This sequence of actions creates a special marker flag
which will be sent via the zip file and the K-Salon system will then
know that the On-Line system has closed.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The K-Salon On-Line entry system is an
integrated system acting as a distributed database. Please
ensure that you follow the prescribed procedures and do not
take other 'shortcuts' For example, DO NOT USE FileZilla or
other FTP processes for downloading the images and tag files.
The K-Salon suite expects data to be in specific places and
accessed in a specific pattern. There are also significant
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checks involved to ensure that the correct data is present and
downloaded in the correct order. If you take alternative routes,
these checks may fail to detect missing or altered items or they
may report items as missing because they have not been
received correctly or data may be lost or overwritten.

You can access the names and links to all of the zip files via the
standard zip file processor. To do this:
1. In your web space, run [WEB] / name_zip.php (as detailed
above)
2. Tick the box to request a list of zips

How Many Files are Waiting to be Zipped?

3. Enter the password and click on the relevant symbol.

If you want to know how many files are waiting to be zipped, in the first
web page of the zip process, tick the LIST ZIPS tick box. The reply
screen will tell you how many files are waiting to be zipped.

4. In the next screen select the number of zips to display and
click on LIST ZIPS. The list shows the lists in reverse order
(latest at the top).

My KSX or ZIP File is Corrupt
When K-Salon unloads the zip or ksx files, it checks to ensure that the
file was closed properly and is not corrupt. If a zip file is corrupt, you
will need to use something like Winzip to recover the data.
If K-Salon reports that a ksx file is corrupt, this means that either the
file was not closed properly when being made (PHP program was
timeout and aborted) or that the download failed. To check this , look
in the STRUCTURE.TXT file in the UNLOAD folder in the Image
Folder. If the file indicates that the KSX file was incomplete, then
download the ksx file again and re-try. If it still reports incomplete, then
delete the KSX file.
The system has been designed so that if a ksx or zip file does not
complete, then the missing data will be in a subsequent zip file.

My ZIP File is Missing
Although we cannot envisage a situation in which a zip file goes
missing, the following pattern of actions can be followed if such a
situation were to occur.
A zip file can be missing if the on-line server terminates the PHP zip
program while it is doing a zip operation.

5. In the reply back from the system, click on the relevant zip file
to download it again. (You can do more than one in the same
run)
If a zip file is missing from the list, this means that the zip process
terminated before the zip file was closed. Data has not been lost - the
data is only marked as zipped if the zip file closes successfully. So if a
zip file is terminated by the system, the files in that zip file will be
zipped into the next zip file.

Unzipping the ZIP Files
You will have created a special folder (the ZIPS folder) in your
computer space or portable drive for holding all of the incoming zip
files.
You MUST ensure that you copy / move all of the zip files to this ZIPS
folder. To assist you in this operation, when you first build the On-Line
Entry system, a check list report will be produced called
ZIP_LOG.RTF and you will find it in folder [WORK] \ REPORTS. We
recommend that you print this out and fill in the chart as each action is
undertaken. NOTE: this action log has been included as a result of
experience where one zip file was not unzipped.
In K-salon in the PROCESS TAG FILES screen you will see the
UNLOAD ZIP FILES command. Click on that command and in the
next screen select and navigate to the folder you have set up for
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holding all of the zip files. The screen will now list all of the zip files in
the folder in reverse order (latest at the top). Double click on the
earliest one which has not yet been unloaded and then click on
PROCESS - this will unload that zip file and all subsequent ones in
order and place all of the contents in the Image Folder.
If a zip file is missing, you will be informed. Check that this is
legitimate (i.e. the zip processed terminated prematurely and the file is
not shown the list of zip files on the web). If this is valid than proceed
with the download. If the zip file has not been downloaded, or moved
the ZIPS folder, then exit from the screen, download the missing zip
files, copy/move them to the ZIPS folder and repeat the UNLOAD ZIP
FILES command.
The ordering of the unload is critical which is why it is done by
K-Salon. When a payment is received by the system, the tag file is
updated and a revised copy placed in the waiting folder ready for
zipping. When an entrant, or you, amend the tag file, again a revised
copy is placed in the waiting folder. These revised copies may be
zipped in a later zip file and must overwrite any previous copies
already downloaded. That will only happen if you unzip in strict
sequential order.
Included in each zip file is a zip file log which shows the zip number
and all of the files included in the zip. This is a system log and
includes the details for all previous zip files. When you do the next
step (processing the tag files) the K-Salon program checks that every
file which should have been downloaded into the [DATA] area is
present. This is a check against a zip file being omitted or not
unzipped.
The frequency for running the zip program is entirely up to you but we
would recommend that it is run frequently. The status report will only
be up-to-date if the data is downloaded.
NOTE: the On-Line system explicitly does not produce a status report
because at that stage the data has not yet actually reached the salon.
It is only after it is zipped, downloaded and unzipped that the status
report can state that the data has been received.

Group Payments and Discounts
If you receive and are willing to accept a request for a group payment
or a group discount, then follow the ensuing pattern.
a) allocate a group code starting with the two letter code you specified
in Step 5 (133) of the On-Line specification process followed by 4
characters or digits. Keep track of the codes assigned and who has
requested them. When you created the on-line system, the program
will have created a PRE_GROUP_CODES report. You should print
out this report for keeping track of the group codes and the payments.
(The full Group code is a maximum of 6 characters long including the
two lead letters).
b) reply back to the person who requested the group facility using the
following words or your variation of them:
Thank you for your request for a group entry. We have
allocated group code ?????? for your group.
To be included in the group, every member of the group must
enter this Group Code in the on-line entry system. If they have
already entered without the code, then they need to use the
RE-ENTER option using their reference number (and
password). In the first page, they need to enter the Group
Code and then complete the entry process.
In the 'payment' page, click on ALREADY PAID.
When all members of your group have entered and you then
know how much is to be paid, please click on the PAY NOW
link in one of the confirmation emails or type
[WEB] / name.php?ref=y in your browser where 'y' is one of
the reference numbers of one of the entrants in the group. In
the payment screen, click on SPECIAL PAY. This will take you
to PayPal. Type in the amount you are paying for the group
and complete the PayPal process.
Upon receipt of the payment, we will check the details and
then mark the members of the group as PAID.
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NOTE: in the above, replace [WEB] / name with your web page and
the name of your entry system.
c) the PayPal IPN will be received by K-Salon and will be detected as
being a group payment. It will be emailed to you as organizer marked
as a group payment
d) in the folder containing all of the images and tag files, you will find a
file with the name _A_?_GROUP_xxxxxx.TXT where ? is the letter for
your salon and xxxxxx is the group code you assigned. This file
contains all of the members of the group. For each member it will
show, the number of images and sections that they entered and the
full fees which would be payable. Check the amount paid against the
expected amount.
e) if the payment is acceptable, in the main screen, do TAG FILE
PROCESS selecting ONLY CHECK NEW FILES
f) in the EDIT/VIEW TAG FILE screen, select SORT/SEEK BY
GROUP. The display will now list only entrants who are members of a
group and the list is in group code order.

AWARDS files. Then create the On-Line entry system and upload that
to the web space and complete all your testing. Then make sure you
build the LIVE version and upload it.
Now copy the complete [WORK] folder and paste it into the drive for
the second computer. In the second computer create a folder to
contain all of the TAG files and images as you did on the main
computer
Thereafter, whenever you download a zip file, let the other person
know. They will then download the zip into their folder. They will then
operate separately as if they were the prime machine.
This duplicate operation works because, as detailed below, edits to
the TAG files are done via the web and all edits will then be picked up
and sent to both computers at the next zip.
Once the On-Line Entry system has closed, then you must not work
on two or more computers.

Processing the Tag Files.

g) You can now click on each member of the group and do a
CTRL+left click in the EDIT box. You can now edit the Tag File and
change T90 to PAID.

The next step is to process the tag files. This is done in K-Salon using
the PROCESS TAG FILE option. The full facilities of this screen are
described in detail on page (74)

h) repeat for all other members of the group.

Unless you actually want to undertake a full re-check, you should
always select the CHECK ONLY NEW FILES option as this only
validates files which have been changed since the last TAG file
process.

NOTE: If you have selected to allow an 'extension' to the closing date
for group payments, the group organizer will be able to make
payments up to the extended date.

Processing On More Than One Computer
In some larger salons, it is quite common for two people to be
undertaking different aspects of the salon operation and to be using
two different computers. The design of the K-Salon On-Line Entry
system is such that concurrent processing can be achieved.
You will need to install and activate a copy of K-Salon on both
machines. On the first machine, define the CONTROL.INI and

The main effect of this process is to validate both the TAG files and
the JPG images. It performs extensive data validation and also looks
at the images to ensure that they will project properly.
The process will also produce the Salon Status. This can be uploaded
directly to your web page without the need for editing as explained in
the section mentioned above.
If you leave K-Salon and then return at a later time and want to access
the TAG file facilities, you will need to perform the TAG file process.
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This ensures that the internal database files are an accurate reflection
of the state of the TAG files and JPG images.

Uploading the Status Details
If you are using your own status page, then you will need to use the
PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt file and amend your own web pages.
However, if you are using the in-built on-line status page facility then
after doing the TAG FILE PROCESS activity
In the browser's address line enter
[WEB] / status.php?set
in the next page attach/upload the PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt
file. This file is located in the [WORK] \ STATUS folder
enter the password used for tag file editing
click on the indicated symbol
The status page will now be ready for general viewing using the new
status information. You can include a link to the page in your main
web site as
[WEB] / status.php

View / Edit the TAG Files
There are many reasons why you may need or just wish to examine
the data. For example, you may wish to check that the titles in the
Nature section are acceptable; you may wish to ascertain and contact
those who have not yet paid; you may be asked if you can correct a
minor data error.
After doing the PROCESS TAG FILES operation, you can select the
EDIT / VIEW command. This screen provides a range of options for
selecting, viewing and editing the TAG files and for sending an email
to the entrant.

The main display box is an active key box. By this we mean that if you
have selected SORT BY NAME, then you can begin typing the
persons surname and the program will locate and position the selector
bar on the relevant record. Equally if you select sort by GROUP and
begin typing in the group code, it will locate the group members.
In the second option box, you can restrict the display to show only
those tag files which meet certain criteria, such as not marked as paid,
corrupt, not ticked with X.
The latter option has been provided to assist those organizers who
wish to undertake an initial examination of the entry, perhaps to check
for title errors or invalid images. When you have viewed the tag file, by
double clicking on the entry, you can mark the record as either
QUERY or X Tick The QUERY option allows you to see that you have
already examined the TAG file and are waiting on some additional
item such as the response to a query. The X Tick option means that
you have examined the entry and there are no outstanding issues.
This means at some later time you can exclude those entries already
examined and X Ticked. If the TAG files is amended, the tick field is
automatically reset to not ticked. You can also add your own notes.
They will only appear when viewing the tag file details and are NOT
stored in the TAG file.
When viewing the tag files, you can view all the fields or just the entry
name and the titles.
If you do a single click on the record in the main box, you will notice
that the email and edit boxes show XXX. If put the mouse in the XXX
box for emails and the Left click the mouse while holding down
CONTROL, then the program will create a blank email message for
you with the entrant's email address and name already entered. You
can then add whatever message you want and send the email. NOTE:
depending upon your email system, it is likely that the email will be
placed in your OUTBOX waiting for you to do a send and receive.
If you put the mouse in the XXX EDIT box and then left click the
mouse while holding down the Control key, you will be able to edit the
TAG file.
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Extracting Tag Data to a Spreadsheet

Editing the TAG File

After you have done the PROCESS TAG FILES you will have access
to the TAG FILE EXTRACT facility. This option enables you to extract
data from all of the entrants in a format suitable for uploading to a
spreadsheet program such as EXCEL.

Because the system is in effect a distributed database with parts of
the data on the web and parts in your computer, it is essential and
critical that you follow the designated method for editing the TAG file.

The process allows you to select which tags are included in the
extract. You can either select the individual tags by double clicking on
the left hand pane or use one of the pre-set buttons. You can add to
the extract set (double clicking in the left hand pane) or remove a tag
(double clicking in the right hand pane).
If you have determined a particular set that you use frequently, you
can click on SAVE. At a later time or session, clicking on LOAD will reset the right hand pane to show only those tags you had in your saved
set.
The EXTRACT command will extract the relevant data from ALL tag
files (excluding those marked as DELETED). You will be required to
assign a name to this extract. By default the results will be placed in
the folder [WORK] \ EXTRACT
The JUST NEW command will extract a preset list of tag file items for
all those tag files which have not previously been extracted under
JUST NEW. The purpose of this extract is to provide a convenient way
of examining only the most recently received data. If a tag file is
amended and a new version downloaded via the ZIP process, the tag
file will again be included in the JUST NEW set. The output from the
JUST NEW command is placed in folder [WORK] \ EXTRACT with a
name which includes the date and time. This then forms an archive of
the tag file data as received.
For both types of extract, the output is a tab delimited text file. The first
line is always a header line identifying the tag number and meaning.
For multi-component tags (such as the payment field), the data will be
split into separate columns for ease of analysis.
These files can be dragged and dropped into a spreadsheet.

DO NOT edit the tag files directly via NOTEPAD or other editor.
As mentioned in the previous section, to edit a TAG file, select the
appropriate person/tag file in the VIEW screen and then put the
mouse in the XXX box and left click while holding down the Control
key.
If the On-Line system is still open, your edit request will be passed to
the web and you will be presented with a web page with the reference
already filled in. Enter the password you created in Step 11 and you
can then edit the tag file.
Note that you can also do an edit directly in the web if you know the
reference. To do this in your browser's address line enter
[WEB] / name.php?tag
In the on-line edit, make your changes and then click on PROCESS.
The amended tag file will be downloaded with the next zip. Note that
your local copy will be out-of-date until you zip and then unzip the
amended data.
At the bottom of the on-line edit page you will find an option to re-send
a confirmation email to the entrant. If you have made any changes,
these will be used in the email sent to the entrant.
If the salon has closed and you have done the final post close zip,
then the edit request will be processed locally and you will be
presented with a K-Salon edit screen. Any changes made in this mode
are effective immediately.
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TAGS T80, T81, T90, T94, T96, T97
Although you may be asked or wish to alter some of the other tags to
correct a spelling or typing error, the most likely tags you will need to
amend are the following.

TAG MEANING

VALUES

T90

PAID=fully paid

status of the entry

PARTIAL=partially paid
NOT PAID=no payment received

If you selected record LOCKING in Step 4 and the entrant asks for a
change, then you will either a) do the edit your self as shown above or
b) edit the file and just remove the word LOCKED from tag T94 - the
entrant can then re-enter and make their changes.

DECLINED=entry has been DECLINED for
some reason such as cheating
BANNED=entrant has been placed on the
BANNED list

If a record needs to be deleted (perhaps a duplicate or a banned
entrant) then edit the tag file yourself and set T90 to DELETED.
Although you will still be able to edit the record, the TAG file will be
disabled.

DELETED=this entry is to be ignored
anything else = treated as paid
For details see page (78)

TAG MEANING

VALUES

T80

exclude a
member from
awards and HM

Y=exclude

member of
sponsoring club

Y=member

currency code

anything else including blank means not a
member

early bird fee due

T81

can affect
receiving awards

anything else including blank means no
effect

T94

access control

This is the user's password (case
sensitive)

T96

Group reference

either genuine group reference or blank

T97

Payment details

broken down into 4 fields separated by :

full fee due
amount actually paid
NOTE even if you do not have an early
bird option, the early bird field will and
must be there

Asking for a Raw File
Requesting the entrant to supply a raw file is a simple process. Firstly
you will need to identify both the image (by title) and the entrant's
reference number. These are then recorded in the RAW REQUEST
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LOG - a document produced when you built the On-Line system. In
this log, you will find that each line starts with a 4 character unique
code. This code is used for identifying the image when it comes back
to you.
The next step is to go onto the web and run program
To do this in your browser's address line enter
[WEB] / name_raw.php?set
In the screen, enter the password you specified in Step 11, the
entrant's reference number and the four character code. The system
will check that the reference number actually exists and that the code
has not been used.
You then send an email to the entrant asking them to supply the
camera raw file for image with title xxx. In the email you will specify
the reference number and the code that the entrant is to use and ask
them to go to
[WEB] / name_raw.php
enter the details and attach/upload the file.
When they have done so, the system will place the large uploaded file
in the folder ready for downloading with the next zip operation. It will
also send an email to the chairman's address indicating that the raw
file process has been done.
The file will be named as RAW_reference_code_(x).bin where the x is
the original extension (type) of the file and y is 'bin' to prevent a
security breach. You will need to rename the file using the (x)
extension before attempting to open it.
Each code can only be used once and when the upload has been
done by the entrant, they cannot then use the same code for another
upload.
A copy will also be placed in the [WEB] / raw folder

Monitoring the Payments
Along with its automated processing, K-Salon includes a variety of
methods for monitoring PayPal payments. When an IPN (Instant
Payment Notification) is received from PayPal it is logged in the
_A_IPN_LOG.TXT file. A copy of this file will be automatically included
with the next ZIP operation. This log includes both successful and
unsuccessful and non-processing IPN's. This file will show the IPN
transaction number and type. If the IPN includes the custom field
which K-Salon sends to PayPal, then the log will be able to show the
reference number of the entrant. This file is a tab delimited text file
which can be opened and sorted in a spreadsheet. The file also
includes the RECEIVER_ID - i.e. the account which received the
payment i.e. your account.
The ZIP file will also contain a copy of the _A_PAY_LOG.TXT file.
This file contains details of all charges made and payments
processed. This file is a tab delimited text file which can be opened
and sorted in a spreadsheet. This file can be sorted by reference
number to bring together all payment items referring to the same
entrant.
If the entrant claims to be a member of a GROUP, the
_A_?_GROUP_xxx.TXT file will show the members of the group and
the amounts owing for each member where ? is the salon letter and
xxx is the group code assigned by the salon chairman. The amounts
owing do not take into account any group discounts. If the entrant
amends their entry, a new line will be added to the GROUP report.
If the entrant claims to be a member of the club sponsoring the salon,
the _A_?_MEMBER.TXT file will show the members with their
membership number and the amounts owing for each member. The
amounts owing do not take into account any membership discounts. If
the entrant amends their entry, a new line will be added to the
MEMBER report. If members are entitled to free entry, then you can
edit the tag file via K-Salon and set T90 to PAID.
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At an aggregate full analysis level, in the TAG FILE EXTRACT
process, you can request an extract from all of the TAG files with the
extract including only those fields pertaining to payments.

suspense until the next salon or make an exception and allow their
entry. If you choose to allow their entry, it will be necessary to have
bar code labels and a full TAG file.

At an individual level, in the VIEW / EDIT TAG FILES process, you
can request a list of all those whose status in T90 is not shown as
PAID. This list includes all PARTIAL, all NOT PAID, all DECLINED, all
BANNED and all DELETED - in fact everything other than PAID. You
can then click on each to view the specific details for that entrant.

K-Salon provides an option for a soft close . By this we mean that
although the system has closed, it is possible to make a new entry. to
do this, after the .php in the address bar enter ?soft=xxxxxxxx where
xxxxxxxx is the soft password as specified during on-line system
creation in Step 11. You will be allowed to create a new entry, You will
not have jpeg copies of the images and should attach the special
notad.jpg image located in the [WORK] \ WEB folder. You will then
need to run the ZIP process and PROCESS TAG files as normal.

When the Salon Closes
Your salon will close at midnight on the International Date Line
(American Samoan time). This location has been built into the system
to ensure that no one anywhere in the world can claim that the salon
had closed but they were still on that date.
When the salon has closed, it is not possible to make new entries,
amend entries or make payments or process IPN payments. To check
that it is closed, you should attempt to enter using the normal entry
process. Apart from checking that the system has in fact closed, this
action creates a special flag file which is then sent to the main K-Salon
system with the next zip.
Having been blocked from entering the salon, because it is
closed, you must now do a final set of zips. Continue doing zip
files until the zipper reports that there are no more files to
download.
Unzip all of these files into the standard location. This action will
download the special marker file and the K-Salon system will then
know that the On-Line system is closed. All subsequent tag file edits
will then be done on local copies.

Overriding Salon Closure
If you have a print section, it is possible (and has happened) that an
entrant sends prints with money outside of the system (i.e. without
doing an on-line entry). You may decide to reject their entry, hold it in

Having created the entry, you will receive the confirmation email and
can print off the bar code labels and attach them to the back of the
prints.
When the prints are wanded in, the screen will provide you with the
option to provide a scan of the image or just leave the image as (NO
PRINT ATTACHED).
You may decide that people who have not entered on-line can gain
acceptances but should not be allowed to receive awards or HM's. If
you decide to impose this restriction, then edit the tag file and set T80
to YES.
NOTE: The soft option does NOT allow you to re-enter or amend an
entry. - it only allows you to create a new entry.

Emailing The Report Cards
Once you have completed all the judging and award determination in
all sections, you can send out the report cards.
The first step is to create the report cards as described on page (235)
selecting Option 1. This will have produced three files either in
[WORK] \ EMAIL \ LIVE or in [WORK] \ EMAIL \ TEST. These files
are named report_data.bin, report_key.txt and report_list.txt
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NOTE: If you are running in circuit mode, the file names will be prepended with the salon letter.
The report_data.bin file contains all of the report cards in GDX format
ready for processing. DO NOT AMEND this file. The report_key.txt
file contains the key required for uploading the data file via the
emailer. The report_list.txt file contains a numbered list of all of the
email recipients in alphabetic order along with their email addresses.
This file can be used (via NOTEPAD) to locate the number of the
email going to a specific person. However, DO NOT AMEND this file.
You need to use the upload facility of the emailer to upload the
report_data.bin. You only need to upload the file once (or again if you
change the details or reports).
Upload Facility
1) Go to your web browser and in the address bar enter
[WEB] / name_mailer.php
where name is the name of your entry system.
2) In the PASSWORD box, enter the emailing password you
defined in Step 11 of the On-Line generation process.
3) In the A box enter the raw password you defined in Step 11 of
the On-Line generation process.
4) In the B box, enter the 11 digit key found in the
report_key.txt file (this may still be in the clipboard)
5) For the C box, navigate to and select the report_data.bin file
6) Click on the symbol indicated in the screen.
Do NOT Use FTP
The internal systems perform critical checks and file renaming
which means that you must upload the file ONLY through the
method detailed above.
After Uploading and for sending reports

After the file has been uploaded, go to your web browser and in the
address bar enter
[WEB] / name_mailer.php
where name is the name of your entry system.
You will be presented with a screen asking for the emailing password
you defined in Step 11. If this is part of a circuit, you will need to enter
the salon identifying letter.
NOTE If you have subsequently uploaded a BULK EMAIL set (see
Chapter 29), then you will need to select REPORT in the drop down
box.
Enter the relevant emailing password and click on the specified
symbol.
You will then be presented with a message indicating the type and
date of the email data. This is a check against running the wrong data
(such as TEST data or an older version of the data).
The display will also show you the number of emails to be sent, the
number already sent and the number waiting to be sent. The screen
then has two input boxes one for the starting point and the other for
the number of emails to be sent in this run.
When you are doing a genuine LIVE run, to begin with, the system will
default to starting at 1 with 1 email being sent. This email will be a
genuine report card BUT the email will be directed back to the
organizers contact email address. This enables you to check that the
email layout, etc is acceptable before sending out the remaining
emails. Once you have received the email back, you can proceed to
send the other emails. Starting at 2 will send the same email out but
this time directed to the entrant.
Normally you would just accept what is shown and click on
PROCESS. The program keeps track of the number sent and will
automatically set the starting point to the first email not yet sent. The
number to be sent defaults to 99.
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If you selected Option 1, the report card emails will NOT be echoed
back to the salon. The reason for this is that doing a block of emails to
the same address (such as the echo back address) is seen by the
email monitoring systems in the web as a denial of service attack and
the web site may become blacklisted.
As mentioned in the section describing the email options, the system
will either a) create a unique html file for each entrant and send a
simple text email containing a link to the html or b) send the full html
email to the entrant. Whereas the latter option can appear to be
cleaner, we have found from experience that many email systems
block html based emails and the entrant does not receive their report
card. This then requires the chairman to spend time forwarding the
copy.
NOTE: If you are doing a TRIAL run of the LIVE data, make sure that
you load this into the LIVE web system and not the test system. The
TRIAL process sends out a maximum of four emails to addresses you
specify (rather than the genuine ones) so that you can monitor that the
process is working.
If you have a request to resend a report card then you can find the
person's name and email number in the report_list.txt file. You can
then go the web browser, start the emailer and enter that number as
the start number with a run size of 1. It will then send just that email.

Word of Warning and Caution
Many monitoring systems are over vigilant in their attempts to stop
spamming. They operate different assessment criteria and produce
different results. Some blacklist the IP address, some blacklist the
sender. Apart from the problem of determining if your process has
been blacklisted or by whom or to what effect, it can be difficult to lift a
blacklist as it is often automatically propagated between monitoring
systems.
As a consequence, you may wish to restrict your sending pattern to
doing no more than 99 emails per hour or perhaps 249 emails per
day. These are both trigger limits we have encountered.

Email Timer
NOTE: If your web space server is running under Windows, then you
will have a maximum of 30 seconds elapsed time and the program will
stop after 20 seconds. It will indicate if there are any more emails to
be sent and allow you to do the next batch.
HOWEVER, if you are running under a LINUX system, you have
longer as LINUX monitors the processing time and not the elapsed
time. If you KNOW you are running under LINUX (UK2 sites run under
LINUX), then you can tick the Use Longer Run Time box and the
program will attempt to run for 1 minute elapsed time.
If you have ticked the Use Longer Run Time box and the program
does not return to you after 1 minute, then the internal processing time
exceeded the time limit. DO NOT tick the box again. The program will
have kept track of the number of emails sent and you can safely go
back in and start again using the values shown on the screen. The
email which was being sent when the program stopped may perhaps
be sent again depending upon the stage it was at when the program
was terminated.

PHP Summary
The following is a summary of the php and html files produced by the
system, their uses and calling patterns. The designation name is the
name you have assigned to your entry system in Step 9 and [WEB]
refers to your web space address as you specified in Step 9.
[WEB] / name.php
standard data entry screen used by the entrants
general access
re-entry may require user password or TAG file unlocking
this is the link you put on your web site for data entry
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[WEB] / name.php?init

email controller

initialization of the system

administrator access

administrator access

requires emailer password

requires initialization password
[WEB] / name.php?tag

[WEB] / name_raw.php
standard entrant access to the raw file upload process

access to edit a TAG file

general access

administrator access

requires reference number and unique code

requires tag file edit password

this is the link you put in your email to the entrant

[WEB] / name.php?ref

[WEB] / name_raw.php?set

access to the payment screen

set raw image request

general access

administrator access

requires reference number

requires raw file password

[WEB] / name.php?ref=reference number

[WEB] / name_zip.php

direct access to the payment screen for this reference

initiate zip file transfer

general access

administrator access

appears as the link in the confirmation email

requires zip process password

[WEB] / name_ctc.php

[WEB] / status.php

contact form

shows the status of the entries

accessed indirectly from the starter page

general access for the public (link appears in the confirmation
email)

sends email with contact details and query
[WEB] / name_ctc.php?ref=reference number

is also used for uploading the status details using the tag file
amendment password

contact form with user reference
accessed indirectly from within the entry pages
sends email with contact details and query
[WEB] / name_mailer.php

SYSTEM PHP & HTML FILES
The following PHP and HTML files are present in the web space but
are only used by the other php processing programs
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[WEB] / name_locker.php
applies access lock to the name.php file
no direct access
this page is referenced from within name.php during the
initialization phase
[WEB] / name_paypal.php
PayPal simulator used for testing purposes
no direct access
this page is referenced from within name.php if you are doing
closed loop simulated PayPal testing
[WEB] / .htaccess
This is a background controlling file which is used for trapping
sever errors.
[WEB] / badchar.html
If the filenames contain certain specific sensitive characters,
such as apostrophe, the server may reject the page with
an error code. If this is one of the error codes being
trapped by the .htaccess file, then this page will be
displayed explaining the probable cause of the problem
and what the entrant should do.
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10. RUNNING A PRINT BASED SALON
Using the K-Salon On-Line Entry System

A14-678-430+11

The details and instructions presented in this section only apply if you
are using the K-Salon On-Line Entry system. If you are using a
different on-line entry system, then the prints will be processed as if
they were standard projected digital images.

Fantastic Sample Salon

Print Salons Have Special Issues

myemail@emailsrus.com

When running a print based salon, there are various problems and
issues which are unique to that type of salon and do not occur in
projected digital image salons. For example: the entry form may arrive
before or after the prints, the title in the form may be unreadable, the
titles on the back of the prints may be unreadable, the author may
have failed to put their name and address on the back of the print or it
may be unreadable, the number of prints submitted may not agree
with the form (too few or too many), the author may make a second
submission, the author may want to replace a print or remove a print.

2: MONO

RETURN

Greg Duncan

ROUND 1

PRINT 1 of 6

THE OLD SOLDIER

In a standard print salon all of these issues become serious problems
requiring significant time to resolve. With the K-Salon approach, nearly
all of these issues are either removed entirely or made much easier to
resolve.
The central aspect of the K-Salon approach is in the confirmation
email sent back to the entrant when they make their on-line entry. The
email includes, as an attachment, a set of special pre-printed labels
which the author is required to attach to the back of the prints. They
are informed at every stage and at the top of the page of labels, that
prints submitted without the labels will not be judged.

The K-Salon Labels
A sample of one of the labels is shown below. You will notice that it
includes the obvious details of the reference number of the entry, the
salon name, the author's name and the author's email address.

It also includes the section (Section 2: MONO) and the round that this
print is in for that section. It also shows the total number of prints that
should have been submitted. The title of the image appears in RED
upper case at the bottom of the label making it easy to read when
putting the prints up for display - always in red, always in upper case
and always in the same location.
You will, however, have noticed another item. If the author has
requested that the prints be returned or forwarded, then RETURN or
FORWARD appears at the top right or if the entrant is a member of
the host club, then a green block will be shown in that position making
it easy to sort the prints after the judging is finished.
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However, the major item is the bar code which includes not only the
reference number but also the section number and the round.

The Bar Code


a)

The bar code printed on the label is used throughout the K-Salon
process as a method of identifying the physical image and associating
it with the internal data (such as scores, awards, etc) without the need
for human input. A small hand held bar code reader can be obtained
at low cost and it is recommended that you obtain two (one as a backup). The bar code reader must be able to process Code 128.

ACTION (for those submissions which have a problem such as
a missing print) Kept together as a bundle

When each bundle of the prints is unwrapped, each image is bar
code wanded to record the fact that it has been received. When
the program reads the bar code:


A check is made to ensure that the entry form has been
received. If not yet received, a message appears telling you to
put the prints on the PENDING stack for later resubmission
and continue with the next bundle of prints



A second check is then made to ensure that the entrant has
not been marked as DELETED (banned, etc). If there is an
issue, a message will appear indicating that the prints cannot
be accepted and to put the prints on the ACTION stack
awaiting manual intervention and continue with the next bundle
of prints.

How Is The Bar Code Used?



Once the salon has opened, the entrant will do the on-line entry and
then send the physical prints with the associated label attached to the
back of each print. They will need to have attached/uploaded a jpg
digital copy of the prints during the On-Line entry process.

A check is then made to ensure that the entrant has paid and if
they have not paid, a message appears telling you to put the
prints on the PENDING stack for later resubmission and to
continue with the next bundle.



If any prints are missing, a message appears to inform you to
contact the entrant and to put the prints on the ACTION stack
and continue with the next bundle.



If everything is in order, a message appears telling you to put
the prints in the READY stack. This entails splitting the bundle
into different piles by section and round within section. You
then continue with the next bundle.

We have used and recommend the Phoenix II bar code reader
manufactured by Peninsula. It is available across the internet.
It is a fundamental principle of the process that must appear in your
Rules that prints submitted without the labels will not be judged.

You will establish four piles or stacks for the prints 

JUST IN (those prints not yet processed at all),



READY (those prints received and paid) Although referred to
as the READY stack, this is in fact a set of different piles, one
for each round of each section. They are kept in strict order
with all additions being placed on the top of the different piles.
As mentioned below, a marker sheet of paper can be added to
the stack at various intervals to assist in locating a print at a
later stage.



PENDING (for those prints received but not yet paid) Kept
together as a bundle

b)

When the salon closes, the prints in the READY piles can be
checked by wanding each image for each section in order from
the first of round 1 to the last of round 4. The program verifies that
the print are in the correct section ready for the scoring step. If, in
the mean time an entrant has been marked as DELETED, when
their print is wanded, you will be told to remove the print.
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NOTE Although possible, this process is not required or even
recommended as it can take many hours to perform.
c)

If an entrant sends in a replacement print or set of prints, when
the print is wanded during the receiving process, a message will
appear indicating that this is a replacement and asking if you have
retrieved all of the previous submission. A facility has been
included to tell you exactly where the previously submitted prints
are located in the various section / round piles relative to a marker
sheet or the top of the stack. Using this information, the previous
submission can then be found in the READY piles and removed
from those piles. The new revised submission is then wanded and
placed back on the top of the READY piles

d)

If you are running a simple single judging salon, then as the score
is announced, you can physically place the high scoring prints in
separate piles for the award determination process. The bar code
does not enter into this aspect.

e)

However, if you are running a circuit of print salons, then you will
be doing them in sequence.
After the award determination, the extracted award contenders
can be easily placed back in the judging stacks in random
positions. Once all of the prints have been placed back into the
section stack, the whole stack of prints can then be sent to the
next salon.

Receiving the Prints
When you receive packages of prints, these need to be recorded in
K-Salon. The recording process keeps track of which images have
been received against the expected list of images from that entrant
and the order in which the package of images was received relative to
other submissions. It also checks to see that the entrant is marked as
PAID.
Since the checking is done against the data in the TAG files, it is
essential that the latest TAG file data is available. You are advised to

do the ZIP process for downloading the TAG files at frequent intervals
to ensure that you have the most recent data. You will also be
required to do the PROCESS TAG FILE action before being allowed
access to the PRINT PROCESSING command. In the TAG file
process, select the ONLY CHECK NEW FILES option if it is shown.
When you are processing the prints you will be using the bar code
reader. You will also need to enter various commands and responses
to questions. Although the screens will show command buttons for this
purpose, it is sometimes regarded as faster and easier to be able to
wand in the answer using the bar code reader.
For this purpose, you will see the PRINT BAR CODE CONTROL
SHEET command. Clicking on this will bring up a PDF document
which you can print. During subsequent processing, you will then have
the choice of either clicking on the relevant command or merely
wanding in the answer.

Recording Receipt of the Prints
You will have three stacks of prints READY, PENDING, ACTION
REQUIRED. As each package of prints is processed, you will be told
which stack to put the prints on.
To record the receipt of the prints, use the PROCESS PRINT
RECEIPTS command. In the next screen, click on or bar code read
START to start the process of recording an entry. You will now bar
code read all of the prints received from that entrant. The reading can
be done out of order. Once you have read all of the images, click on or
bar code read END. You will then be told whether or not the set is
complete or missing an item and which stack to use.
NOTE: If the bar code is unreadable, then enter the full reference
number printed above the barcode exactly as printed and press
the ENTER key. Alternatively, type in the full reference, omitting
the hyphens and plus sign and press the ENTER key.
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If you are told to put it on the READY stack, then this is in fact
separate small piles, one for each round of each section. Make sure
you put the right image in the right pile!
If the TAG file is missing or the entrant has not paid, you will be told at
the first read to put the prints on the PENDING stack, for subsequent
re-processing when the TAG file is received or the payment made.
As each print is wanded, a thumbnail copy of the image and the title
will be displayed on the screen, Check that this is in fact the print you
are holding. If it is, then bar code read the next print. If it is not, then
click on (or bar code read) FAIL. The prints will then go the ACTION
REQUIRED stack and you can then contact the entrant to resolve the
issue.
If you inadvertently wand in a print for a different entrant, you will be
warned. If you undertake an action out of sequence, you will be
warned.

The Entrant Does Not Enter On-Line
Even though your Rules will be clear that they must enter On-Line,
there will be some entrants who feel that they do not need to or want
to. They will send their prints to you directly without labels and with or
without some form of payment. Hopefully they will have provided
sufficient information such as their name, address, email and the titles
of each of the prints.
It is your choice - you can tell them that their entry is being DECLINED
because they did not enter on-line OR you can be soft and do it for
them.
FROM EXPERIENCE - we strongly recommend that if your rules
require on-line entry you reject the entry and inform them that
they must enter on-line.
If you choose to do it for them or your rules also allow paper entry
then you will need to do a dummy entry for them via the on-line
system. NOTE if the package is received after the closing date, and

you decide to allow entry, you will need to use the ?soft=xxxxxxxx
password option in order to create the entry.
For each entrant who has failed to enter on-line and for whom you
have sufficient information:
1. enter on-line using all of their details including their email
address as a reminder to them that they should have entered
on-line.
2. you will obviously not have the jpeg copies. For each of the
images, attach the special notad.jpg file located in the
[WORK] \ WEB folder. Using this file, the on-line system will
allow all of the images to have the same JPG.
3. when the confirmation email is received, print off the labels and
stick them on to the prints.
4. You may decide to impose a restriction to the effect that
entries done late or off-line can gain acceptances but not
awards or HM. If you do want to impose this restriction, then
edit the Tag file and set T80 to YES

Unreadable Bar Code
Even though the bar code size and structure requirements are very
tolerant, it is possible that a specific bar code on the back of a specific
print is unreadable. Perhaps it is smudged or defaced in some other
way. This is not reason enough for total despair.
NOTE The bar code reader works off changes in the reflected light as
the laser scans across the bar code. If there is too much ambient light
(such as scanning in front of a window), then the scanner will often fail
to read the bar code. Make sure that there is no bright light shining
on the bar code as you try to read it.
The bar code itself contains only information which is displayed on the
print label. If the bar code is unreadable, you can type in the
information via the keyboard and then press the return key. The
format is simple reference + section round.
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For example:
If this print is for section 3, round 2 for entrant A14-789-432 then the
bar code would be

piles relative to either the top of the stack or a marker (as described
the below).

Inserting a Marker in the READY Piles

A14-789-432+32
Type that in and press return and the system will think it has read a
bar code.
However, since this would entail the use of the shift key to type the
lead letter and the plus sign, the system allows you to type in the bar
code in lower case omitting both hyphens and the plus sign.
For example if bar code A14-678-430+11 would not read, then
you can type in A1467843011 and press ENTER. This process can
be done at all points where a bar code can be read.
NOTE: if you choose to omit the hyphens, then you must omit both of
the hyphens and the plus sign.

Print Command in Various Screens
In some of the screens, you will see a PRINT command. Clicking on
this command will produce a simple word style document showing the
entrant details and thumbnails of the expected prints. This report can
be of great assistance if the prints received do not match the expected
images. The document is produced in RTF format with links to the
thumbnails and cannot be sent directly to the entrant. To do so,
convert the document to PDF format by printing it via the doPDF
printer - see page (56). These print are stored in folder
[WORK] \ PRINT_DETAILS
Items are removed from this folder after 14 days.
If the prints have already been received but you need to find them
(perhaps to remove them or change them), this document will show
you which stack the prints are in. If it is the READY stack, it will also
show you how far down the print is in the various section and round

Although the READY stack is divided and separated into different piles
for each round of each section, there can be a very significant number
of prints in each of the sub-piles. If you need to find all of the prints for
an entrant (perhaps because they have changed their image or added
another image), this can present quite a logistical problem in finding all
of the relevant prints in all of the piles, especially if the entrant did not
enter all of the rounds.
To assist in finding such items, it is customary to place frequent
marker sheets (perhaps identified with a number or letter with or
without a date) on each of the sub-piles. In K-Salon, you then indicate
that you have placed a marker on the piles and specify the
identification of the marker sheet.
When you need to find the prints, you enter the entrant's reference
number or wand one of the new prints. The program will then display
the location of the prints. If they are in the ACTION or PENDING
stacks, you will be told the date of the last processing of the set of
prints.
However, if the prints are in the READY stack, then you will be shown
a display which shows for each print in each round of each section,
the position of the print relative to the nearest marker sheet above the
print. You may notice a difference in the position of the prints in the
different rounds. This occurs if other people did not enter all of the
rounds and hence there will be fewer prints in those piles.

Finding a Set of Prints
Perhaps an entrant withdraws or perhaps they wish to replace one of
their prints. You will need to find the previous entry, withdraw all of the
previous prints from the stacks and perhaps re-process them with the
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changes. The re-processed set are then placed back on the top of the
stacks.
But where are the prints? This becomes a serious question when you
may have many thousands of individual prints. Fortunately, the
K-Salon process enables you to find these prints directly.
In the PRINT PROCESSING screen select FIND PRINT PACKAGE.
The next screen will show the number of items in each of the stacks
(READY, PENDING and ACTION) and a list of all processed prints
and/or entrants who should have prints. You can limit the display by
clicking on one of the option commands.
If an entrant has been marked as DELETED but their prints are still in
one of the stacks, select the JUST DELETED command to display
only those entries which meet this criteria.
If you click on an entry, you will be given the option to PRINT or
REMOVE the entry. PRINT will produce the print report mentioned
above.
The REMOVE is an option to allow you to remove the prints from the
relevant stack. It will present you with a screen showing the location of
each of the prints. NOTE: You can also display this screen by merely
double clicking on the entry.
The Location screen F074 will show you
a) the number of prints in the set
b) the date on which the prints were last processed
c) the closest marker above the prints in the stack. (See above for a
discussion of the purpose of markers)

If you clicked on REMOVE and then clicked again on REMOVE in the
location screen, you will be asked to confirm that you have physically
removed the prints from the stacks. Clicking on YES will alter the
K-Salon records and those prints will be removed from the system.
You can then do what ever subsequent processing is required.

Status Updated Automatically
When the prints are processed and placed on the various stacks, the
status is recorded against each entrant. When the next TAG file
process is run, as described on page (74) , the resulting status report
for the web site will show the status of the prints. This means that the
entrant can be monitor for the receipt of the prints by looking at the
status page on the web site.
It is important, therefore, that you use the K-Salon status page facility
and that you update the status page on your web site regularly and
frequently.

Digital Copy of the Print
During the On-Line data entry process, the entrant will be required to
upload a digital copy of the print. Your rules might want to state that if
the image is in fact a darkroom wet print, then a digital scanned jpg
copy will need to be attached during the entry process. To save the
complication of scanning the prints, you may also wish to point out
that the digital copy will be used in the production of the catalog.
This digital copy serves multiple purposes.

d) for each individual print, the section, the round and the position of
that print in its own sub-pile.

a) During the initial bar code wanding at receipt time, the program will
display the digital copy image as uploaded. If that is not in fact the
image you see in the printed form, then you can put the full set of
prints on the ACTION stack and contact the entrant.

Why are some prints at a different position than others? Perhaps one
of the other entrants did not enter all round of the section or all
sections.

b) If you are using the K-Salon program for your scoring, the image
will be shown on the background scoring computer's screen providing
a simple visual check that the print being judged is the correct one.
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c) When it comes time to produce the catalog, the digital version can
be used directly without the need for scanning the prints.

The Entrant Cannot Create a Digital Copy of the Print
Although we have never encountered a case where the entrant could
not attach a digital copy of a print, this situation could arise for those
who have ever only worked in a darkroom and do not even have a
copy of Photoshop or similar digital imaging program.
If the entrant contacts you and says they do not have a digital copy,
the first step is to suggest that they scan the darkroom print (or take a
digital photograph of the print), resize it to your required maximum
size and attach the image during the entry process.
However, if they claim that they do not have the facilities to do and do
not know anyone who can, then you should email them the jpg file
notad.jpg located in the [WORK] \ WEB folder and tell them to attach
this file for each print for which they do not have a digital copy.
Although the system will allow this specific file to be used as a
substitute, you will not be able to check that the correct label has been
attached to the print and you will not be able to check that the correct
image is being shown during scoring. Also, when it comes to awards,
you will not be able to verify easily which image has received an
award because there will be no image. In the Lightbox, against all of
the image which do not have a digital copy, press the space bar to
bring up the title to see if that is the correct image.

What Size of JPEG For the On-Line Entry?
As mentioned above, the entrant will be required to upload a JPEG
copy of the print during the on-line entry process. Obviously, we do
not want the full print size as this would be in multi-megabytes.
Equally, though we do not want JPG files that are so small they
cannot be used for the subsequent purposes such as the on-line
gallery or catalog.

Having determined the dimensions of the images you require, specify
these dimensions in the CONTROL.INI file as shown on page (305).
This needs to be done before creating the on-line entry system as the
program uses the information from the CONTROL.INI file as part of
the design specification.
NOTE: If you are only printing a few images in your printed catalog
and your salon is purely for prints, you may wish to use a 1024 by 768
size for the JPEG files with a maximum 800kb file size. This smaller
size means the entrant uploads are faster and the ZIP files are
smaller.
You will also need to specify these dimensions in your salon rules so
that the entrant can prepare the jpegs prior to entering the data.

Checking the Stack Contents
Unlike a digital projected image competition, a print competition uses
physical prints which need to be arranged in an appropriate pattern for
scoring. With the best will in the world, some prints will end up in the
wrong stack.
It is advisable but not essential to check the stacks before beginning
your scoring. In RANDOM scoring, a print is wanded just prior to being
shown to the selectors. This means that the only out-of-order problem
is that the print is in the wrong section.

Stack Checking (for RANDOM SCORING)
If you wish to check the stack before scoring, then you should check
the stacks as follows.
Do the PROCESS TAG FILES command for ONLY NEW. Then
PRINT PROCESSING, then CHECK SECTION PRINTS.
In this screen, select the section you are checking and click on
START. Wand every print that should be in that section. You will be
told if a print has a problem. If you have wanded all prints and the
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system is showing some prints as still outstanding, click on SHOW
MISSING.
If you are returning to do some more wanding for that section, you will
be asked if you want continue or restart. Continuing keeps a record of
previous wanding for that section, restarting sets the counters back to
zero and all prints need to be wanded again.

Before Creating the Image List
When the salon has closed, you may have some prints in the
PENDING and/or ACTION stacks. These are prints which have been
received but for some reason (such as non-payment or missing prints)
have not been marked as processed and placed in the piles in the
READY stack. You may also have placed prints in the READY stack
for an entrant who has now withdrawn or been marked as DELETED
or REJECTED. Also, some entrants may not have sent their prints.
Although it is possible to resolve all of these issues individually, the
system has been designed to provide a simple automatic resolution.
In essence, if the entrant has not paid or has only made a partial
payment, their entry will NOT be included in the Image List and they
will not receive a report card - They will have a status of NOT PAID,
AWAITING FEES, PARTIAL, etc. Before making the Image List, you
may decide (if you wish) to be lenient and mark them as PAID.
Similarly, any entry with a status of DELETED, DECLINED,
REJECTED, BANNED or WITHDRAWN will NOT be included in the
Image List and they will not receive a report card.
Entries with a status other than those listed above, will be included in
the Image List and they will receive a report card.
This leaves three important questions a) what is to be done with the
prints in the PENDING and ACTION piles, b) what if a print is in the
READY stack for someone who is now not included (perhaps declined
after their prints were put in the READY stack) and c) what is to be
done about prints which have not been received?

The answer to the first question is simple - rewand the prints from the
PENDING and ACTION piles using the AFTER SALON CLOSES
option in the PRINT PROCESSING screen. As you wand each image,
you will be told if the print is to be discarded or processed. If the green
process box appears AND the image on the screen is the same as the
print, put the print in the READY stack (in the correct section and
round). If the red discard box appears, discard the print and continue
wanding.
With respect to the second question (prints in the READY stack for
someone who is now deleted, take no action. When the print is
wanded during the judging process, the system will indicate that the
print is to be discarded.
With respect to the third question (prints not received), the system will
automatically include these items in the image list file. The reason for
this is two fold, a) you need to send out a report card for the entry and
b) you may have put the image on the READY stack without wanding
it. At the end of the judging process, these images will not have been
scored and will have a score of zero. If this happens, go into the
EXAMINE IMAGE LIST in the scoring screen, select SORT BY
SCORE and then click on DROP ZERO. This will assign the minimum
mark to all those images which were not received.
If there are any prints in the PENDING or ACTION pile, you will be
asked to confirm that you have done the AFTER SALON CLOSES
process.
You should now be able to CREATE THE IMAGE LIST

Create the Image List
The next step is to create the Image List file. This is done from the
main screen clicking on CREATE IMAGE LIST FILE. If there are any
outstanding issues, you will be told and these need to be resolved
before you can create the Image List.
When you create the new Image List, it is automatically read back in
and loaded into the system.
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You DO NOT NEED to create a new Image List unless you make
changes to the prints or changes to the exclusions or mark an entrant
as deleted (withdrawn or DECLINED).
However, if you have made any of these changes, you will need to
delete the previous Image List file and create a new one.
When you create the Image List file, the program will create a simple
TXT file containing the full list of expected prints. This file shows the
position in the image list, the section, the round, the entry reference,
the title and the name of the author for every print in the salon. This
file is in tab delimited format and can be loaded up to a spreadsheet.
Although not used by the program, it might be of value to you if there
is a problem. The report is put in the [WORK] REPORTS folder as
PRE_PRINT_LIST.TXT

Some Prints Were Never Received
In a digital section, the entry process includes the actual image which
is to be projected and judged. There is never, therefore a situation in
which the image is missing.
However, in a print section, the full process requires the entrant to not
only enter on-line but also to send the prints with the correct bar code
label attached. There will nearly always be an entrant who has for
some reason or other failed to send the physical prints by the
appropriate date. During the creation of the image list file, the system
will include the relevant entries, even though there is no record of the
print having been received. This is done a) in order to produce the
report card and b) to cover the possibility that the prints were not
wanded upon receipt but instead were placed directly into the READY
stack.
This means that after all of the actual prints have been scored, there
may be some entries in the image list which have a score of zero. This
will prevent you from proceeding to the next step (acceptance and
awards). You will notice this situation because in the judging control
screen, the number of images not yet scored will be greater than zero
and highlighted.

If this happens (i.e. you have judged all physical prints but the system
is reporting some as not yet scored), go into the EXAMINE IMAGE
LIST in the scoring screen, select SORT BY SCORE and then click on
DROP ZERO. This will assign the minimum mark to all those images
which were not found or not received. You can then proceed with the
next actions of acceptance and award determination.

A Print is Found After the Section has Finished
With the best will in the world, it is possible that a print might be
placed in the wrong pile in the READY stack. If it is merely in the
wrong round for the same section, that is not a problem and will be
processed normally.
However, if the print has been placed in the wrong section, then either
you have already processed the other section or you have not yet
processed it. If you have not yet processed the other section, then
merely put the print in the stack for the other section and it will be
scored when that section is scored.
If, though, the print is for a section which has already been processed
and closed, then you will need to adjust the score.
1. Ask the judges to assign a score to the print. NOTE: If the
score is below the acceptance point, then in fact no further
action is actually required - the report card will show the
minimum score. However if the score is on or above the
acceptance point or if you want the report card to be accurate,
then follow the ensuing pattern
2. In the main screen click on SCORE THE SECTION and say
YES to message 146
3. Locate the entry by the barcode number and double click on it
4. Enter the new score and click on UPDATE and then EXIT
5. Click on SAVE IMAGE LIST FILE and exit the Scoring module
IMAGE LIST DIRECT process.
6. You will now need to
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7. set the ACCEPTANCE score again (double click on the lowest
point which has the > marker,

Circuit Processing

8. redo the EXTRACT process (double click on the lowest point
with which has the > marker

Given the cost of printing images and posting them, it is often the case
that a group of clubs /sponsors will group together to run a print circuit
- one entry process - one set of prints - many judgings.

9. go into and straight back out of the AWARD screen
10. go into the HONOURABLE MENTION screen, click on "SET
FLAG 2 FOR ALL WITH HM" then on PROCESS
11. go into CHECK & UPDATE RESULTS and close the section
as per normal.

Assigning the Awards and HM's in the Lightbox
In a digital projected image competition, the light box is used as part of
the award determination process. In a print competition, the awards
are determined by looking at the physical prints. As each award is
determined, write the result on the back of the print and put the print in
a pile.
When all of the awards and HM's have been assigned, take the pile to
the computer.
a) Do the EXTRACT TOP IMAGES process for the lowest score which
received an HM or award.
b) Go into the award light box
c) For each print in the award pile, look for the print in the light box
and assign the relevant award (keyboard 'a')
d) Exit the award process and go into the HM process light box.
e) Click on CLEAR ALL FLAGS
f) For each HM, look for the print in the light box, click on the print (to
select it) and press 2 (the number 2)
g) When all HM's have been flagged with a 2, exit the light box, select
"Apply HM for Flag 2 marker set" and then click on PROCESS.

The K-Salon process has been devised to assist in the physical
processing of prints for a print based circuit.
At the data entry stage, you will create one instance of K-Salon. This
will be used for creating the On-Line entry system and receiving the
entries and prints. The CONTROL.INI file must NOT have the
CIRCUIT parameter at this stage.
When the salon has entry has closed, you will continue to do all of the
final preparation on this one machine. This includes the print order
checking mentioned above.
Using the BACKUP TO EXTERNAL command, make a copy of the full
[WORK] folder and a copy of the folder which contains all of the JPEG
images and TAG files.
Print circuits can be judged either fully sequentially or in an interleaved
concurrent manner. In a fully sequential circuit, the first salon in the
circuit does all of its scoring and award determination for all sections
and then the full set of prints is sent to the next salon in the circuit in
turn.
In an interleaved circuit, more than one salon is operating at the same
time usually in the same building. However, at any one time, each of
the salons in the circuit is judging a different section of the exhibition
and will complete the judging and award determination for that section
before either passing the prints to the next salon or beginning another
section.
K-Salon is designed to provide facilities for both modes of operation.
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Print Circuits

Scoring Options for Prints

In both fully sequential and interleaved circuits, the prints are fully
processed by the first salon and all awards determined before the set
of prints is then taken to the next salon in the circuit.

The scoring options for prints includes 3 fundamentally different
approaches reflecting the different ways in which the selectors can
work - either together or separately.

For each salon in the circuit, install K-Salon on the salon computer.
Paste in a copy of the [WORK] folder and the images folder. Change
the CONTROL.INI file to include the relevant CIRCUIT command as
described on page (307) , allocating a different letter for each salon in
the circuit starting with A, then B, etc.
When scoring a section, you can adopt any of the three scoring
options described in the next section. Most salons choose to use the
traditional RANDOM SCORING option (either using the scoring pads
or manually). Each print is wanded and then passed to the person
who puts the prints up on the stand. Because each print is identified
by its barcode, the order of presentation is not relevant or important.
As each print is scored, the print is placed on different stacks
depending upon the mark. Do the award determination from the stack
with the high marks, recording the results in K-Salon as if the selectors
had been using the K-Salon light boxes. Close that section as per
normal in K-Salon.
You will now effectively shuffle the stack of prints, re-inserting the
award winners and other high scoring images back into the pile in a
random order and position respecting the round number as shown on
the label on the back of the print.
The stack of prints is now ready for the next salon and they will use
the RANDOM scoring process wanding each print before scoring.
If you have more than one print section, this whole process (selection,
extraction, recording the awards, closing the section and then reinserting the images back into the stack) will be done for each section.
That salon can now complete its normal processing including
generating the report cards. These will then be emailed as described
on page (160).

Concurrent
In this mode, the selectors all judge the images concurrently. A print is
displayed to the selectors and they are all looking at the same image
at the same time. The next image is displayed only when all of the
selectors have indicated their scores.
This mode of judging can be done randomly. In the random mode, the
bar code is wanded and then the print is shown to the group of
selectors. Random processing allows for an out-of-order stack of
prints.
The score for the print is only recorded in the system once all of the
selectors have marked the image.
The permitted score range is determined in the SET CONTROLS
screen. Scoring can be done either by scoring pads or manually,

Table Top
The designation 'table top' for this type of scoring is based on the
presentation approach. The prints are all laid out on tables under
uniform lighting and the selectors work their way up and down the
various tables. They are accompanied by an assistant who records
the selector's score on the back. The use of an assistant means that
the selectors do not see the marks assigned by the other selectors.
In order to keep the recorded scores tidy and in a neat order, you can
select to have boxes printed on the label - this is done in Step 4 of the
on-line system generation process.
When all of the selectors have marked an image, it is removed from
the table and taken to the central computer. There the bar code is
wanded and the scores entered. There is no predefined order to the
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processing and the score recording is done in the random order as the
images are brought to the central computer.
As in the Concurrent approach, the score for the print is only recorded
in the system once all of the selectors have marked the image.
The permitted score range is determined in the SET CONTROLS
screen. Scoring does not use the scoring pads.

Incremental
In this mode of operation, a selector is presented with all of the prints
for one round of the current section. The selector then divides the
stack of prints into different piles with a separate pile for each possible
mark. The selector is free to delay marking a specific image. The
selector can also change the mark by moving an image from one pile
to another. The selectors work concurrently but on different rounds.

round into the score piles. the different piles are then taken along with
the score cards to the central computer. (Usually in a box due to the
quantity of prints involved.) The selector then does the same for the
other rounds so all selectors will score all rounds of the section.
At the central computer, the identification card is wanded identifying
both the selector and the relevant score. All of the prints in that pile
are then wanded in turn. When the pile is finished, the next pile is then
processed in the same manner (Label and then the prints).
When all of the piles have been scanned, the prints in that round are
scrambled and then passed on to the next selector.
Unlike the other two scoring patterns where only the total score is
recorded, in the incremental approach, it is necessary to record the
individual scores in an incremental manner. The total score is only
recorded when all of the selectors have scored a particular image.

To assist the selector and as part of the score recording process, the
BARCODE CONTROL SHEET contains 36 small labels each of which
identifies the selectors (A to D) and the score (1 to 9) as shown below.

The interim partial scores are stored in the TIE1 and TIE2 scoring
columns with the total score remaining at zero until all selectors have
scored the image.

The appropriate labels are placed in front of each pile to identify the
selector and the score. Although the scores could range from 1 to 9,
the actual score range is determined by the maximum score specified
in the CONTROL.INI file divided by the number of selectors. The
minimum score of 1 should be reserved for dropping.

The TIE1 score shows the selector number (1 to 4 corresponding to A
to D) of those selectors yet to score the image. A value of 999 means
that none of the selectors have scored that image.

When the selector has finished sorting out all of the prints in that

The TIE2 score holds the actual interim score value.
The use of TIE1 and TIE2 means that the process can be suspended
with a safety Image List file be written out at frequent intervals.
The permitted score range is determined by the minimum and
maximum scores defined in the CONTROL.INI file. Scoring does not
use the scoring pads.

Issues You Might Encounter
Although your rules and the confirmation email will be clear that all
prints must have the labels stuck on the back, you may find people not
adhering to this in some of the most surprising manners. We have
experienced the following:
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Not Using On-Line Entry At All - the entrant merely sent the prints to
the address along with an envelope full of money.
You can decide to either accept the entry or reject it. If you
decide to accept, then you will need to make a dummy entry as
described on page (168)
Missing Some Prints - in the on-line entry, the entrant stated they
would be doing 6 prints and uploaded the 6 jpegs but only
actually sent 5 prints.
After checking that this was intentional, you can either ask them
to amend their data by re-entering (using the same reference
number), OR you can edit the tag file removing the title and the
previous line which contains the jpeg file name
Labels Not Attached At All - the prints were sent but no labels were
attached.
You can either reject the entry as not meeting the rules OR you
can print the labels yourself. The labels will be in the main data
area as a PDF file with the filename starting with the reference
number.
If they have not even quoted their reference number, you can
find it by using the EDIT/VIEW tag file command or by sorting
your copy of the echo confirmation emails by subject.
Labels Attached Back To Front - this entrant was concerned that the
selectors might see who they were and therefore attached the
labels so they could not be read !
Follow the same process as described for the previous situation.
Payment Not Made Via PayPal - some entrants may 'remember'
paying you some other way or using a different PayPal account.
Payment will therefore not be recorded against the entrant.
You will need to find out who it is and edit their tag file setting
T90 to PAID.

Prints Arrive After Closing Date - some entrants seem to believe that
post takes no time at all and the prints arrive after the closing
date. We recommend that you postpone locking the system
down (i.e. resolving issues and creating the Image List file) for
as long as practical to allow for late receipts.
If the prints arrive after lock down (or perhaps not at all), you will
need to resolve the issues in the manner described above under
Making the Image List file on page (172)
"I Have Not Received My Confirmation Email" - there are three main
reasons for this - a) they have given the wrong email (check the
email they are complaining from with the email in the tag file), b)
their spam filter has thrown it to the spam folder or c) aol.com or
gmail.com has bounced the email back as 'suspicious' because
it has never seen an email for this person from this source or the
image titles contain 'sensitive' words such as 'poker'. The latter
has happened and you may need to forward your copy of the
echo confirmation - that usually gets through but tell them that it
is aol.com blocking the email.
A Print Has An Award But There Was No JPG - this situation can arise
if the entrant did not do digital processing and a dummy jpg was
attached or if the notad.jpg image was attached during data
entry. You will be faced in the light box with one or more "NO
DIGITAL PRINT" images - which is the correct one?
In the Light boxes, if you press Shift+space bar, the screen will
display not only the title of that particular image but also the
barcode number. Check that you have the correct image before
making the award.
A Print has been Wanded in But Cannot be Found During Scoring - It
is possible that a print might become mislaid or have been put in
the wrong section. If this is the case, then the section cannot be
completed until the missing print is either a) located or b)
assigned a mark by the selectors.
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If all the physical prints have been scored but the system reports
that at least one print is still missing and it cannot be located,
then in the score control screen (F075), click on EXAMINE
IMAGE LIST. In the next screen, click on SORT BY SCORE.
The missing images will be listed at the top of the list of images.
Double click on the missing image line in the list. This will then
display the image and a set of scoring boxes. Right click on the
image to see the image full screen size and ask the selectors
what score they would have given. You can then press ESC and
enter the score.
Note, if you are using the default system for assigning a value to
TIE1, the program will automatically assign a value of 500 to the
TIE1 score.
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11. TRIPTYCH SECTION IN YOUR SALON
The Concept
The K-Salon program can be used for processing and scoring a
projected panel of three images. This is done as a genuine panel and
not merely as three separate images in the same frame. An image
merely divided into three parts is not a panel.
In print based triptych panels, there are three separate full size images
which are judged not only as a panel but also on their own individual
merit (for such considerations as quality, colouring, sharpness, etc).
The judges will form an assessment of the panel's cohesiveness and
an assessment of the individual components and arrive at an overall
score based on all of these factors.
Whereas a print based panel can be presented to the selectors in a
wide space, such an option is not available for a projected panel. It is
necessary to portray not only the combined panel as one projection
but also the individual images on their own in full size. The K-Salon
triptych option has been designed to achieve this objective.
The selectors will be presented with each of the component images in
full size and finally the combined image. The final score is a weighted
average of the scores for the different parts with the score for each
image contributing 13.33% and the overall panel contributing the
remaining 60%. This means to receive a top mark, both the individual
images and the overall panel need to score high marks.

The Combined Image
From the point of view of acceptances for PSA and FIAP purposes, it
is the panel that is being assessed and not the individual images. As a
consequence, although there are three full size images in the panel
there is only one acceptance and in the catalogs and on-line galleries,
only the combined panel and its title are displayed as being
representative of the submitted panel.

This has some important considerations. Since an image in the panel
does not receive an individual acceptance and it is only the full panel
with its own title that gains an acceptance, the panel can consist of
images which have already gained previous acceptances in the salon.
This is effectively the same as allowing a simple triptych composite
image to be made up of images which have previously in their own
right been accepted in the salon.
Since the combined panel image is the one to be shown in the
catalogs and galleries, it is important to ensure that the combined
image is done to a high standard and presents the panel in an
appropriate manner.
From experience with entrants not reading rules and not even
understanding the basic concept of maximum size, the K-Salon
system produces the combined image automatically from the three
submitted parts rather than have the entrant produce the composite.
Initially one might assume that there are two formats for combining the
images - three in a horizontal row (left to right) or three in a vertical
column (top to bottom). Whereas the horizontal format is suitable for
portrait shaped images and the vertical format is suitable for wide
images, neither format is good for standard sized 4:3 ratio images.
Using either the vertical or horizontal format three standard shaped
images would each take up only 11% of the available projection
space. However, with a pyramidal format (one above two), each of the
images would be more than twice as large taking up around 24% each
of the available projection space.
As mentioned above, the three component images are shown and
marked and then the composite panel is shown and marked. Whereas
for a horizontal arrangement, the presentation order of the individual
images is simple (left, middle and then right as shown in the
composite), the pattern for a vertical column is not as clear.
If the sequence is of a bird landing, then the presentation order would
be top, middle, bottom but if the sequence were of a bird taking off,
the sequence would be bottom, middle and then top.
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And who decides? The entrant. During the entry process, the entrant
selects one of the four formats as shown below. The system will then

A) With the individual images accounting for 40% of the total mark, the
factor for each image is 13.33%
B) The second factor is for the final assessment of the panel and this
is set at 60%.
Different values were used during the test and trial period and were
found to either weight the individual images too high or the panel too
high.

construct the composite image in a manner which maximizes the
presentation space whilst maintaining the selected format.

Accessing the Combined Image
You will probably receive requests to send a copy of the combined
image to the entrant so that they can enter the image into other salons
as a single image.
To facilitate this process, when the triptych is created by K-Salon, a
copy of the created image is placed in the TRIPTYCHS sub-folder in
the Images Folder (i.e. the one where the jpgs and TAG files are
stored.) The file name of the copy starts with the surname of the
entrant then the given name and the reference number. This means
that it is easy to find the relevant file to attach it to a reply email to the
entrant if requested.
The copy is placed in the TRIPTYCHS folder when originally created
by K-Salon and if you do a FULL CHECK in the PROCESS TAG
FILES screen.

The Weighting Factors
Because this is a genuine panel and not merely a three part
composite image, the final score takes into account the selector's
assessment of the individual images as well as the whole panel. There
are two weighting factors involved, the values of which are predefined.

When the final composite is scored, the weighted sum is divided by
100 and rounded to give the final score for the panel. As a method of
providing an automatic tie breaking facility, the weighted sum is
adjusted by a constant and placed in the TIE1 field. The adjustment
ensures that the maximum possible value would not exceed 999.
Due to the four part aspect of the scoring process, explicit tie breaking
is not an option for a triptych section. However, this is not a problem
as the TIE1 field will already contain a weighted sum of the actual
scores assigned. This process results in a large spread of values in
TIE1 and as a consequence, an appropriate acceptance point can be
selected without recourse to rescoring.
As with all sections, where the acceptance point is selected based on
a tie break value mid way through a score range, all the accepted
images will automatically have their scores adjusted upwards to the
next score.

Creating the Image List File
The Image List file is created in the normal manner. However, since
there is effectively only one round in a triptych section, this would
mean one very long round without any natural breaks.
As a consequence, the panels are distributed evenly into 4 blocks of
panels. In the scoring module, these are then referred to as rounds
thereby breaking up the scoring workload.
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Keyboard Codes During Triptych Scoring

Suggested Rules for an Open Triptych Section

The keyboard codes available during triptych scoring are the same as
those available for standard projected images as described in
Appendix U page (367).

1 In this section the entrant submits a panel of work consisting of
three separate different images which will be judged as a panel.
The individual component images are entered separately and must
meet the standard size and specification requirements for this
salon. The triptych panel will be judged not only on the quality of
the individual images but also, and more importantly, on the
relationship between the sequence of the three images, their
cohesiveness, harmony and the story telling aspect of the panel.
There are no restrictions on subject matter for this triptych section.
Black and White, Split Toning, Monochrome and Color images are
all acceptable.

However, the left arrow (go back) and up arrow (rescore) work slightly
differently.
Within a triptych panel, left arrow will take you back to the previous
part of the panel and rescore will rescore that part of the panel.
However, if you are at the front the panel (the first composite image),
then left arrow will take you to the previous panel and rescore will then
rescore the full panel (all five parts).

On-Line Entry Facilities
When you create the on-line entry system, the entry page for the
triptych section will display a space for one title, a drop down selection
box for the style of composite and three BROWSE/ATTACH buttons
for the three images. No titles are provided for the images.
The confirmation email will show the title, a small jpg depicting the
selected style and the thumbnails of the three images.
The actual composite image is created in the K-Salon program when
the TAG file is processed. If the entrant re-enters and chooses a
different style, the composite will be re-created in the new style.
The triptych sections are charged separately and do not count towards
the total number of sections entered. Some salons have offered a
triptych section as a free section but have imposed an overall
minimum fee equivalent to the entry into one proper section.
Since the triptych section entails uploading three images, a triptych
section has only one panel per section.

2 For the purpose of projecting the three full size images
simultaneously as a panel, the three separate images will be
combined into one panel image by the salon software using the
panel format selected by you on the entry form. The combination
process will retain the relative proportions and sizes of the
component images and will use a black background.
3 The judges will be presented with the panel in four consecutive
steps. In the first three steps the three component images will be
presented in the order in which they were entered and they will be
assessed and scored individually. Finally the combined panel will
be shown and scored. The final score for the panel will be based
60% on the assessment of the set of images as a panel of work
and 40% on the assessment of the qualities of the individual
images. It is important, therefore, to ensure that the individual
images are of sufficient quality to gain a good score in an
international salon.
4 An accepted triptych will only gain one acceptance for one panel
title in the catalogue; individual images that make up the panel will
not receive an acceptance. It is the triptych title that receives an
acceptance.
5 The general rule on submitting an image in only one section and
not re-entering an accepted image does not apply to the Triptych
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Section. An individual image can be included as part of a triptych
section even if it has individually been accepted in any section of a
previous year of this salon and it may, if not previously accepted,
be entered in another section of this salon.
6 An accepted triptych consisting of the same three component
images may not be entered again in subsequent years of this
salon.
7 The Salon Catalogue or Gallery shall display only the combined
panel image and its title.

Sample Data
When you create a demo sample system, you can choose to create a
triptych section.
This will include 5 samples demonstrating all four different
presentation styles.
The sample does not include an Image List file. This can be created
using the facilities of the program. You can then go on to scoring,
using manual scoring if you do not have the required scoring pads.

Contents of the DEFINE-n.TXT File
The DEFINE-n.TXT files contain the definition of the section to be
displayed to the selectors just prior to judging. For triptych sections,
the file will be created automatically with the following words. You can
edit the words if you want .
The triptych section is not merely three images in a frame that is just a composite image made from three components or
perhaps one image divided into three parts.
In this section, a triptych is defined as being a panel of three
good quality images which combine well together to tell a story
or to show different aspects of something or to produce a

pleasing composite. In this context, we are looking at a 'panel'
and therefore both the individual images and the composite
are important.
As a consequence, you will be asked to score the individual
images as stand-alone full size images taking into account the
normal considerations of quality, composition, exposure, etc.
When all three images have been scored, you will then be
presented with the composite image and asked to score the
composite panel taking into account the relationship between
the three images and the cohesiveness, harmony and overall
effect of the panel.
The presentation pattern for the composite has been selected
by the photographer as either left to right, top to bottom or
pyramidal. The appropriateness of the presentation choice
should form part of your assessment of the composite image.
The final score for the triptych is based 40% on the sum of the
scores for the individual images and 60% on the score for the
composite.
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12. SCORING SYSTEM

Drop Score

Scoring Module

If an image is to be dropped, this can be done in the IMAGE DIRECT
facility from the main screen or in the EXAMINE IMAGE LIST facility in
the scoring screen. The system will assign either a score of -1 or the
minimum permitted score as defined in the CONTROL.INI file.

The K-Salon program includes a full scoring facility for either
automatic scoring (using scoring pads) or manual scoring using the
keyboard with or without an external scoring machine. To access the
scoring module, you must have loaded an Image List file and selected
the section you are processing. Then click on the SCORE THE
SECTION command.
For projected images and triptych sections, the presentation of the
images and the scoring is done via projection and scoring is done
using either the automatic scoring machines or by manual entry.
For printed images, you have three choices for the scoring process :
a) random order using the scoring machines (this is the recommended
option since prints could be out of order) - each print is wanded and
then put in front of the selectors
b) one pass random in which the selector's scores are recorded on
the back of the print and then the bar code wanded and the scores
entered into the system in random print order.
c) incremental random whereby each selector sorts the images into
score piles which are then recorded separately
If you select process 'a' or 'b', then all of the images in that section
must be judged using 'a' or 'b'. You can switch between as the need
arises. However, if you choose option 'c', then all images in the
section must be judged using option 'c'. However, if you have scored
less than 10 images in a section, you can wipe out the scores and
select a different method
See Chapter 10 for further explanation of the print scoring options.
See Chapter 11 for further explanation of the triptych scoring facility.

The reason -1 is assigned is that when the image is being scored, the
program will detected, that this image is to be dropped and display an
appropriate banner. This process means that when a print is to be
dropped or removed, it is not necessary to physically remove the print
- it can be discarded when it appears in the scoring sequence.
If images have been dropped with a -1 mark and all other images
have been scored, the -1 marks can be converted to proper drop
scores in the EXAMINE LIST facility in the scoring module. Under
such circumstances a special command CONVERT ALL DROPPED
will appear. Clicking on this command will convert all -1 scores to the
minimum genuine score.

Automatic Tie Breaking Option
In large salons, it is frequently the case that the acceptance
percentage would be too low at one of the scores and too high at the
next lower score. For example an acceptance score of 13 might result
in 12% accepted but an acceptance score of 12 would result in 42%
acceptance. Under such circumstances, it is usually necessary to
rescore some of the images with the second score recorded as a Tie
Break score. This activity can be very time consuming.
It is also possible that the number of images with 15 are insufficient for
the number of awards but the number of 14's plus 15's is too high.
Under such circumstances, it may be desirable to do a tie break on
the 14's (or even the 15's if the selectors have been overly generous|)
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If you are doing a standard projected image or print section, K-Salon
offers an automatic tie break facility based on the spread of the marks
recorded during the normal scoring. This option can be set in the SET
CONTROLS screen to either weight towards AGREEMENT or weight
towards HIGHEST SCORE. When weighted towards agreement, TIE1
is set to a value which is dependent upon both the actual mark values
and the similarity of the marks. For example 3, 4, 5 would produce a
lower TIE1 value than 4, 4, 4 even though they both result in an actual
score of 12. Weighted towards high scores, then 3, 4, 5 would
produce a higher TIE1 value than 4, 4, 4. This option can reduce the
likelihood of the need for a genuine rescoring. It must be set before
commencing any scoring for that section.

Score Percentages Points Without Automatic Tie Breaking

If you decide, upon subsequent analysis that you do NOT want TIE1
set in this manner, the values can be zeroed out by altering the option
in the SET CONTROLS screen.
NOTE: a) you cannot turn it ON if you have already done some
scoring for that section when it was off, b) you can turn it OFF but this
will zero out all TIE1 values and cannot be reversed, c) you can
change between the two options. You can have a different option for
each section.
Let us assume you want a 30% acceptance rate. In the screen shots
on the right you can see that without automatic tie breaking an
acceptance score of 12 would give an acceptance of 24% but an
acceptance score of 11 would give 39%. If you wanted 30% you would
need to rescore over 700 images Using the Tie break weighted
towards AGREEMENT, you have many more score points. Selecting
11/145 would give you close to your target of 30%. When you finish
the section, the program will automatically raise all of the 11/145
scores to 12 and your acceptance score is published as being 12. You
do not need to undertake any rescoring or explicit tie breaking.
Score Percentage Points With Automatic Tie Breaking
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You may wish to tell the selectors ahead of time something along the
following line:
As you are aware, the salon has a target acceptance rate for this
section of around x%. Normally, when we have finished scoring
the section, I would look at the score pattern and see if any
score gave us close to that percentage. If it did not then we
would need to rescore a significant number of images again for
a tie break. To help avoid the need for such repeat scoring, we
will process your marks in two ways. Firstly, we will add them up
to give the standard score. In addition, however, the program will
examine the spread of your marks and produce and record a tie
break value based on this spread. We regard agreement in
marks as being more important and will produce a higher tie
break value.

an option for the automatic realignment of the tie break values to allow
you to undertake further tie breaking. This process is described in
detail on page (97).

Verbal Score Announcement
At the request of some selectors, an option has been included to have
the score announced by the computer using either the computer's
built-in speakers or a set of external speakers.
The option to have verbal announcement is defaulted to ON but can
be turned OFF in the SCORE CONTROL screen.
During scoring, the facility can be toggled on/off. For projected image
scoring, this is done via the 'v' key. During print scoring a command
can be clicked to turn the facility on or off.

For a triptych section, the final score is based on a rounded division of
the weighted sum of the scores for the separate parts. This results in a
final score in the score range defined in the CONTROL.INI file. TIE1 is
concurrently set with a value based on the original sum of the
weighted scores. This provides an automatic subdivision of each mark
thereby essentially removing the need for tie breaking.

The facility includes all possible scores from 1 to 36 (4 selectors each
giving a maximum score of 9).

Explicit Tie Breaking

Some images have been found to have non-compliant EXIF data.
When such an image is displayed on the screen, the background
processor in the Windows system will not display the image but
instead will display a grey area with a black diagonal cross .

If you decide that you do need to perform an explicit tie break (either
because you did not use the automatic facility or because you need a
further reduction or a tie break on the top scores), this can be done
directly from the SCORING SCREEN.
In the scoring screen, click on SHOW PERCENTAGES to reveal the
current pattern. Then double click on the specific item you want to tie
break. You will then be able to score just those images which have the
indicated score and TIE1 value. We recommend using the IN/OUT
option whereby the big red button is IN and any other button is OUT.
(For manual processing, this is entered as 3 for IN and 2 for OUT).
However, it is possible that after doing both TIE1 and TIE2, you may
still want to do a further break down of the scores. K-Salon provides

You can choose between a male and a female voice.

The Image is Blank (Grey with a Black Cross)
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The permitted score values are defined via the SET CONTROLS
command in the scoring module screen. Even if you are using manual
scoring, it is necessary to define the permitted score values.
The manual mode has been provided as a back up.
When operating in manual mode for projected images, the keyboard
keys 1 to 9 are used for the scoring in accordance with the permitted
values. DO NOT add up the various selector's scores - instead just
enter the numbers. The program will add up the scores when enough
scores have been entered by the selectors - i.e. one score for each of
the selectors.
When operating in manual mode for prints, click on the various
numbers and then click on OK or RESET.

If this happens, the image can be re-processed with the non-compliant
EXIF disabled.
If you are doing manual scoring or using the scoring pads (for digital
projection or print processing) press the 'z' key. This will reprocess
and redisplay the image.
If you are doing print scoring with manual processing, click on the
REMOVE BAD EXIF button.

Scoring Pads and Manual Mode
The K-Salon scoring system can be operated in either scoring pad
mode or manual mode. The scoring pads to be used are those
specified in Appendix T page (361). However, if you wish to use
alternative scoring devices, see the note on page (190)
In scoring pad mode, it is not necessary to assign the pads to the
selectors - this is done automatically during the start of the scoring
process. Each selector in turn from the left, presses any key - this
identifies which pad is being used by which selector. This assignment
needs to be re-done if you start scoring again and the pads were not
used for more than 5 minutes.

In scoring pad mode, only the first score from each selector is used. A
second or subsequent button press by the same selector for the same
image will be ignored. If the selector feels they have made a mistake,
then the image can be re-scored with all selectors re-entering their
score. Rescoring can be done at any time - i.e. either before or after
the other selectors have scored. To re-score, press the up arrow key
on the keyboard.
For projected images, in both manual and scoring pad mode, you can
go back over the images already scored in this session and rescore if
felt appropriate (left arrow then up arrow) A session ends when the
ESC key is pressed.
If it is felt that a score from a previous session should be re-examined,
then this can be done via the EXAMINE IMAGE LIST facility described
below.

Rapid Scoring
Some salon judges appear to think it is their job to make an instant
decision and be the first to do so. In order not to be disrespectful to
the entrants, it is important to ensure that the judges actually take a
moment to examine the picture and give it a proper assessment.
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We have found, with the K-Salon system, that some judges were
wanting to record their decision within 0.3 of a second of the image
being displayed! We do not regard this as being either appropriate or
desirable. As a consequence, there is a built-in delay after the image
is displayed during which time the scoring pads are disabled. Any
score recorded during that time will be ignored and the judge will need
to re-enter their score. The default time is 0.7 seconds.
It was found, though, that even 0.7 seconds was annoying some
judges who felt justified stating that their rapid decision should have
been recorded within 0.7 of a second.
In line with K-Salon parameter policy, you can adjust the time delay to
anything between 0.1 and 2.0 seconds in 0.1 second intervals.
We do believe it appropriate to inform the judges with such words as:
"In order to prevent inadvertent pressing of a score button prior
to having had time to assess the image, the scoring pads will
not record any score pressed within x seconds of the image
being displayed."

system uses only three values. From experience, we found that some
judges thought of 5 is only being award level and were therefore
reluctant to assign a 5 to images which should be accepted but not
necessarily receive an award. Showing the 5 on the screen tended to
reinforce this perception.
In order to circumvent this situation, you have the option of displaying
a letter instead of a number when showing the individual judges
scores. The total score will still be shown as a numeric value.
For example when using the three button pattern (3, 4, 5) the judges
may have been told that 5 means Yes and not Award but displaying a
5 on the screen counteracts these words. Instead, if you choose the
letter option, then 5 is shown as Y (yes should be in the salon), 4 is
shown as M (for maybe) and 3 is shown as for N (for no).
Where a 4 button pattern is used the default letters are A (award)(5),
Y (yes)(4), J (just below)(3) and N (no)(2). In the two button pattern
the default is Y for the big red button and N for all others.
Although these are the default values, you can change the letters to
suit your own preferences.

Revealing the Scores
Whereas some judges want to know what the other judges have
scored, others feel this can have a negative impact on independence.
You can, therefore choose to display the results in four different ways.
The option is set in the SET CONTROLS panel in the scoring screen.
a) show only the total score
b) show the total score and the number of top marks received by the
image (equivalent to the common "12 with a 5" call).
c) show all the individual scores and the total score
d) show the interpretive letter and the total score (see below).
Although the final result is kept as a numerical score, it is sometimes
easier for the judges to see the buttons not as numeric key pads but
as assessment pads. This is particularly important where the judging

Print Out of Order (Random Scoring)
If you are doing random scoring (wanding the image before presenting
to the selectors), it is still possible to have an out of order print.
However, this will be a print for a different section. Put the print to one
side and include it with the relevant section.

Print Missing After Scoring all Prints in the Section
If you are doing prints, it is possible that you reach the end of the
section but some prints are missing and have not been scored. This
means that they are most likely embedded in another section.
However, you will not be allowed to proceed to award determination
until all prints are scored.
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You can either suspend processing for this section and score another
section in the hope of finding the missing print, or you can temporarily
drop the missing prints. If the prints are found later, then you can have
the image scored and amend the score manually using the EXAMINE
IMAGE LIST facility in the scoring screen or the IMAGE DIRECT
command from the main screen..

An alternative scoring pattern which some salons have found to be
effective is to use three marks as:

Scoring Patterns

There are claims that this approach produces a good spread and is
significantly faster then the four score approach where the selectors
often spend considerable time deliberating between 3 and 4.

Whereas some salons use a range of scores, others prefer to use only
IN / OUT with tie breaking if necessary to spread the results. Both
patterns can be used in K-Salon - it is your choice.
The default pattern is to use four marks as
2 - should not have been entered - well below standard
3 - just below standard
4 - yes - this should be in the exhibition
5 - above standard and worthy of recognition.
In addition a score of 1 is used to indicate an image which does not
meet the rules for that section.
With 3 selectors, this gives a full range from 3 to 15 with the lowest
scored image receiving 6 points.
If you are using the scoring pads, these scores will be assigned by
default with no score for the big red button and the other scores in
descending order from blue=5 to yellow=2.
However, if you wish to use the IN / OUT scoring pattern, then the
scoring pads can be programmed in any manner you like. The default
pattern is to have 3 for the big red button (IN) and all other buttons
assigned a value of 2 (OUT). Again the score of 1 is reserved for
dropped images.

2 - out
3 - unsure
4 - in

However, the three score pattern suffers from a major flaw. If a judge
feels that on balance perhaps the image should be accepted, they are
required to press the top mark. If all three judges have the same
feeling - i.e. that the image is not award level but should be included,
then with all three judges pressing the top mark, the image will score a
top mark and be eligible for an award even though none of the judges
felt this to be the case.
As a consequence, it is strongly recommended that the 4 button
pattern (2, 3, 4, 5) be adopted with the meaning defined above.
However, If you are doing tie breaking, it is not as essential to have
such a range. During tie breaking, you can choose to have the tie
break scored in the IN / OUT manner (Y/N). This will not alter or reset
the main scoring pattern but exists only for that tie break and can be
much faster than a full 2, 3, 4, 5. or even a 3, 4, 5 pattern.

Features Which Can Be Controlled
The scoring module contains a set of controls which can be set via the
SET CONTROLS command.
In the following where there is a time delay, you can set the separate
time delays in 1/10 of a second steps.


The number of selectors to use for this section in the range 1 to 4.
Different sections can have a different number of selectors but
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once scoring has begun in a section, the number of selectors
for that section cannot be changed.


The individual selector's scores are selected from the range 1 to 9
with a maximum of 5 different scores. These are assigned to
the 5 different buttons on the scoring pad with no preset
values. The minimum is two different scores.



If you use IN/OUT scoring, then the scoring pattern can be set
automatically to 3 being in and 2 being out with the top red
button being IN and all other buttons being OUT. This can
make scoring very easy.



When doing tie break scoring, the process can EITHER use
YES/NO scoring as (3/2 using the top red button for YES) OR
use the full scoring range.



You can EITHER have manual advance to the next image OR
have automatic advance to the next image with a time delay



You can EITHER have no automatic title display OR have
automatic title display when a new image is to be scored with
automatic removal of the title after a time delay



In scoring pad mode an automatic warning if one or more of the
selectors has not scored within x.y seconds of the first selector
to score. The warning can be EITHER having the scoring pad
blink for the specific selector OR a display of boxes with an X
in those positions for which a score has been received. If you
choose the first option, then the second option will be used if
no score is received after a further x.y seconds





When all selectors have scored, then a) display only the total
score, b) display total score and the number of top scores, c)
display total score and individual selector's scores, d) display
total score and the interpretive letters.
It is customary at the start of scoring to display some of the
images so that the selectors can get their eye in. The images

are selected randomly from the last round and you can set how
many images and the time period for each image.


As a precaution, it is essential to take periodic saves. If any
changes are made to the scores, you must take a save before
being allowed to leave the scoring module. In addition, the
system will automatically initiate the save operation every 'x'
changes to the scores where you can set x in the range 50 to
250 in 25 step increments.



If the scoring pattern has a dropping score (the lowest possible
score) this can be set up and the score allocated during
scoring by pressing the D key (lower or upper case). You will
be asked to confirm this request).



For projected image sections, TIE1 can be set automatically
based on the marking pattern of the selectors with the result
weighted either towards AGREEMENT (in marking) or towards
HIGHEST (which takes account of a high mark awarded by
one of the selectors). The default is OFF but we would
recommend weighting towards AGREEMENT

Active Keyboard Keys
During both the manual and scoring pad modes, the operation is
controlled using specific keys on the keyboard. The full list of keys has
been provided as Appendix U page (367). This Appendix has been
designed and laid out so that you can print just that page and use it as
a guide during the scoring process.

Examine Image List
It is possible that the selectors or organizers may wish to re-examine
and/or alter scores already assigned. This can be done via the
EXAMINE IMAGE LIST facility.
This screen will list all of the images in this section in reference
number order as they appear in the Image List file. You can
alternatively request the images to be listed in reverse score order.
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Double clicking on an entry will show a small thumbnail of the image
and the scores assigned, You can alter the scores (and tie break
values) or set the score to the drop score. While an image is being
displayed you can click on the SAME AS command and the list of
entries will be restricted to just those images in this section submitted
by the same author. Also while an image is being displayed, you can
ask for the name and country to be revealed but this should not be
done when the selectors could see the details (i.e. turn off the
projector).
When scoring images, there have been circumstances when the
selectors have wondered if the same or near identical image has been
submitted more than once by the same author in this section. By
pressing the H key in the scoring module, you can be transferred to
the EXAMINE IMAGE LIST screen. By then clicking on the SAME AS
HELD command, only those images from that author are listed.
If you have doubts about the image, then it is advisable to ensure that
the image does not have a score, before pressing the H key. If it is
unscored (either by not yet scoring it or by requesting a rescore with
the up arrow key), then it will appear in the ensuing scoring session as
requiring a score.

Auto Promotion of Award Winners
It is in the interests of the salon that the scoring and award process at
least gives the appearance of being consistent. By this it is meant that
because the scoring process is undertaken quickly, it can result in
some very good images being given less than the top score. When the
top images are extracted for consideration of awards, it often
transpires that an award winner is chosen from a lower scored image
(i.e. a 14 instead of a 15) and yet some of the 15's upon reflection and
closer scrutiny should not even receive an honourable mention.
It is against both the FIAP and PSA rules to reduce a score, but you
are permitted to increase a score. (The only exception occurs where it
is decided that the image does not meet the section requirements and
should be given the drop score.)

In order to avoid the awkwardness of having a award winner at a
score below the maximum, K-Salon can adjust the scores for all
winning images (awards and HM's) to the maximum score.
This is the default action when the section is closed (i.e. after all
awards and HM's have been assigned). You can, however, turn this
facility off when you are closing the section.
With this auto promotion, the salon completely avoids the situation
where a 14 gets a gold medal and a 15 does not even get an HM - the
gold medal score would be increased to 15 and the final position is
merely that some 15's did not get an HM.

Using Alternative Scoring Devices
Although the K-Salon scoring system has been designed to use the
Sony BUZZ controllers as the scoring devices, you can use alternative
devices such as numeric keypads or the RMF system with its separate
key pads.
Alternative devices can be used for projected images and for prints.
If you intend to use such alternatives, you will need to operate the
devices on a separate computer. In K-Salon, you will run the scoring
in manual mode. When the selectors have made their decision and
the selectors individual scores are displayed on the alternative
computer, the relevant score numbers are entered into K-Salon using
the numeric keypad.
The permitted individual score values are those which you will have
set for the BUZZ devices in the SET CONTROLS -> SET SCORING
CONTROLS screen as if you were going to use the BUZZ devices. It
is recommended that you use the default range 2 to 5.
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screen or projector, every pixel with a red value above (219,0,0) will
be displayed in the sRGB mode as pure red.

WHY Is Colour Profile Important ?

If there is any high level red detail in this Adobe98 profiled image,
such as a circle in red (say 245,0,0) against a background of red
(220,0,0), then when displayed in a profile aware sRGB screen, the
circle will be invisible - i.e. the detail will lost. However, if the image is
displayed without profile awareness (i.e. by software which ignores
profile and assumes and interprets the numeric information as being
sRGB), then the detail will be shown but the image may appear duller.

Nearly all digital projectors operate in the sRGB colour
space. However, even though nearly all salons tell the
entrants to use this colour space it is amazing how many
entrants do not. Is colour space important? Yes.
Whereas some display software is colour management aware, others
are not and assume that the image is in sRGB profile. This is much
faster and fairer if the rules state that the images should be in sRGB.
The function of a profile is to inform the software how to interpret the
numeric colour information. An image with an Adobe RGB (1998)
profile (Adobe98) still uses the same 0 to 255 range as an sRGB
profiled image but the Adobe98 profile informs the software to
interpret the numbers to produce a different set colours than those
produced by sRGB. For example, sRGB pure red (255,0,0) is
equivalent to Adobe98 (219,0,0).

When the display software assumes that the numeric information is
sRGB, then for an Adobe98 profiled image, the actual red which in
Adobe98 represented full red on the sRGB screen (i.e. 219,0,0) will be
displayed in sRGB as the duller colour (i.e. sRGB 219,0,0).
This can be seen in the figure below where the background is
coloured with (220,0,0) and the circle is coloured (245,0,0) and the
image has an Adobe98 profile.

However, over 50% of the Adobe98 colours cannot be displayed on
an sRGB screen. This means that either the colours are adjusted
downwards to fill the range (dulling the image) or parts of the image
cannot be seen in sRGB thus losing detail.
The K-Salon software adopts the policy that the submitted image must
not be altered. If the image is submitted in a profile other than sRGB,
to convert such an image to sRGB would be an implicit alteration of
the image. This means that if the profile of the image is not sRGB, the
displayed image may be duller but the detail will be preserved. As a
consequence the profiles are ignored and the numeric information is
interpreted as being sRGB numbers.
DULLING THE IMAGE ?
Why does this dull down the image? As mentioned above, pure red in
sRGB is represented in Adobe98 as (219,0,0). When an Adobe98
profiled image is viewed in profile aware software using an sRGB

Figure 15 Effect of Profiles on Colour and Detail
If the image is displayed in profile aware software using an sRGB
screen or projector, the image will display as shown in the middle. The
red will be the red the author intended BUT the circle will have
disappeared - i.e. complete loss of detail.
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However, if the display software assumes and interprets the numeric
information as being sRGB colours then a) the background becomes
duller BUT b) the circle can be seen - i.e. the detail is visible.
sRGB PROFILE
As stated above, faced with this dilemma, for images which use
profiles other than sRGB, the K-Salon software displays detail as
opposed to amending the colour information. Images are assumed to
be in sRGB and the sRGB profile is assigned to the image.
BUT it is to be noted that if the entrant adheres to the rules and
submits the image with an sRGB profile, then when the sRGB
profile is assigned, what is displayed for scoring is what was
sent - without alteration - the original colours and detail will be
preserved and there will be no dulling of the image.
WHY NOT CONVERT THE IMAGE?
Could the software not just convert the image from the embedded
profile to the sRGB profile? Conversion from one profile to another is
not a simple process and has various options such as absolute
colorimetric, relative colorimetric, perceptual or saturation and with or
without black point compensation and with or without dithering. The
appropriate choice is dependent upon each picture and cannot
therefore be applied across the board.
When selecting a conversion option in Adobe Photoshop, the following
explanatory descriptions are shown:
Relative Colorimetric: Attempts to match the media-relative
Lab coordinates of the destination colors to the mediarelative Lab coordinates of the source colors. The source
white point is mapped to the destination white point.
Recommended for most color conversions, especially when
most source colors are already inside the destination gamut.

Perceptual: Requests a visually pleasing rendering,
preserving the visual relationships between source colors.
Often used to render wide gamut source images, where
preserving the relationship of colors inside and outside
the destination gamut is more important than exactly
matching the colors inside the destination gamut.
Which to use? It is obvious that the display software cannot undertake
conversion in a manner which is appropriate for all images. It is
therefore better not to undertake any conversion but instead tell the
entrants to use sRGB and assign sRGB when displaying the image. A
possible wording to be included in the rules is given on the next page.
Furthermore, most screens operate in the sRGB colour space and out
of gamut colours (i.e. the 245,0,0 in the above example) are clipped
and shown as full sRGB red (e.g. 255,0,0) with a loss of detail.
However, as the salon operator, you do not know if the author of the
image was using a screen with an extended colour range such as the
ColorEdge screens produced by www.eizo.com which are 97%
Adobe98 compliant. If the author was using such a screen then the
circle would have been visible to the author.
The only fair policy is to inform the entrants in the salon rules that all
images should be presented in the sRGB colour space and that this
colour space will be assumed and used during scoring. If someone
submits in sRGB, then there will be no change. However, if the image
is submitted in a different colour space, against the advice given in
the salon rules, then there may be a colour change. But that is at the
author's risk for not adhering to the salon rules.
PROFILE AWARE
Software which claims to be profile aware performs an implicit colour
conversion of the image prior to display. This amounts to altering the
entrant's image - changing not only the numbers used for defining the
various colours but also the level of detail displayed in the image. It is
a fundamental rule of salon submission that the salon will not alter the
submitted image in any way. This includes conversion for display.
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The claim of being profile aware or colour managed implies that other
software is not colour managed. But this is not the case - all display
software is by definition colour managed. A digital image does not
contain colours - it contains numbers to be interpreted as colours and
the default interpretation (i.e. colour management) for display is the
sRGB colour space.
Having stated in the salon rules that the display software operates in
the sRGB colour space, the assigning of sRGB to the image is not
altering the image - the colour numbers all stay the same - it is in fact
applying the rules.
WHAT PROFILES WERE SUBMITTED?
K-Salon includes a facility for determining the profiles actually used in
the salon and for producing a printed report of such usage. This facility
is detailed on page (86) .
In this regard it is interesting to note that in a recent major
international exhibition, the profile usage was as shown below, in spite
of the fact that the rules for the salon stated that all images should be
in sRGB and would be shown in sRGB.

PROFILE

PERCENTAGE

sRGB

63 %

Adobe RGB (1998)

18 %

no profile

17 %

Other profiles

2%

(including ProPhoto)

SAMPLE RULES ?
The question often raised is what should the rules state? Below is a
possible wording which can be included in the salon rules.
Images will be displayed on a .xxx. using the sRGB colour
space.
The projector only displays colours which are visible in sRGB. If
you use a larger colour space (such as Adobe 1998 or
ProPhoto), the colours will be squeezed down to fit the sRGB
colour space. This means your image will not display the way
you wanted or expected it to - it may lose colour or detail or
both. To ensure that we see what you want us to see, make a
copy of your image, convert the colour space in the copy to
sRGB, save it and send us the sRGB copy. We will not convert
the image for you.

WHY Are There 5 Different Flag Markers ?
The K-Salon light boxes provide the user with the option to
flag an image using 5 different flag markers as opposed to
a simple held/not held option. Do you need 5?
The reasoning behind 5 markers is detailed below. The ensuing is not
a requirement nor does it define the only way to use the flag marks - it
is merely a suggestion which underlies the design of the flagging
system.
During the AWARD determination process, all images with a score
equal to or above the extraction point will have been extracted and
placed in the light box. When the selectors look at each of these
images in turn they are likely to:
a) decide that the image is not worth considering for an award (leave
it unflagged)
b) decide that the image could be an award winner - flag with marker
2 by selecting the image (left click) and then typing the number
2. Typing 2 again would undo the flag.
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c) individually decide that the image is one which that selector would
like to consider for their own ribbon award. To do this easily, it is
suggested that each of the three selectors be assigned one of
the numbers 4, 5 and 6. If one or more of the selectors wants
this image flagged for their possible selectors choice, they
merely say their number and that numbered is then typed.
Because the flags are separate, an image could easily have 2,
4, 5 and 6 if it was a particularly popular image.
Having gone through the full set of images, press function key F2 this will now display only those images with flag 2 - i.e. those which it
was felt deserve an award.
The selectors may now wish to compare just a few of those images in
deciding a specific award - say gold. For these images, flag them with
number 3 and press function F3 which means that only those images
flagged with 3 will be displayed. If you were using the 20 up light box,
you may at this time wish to use the larger 4 up light box (key x) or the
full size light box (right click on the image).
Having decided which one is to receive the award, type 'a' and assign
the award and then type 'c' to remove all flag marks for the image.
Press F3 again to view the reducing pool.
If for the next award you want to increase the pool, press F1 and if you
are in the single light box, press ESC to go back to the multi light box.
Now flag a few more images with 2.
Repeat this process (flagging 3 and making awards) until all of the
awards have been assigned. At this point press CTRL+F2 to delete all
flag 2 markers and then CTRL+F3 to delete all flag 3 markers.
Now for the individual ribbons / selector's choices. Press function key
F7 to display all images which have any flag marker on. By now this
will be 4, 5, or 6 indicating the selectors' choices.
The selectors can now decide between themselves who will have
what image. For each decision, assign the award and then remove all
flags for that image using the letter 'c' or 'C'.

Having assigned all awards, you can check the assignment easily
press function key F8.
Before finally leaving the awards you may wish to clear down all 2 and
3 flags as these have significance in the HM determination as detailed
on page (111) To do so, use CTRL+F2 and CTRL+F3 while in the light
box.

WHY Can Lower Scoring Images Receive Top Awards?
Some salons wish to assign the top awards purely to the
images which received the top marks. Although this is a
possible approach, consideration should also be given to
the concept of a 'pool' of top images which includes those
which scored the next level score, etc.
In the first scoring pass all images are treated as equal and scored
without extensive examination. However, in the award phase, the
images are subject to a deeper scrutiny which can reveal faults or
processing problems or other factors which mean that the selectors
would not want to reward such an image over others.
This why in the award phase we recommend that sufficient images be
extracted and then all images in the 'pool' be treated equally without
regard to their individual score. If you feel, as many do, the top award
should have a top score, this can be adjusted automatically when you
'close' the section. At that point you can elect to have all award
winners 'promoted' to the top mark. This is permitted by both FIAP and
PSA.
However, if you wish to restrict the awards to assign top awards only
to top scoring images, then you can use the 'SET Flags' option in the
AWARDS screen. This will open another screen where you can select
how you want images flagged and which flag to set. For example, you
may wish to set flag 4 on for all extracted images which scored 15.
When you return to the Lightbox, pressing F4 would then restrict your
view only to those images scoring 15.
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WHY Is A Top Image Not Visible For Awards ?
If your salon does not allow members of the sponsoring
club to win awards, then images from such members will
not appear in the light box for awards. They will, however
appear in the light box for Honourable Mentions.
The inclusion or exclusion of such images from awards is determined
by the MEMAWARDS parameter in the CONTROL.INI file - see
Appendix A page (305) If any members have images in the extracted
set, the number of such images excluded from awards is shown on
the AWARDS screen.

WHY Look at an Image at More Than 100% ?
In the initial stages of salon scoring, a quick decision has to
be made with respect to the scores. This is primarily based
on the visual impact and seldom includes a detailed
analysis of the image. However, when deciding on awards,
it is important to look carefully at the image.
Sometimes, during such award level scrutiny, a question may be
raised about some technical aspect of the image - has it been over
sharpened? - is this really a bad cut and paste? - has there been too
much cleaning of a nature image?
Whereas it may be possible to determine the answer looking at the
image at 100%, the selectors, depending upon how far they are sitting
from the screen, may wish to examine the image in closer detail.
K-Salon provides such a facility.
If you are in one of the multi-image light boxes, right click on the
image under consideration - this will take you to the full screen image.
In the full screen image, right click again on the image to take you into
the expansion light box.

At this point, position the mouse over a point of interest and pull the
mouse wheel back (or right click) - the image will expand keeping the
point of interest under the mouse pointer. To decrease the size, push
the mouse wheel forward (or double click).
You can move the whole image by either a) holding down CTRL and
left mouse button and dragging the image, b) holding down SHIFT and
use the mouse wheel to move vertically or c) holding down CTRL and
use the mouse wheel to move vertically.
You can expand the image up to 300% and back down to 25%.
To leave this type of light box, use the ESC key.
When you enter this light box, the image is shown at a preset zoom
factor. You can change this starting zoom factor via the
ADMIN&ACTIVATION facility detailed on pages (72) and (325). This
command is accessed via the ADMIN&BACKGROUND command on
the main screen.

WHY Have a 3 Character Password For On-Line Entry?
We are always told that passwords need to complex and
long. Why does the K-Salon on-line entry system take a
different approach?
Normally a password is used to prevent public access to critical,,
important, sensitive, personal and/or confidential data. The On-Line
entry system does not contain such data. The purpose of the
password is primarily to prevent someone accessing the incorrect
entry by mistake.
For example assume John enters the salon and is assigned entry
reference A14-678-932 and Kim enters the same salon and is
assigned reference A14-678-931. Without a password, if John reenters (to make a change) and incorrectly types A14-678-931, he
would then have direct access to Kim's entry. However, with a
password, it is unlikely that they would have chosen the same
password.
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We are not attempting to prevent hacking - we are attempting to
prevent incorrect access through typing errors.
There is also the consideration that John might also enter another
salon and be assigned reference A14-123-567 in that salon. If he were
to enter A14-123-567 in the first salon (to make an amendment), such
a reference may or may not have been assigned. If it has been
assigned, it is highly unlikely that the other person would have chosen
the same password.
Why only 3 characters - why not 4 or 5 or the recommended 9 or
more.
Dealing first with 4 - if you ask for 4 characters, many people have
been known to use their credit card pin number - silly - yes - but it
does happen. Similarly, ask for a long password and many people will
choose their standard password. Under either situation, the TAG files
would now contain potentially valuable information.
Instead by asking only for three characters, this password is sufficient
to achieve the objectives with respect to the on-line entry system
whilst not being similar to other systems which require a secure
password.

WHY Examine the Distinctions?
Although some salons provide a drop down list from which
entrants can select their distinctions, other salons permit
the user to type in their details. The latter mode of entry has
lead to some exceedingly incorrect details such as the
entrants address. If the distinctions are to be replicated in
the salon catalogue, it is necessary to check them.

irrelevant or inappropriate items. The process for undertaking such
checking is detailed on page (87)

WHY Use a 'KSX' Format for Downloading
Although the 'zip' format is the normal way of collecting files
together into one container file, the zip process has certain
major disadvantages when used across the web and when
used in computers which have WinZip installed. The ksx
format does not suffer from the same problems.
When a 'zip' file is produced, it is created in a temporary workspace
and then copied to the final destination when the zip file is closed. In
a web server environment, the action of this copy back can sometimes
be terminated prematurely by the operating system if a timeout
occurs. On the other hand a 'ksx' file is produced in the target disc
location which means there is no moving of the data after it is closed.
This reduces the chance of a premature timeout destroying the file.
In many versions of Windows (especially those with WinZip installed),
if you click on a zip file, the operating system will automatically open
the file. This makes it very difficult to move or copy the actual ZIP file
(as opposed to the contents of the zip file).
This can be circumvented by using the KSZ option in the Step 6 of the
On-Line creation process. The KSZ extension is not recognised by
Windows and hence it will not automatically open up the file. However,
in K-Salon, the UNLOAD ZIP FILES operation looks for 'ksz' files and
renames them as 'zip' files ready for opening and reading.
The alternative to using a zip file is to use a KSX format file (Kenebec
Structured eXchange format)

If the distinctions are not checked at entry time, then it is necessary to
undertake a very laborious proof reading of the catalogue prior to
publication.

The 'KSX' files are held in a special format designed for easy writing
and reading of a container file. Although a KSX file has a general
format structure, it can have variants dependent upon the application.

The K-Salon program provides a method of checking that the
distinction details are acceptable and do not include spurious or

The files start with <nnn:KSX> where nnn is the binary hexadecimal
sequence xH00 xH00 xH01. This sequence indicates to the browsers
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and Windows that this is a binary file and should not be opened by
Notepad or the browser.
Each 'record' in the file consists of a key section, an optional header
section followed by an optional data section.
The Key section consists of <key:abcx where


key is a three ASCII character key such as FIL or END



abc is the length of the header area + 100 (header must be
less than 800 bytes long). This is in standard characters



x is either : if there is a header or > if there is no header.

The header section is in standard character format and consists of the
length of the data section or 0 if there is no data section followed by
optional additional fields separated by : followed by > to indicate the
end of the header section.
In the K-Salon ksx files, the key section is FIL and the header contains
the length of the contents of the file being added to the container
followed by : and then the date and time of the file as YYYY_MM_DD
HH-MM-SS followed by : and the file name followed by >
If the file has any contents, these are then stored in the file in binary
format (i.e. no interpretation or amendment of the file)
The whole pattern is repeated as required and then terminated by
<END:000>
One of the main reasons for using this KSX format is that it is very fast
to write and read and easy to locate a particular file.
The read process reads the first 9 byte key area to determine if there
is another record or if the end of the file has been reached.
If there is a record, the key area then indicates the size of the header
section which can then be read from the file. This will contain the
information to determine if the record is the required one or if more
records need to be examined. If this is not the required record, the
length of the data area is given as the first field in the header record.

The file pointer can then be advanced by this number of bytes without
needing to read the contents and the checking process can start
again.
If it is a required record, the data can then be read directly from the file
for the specified number of bytes. Again the process then repeats if
more files are to be extracted.
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14. REPORTS AND EXTRACTS
The reports and extracts produced by the K-Salon program are
divided into three groups - section level, salon level and general.
Section level reports can only be produced when the selected section
has been completed and closed. Salon level reports can only be
produced when all sections have been completed and closed. General
reports are produced from specific screens and their production
depends upon the loading and processing of specific files.
All of the extracts and reports will be placed in the [WORK]\REPORTS
folder. In the naming pattern used below -n- is the section designation
and name.

custom paper size of 21.0 cm high by 27.9 cm wide being the lesser of
each dimension.
This means a report printed on an A4 printer will have a wider margin
on the right whereas the same report printed on a letter sized printer
will have a wider margin at the bottom.

Circuit Reports
If a salon is part of a circuit, the CIRCUIT= parameter will have been
set in the CONTROL.INI file. This parameter assigns a unique
identification letter in the range A to F to each salon in the circuit.

(~) and Category Codes in Image Titles

Salon and section level reports produced by a salon in a circuit will
have the circuit code letter prepended to the name. This enables the
reports to be copied to one folder without overwriting the files.

Although some authors may include a subset code, such as the (W),
in their title, it is often added by the data entry software. As such, the
subset code (~) is not actually part of the image title.

For example if the extract EXT_n_CATALOG.TXT is produced in
salon B of a circuit, the name for the output file would be adjusted to
_(B)_EXT_n_CATALOG.TXT

For all Section and Salon level reports, you are given the option to
either remove or leave any (~) designation found in the title. The
default is to remove the subset code (~) designation.

GENERAL - BACK_LOAD

With respect to categories, again, the category code is not part of the
title as submitted by the author and should normally be removed. In
the reports, the category codes are always removed from the title and
shown separately along with the other image details. For the section
level extracts, you are given the option to either remove or leave the
category code at the start of the image title. The default is to remove
the category code.

Paper Size
Whereas many countries use A4 as the standard paper size, other
countries use the letter size. In landscape format A4 is 21.0 cm high
and 29.7 cm wide but letter is 21.5 cm high and 27.9 cm wide. In order
to fit both paper sizes, all of the reports produced by K-Salon use a

Purpose:
The BACK_LOAD process is a facility for uploading a
previously completed salon in order to use the reporting and data
analysis features of K-Salon. In order to undertake this operation
certain conditions must be met. This report is produced as part of
the process to detail any violations of the conditions. For full
details see page (273) .
Content:
This report is divided into two parts. The first part lists the
various sections and the statistics relating to the section as
determined from the acceptance point and the image list file. The
second part lists the various conditions and any violations of
those conditions.
Name:

GEN_BACK_LOAD.RTF

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed.
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Conditions: This report is produced as part of the analysis phase of
the BACK LOAD PREVIOUS activity .
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you undertake
the ANALYSIS phase of the BACK LOAD PREVIOUS operation.

GENERAL - COUNTRY LIST
Purpose:
This file lists all of the countries in the country file used
by the K-Salon program. If countries are added or removed, the
list will alter and will be produced again.

distinction, the number of entrants with this distinction, the
number of images (entries) with this distinction and the full distinct
entry of the first record with this distinction.
The full entry is given as an aid to detecting invalid entries - for
example if an address had been put in the distinctions column,
then the individual address elements would be logged as
individual distinctions but the invalid aspect would be evident by
looking at the full entry column.
Name:

GEN_DISTINCTION_TYPES.RTF

Content:
This report contains two columns separated by a tab
character. The first column lists the countries which the program
looks for in the input files. The second column lists the country
name as it will be used in reports and extracts.

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed.

Name:

GEN_COUNTRY_LIST.TXT

Type:

This is a tab delimited text file.

Method:
Having started K-Salon, load a Image List file, then click
on DATA ANALYSIS and then select the DISTINCTION
ANALYSIS command. In this screen click on the REPORT
command.

Conditions: This report is produced automatically every time the
program starts. It is also produced whenever a new country is
added or removed.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

Conditions: This report can only be produced after the full image
analysis process has been completed. It can be undertaken at
any time, even before any of the scoring has been performed.

NOTE: The internal distinctions file is reloaded automatically
when you go to the DISTINCTIONS ANALYSIS screen. This
means that if you have made corrections in the Image List file, the
latest data will be displayed and reported.

GENERAL - DISTINCTIONS

GENERAL - IMAGE ANALYSIS

Purpose:
Although some salon entry procedures limit the entrant to
selecting distinctions from a drop down list, some others do not.
Where the entrant is allowed to enter their own data, there have
been instances of completely spurious information being entered
in this field. This report enables you to check the validity of the
distinction items entered and also ascertain how many entries.

Purpose:
This report provides detailed background information with
respect to the actual images submitted. The process opens and
examines each image looking for the image size and the
presence or absence of an embedded colour profile and the name
of the profile is one is found.

Content:
This report shows (in alphabetic order), the distinction
item found in the Image List file, the reference (entry) number of
the first record in the Image List file which contained this

Content:
The report is divided into either five or six sections
depending upon the choice made at production time. It is always
possible to re-create the report with the alternative option.
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The first section shows the types of embedded profile with
quantities and percentages. Although there are some practitioners
who recommend using the ProPhoto profile, over 70% of the
colours in a ProPhoto profiled image cannot be seen on an sRGB
screen. As a consequence, since this profile is sometimes used
by entrants, this profile has been counted separately. Images in
ProPhoto will appear considerably duller when viewed in sRGB
(see Page (191)
The second section shows the frequency of the various shapes of
image where the shape is determined as the ratio of the width
divided by the height, with the results grouped into various preset
categories. The section also shows the number of images which
filled or did not fill the full permitted screen size.
The third section shows the JPG file sizes in 100,000 byte bands
with quantities and percentage in each band and cumulative
quantities and percentages.
The fourth section shows the profiles encountered ordered by the
number of images with the named profile.
The fifth sections shows the profiles in alphabetic order with a
count of the number of images with the named profile.
If the size information was requested, the sixth section shows all
of the different width*height combinations encountered in the
submitted images. The data is presented in a 3 column table
ordered by frequency of occurrence going across the table.
Where frequency is the same, the data is then ordered on the
width*height combination. Selecting this option can increase the
size of the report by a considerable amount.
Name:

GEN_IMAGE_ANALYSIS.RTF

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed.

Conditions: This report can only be produced after the full image
analysis process has been completed. It can be undertaken at
any time, even before any of the scoring has been performed.

Method:
Having started the K-Salon process, load a copy of the
Image List file, click on DATA ANALYSIS and click on the
ANALYSE IMAGE DETAILS command. If the data has not
already been loaded, you will need to load the relevant data. After
the load is completed, click on the REPORT command.
NOTE: The image analysis phase can take considerable time as
each image has to be examined separately. You can interrupt and
suspend the process by press the ESC key. It can then be
resumed at a later time or date.

GENERAL - MULTI-SECTION ENTRIES
Purpose:
This report shows the numbers of entrants who entered x
number of sections where x varies from 1 to the total number of
sections. The report can be presented either for the full salon or
by selected country or countries.
Content:
The report is produced dynamically and contains no
preset number of pages or parts.
During the production process, if the COPY button is clicked, then
the currently displayed data is added to the report.
For each number from 1 to the total number of sections, the
displayed data shows the proportion and number of entrants who
entered that number of sections, the number of images submitted
and the average submission. Where specific countries have been
selected, the data pertains only to those countries.
Name:

GEN_MULTI_SECTION_SUBMISSIONS.RTF

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

Conditions: This report can only be produced when the latest Image
List file has been read. The Image List file does not need to have
any scores.
Method:
Having started the K-Salon process, load a copy of the
Image List file, click on DATA ANALYSIS and select MULTI-
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SECTION ENTRIES. In the next screen double click on the
countries for which you want the data.

GENERAL - NOT PAID EXTRACT
Purpose:
This is report contains details for all entries which are not
marked as PAID. This includes PARTIAL paid and DELETED. It is
produced as an extract for use in a spreadsheet program.
Content:
For each entrant not marked as PAID, the report shows
the name, country, email address, status, payment record, group
code, the date of the first entry to the system, the date of the last
entry to the system and the date of any payment IPN processed.
Name:
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GEN_NOT_PAID.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited text file suitable for use in a
spreadsheet program
Conditions: This report can be requested after the TAG FILE
PROCESS has been performed.
Method:
After doing the PROCESS TAG files command, click on
EDIT/VIEW TAG files and then click on NOT PAID.

GENERAL - SALON ENTRIES
Purpose:
This report shows the current count and scored status of
the salon entries. It is produced automatically when you read an
Image List file or when you do a PROCESS TAG FILES activity.
Content:
For each section, the report shows the number of entries,
and the number of entries which have not yet been scored.
If any of the sections have categories, the report also shows for
each category, the number of entries, the number of entries with a
(~) designation and the highest score achieved for that category.

Conditions: There are no pre-conditions for the production of this
report. If the report has been produced by the PROCESS TAG
FILES operation, then the scoring details are not relevant and are
shown as 'n/a'.
Method:
This report is produce automatically each time you read
an Image List file or do a PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

GENERAL - SAVE PERCENTAGES
Purpose:
During the selection process, the organizer may wish to
see the overall percentage of scores which are achieving a
specified percentage. This information can be used to see if the
selection is on target to achieve the expected acceptance
proportion. This report is designed to provide that information.
Content:
Each of the image list file saves is analysed separately
and appears in the report as a column of data. The possible
scores appear as rows in the report from the highest to the
lowest. Each data cell shows for that save, the percentage of
scored entries which have the designated score or better. It is
easy therefore to see what percentage have scored 'x' points or
better and also how this proportion is changing through time.
Name:

GEN_SAVE_PCT_section name.TXT
This item appears in folder [WORK]\REPORT

Type:
This is a pure text file. The program will automatically
send it to NOTEPAD so that it opens directly. The default font for
NOTEPAD is COURIER which means the columns will all line up
correctly.
If the font is not COURIER, you are advised to change it
to COURIER in order to view the results correctly.

Name:

GEN_SALON_ENTRIES.RTF

Conditions: This report can be produced at any time after scoring has
commenced.

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

Method:

To create the trend report,
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a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)

d) click on SHOW SCORING RATES

b) select the work folder

e) click on REPORT.

c) click on DATA ANALYSIS
d) click on SHOW SCORING TRENDS
e) you will be presented with a navigation window. Go to the
folder containing the Image List files and click on the first result
file. Then holding down the shift key, click on the last Image List
file and close the navigation window
f) when the load is completed, click on the SPREAD command

GENERAL - SCORING RATES
Purpose:
During the scoring process, the program keeps track of
the scoring rate per hour. The results are written out to the
database each time the system writes out an image list file. This
report lists of all of the results as a tab delimited text file which
can be examined in NOTEPAD, WORD or a spreadsheet
program.
Content:
For each session, the report shows the section, the start
time, finish time, total duration, the quantity scored and the rate
per hour. .
Name:

GEN_SCORING_RATES.TXT
This item appears in folder [WORK]\REPORT

Type:

This is a tab delimited text file.

Conditions: This report can be produced at any time after scoring has
commenced.
Method:

This report To create the trend report,

a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)
b) select the work folder
c) click on DATA ANALYSIS

NOTE This report can also be produced from the scoring control
screen F075 by clicking on the SHOW RATES command

GENERAL - SNAPSHOT
Purpose:
During the scoring process, it is sometimes desirable to
know how the scoring pattern is evolving - how many images are
there in each score band? - what is the percentage in each score
band? Whereas this information is presented visually in the
K-Salon program, this report provides a detailed record of the
pattern at a specific time based on a specific Image List file.
Content:
The report shows the Image List file which was
processed and the date and time that the Image List file was
created.
Then for each section, it shows the number of entries, the number
already scored and the percentage already scored. If any scores
have been recorded for the section, then a table is produced
showing for each possible score in descending order of score,,
the cumulative percentage with that score or better, the
cumulative quantity, the individual percentage with that score and
the individual quantity with that score.
Name:

GEN_SNAPSHOT Image List file name.TXT
This item appears in folder [WORK]\PCT

Type:
This is an ASCII type file which can be opened and
printed from NOTEPAD or a word processor
Conditions: This file can be produced at any time. It is normally used
during the scoring to show how the pattern is evolving.
NOTE: Letting the selectors see the scoring pattern may affect
their scoring pattern. As a consequence, it is not a good idea to
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let the selectors see the process except at the end of a round. If
you want to see the interim results, then either disable the
projector OR make sure that you do not undertake a standard
load of a Image List file at the beginning of K-Salon and in the
SHOW PERCENTAGES screen, do not select a section but
instead click on the REPORT command. Then open the SNAP
shot report in a different computer.
Method:
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To create the snapshot without displaying the results:

the data columns for each possible score in ascending order
showing first the percentages of such scores assigned during the
time period since the previous Image List file, followed by the
actual quantity receiving such scores. The last column is the
filename of that Image List file.
Only sections that have at least one entry scored are included in
this report.
Name:

a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)

where y,m etc is date and time in 24 hour clock pattern

b) select the work folder (if not already selected)
c) if you have already selected a SECTION reselect to 'no section'
d) click on DATA ANALYSIS
e) click on SHOW PERCENTAGES
f) in the navigation window, select the most recent Image List file
g) click on REPORT - the results will be in the [WORK]\PCT folder

GEN_TRENDS_yyyy_mm_dd_hh_mm_ss.CSV
This item appears in folder [WORK]\PCT

Type:
This is a comma delimited file which can be read directly
in a spreadsheet
Conditions: This report can be produced at any time after scoring has
commenced.
Method:

To create the trend report,

a) open the K-Salon program (if not already open)

GENERAL - TRENDS
Purpose:
Whereas it is a fundamental assumption that selectors
maintain an even assessment of the images during the scoring
process, it is sometimes desirable to check if this is actually the
case. See page (95) for a more detailed explanation of the
reasoning. This report allows you to examine the evidence in a
spreadsheet format. The trend analysis is undertaken by
examining all of the interim Image List files. The examination
process is limited to only looking at the scores in each file and is
much faster than loading a full Image List file.
Content:
Each result file is analysed separately and appears in the
report as a line of data. The first column is the section, the second
is the date-hour-minute of the save of the file and the third is the
number of scorings detected in this file relative to the previous file
(or in this file for the first Image List file). This is then followed by

b) select the work folder
c) click on DATA ANALYSIS
d) click on SHOW SCORING TRENDS
e) you will be presented with a navigation window. Go to the
folder containing the Image List file and click on the first result file.
Then holding down the shift key, click on the last Image List file
and close the navigation window
f) when the load is completed, click on the REPORT command

PRE - CATCH_LIST
Purpose:
The CATCH report provide details of images which have
been flagged as potential repetitions of accepted images from
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previous salons. The detection is based on the title, author and
country.

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.

Content:
This report is divided into two parts. The first part lists the
files which are being used as the check source. The second part
is data dependent and is only included if a suspected repetition is
detected. It lists the source details (source file, reference and JPG
file name) and the new image details (title, author, tag file and
JPG file name)

Conditions: This report is produced as part of the PROCESS TAG
FILES activity if source files are present in the CATCH folder. If
no catch files are present or no matches found, this report will not
be produced.

Name:

PRE_CATCH_LIST.RTF

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed.

Conditions: This report is produced as part of the PROCESS TAG
FILES activity if source files are present in the CATCH folder. If
no catch files are present in the CATCH file, this report will not be
produced.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you undertake
a PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

PRE - CATCH TEXT ???

Method:
This report is produce automatically when you undertake
a PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

PRE - COUNTRY SUBMISSION
Purpose:
This report shows the number of entrants and entries by
country and by section within country. The report is produced as a
tab delimited TXT file for use in word processors or spreadsheets.
Content:
The file contains the following fields across. The first line
is a header line. The final line is a grand total showing the number
of countries and the overall statistics for the full salon.
Country name, total entrants for that country, total entries for
that country.

Purpose:
The CATCH process reports on images which have been
flagged as potential repetitions of accepted images from previous
salons. The detection is based on the title, author and country.
Content:
This report is presented as a tab delimited text file which
can be examined and processed in a spreadsheet program. The
file contains a header line indicating the contents of each column.
The file includes the current email address of the entrant and the
password required (if relevant) for the entrant to amend their
entry.
Name:

PRE_CATCH_TEXT_???.TXT

where ??? is a unique incrementing identifier based on the date
and time of the file production

On the same line, the number of entrants and number of
entries for that country. Zero values are included and shown as
zero.
Name:

PRE_COUNTRY_SUBMISSION_TAB.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report is produced automatically when the image list
file is read.
Method:
This report is produced automatically when the image list
file is read.
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PRE - DELETED READY PRINTS
Purpose:
This report lists those entrants who have been marked as
deleted after the have paid and their prints have been received
and placed in the READY piles. This can happen if an entrant
withdraws or is refused entry. The report gives full instructions.
Content:
The report contains full instructions with respect the
steps to be performed to create the Image List file and the steps
to be performed after all scoring and award determination has
been completed. The report also lists all of the affected entrants
and contains columns for ticking when the actions have been
taken.

contained the PSA number. This report is always produced and
will be empty if no duplicates are found.
Name:

PRE_DUPLICATE_GEN.TXT
PRE_DUPLICATE_PSA.TXT

Type:

These are simple text files which can be opened directly.

Conditions: These reports do not have any pre-conditions.
Method:
These reports are produced automatically when you do
the PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

Name:

PRE_DELETED_READY_PRINTS.RTF

PRE - EMAILS

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

Purpose:
This report lists the email addresses of all active entrants
- i.e. all those not DELETED, REJECTED, etc. The data is
presented with 20 addresses per line grouped by the date when
the 1) the entry was made or 2) the email addresses was
changed or 3) the status changed from non-active to active. The
report can be used for sending out blanket emails to all entrants
upon entry or when the critical data changes. By noting the last
date used for sending emails, it is possible to send emails only to
the new or changed entrants.

Conditions: This report is produced when an attempt to create the
Image List file is blocked because at least one entrant is now
marked as deleted after their prints have been processed.
Method:
This report is produced if you answer Y to question 729
when attempting to create an Image List file.

PRE - DUPLICATE ENTRIES
Purpose:
There are two duplicate entry reports - one for duplicate
PSA numbers and the other for duplicate GEN numbers. These
reports will list those entries which contain the same PSA or GEN
number. This situation can either be due to data entry error or
actual double entry. In either case, corrective action needs to be
taken.
Content:
The first line shows the date and time of the report. The
report contains two lines for each duplicate found. The lines
contain the PSA number/GEN number, the name of the entrant,
the country and the file name of the related tag file. The report
ends with "END OF REPORT" and shows how many records

Content:
The report contains the date and time of the group of
email addresses, followed by 20 addresses per line separated by
semi-colons
Name:

PRE_EMAILS.TXT

Type:
This is a text file which can be opened directly in
NOTEPAD
Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions and can be
produced at any time.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.
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PRE - ENTRY LIST
Purpose:
This report lists the critical details of all of the entrants. It
includes TAG T90 which shows the status of the payment. The
report is produced as a tab delimited TXT file for use in word
processors or spreadsheets.
Content:
The report contains the following fields with the tag lines
shown in (): payment status (T90), payment details (T97),
payment group (T96), surname (T1), given name (T2), country
(T9), post code (T8), email address (T10), tag file identifier (T12).
Name:
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PRE_ENTRY_LIST.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions and can be
produced at any time.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

PRE - ENTRY NUMS

cumulative total of new entries processed
cumulative percentage received by that date
percentage which came after that date
NOTE: The percentage figures are more relevant once the closing
date has been reached as it is only then that the total is known
Name:

PRE_ENTRY_NUMS_TXT.TXT
PRE_ENTRY_NUMS_CSV.CSV

Type:
This report is produced in two formats a) as a tab
delimited file which can be opened in either a word processor or
spreadsheet program and b) as a CSV file which can be opened
directly in a spreadsheet. The TXT format can be used for
producing charts
Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

PRE - GROUP CODES
Purpose:
If your on-line entry system allows entrants to be grouped
(for discount or similar purposes), this report can be used as a log
of the various group codes assigned.

Purpose:
This report shows the number of new entries received by
day processed and the cumulative total by that day. If the on-line
system has been used, the report shows for each day, the
number of days until closing. The default action is to exclude all
entries marked as deleted. This default can be changed by the
USEDEL parameter in the CONTROL.INI file (305) It only shows
days on which entries are received.

Content:
If you have selected the group option in Step 5 of the online entry specification, this report will show the group code, full
instructions on using the log and a table for entering the group
information.

Content:
The report contains the following columns:
day of the week
actual date
number of days until closing date (or zero if not using on-line)
number of new entries processed that day

Name:

PRE_GROUP_CODES.RTF

Type:

This is a Word type document.

If you have not selected the Group option, this report will still be
produced but without any tables or data.

Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions.
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Method:
This report is produced automatically when you create an
on-line entry system.

PRE - JPG - CHECK - REPORT

PRE - GROUP REPORT

Purpose:
This report is produced as a result of the file integrity
check undertaken in the PROCESS TAG FILES. It lists any
problems found.

Purpose:
If your on-line entry system allows entrants to be grouped
(for discount or similar purposes), this report is produced showing
the entrants which have used the group codes. A separate report
is produced for each group code used.
Content:
If you have selected the group option in Step 5 of the online entry specification, this report will show the group code and
for each person in the group, their name, the number of sections
entered, the full fee, whether or not they are marked as PAID, the
reference number and the first date they made an entry..
Name:

PRE_GROUP_a_b.RTF

where 'a' is the group code
'b' is the name of the group. The 'b' part of the title is only used if
you have specified a GROUPS.TXT file in the [WORK] space.
Type:

Content:
If no integrity failures are found, the report merely
indicates this fact and the date and time of the process. If an
integrity failure is found, the report will indicate the nature of the
problem(s) and list all files affected by this problem.
Name:

PRE_JPG_CHECK.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report is produced automatically when you do any
TAG file processing (FULL or NEW) in the PROCESS TAG FILE
screen.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

This is a Word type document.

Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions.

PRE - JUDGES - REPORT

Method:
This report is produced automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

Purpose:
This report shows the judging allocation. It is used for
verifying who is doing what. and as a list for passing out to the
judges.

GROUPS.TXT file If you want the filename of the GROUP REPORT
to include the name of the group, then you need to create a
GROUPS.txt file in the [WORK] space. Each group is specified
on a separate line as group code tab group name. Optionally you
can add additional information on the line after a second tab
character or on a separate comment line beginning with *.

Content:
The report shows for each section, the judges who are
judging that section and then for each judge, the sections they are
judging. If it is for a circuit, the report shows all of the judging
allocations across all sections of all salons in the circuit.
Name:

PRE_JUDGES.TXT

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed.

Conditions: This report is produced automatically if a JUDGES.TXT
file has been specified.
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Produced automatically at start up time.

PRE - LOG - COMPUTER
Purpose:
This report analyses the log file downloaded from the OnLine entry system and classifies the data by type of computer and
type of browser
Content:
The report is divided into two sections - first it shows the
data for all entries which were completed (i.e. CONFIRMED) and
then it shows the data for all those system accesses which clicked
on START in the On-Line entry system but did not complete. This
is usually for people who want to see what the entry system
entails.
The data is each section lists the number by type of computer,
then the number by type of browser, then the number by
computer/browser combination.
Name:
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PRE_LOG_COMPUTER.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report can only be produced if the on-line log files
has been downloaded as part of a standard on-line zip operation
and a TAG FILE PROCESS operation has been performed OR an
Image List file has been loaded.
Method:
After the DO TAG PROCESS has been performed, click
on DATA ANALYSIS and then on ON-LINE LOG FILE
STATISTICS

Content:
The report shows for each reference number, the date
when it was used, the date when the entry was confirmed, the
number of issues encountered, the name and country of the
entrant, the type of computer used, the type of browser used and
the ISP address.
Name:

PRE_LOG_REPORT.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report can only be produced if the on-line log files
has been downloaded as part of a standard on-line zip operation
and a TAG FILE PROCESS operation has been performed OR an
Image List file has been loaded.
Method:
After the DO TAG PROCESS has been performed, click
on DATA ANALYSIS and then on ON-LINE LOG FILE
STATISTICS

PRE - MEMBERSHIP LIST
Purpose:
This report lists all of those entrants for whom TAG T11
or TAG T81 indicates that the entrant is a member of the
sponsoring club. The report is produced as a tab delimited TXT
file for use in word processors or spreadsheets.
Content:
The report contains the name of the entrant and the
name of the associated TAG file.
Name:

PRE_MEMBER_LIST.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.

PRE - LOG - REPORT

Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions and can be
produced at any time.

Purpose:
This report analyses the log file downloaded from the OnLine entry system and collects the data by reference number

Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.
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PRE - PAYMENTS - REPORT

Name:

Purpose:
This report is primarily for systems which are not using
the K-Salon on-line entry system. It reports on the contents of
tags t90 (status) and T97 (payments) so that these fields can be
updated again if the entrant re-enters.

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.

Content:
The report shows for each tag file the most recent
contents of the T90 (status) field along with the date and contents
of T97. Column ACTIVE contains "C" for current status and "P"
for previous; column NUMBER records the order of the entries in
the file. When the status is changed, a new record is produced so
that this report becomes a log of payment status changes. Initially
the report is in TAG filename order. It can be sorted by name
using columns NAME and NUMBER for a history of the entrant
and by NAME and ACTIVE for the current status of all entrants..
Name:

PRE_PAYMENTS.txt

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report is produced automatically when a TAG FILE
PROCESS operation has been performed.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

PRE_PRINT_LIST.TXT

Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions and is
produced automatically when the Image List files is created if
there are any print sections in the salon.
Method:
This report is produced automatically when a new Image
List file is created.

PRE - REPORT_???
Purpose:
This report contains the basic details and notes for TAG
files which are shown in the VIEW TAG files.
Content:
The report shows the reference number, the status from
tag T90, the group code, the entrant's name and email address,
country and the contents of tag T91 (payment details). If there are
any notes associated with the TAG file, these are included.
Name:
PRE_REPORT_???.rtf where ??? is determined by what
is showing and you can overwrite it
Type:
This is an RTF document which can be printed. The
columns can be sorted to provide a different presentation
sequence.
Conditions: This report can only be produced from the EDIT TAG
FILE screen.

PRE - PRINT ORDER LIST
Purpose:
This report lists all of the prints in the Image List file. It
can be used as an aid to sorting out problems detected when
checking the final print order prior to judging.
Content:
The report contains the entry number in the Image List
file, the section, the round, the entry reference, the title and the
name of the author for all prints.

Method:
Having started the K-Salon process, do PROCESS TAG
FILES then select EDIT VIEW TAG file and select the appropriate
option. The report will only contain details for the tag files showing
in the display window.
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PRE - STATUS & _Status List.htm
Purpose:
This report is an HTML file for copying to the salon
website. It shows the status of all entries received by the salon.
Content:
The report is presented in three formats. The HTML
format can be viewed via a browser; the TXT format can be edited
easily by NOTEPAD and contains the basic HTML for pasting into
the web page; the _Status List.htm format can be uploaded to the
website as a standalone page.
The data lists for each entrant, the surname, given name and
distinctions, followed by the number of images entered in each
section, followed by an indicator with respect to payment, followed
the state/province/county and country. The data is ordered in
ascending order of the surname.
If any notes are found on tag T92 in the tag file, you will be given
the option to have such notes included in the status report. This
can be useful for recording messages you want to appear in the
status report such as image A1 is oversize.
Name:

Conditions: This report does not have any pre-conditions and can be
produced at any time.
Method:
This report is produce automatically when you do the
PROCESS TAG FILES operation.

PRE - WATCH LIST
Purpose:
This report lists all those entrants whose tag file (detail
definition file) contains a first name, surname and country
combination listed in the WATCH.TXT file and which do not have
a T80 tag. It is used for monitoring the need to set exclusions.
Content:
The report is presented in two parts, The first lists the
number of records in the WATCH.TXT file and the number of tag
files which have produced a monitor flag. The second part lists
the tag file name and the name and country flagged in the file.
The reporting process excludes all tag files which contain a T80
tag with a value of YES or NO.
Name:

PRE_WATCH_LIST.RTF

PRE_STATUS_HTML.htm

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

PRE_STATUS_TEXT.TXT

Conditions: This report is only produced if there is a WATCH.TXT file
present in the [WORK] folder.

_Status List.htm
A copy of the PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt file is also located
in the STATUS folder for ease of finding when doing an on-line
status update. The _Status List.htm file is only placed in the
STATUS folder
Type:
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The HTML format can be viewed via a browser.

Method:
Having started the K-Salon process, select PROCESS
TAG FILES. If there is a WATCH.TXT file in the [WORK] folder,
this report will be produced even if no monitor flags are detected.

PRE - WEEK - STATS

The _Status List.htm file can be viewed via a browser
and is a complete standalone html file

Purpose:
This report analyses the log file downloaded from the OnLine entry system and produces a weekly summary

The TXT format can be copied and pasted directly into
the relevant web page.

Content:
The report shows for each week, the number of entries
confirmed, the number of times the payment screen was entered
and the number of user errors encountered.
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PRE_WEEK_STATS.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This report can only be produced if the on-line log files
has been downloaded as part of a standard on-line zip operation
and a TAG FILE PROCESS operation has been performed OR an
Image List file has been loaded.
Method:
After the DO TAG PROCESS has been performed, click
on DATA ANALYSIS and then on ON-LINE LOG FILE
STATISTICS

PRE - WHERE FROM
Purpose:
This report lists the number of entries received by
country.
Content:
The report shows the total number of entries, the total
number of countries and for each country the number of entries
from that country, the number of entries not marked as PAID and
the number of entries which are in a GROUP.
Name:
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PRE_WHERE_FROM.TXT

Content:
The extract can be produced in either two or three
columns with the choice being determined at production time. The
columns are separated by the tab character.
The extract has been designed to enable differential formatting to
be given to the three elements of the extract - country, author and
title.
In the three column version, column one is the country in upper
case, column two is the author's name (surname, given name and
distinctions) and column three is the title of all accepted images. If
the image has received an award or HM this is indicated as
(Award) or (HM) after the title.
In the two column version, both the country and the author's name
appear in the first column.
In the sort by author option, the first column contains the
surname, given name, distinctions and country and the second
column lists all of the author's accepted titles for that section
Name:

EXT_n_CATALOG.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly
in a word processor or spreadsheet program.

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened in
NOTEPAD, a word processor or spreadsheet program.

Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.

Conditions: This report is produced automatically whenever you do a
PROCESS TAG FILES.

If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted

Method:
This report is produced automatically whenever you do a
PROCESS TAG FILES.

Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT - SORTED CATALOG ENTRIES.

SECTION - EXT-n-CATALOG

Processing the File

Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to the production of
the salon catalogue or web page. It lists all those entries which
were accepted in the section sorted either by country and author
or just by author.

1. The following process will allow you to format the elements
differently prior to either including in a spreadsheet or other
document for the preparing the full catalog to be sent to the
print house.
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2. Open WORD
3. In WORD, open the EXT_n_CATALOG.TXT file
4. Select ALL

As with standard spreadsheet type extract files, the first line
contains the column headings.
Column 1 is the name of the entrant as surname, first
name, distinctions

5. Under table, convert text to table using tabs

Column 2 is the country

6. Click on the top of the column you wish to format (should
select the full column) and format as you want (e.g. bold, upper
case, font, font size, etc)

Column 3 is the image title
Column 4 - entrant surname

7. Format the other columns

Column 5 - entrant given name

8. Under table, select table

Column 6 - entrant distinctions

9. Under table, convert table to text

Name:

10. If you used three columns but now want the country and author
to appear in the same column, do an edit to replace all ^p^t
with ^p (all lower case)

Type:
TAB.TXT is a tab delimited file which can be opened
directly in a word processor or spreadsheet program.

11. Select all, copy and you can now paste into another document
such as a spreadsheet and it will retain the new formatting
12. Close the document and WORD

SECTION - EXT-n-HM
Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to the production of
the salon catalogue or web page. It lists all those entries which
received an Honourable Mention. The report is produced in two
formats - tab and comma delimited.
By using a mail-merge option in your word processor, this report
can also be used for printing labels for attaching to the back of
ribbons.
Content:
The extract is arranged in six columns. In the TAB.TXT
version, the columns are separated by the tab character. In the
CSV version, the fields are enclosed in double quotes and
separated by commas.

EXT_n_HM_TAB.TXT and EXT_n_HM_CSV.CSV

CSV is a comma delimited file for direct opening in a
spreadsheet program
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted
Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-HM

SECTION - EXT-n-MEDALS
Purpose:
This extract is produced to assist in the production of the
salon catalogue. It lists the medal winners with names, country
and image title.
By using a mail-merge option in your word processor, this report
can also be used for printing labels for attaching to the back of
medals.
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Content:
This extract can be produced in two formats. In the
default format, there are seven columns as shown below. In the
alternative format the first column appears on its own line and the
ensuing columns appear on the next line shift left one column.
The specification of which format to use is set in the
administrative controls as specified on in Appendix F on page
(325)
As with standard spreadsheet type extract files, the first line
contains the column headings.
DEFAULT format
Column 1 - medal description
Column 2 - entrant surname, given name and distinctions
Column 3 - country

Name:

EXT_n_MEDALS_TAB.TXT and
EXT-n-MEDALS_CSV.CSV

Type:
TXT - This is a tab delimited file which can be opened
directly in a word processor or spreadsheet program. CSV comma separated file which can be opened directly in a
spreadsheet
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted
Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-MEDALS

Column 4 - image title

SECTION - EXT-n-FIAP

Column 5 - entrant surname

Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to completing the FIAP
salon results spreadsheet. This spreadsheet requires details of all
acceptances in the section.

Column 6 - entrant given name
Column 7 - entrant distinctions
Column 8 - entrant's email address
ALTERNATIVE format
Column 1 - medal description followed by new line
Column 1 - entrant surname, given name and distinctions
Column 2 - country
Column 3 - image title
Column 4 - entrant surname
Column 5 - entrant given name

To fill in the details in the FIAP spreadsheet, open the TXT
version of the extract produced by K-Salon, (double click usually
opens it in NOTEPAD), select all, copy and then in the FIAP
spreadsheet, click on the top left box of the relevant details
section and paste.
Content:
The extract is arranged in 6 columns in the order
required for direct pasting into the FIAP spreadsheet. The file is
ordered by surname, given name and title.
Column 1 is the entrant surname
Column 2 is the entrant given name

Column 6 - entrant distinctions

Column 3 is the country

Column 7 - entrant's email address

Column 4 is the image title
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Column 5 is the name of any FIAP award

Column 2 is the judge's surname

Column 6 is the name of any other award

Column 3 is the judge's given name

EXT_n_FIAP_TAB.TXT

Column 4 is the judge's country

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly
in NOTEPAD.
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted
Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-FIAP
The results will be saved to the file BUT WILL ALSO be put
directly into the clipboard ready for pasting into the acceptance
spreadsheet document.

SECTION - EXT-n-FIAP-JUDGES
Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to completing the FIAP
salon results spreadsheet. This spreadsheet requires details of all
judges in the section.
To fill in the details in the FIAP spreadsheet, open the TXT
version of the extract produced by K-Salon, (double click usually
opens it in NOTEPAD), select all, copy and then in the FIAP
spreadsheet, click on the top left box of the relevant judges details
section and paste.
Content:
The extract is arranged in 5 columns in the order
required for direct pasting into the FIAP spreadsheet. The file is
ordered by surname and given name.
Column 1 is left blank - it is the gender of the judge and
this information is not supplied

Column 5 is the judge's email address as specified in the
JUDGES.TXT file.
Name:

EXT_n_FIAP_JUDGES.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly
in NOTEPAD.
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
It will only be produced if there is a JUDGES.TXT file in the
[WORK] folder
If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted
Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-FIAP
The results will be saved to the file BUT WILL ALSO be put
directly into the clipboard ready for pasting into the acceptance
spreadsheet document.

SECTION - EXT-n-GENERAL
Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to completing a salon
results spreadsheet such as those used by IUP. This spreadsheet
requires details of all acceptances in the section. It is produced as
both a tab delimited text file (.TXT) and as a comma separated
variable file (.CSV)
Content: The extract is arranged in 8 columns in the order
required for direct pasting into the PSA spreadsheet. The file is
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ordered by the surname, given name and title. In the TAB.TXT
version, the columns are separated by the tab character.
Column 1 is the name of the salon. If this is part of a
circuit, the name of the circuit is shown and then the
name of the salon within the circuit
Column 2 is the name of the section
Column 3 is the entrant surname
Column 4 is the entrant given name
Column 5 is the entrant distinctions or blank
Column 6 is the country
Column 7 is the image title

SECTION - EXT-n-PSA
Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to completing the PSA
salon results spreadsheet. This spreadsheet requires details of all
acceptances in the section.
To fill in the details in the PSA spreadsheet, open the TXT version
of the extract produced by K-Salon, (double click usually opens it
in NOTEPAD), select all, copy and then in the PSA spreadsheet,
click on the top left box of the relevant details section and paste.
Content:
As a result of a change to the format of the PSA EDAS
document in 2015, the extract is arranged in 6 columns in the
order required for direct pasting into the PSA spreadsheet. The
file is ordered by the surname, given name and title
Column 1 is the entrant surname

Column 8 is the award gained by that image or blank
Name:

Column 2 is the entrant given name

EXT_n_GENERAL_TAB.TXT

Column 3 is the country

EXT_n_GENERAL_CSV.CSV

Column 4 is the image title

Type:
The TXT version is a tab delimited file which can be
opened directly in NOTEPAD .

Column 5 is either a) the GEN, b) the PSA number, c)
the entrant email or d) "withheld"

The CSV version will open in a spreadsheet

Column 6 is one of:

Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.

G if a PSA Gold medal

If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted

P if another PSA medal
M if any other medal

Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-GENERAL ACCEPTANCES
The results will be saved to the file BUT WILL ALSO be put
directly into the clipboard ready for pasting into a relevant
spreadsheet document with the same column structure.

T for any other award higher than an HM
H if any type of Honourable Mention
A for accepted but no award and no HM
Name:

EXT_n_PSA_TAB.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly
in NOTEPAD .
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Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.

If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted

If the section is re-opened, the extract will be automatically
deleted

Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-PSA

Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on EXTRACT-PSA
The results will be saved to the file BUT WILL ALSO be put
directly into the clipboard ready for pasting into the EDAS
spreadsheet document.

The results will be saved to the file BUT WILL ALSO be put
directly into the clipboard ready for pasting into the EDAS
spreadsheet document.

SECTION - REP-n-DIVERSITY
SECTION - EXT-n-PSA-JUDGES
Purpose:
This extract is produced as an aid to completing the PSA
salon results spreadsheet. This spreadsheet requires details of all
judges in the section.
To fill in the details in the PSA spreadsheet, open the TXT version
of the extract produced by K-Salon, (double click usually opens it
in NOTEPAD), select all, copy and then in the PSA spreadsheet,
click on the top left box of the judges details section and paste.
Content:

The data is arranged in three columns separated by tabs
Column 1 is the judge's surname
Column 2 is the judge's given name
Column 3 is the judge's country

Name:

EXT_n_PSA_JUDGES.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be opened directly
in NOTEPAD .
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
It will only be produced if there is a JUDGES.TXT file in the
[WORK] folder

Purpose:
This report shows for the selected section the author who
has scored the highest acceptance points in three separate
categories. This report is only available for sections which have
categories (see page (267) The report is produced automatically
when the diversity award is assigned.
Content:
This report is divided into two sections. The first section
lists the author and the scores, images and categories.
The second section shows the actual images which have
contributed to the total.
NOTE: In the event of a tie between image scores for the same
author, the selection of which image to use and count is based on
the order of the image submission by the author.
Name:

REP_n_DIVERSITY.RTF

Type:

RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

Conditions: This report can only be produced for sections which have
categories. The report is produced when the Diversity award is
assigned.
Method:
Done automatically when the Diversity award is
assigned. The award is assigned from the SECTION LEVEL
ACTIONS screen. If you have installed doPDF (see page (56),
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then you will be asked if you want to convert this document to
PDF immediately. You should answer YES. This will open your
word processor. .You should now select PRINT or CTRL+P and
select the 'doPDF' printer whereupon the doPDF window will
appear. Click in the output location box and paste (CTRL+V) - the
output name should be in the clipboard. Then click OK and close
the document without saving.
NOTE:
This report will be removed and the diversity award
unset if any of the following occur:
A) section is rescored
B) acceptance point changed
C) images are removed from the Image List file

SECTION - REP-n-FINAL
Purpose:
This report shows the section details followed by listing of
all of the awards and honourable mentions. It is designed as a
record of the section and can be used for proof reading of the
catalogue.
Content:
This report is divided into three sections. The first section
contains details about the section including the acceptance score,
score range, and the numbers of entrants, entries, accepted
images, awards and HM commendations. For each possible
score, this section also shows the number of images with this
score and the percentages both individually and cumulative.
The second section shows for the full permitted range, the
number and percentage of entrants who entered the specified
number of entries and the number of entrants who had the
specified number of acceptances.
The third section lists all of the award winners in award order
followed by the HM images in name order. For each entry, the
listing shows the award, the entry number, title, author and
country.

Name:

REP_n_FINAL.RTF

Type:
RTF word document. This document does not contain
any images and does not need to be converted to PDF. However,
converting it will prevent alteration of the document.
Conditions: This report can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
If the section is re-opened, the report will be automatically deleted
Method:
From the front screen, select SECTION LEVEL
REPORTS and then select FINAL REPORT. If you have installed
doPDF (see page (56), then you will be asked if you want to
convert this document to PDF immediately. You should answer
YES. This will open your word processor. .You should now select
PRINT or CTRL+P and select the 'doPDF' printer whereupon the
doPDF window will appear. Click in the output location box and
paste (CTRL+V) - the output name should be in the clipboard.
Then click OK and close the document without saving.

SECTION - REP-n-HIGH SCORE
Purpose:
This report lists the entrant(s) with the highest total score
in the section. In the event of a tie, all those with the same high
score and same top count of acceptances will be listed.
Content:
For each entrant, the report shows the name, the entrant
reference, the total score, the number of acceptances, the
number of awards and the number of HM's. It also includes the
title and score for all images submitted by the entrant
Name:

REP_n_HIGH_SCORE.RTF

Type:
This is an RTF document which can be printed for
display on the club notice board
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
If the section is re-opened, the report will be automatically deleted
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Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS and then click on
SECTION HIGHEST SCORE

SECTION - REP-n-MEMBERS
Purpose:
If the CONTROL.INI file specifies that the Image List file
contains a membership column (see page (305) then this report
will list all of the acceptances in that section for members of the
salon sponsoring club.

section lists all of the awards for this section in the descending
order defined in the AWARDS-n.TXT file (see page (309)
The second section shows the award winning images (again in
descending order). Each image will have had the resolution set to
x DPI where x is the salon maximum height/3 inches. The colour
space is assumed and interpreted as being in sRGB (See page
(191) For each image, the following details are supplied:
The description of the award
The image title

Content:
For each acceptance , this report shows the member's
name, the score obtained and the title of the image. If any
commendation has been received, that is also show under the
title. The report is in member order and where a member has
more than one acceptance, in score order. The report also shows
the number of acceptances gained by the member in that section.
Name:

The name of the author
The author's distinctions
The country
The entry number in the Image List file

REP_n_MEMBERS.RTF

Type:
This is an RTF document which can be printed for
display on the club notice board
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.
If the section is re-opened, the report will be automatically deleted
Method:
When the associated section has been completed, in the
main screen select SECTION LEVEL REPORTS and then click
on MEMBERSHIP ACCEPTANCES

The image size in pixels as width * height
If requested at report production time, the third section shows
those images which received HM commendation. These are
shown in entrant name order. Each image will have had the
resolution set to x DPI where x is the salon maximum height/3
inches. The colour space is assumed and interpreted as being in
sRGB (See page (191) For each image, the following details are
supplied:
The image title
The name of the author

SECTION - REP-n-WINNERS

The author's distinctions

Purpose:
This report contains the winning images along with the
entry details. It is designed as a visual record and for use in proof
reading the catalogue

The country

Content:
Depending upon the mode selected at report production
time, this report is divided into two or three sections. The first

The entry number in the Image List file
The image size in pixels as width * height
Name:

REP_n_WINNERS.RTF or REP_n_WINNERS.PDF
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RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

Conditions: This report can only be produced when the associated
section has been closed and the Image List file written out.

If you have specified the organizer's email address in the ADMIN
section, this email address will be included in the document.
Name:

If the section is re-opened, the report will be automatically deleted

REP_ACCEPT_LIST_.RTF
REP_ACCEPT_EMAIL.TXT

Method:
From the front screen, select SECTION LEVEL
REPORTS and then select WINNERS REPORT. If you have
installed doPDF (see page (56), then you will be asked if you
want to convert this document to PDF immediately. You should
answer YES. This will open your word processor. .You should
now select PRINT or CTRL+P and select the 'doPDF' printer
whereupon the doPDF window will appear. Click in the output
location box and paste (CTRL+V) - the output name should be in
the clipboard. Then click OK and close the document without
saving.

Type:

SALON - ACCEPTANCE LIST

Note:
The doPDF writer included with K-Salon will not convert
the email address to an active hyperlink. To do that you will need
a more advanced PDF writer.

Purpose:
Many salons request those with accepted images to
check that the details are correct before printing or producing the
catalogue. This report is designed for converting to a PDF
document for putting on the salon website. An email can then be
sent asking people to check the details.
Content:
This report lists all of the entrants who have had
accepted images along with the section and title of the image and
any awards received.
The reported is sorted by surname and given name. Alongside
each name is shown the town, state and country. Beneath each
entrant name is the section and title of their accepted images.
At the same time a list is made of all of the email addresses of
those who have had acceptances. This list can then be used in a
mail merge to send the web link to all of the relevant entrants. The
email list consists of two columns separate by a tab character.
The first column is the entrant's name, the second column is the
email address.

RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

Tab delimited Text document containing a name and an
email address on each line
Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select ACCEPTANCE LIST.

Note:
To convert the email address in the RTF document to an
active hyperlink, in Microsoft WORD, select all and press function
key F9. This will convert the email to an active hyperlink address.

SALON - ALL WINNERS
Purpose:
This report provides a quick list of all winners across all
sections.
Content:
This report lists all of the award and HM winners across
all sections.
The reported is produced as a tab delimited text file which can be
processed directly in a spreadsheet or word processor. The file
has a header row with the titles of the columns.
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Each record in the file shows the name of the salon, the name of
the section, the award, the image reference number, the name of
the author, the title of the image and the TAG file reference.
Name:

REP_ALL_WININERS.TXT

Type:

Tab delimited Text document.

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select ALL WINNERS REPORT.

SALON - ALTERED SCORES
Purpose:
This report is an audit trail of alterations to the judging
scores made to award winning and HM images during the closing
of a section or to any image directly via the IMAGE DIRECT
facility. It does not record alterations made during the scoring and
does not record alterations resulting from a tie break split.
The report can be used to restore scores if it is subsequently
determined that the score should not have been altered.
Content:
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This report lists all alterations showing:
the section and reference number of the images
the old and new scores

The reported is produced as a tab delimited text file which can be
processed directly in a spreadsheet or word processor. The file
has a header row with the titles of the columns.
The report is ordered in section, image and time order.
Name:

ALTERED_SCORES.TXT

Type:

Tab delimited Text document.

Conditions: This report is produced automatically when a section is
closed.
Method:
This report is produced automatically when a section is
closed.

SALON - ARCHIVE FILE
Purpose:
The Archive facility provides an option for producing an
archive in thumbnail format of all accepted images. Because the
facility can be used for archiving not only this years results but
also previous years, it is necessary to have a definition file which
details the relevant information such as the year, sections,
acceptance score, etc. Although it is necessary to manually
create the archive file for previous years, the file for this year can
be produced directly by the system.
Content:
This file contains information defining the year of the
salon and for each section, the section name, the acceptance
score and the number of images accepted.

the date and time when the alteration was made
the title of the image
the cause of the alterations as either CLOSE (closing a
section) or DIRECT (through IMAGE DIRECT

Name:

ARCHIVE.TXT

Type:
This is a tab delimited file which can be created in either
a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: This file can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
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If any section is re-opened, the file will NOT be automatically
deleted

If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted

Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select ARCHIVE FILE.

Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select BEST AUTHOR. If you have installed doPDF
(see page (56), then you will be asked if you want to convert this
document to PDF immediately. You should answer YES. This will
open your word processor. .You should now select PRINT or
CTRL+P and select the 'doPDF' printer whereupon the doPDF
window will appear. Click in the output location box and paste
(CTRL+V) - the output name should be in the clipboard. Then
click OK and close the document without saving.

SALON - BEST AUTHOR
Purpose:
This report shows the details of the author who has
achieved the highest number of acceptances.
Content:
This report is in two parts. The first section lists the
author by name along with the section and title of all accepted
images. Should any of these images have received
commendation, this is also show in the listing of title.
The second section shows the actual images. Each image will
have had the resolution set to x DPI where x is the salon
maximum height/3 inches. The colour space is assumed and
interpreted as being in sRGB (See page (191) For each image,
the following details are supplied:
The name of the author
The image title
Any commendations received
The entry number in the Image List file
The section

SALON - BEST CLUB MEMBER
Purpose:
This report shows the details of the member of the
sponsoring club who has scored the most number of
acceptances.
Content:
This report is in two parts. The first section lists the
author by name along with the section and title of all accepted
images. Should any of these images have received
commendation, this is also show in the listing of title.
The second section shows the actual images. Each image will
have had the resolution set to x DPI where x is the salon
maximum height/3 inches. The colour space is assumed and
interpreted as being in sRGB (See page (191) For each image,
the following details are supplied:

The score including any tie break values.
Name:

The name of the author

REP_BEST_AUTHOR.RTF

The image title

or REP_BEST_AUTHOR.PDF
Type:

Any commendations received

RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

The section

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.

The score achieved
Name:

REP_BEST_MEMBER.RTF
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or REP_BEST_MEMBER.PDF
Type:
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Name:

RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select BEST CLUB MEMBER. If you have installed
doPDF (see page (56), then you will be asked if you want to
convert this document to PDF immediately. You should answer
YES. This will open your word processor. .You should now select
PRINT or CTRL+P and select the 'doPDF' printer whereupon the
doPDF window will appear. Click in the output location box and
paste (CTRL+V) - the output name should be in the clipboard.
Then click OK and close the document without saving.

SALON - CATALOG LISTING
Purpose:
This report is designed to aid in the production of the
catalog by providing the details in an easy to copy from
document.

CAT_ACCEPT.TXT
Type:

The reported is produced as a tab delimited text file which can be
processed directly in a spreadsheet or word processor. The file
has a header row with the titles of the columns.
The first column is an empty column which can be used to
indicate the relevant page in the catalog.

Tab delimited Text documents.

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select COPY IMAGES FOR CATALOG.

SALON - COUNTRY ACCEPTANCE
Purpose:
This report shows the number of entrants, entries and
acceptance by country and by section within country. The report
is produced as a tab delimited TXT file.
Content:
The tab delimited format contains the following fields
across. The first line is a header line. The final line is a grand total
showing the number of countries and the overall statistics for the
full salon.
Country name, total entrants for that country, total entries for
that country, total acceptances for that country and percentage
acceptance.

Content:
This report lists the section, any award received, the
author (with distinctions), the title, the country and the full name of
the associated jpg file.
The report is produced and stored in the CATALOG folder with
one copy for the award winners and another copy for the
accepted images.

CAT_AWARD.TXT

On the same line, the number of entrants, number of entries,
number of acceptances and acceptance percentage by section
for that country. Zero values are included and shown as zero.
Name:

REP_COUNTRY_ACCEPTANCE_TAB.TXT

Type:
The TAB document is a tab delimited format which can
be opened in either a word processor or spreadsheet program.
Conditions: These reports can only be produced after all sections
have been fully processed and closed.
If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted
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Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select COUNTRY ACCEPTANCE.

SALON - COUNTRY SUCCESS
Purpose:
This report shows the number of entrants, entries,
awards and acceptances by country. The report is produced as a
CSV file for use directly as a spreadsheet. For each item, the
report also shows the percentage that country represented of the
total for that item. The last column shows the percentage of
entries which received either an award of HM.
Content:
The CSV format contains the following fields across. The
first line is a header line.
Country name, total entrants for that country, total entries for
that country, total acceptances for that country and total
awards for that country. This is then followed by the
percentage that countries data represents of all the date for the
salon. The final column shows the percentage of entries which
received an award or HM.
Name:

REP_COUNTRY_SUCCESS,CSV

Type:

The document is in CSV format with a header line

Conditions: These reports can only be produced after all sections
have been fully processed and closed.
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select COUNTRY ACCEPTANCE.

In each section, the table shows the distinction, the number of
entrants with this distinction, the number of entries submitted by
people with this distinction, the number of acceptances and the
success percentage defined as the number of acceptances
divided by the number of entries.
Name:

REP_DISTINCTION_SUCCESS.RTF

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select DISTINCTION SUCCESS.

SALON - HIGH SCORE
Purpose:
This report lists the entrant(s) with the highest total score
across all sections. In the event of a tie, all those with the same
high score and same top count of acceptances will be listed.
Content:
For each entrant, the report shows the name, the entrant
reference, the total score, the number of acceptances, the
number of awards and the number of HM's. It also includes the
title and score for all images submitted by the entrant
Name:

REP_OVERALL_HIGH_SCORE.RTF

SALON - DISTINCTION SUCCESS

Type:
This is an RTF document which can be printed for
display on the club notice board

Purpose:
This report shows the acceptance success rate for the
different distinctions found in the Image List file.

Conditions: This extract can only be produced when all of the
sections have been closed and the Image List file written out.

Content:
The report is divided into two parts. The first part lists the
details in descending order of success. The second part lists the
same details in alphabetic order of distinction

If a section is re-opened, the report will be automatically deleted
Method:
In the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS and click on OVERALL
HIGHEST SCORE
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SALON - MOST SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR
Purpose:
This report shows the details of the most successful
author based on the point scores allocated to acceptances, HM's
and awards.
Content:
This report is in two parts. The first section lists the
author by name along with the section and title of all accepted
images. Should any of these images have received
commendation, this is also show in the listing of title. This section
also show the point scoring table showing the values assigned to
each type of award.
The second section shows the actual images. Each image will
have had the resolution set to x DPI where x is the salon
maximum height/3 inches. The colour space is assumed and
interpreted as being in sRGB (See page (191) For each image,
the following details are supplied:

Name:
Type:
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whereupon the doPDF window will appear. Click in the output
location box and paste (CTRL+V) - the output name should be in
the clipboard. Then click OK and close the document without
saving.

SALON - MOST SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR LIST
Purpose:
This report lists all of the entrants showing the points
they achieved. based on the point scores allocated to
acceptances, HM's and awards.
Content:
This is a tab delimited reported and is in descending
order of points scored. Each line shows:
The line number
Total points scored
Surname of the author

The name of the author

Given name of the author

The image title

Distinctions (or blank if none)

Any commendations received

Country of the author

The section

Name:

REP_MOST_SUCCESSFUL_FULL_LIST.TXT

REP_MOST_SUCCESSFUL.RTF

Type:

Tab delimited text file

or REP_MOST_SUCCESSFUL.PDF

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.

RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select MOST SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR. If you have
installed doPDF (see page (56), then you will be asked if you
want to convert this document to PDF immediately. You should
answer YES. This will open your word processor. .You should
now select PRINT or CTRL+P and select the 'doPDF' printer

Method:
This report is produced automatically when the MOST
SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR is assigned.

SALON - OVERALL STATUS
Purpose:
This report gives overall statistics for the salon such as
the numbers of entrants, entries, acceptances, awards,
honourable mentions and countries.
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Content:
The report is divided into four parts. The first part gives
overall statistics for the full salon.

details such as the salon dates and the names and qualifications
of the selectors. All edit points are identified by 'xx'.

The second part details for each section, the number of entrants,
entries, acceptances, awards and honourable mentions. This part
also shows the acceptance score for the section. This part also
shows the number of entrants who entered 1, 2, 3, etc sections.

The third part is divided into multiple sub-parts. For each section
the report lists the medal winners, then it lists the HM winners and
then it lists all of the acceptances including the medal and HM
winners. The lists are in alphabetic order by surname and given
name and shows the entrant's country and the image title. In the
interest of reducing the number of pages required, the titles are
always shown in 'Title Format' (i.e. all in lower case except for the
first letter of each word.) If the award received is identified in the
AWARDS files as GSB or M, the word Medal is shown in the
report, otherwise an award is shown as Award. An HM is shown
as HM.

The third section shows for the full permitted range, the number
and percentage of entrants who entered the specified number of
entries and the number of entrants who had the specified number
of acceptances.
The fourth part list the names of all winners of special awards
(such as Best Author)
Name:

REP_OVERALL_STATUS.RTF

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

This part of the document must NOT BE EDITED.
Name:

PSA_ACCEPT_LIST.RTF

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.

Type:
This is an RTF document which needs to be partially
edited and then printed as a PDF document.

If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted

The document is produced in international paper size
(210 mm by 27.9 mm) which means it can be printed both in the
US and elsewhere without resizing.

Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select OVERALL FINAL STATUS.

SALON - PSA ACCEPTANCE LIST
Purpose:
This report is a substitute for the catalog and can be
mailed to the various PSA officers as a substitute for sending the
catalog. It can also be emailed to a printer in the USA for printing
locally and sending by US Mail to the relevant PSA officers
located in the USA, thereby saving on postage.
Content:
The report is divided into three parts. The first page is a
cover page and needs to be edited to show the salon name, logo
and year. The second page needs to be edited to include various

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
If any section is re-opened, the report will be automatically
deleted
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select PRODUCE FULL ACCEPTANCE LIST
DOCUMENT.
If you wish to have the document printed double sided, it is
necessary to amend the margin pattern. To do this, in Microsoft
WORD, under FILE select PAGE SETUP. In the APPLY TO box
select Whole Document then tick the MIRROR MARGINS box.
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SALON - REP FULL-MEMBERS

Name:

REP_SLIDE_SHOW.RTF

Purpose:
If the CONTROL.INI file specifies that the Image List file
contains a membership column (see page (305) then this report
will list all of the acceptances in all sections for members of the
salon sponsoring club.

Type:

This is an RTF document which can be printed

Content:
For each acceptance , this report shows the member's
name, the score obtained and the title of the image. If any
commendation has been received, that is also show under the
title. The report is in member order and where a member has
more than one acceptance, in score order. The report also shows
the number of acceptances gained by the member across all
sections.
Name:

REP_FULL_MEMBERS.RTF

Type:
This is an RTF document which can be printed for
display on the club notice board
Conditions: This extract can only be produced when all of the
sections have been closed and the Image List file written out.
Method:
When the all sections have been closed and completed,
in the main screen select SALON LEVEL REPORTS and then
click on FULL MEMBERS REPORT

SALON - SLIDE SHOW
Purpose:
When the full slide show is produced, this report is
produced to show the country break points in the image file
names. This can assist in selecting images to display when not all
accepted images are to be displayed.
Content:
For each section and for each country within each
section, the report shows the starting and ending image number is
the SHOW folder for images accepted from that country. The
ordering separates commended images so that the country list
contains only images which were accepted but did not receive
commendation.

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select PRODUCE IMAGES FOR SLIDE SHOW. The
report is produced automatically upon completion of the slide
show production process.

SALON - TOP IMAGE
Purpose:
This report shows the image selected as the Best in
Show. The selection is done after all other awards have been
determined in all sections. It is chosen by the Chairman (or other
official) from the images which received the top awards in the
sections.
Content:
This report shows the author's name, distinctions and
country followed by the actual image with title section and the
award which it received.
Name:

REP_TOP_IMAGE.RTF
or REP_TOP_IMAGE.PDF

Type:

RTF word document which is to be converted to PDF

Conditions: This report can only be produced after all sections have
been fully processed and closed.
Method:
From the front screen, select SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
and then select TOP IMAGE. The default is to show only the first
award in each section - this can be increased by choosing a
higher number and clicking on WINNERS. Then SHOW IMAGES
(forward and backward arrows and ESC. To assign award press
'a') To change the award, SHOW IMAGES and select a different
image using the a key.
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If you have installed doPDF (see page (56), then you will be
asked if you want to convert this document to PDF immediately.
You should answer YES. This will open your word processor.
.You should now select PRINT or CTRL+P and select the 'doPDF'
printer whereupon the doPDF window will appear. Click in the
output location box and paste (CTRL+V) - the output name should
be in the clipboard. Then click OK and close the document
without saving.

CIRCUIT - ACCEPTANCE LIST
Purpose:
The ACCEPTANCE LIST report is designed for
submission to the PSA as an alternative to submitting a printed
catalog. The report is only produced if the salon is part of a circuit
and all of the salons in the circuit have completed their scoring
and award determination.
Content:
This report is produced as one file per section. Each file
is divided into two parts. The first part lists the various salons in
the circuit and for each salon the acceptance score and the
number accepted. The second part lists all of the entries sorted by
surname, given name, country, title and for each entry the report
shows for each salon in the circuit if the image was rejected (-),
accepted (A), received an HM (H) or an award (W) Images which
were not accepted in any of the salons are not listed.
Name:

CIR_ACCEPTANCE_?.RTF
where ? is the section name

Type:
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This is an RTF document which can be printed.

The reports will be placed in a sub-folder called REPORTS in the
same folder as the collected circuit image list files.
Conditions: This report can only be produced once all salons in the
circuit have completed their standard processing for all sections.
Method:
Before uploading an Image List file, click on the CIRCUIT
ACCEPTANCE REPORT. Then select the folder containing the

various salon image list files for the salons in the circuit. Then for
each salon, specify the name of the salon and for each section,
the acceptance score. The acceptance scores can be obtained
from the Salon Overall Status reports for each salon in the circuit.
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15. LABELS - POSTING AND RIBBONS
Purpose
When the salon is finished and all the awards have been assigned
and the selectors have gone home, the organizers still have work to
do. Certificates may need to be printed, labels need to be created for
the backs of the ribbons and everything needs to be posted. K-Salon
includes an option for producing all these items in tab delimited TXT
files ready for mail merge operations either on to labels or into
certificate documents. The address file can also be used for the
production of accompanying letters. The system produces a template
letter ready for mail merging with the address file for all award
recipients.

The document is ordered by author to assist in processing the results
and determining the appropriate address list.

Creating the Lists
The label lists are created using the LABELS command in the SALON
LEVEL ACTIONS screen. They can only be created after all sections
have been fully processed.
If you are running a circuit, the production of a comprehensive set of
labels can only be done in the same [WORK] space as you used for
producing the circuit acceptance list and only after the circuit
acceptance list has been produced as detailed on page (271) .

Folder and Format

Multiple Documents

All of the label documents are placed in folder [WORK] \ LABELS.

The program produces the following different sets of lists. Some of the
lists include only the title and author's name whilst others are just
addresses. Only one address label is produced per author.

Whereas the LAB-LIST-RTF document is an RTF word type
document, all of the others are standard tab delimited text files. These
can, therefore, be used directly in mail merges or other list processing
applications.

Since medals are physical and need to be posted, the awards address
list includes all authors who have received an award. With respect to
Honourable Mention, whereas some salons might send a certificate,
others do not send any physical object. As a consequence, the
addresses for honourable mentions is separate and includes only
those who received only honourable mentions and excludes those
who also received an award since their address is in the awards
address list.
Whereas some salons prefer to do the only HM winners separately
from the medal winners, others prefer to do the operation as one
continuous stream. The program provides the option to produce the
driving files either as separate files or as one combined file.
In order to keep track of why the various lists have been produced,
and what is to go in what, the process also produces an RTF
document listing the items to be sent and the appropriate address list.

In all of the documents, the author's name is structured as first name
space surname. If any distinctions have been specified, the name is
then followed immediately by comma space and the distinctions.
For the addresses, the country name is omitted if it is the same as the
city name and there is no state/province specified. This avoids the
issue of Singapore, Singapore or Hong Kong, Hong Kong or other
similar duplications.
Before using the TXT files, you may wish to remove or re-arrange
columns. This can be done either in a spreadsheet or as a table in a
word processing program. All of the TXT files have a column header
line. If your mail merge programs does not require a header line, then
this line can be ignored or removed or merely printed as an extra
entry.
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Where relevant, the entries are grouped by author's surname and first
name and then by section and then by award.

Labels for Entrants Without Commendations
If your salon sends out a printed catalogue, you will need printed
labels for all those entrants who did not receive either an award or an
honourable mention. This address list is produced as part of the label
production process. For ease of posting, these labels are ordered by
country and then by surname and given name.

Airmail Request

NOT enclosed in quotes. All double quotes within a title will have been
converted to single quotes. If the title has either a subset code (~) or a
category code, these will have been removed if requested at
production time.

Address Format
Depending upon the type of mail merge you are using, you may wish
to have blank lines suppressed in the output file OR have all address
parts placed in named columns (eg TOWN, POSTCODE, etc). If you
are using Microsoft WORD for the mail merge, then named columns
will be easier to use during the mail merge specification.

If you send out a printed or CD catalogue, you may wish to offer the
entrant the option to have the catalogue sent by airmail (for a fee of
course). If you do want to offer this option, then you should have the
On-Line Entry process set tag T98 to YES in the tag file (see page
(312)

When you request the label production, you will be asked which
format you want - the default is FIXED NAMED columns.

When the LAB_LIST_RTF report is produced, it will include a list of all
those entrants who requested airmail so that you can extract the
label/package and affix the necessary postage. In addition, you have
the option, via the ADMIN settings (page (325) to add the word
AIRMAIL to the actual address label.

If the salon is part of a circuit, then the file names will be prefixed with either
FULL_ (for a full list for all salons in the circuit) or (x)_ for each salon in the
circuit:

You have three options:
a) the word AIRMAIL appears as the last line of the address
b) the word AIRMAIL appears on the same line as the country
c) the label does not have the word AIRMAIL - you will therefore
need to extract the items based purely on the list in the
LAB_LIST_RTF report.

Document List
In the following specification, all columns are separated by a tab
character. Unless the specified to the contrary, the data fields are

Using the Various Files
There are 9 different files that can be produced.

LAB_LIST_RTF.RTF is a control file to keep track of what you need to do and
have done. It lists exactly what needs to go into each package and the
location of the address label. The details are divided into a) those
people who received an award and perhaps also an HM and b) those
who only received an HM. Print this file out and use as a control sheet.
LAB_TITLE_AWARDS.TXT - lists all of the award titles (with names). This is
a tab delimited text file which can be used directly in a WORD merge
operation to print out award certificates or labels. The first line
identifies the columns. If this is a circuit, the name of the salon is
included in each line so there is no need to produce separate runs for
each salon as the name can be one of the merge fields. The
certificates/labels produced by this merge are in the same order as the
entries in the first section of the LAB_LIST_RTF.
LAB_TITLE_HM_BOTH.TXT - lists all of the HM's for people who also have
awards. This is a tab delimited text file which can be used directly in a
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WORD merge operation to print out HM certificates or labels. The first
line identifies the columns. If this is a circuit, the name of the salon is
included in each line so there is no need to produce separate runs for
each salon as the name can be one of the merge fields. This file
includes only the details for people who received both an award and an
HM. The certificates produced by this merge are in the same order as
the entries in the first section of the FULL_LAB_LIST_RTF (awards
and awards&HM).
(Not produced if doing the combined option)
LAB_TITLE_HM_ONLY.TXT - lists all of the HM's for people who only
received HM's. This is a tab delimited text file which can be used
directly in a WORD merge operation to print out HM certificates or
labels. The first line identifies the columns. If this is a circuit, the name
of the salon is included in each line so there is no need to produce
separate runs for each salon as the name can be one of the merge
fields. This file includes only the details for people who received one or
more HM's but no awards. The certificates or labels produced by this
merge are in the same order as the entries in the second section of the
LAB_LIST_RTF.
(Not produced if doing the combined option)
LAB_TITLE_HM_ALL.TXT - lists all of the HM's. This is a tab delimited text
file which can be used directly in a WORD merge operation to print out
HM certificates or labels. The first line identifies the columns. If this is a
circuit, the name of the salon is included in each line so there is no
need to produce separate runs for each salon as the name can be one
of the merge fields. The certificates produced by this merge are in the
same order as the entries in the LAB_LIST_RTF
(Only produced if doing the combined option)
LAB_ADR_AWARDS.TXT - list all the addresses and commendations for
those who received awards or awards and HM's. This is a tab delimited
text file which can be used directly in a WORD merge operation to print
out address labels for those people listed in the first part of the
LAB_LIST_RTF file - i.e. those who received an award and also
perhaps an HM. The file contains a field listing all of the commended
images and can be used for producing letters. The labels/ letters
produced by this merge are in the same order as the entries in the first
section of the LAB_LIST_RTF (awards and awards&HM).

(Not produced if doing the combined option)
LAB_ADR_AWARDS_HM.TXT - list all the addresses and commendations
for those who received any commendations. This is a tab delimited text
file which can be used directly in a WORD merge operation to print out
address labels for those people listed in the first part of the
LAB_LIST_RTF file - i.e. those who received an award, an HM or both.
The file contains a field listing all of the commended images and can
be used for producing letters. The labels/ letters produced by this
merge are in the same order as the entries in the first section of the
LAB_LIST_RTF (any commendation).
(Only produced if doing the combined option)
LAB_ADR_HM.TXT - lists all the address and commendations for those who
received only HM's. This is a tab delimited text file which can be used
directly in a WORD merge operation to print out address labels for
those people listed in the second part of the FULL_LAB_LIST_RTF file
- i.e. those who received only one or more HM's but no awards. The
file contains a field listing all of the commended images and can be
used for producing letters. The labels produced by this merge are in
the same order as the entries in the first section of the LAB_LIST_RTF
(HM only)
(Not produced if doing the combined option)
LAB_ADR_OTHER.TXT - this is a tab delimited text file which can be used
directly in a WORD merge operation to print out address labels for
those people who did not receive any awards or HM's. This only needs
to be used if a printed catalog is sent out.

List of Commendations in ADR Files
All of the ADR files (other than the OTHER) can be used for producing
accompanying letters. These files include a field called LIST which lists all of
the titles and their commendations. Because merge operations do not include
a universal option for a new line within a field, each entry in the lists starts
with [~]. When you have created your output document, do a replace all [~]
with the symbol for a new line ( ^p in Microsoft WORD).
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Template Award Letter
The label production process will create a template letter for including
with all of the awards. This is a personalized letter, showing the name
and address of the recipient. It will also list all of the awards the
person has received. The template is designed to work directly as a
mail merge template for use with the LAB_ADR_? tab delimited text
files. The files need to be merged to a Word document and not directly
to a printer. Once the document is produced, you will need to do a
REPLACE ALL replacing [~] with a new line symbol ( ^p in Word).
Before using the template, you need to create a jpg file containing the
chairman's signature (135 Pixels by 66 pixels at exactly 72 DPI) and
replace the J-Frank signature with this signature file. The word LOGO
shows where you can insert a small logo of the salon.
Apart from personalizing the award process, the letters also act as
a) a check of awards that should be in the envelope and b) as a
second copy of the recipient address in case the address on the
envelope becomes unreadable.
NOTE The <<QTY>> and <<PLURAL>> substitutions are part of the
LAB_ADR files and will automatically adjust the wording to be correct
for one award or more than one award.

COLUMNS:
first name space surname followed by comma space distinctions
if distinctions have been specified
First address line
Second address line
City
State/province/county
Postcode
Country
Email address
Group
Quantity (of commendations)
Plural (contains s if more than one commendation)
List (list of all titles and their commendations starting each with
[~])

LAB_ADR_?

LAB_ADR_OTHER

PURPOSE: This style of document is for producing address labels
and /or accompanying letters . Only one label/letter is
produced per qualifying entrant.

PURPOSE: This document is for producing address labels for all
the entrants who did not receive either an award or an
honourable mention. Only one label is produced per qualifying
entrant. This address list is produced for mailing printed
catalogues. If you are running a circuit, the label is produced in
this set if the entrant has not won an award or honourable
mention in any of the salons in the circuit.

CRITERIA:
The inclusion of an author in this file is determined as
detailed in the descriptions above.
ORDER:

This document is ordered by surname, given name

This document has a header line with the names of the columns
The first data line contains the document title and the number of
labels in this document

CRITERIA:
An author is included in this document if they have not
received any honourable mentions or awards in any of the
sections.
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ORDER:
This document is ordered by country and then within
country by surname, given name
This document has a header line
The first data line contains the document title and the number of
labels in this document
COLUMNS:

NOTE: the addresses appear at the end of the table

sequential number of the original sort order
Entry reference - on-line reference number (tag file)

LAB_LIST_RTF
PURPOSE: This is a control document showing you by author what
is to be included in the posting. It can be used as a dynamic
check list to ensure completeness. Depending upon the
processing option selected, this report is divided into two
sections - the first lists all those receiving one or more awards
and any number of HM's and the second part lists all those
who only received one or more HM's. However, if you select
the combined option, the HM details are included in the first
section.

Country as a sorting field (NOTE this is a sorting field and the
country also appears as part of the address fields)
Y / blank for member of hosting club. This field is set to Y if tag
T81 of the TAG file is set to Y
MIN or blank - this field is set to MIN if all of the scores for the
entrant are at the lowest possible score (i.e. drop score)
Note - this field is blank and can be used for holding your own
notes in your copy of the spreadsheet
AIRMAIL or blank - column only included if airmail was an option

This report also lists the number of different package types
required for sending out the awards and HM's
CRITERIA:
This document includes details for all entrants who
received either an award or an honourable mention.
ORDER:
This document is ordered by surname and given name.
This document is in RTF format and can be printed for control
purposes.
COLUMNS: The contents of the document are ordered as a table
with 4 columns.

first name space surname followed by comma space distinctions
if distinctions have been specified

1

surname comma first name If the entrant has any distinctions,
these appear on the second line

First address line

2

The address appears in the second column on separate lines as
follows:

Second address line
City

First address line

State/province/county

Second address line if not blank

Postcode

City if not blank

Country
Group

State/province/county if not blank
Postcode if not blank
Country if not the same as city and state is blank
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3

An empty column for ticking when action has been completed

4

The reason for inclusion with the data ordered by description
within section showing the section name hyphen award
description or honourable mention designation. Each item is on
a separate line within the same column
If you are running a circuit and have requested a comprehensive
combined list, then all of the awards and honourable mentions
from all salons in the circuit are included in this report. The
relevant salon is indicated by prefixing the section name with
the salon identifying letter of the circuit

first name space surname followed by comma space distinctions
if distinctions have been specified
First address line
Second address line
City
State/province/county
Postcode
Country

AIRMAIL
If any of the TAG files have T98 set to YES, this means
the entrant has requested posting by airmail.
As a separate section, this report will list all of the entrants who
have T98 set so that you can ensure that you have extracted
these packages and affixed the appropriate postage.

LAB_RETURN_PRINTS
PURPOSE: This document is for producing address labels for all
the entrants who have requested a return of their prints. This
document is only produced if at least one section is a print
section as defined in the AWARDS-n.TXT file. Only one label
is produced per qualifying entrant. This address list is
produced for mailing back submitted prints.
CRITERIA:
An author is included in this document if they have
requested a return of their prints.
ORDER:
This document is ordered by country and then within
country by surname, given name

LAB_TITLE_AWARDS
PURPOSE: This document can be used for mail merging with an
award certificate template.
CRITERIA:
This document includes details for all awards across all
sections
ORDER:
This document is ordered by surname, given name,
section code and award code as specified in the
AWARDS-n.TXT file
COLUMNS:
Country - author's country
Title - Any double quotes within the title will be converted to single
quotes

This document has a header line

first name space surname followed by comma space distinctions
if distinctions have been specified

The first data line contains the document title and the number of
labels in this document

section name as specified in the AWARDS-n.TXT file

COLUMNS:

medal description as specified in the AWARDS-n.TXT file.
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(If doing a circuit) salon name in the circuit

LAB_TITLE_HM_?
PURPOSE: These documents can be used for mail merging with an
honourable mention certificate or for producing labels for
attaching to salon ribbons.
CRITERIA:
The inclusion of an author in these documents is
dependent upon the processing option selected as detailed
above.
ORDER:
This document is ordered by surname, given name,
section code as specified in the AWARDS-n.TXT file
COLUMNS:
Country - author's country
Title - Any double quotes within the title will be converted to single
quotes
first name space surname followed by comma space distinctions
if distinctions have been specified
section name as specified in the AWARDS-n.TXT file
the name given to honourable mentions as specified via the
ADMIN command. This process allows the certificates to have
a different designation such as Highly Commended.
(If doing a circuit) salon name in the circuit
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16. EMAILING REPORT CARDS FROM K-SALON
XML Option Deprecated
As of Version 10.7, the XML option has been deprecated. You are
advised not to use it as it will be removed entirely in a later
version.

Four Options
The K-Salon program includes an automated PHP emailer for the
report cards. It is produced as part of the On-Line Entry system and
operates on special email files produced by K-Salon.
However, if you wish, you can use one of the other options to produce
the data required for emailing Report Cards. We would, however,
strongly advise using the K-Salon process and files as these are
efficient in space and processing time.
If you have not used the K-Salon On-Line Entry system and are using
a service supplied by some external supplier (such as Wade Clutton),
then we would recommend that you use Option 3 and send the email
friendly image list file, the accompanying acceptance definition file and
the revised logos. These have been optimized for emailing with no
loss in quality.
If you have access to other emailing facilities, then option 4 will
produce a simple XML file with all of the details but you will need a
special XML driver to read and process the file.
When K-Salon is used for sending the emails, the chairman will
receive a confirmation of processing email at the start of each batch of
emails. This will show the date and time, the starting point of the batch
of emails and the number requested. The system does not send a
BCC of the report card back to the salon. The process of sending
many emails from the same 'sender' to the same BCC address in a
short space of time is interpreted as a hostile denial of service attack
and both the sender and the receiver can be blacklisted and unable to
send any more emails !

The emails produced by the K-Salon program contain structured
HTML with your salon logo and HTML tables to present the data in a
clear and understandable manner. Whereas this is quick and simple,,
we have found that a significant number of entrants use emailing
services which block various types of emails if they deem them
suspicious. Apparently a salon report card falls into this category. This
means that the entrant would not get their report card and the
chairman would have to forward a copy of the report to them.
The K-Salon system, offers you, therefore two options for sending the
emails, The recommended default option entails sending a simple text
email to the entrant which contains a link to their own full html report
card stored on your web site. Although there can never be any
guarantees with respect to emails, this simple text email should pass
through the checkers and be delivered with a very high success rate.
The web html file is create automatically by the emailer.
However, if your prefer, you can select option 2 which sends out the
full html report card. If the entrant reports that they have not received
the report, then a plain text email can be sent to them with a link to the
HTML version on the web - see page (240).
For option 1, you can specify the date when the report cards may be
removed from the website as x months from now.
For options 1 and 2, if the entrant has been awarded Best in Show,
Best Author, Best Club Member and /or any Diversity Awards, this will
be mentioned in the report card.

PSA Division
The PSA requires that report cards need to show for each section, the
relevant division which recognized the section. This is done
automatically if you have put the PSA division indicator in the first line
of the various AWARDS files (309) The division details will appear
after the section name.
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HTML Copy in the Web Space
Both options 1 and 2 will create an html copy of the report card in your
web space as detailed below. This means that if the outgoing email
have been blocked or the recipient's email is blocking the receipt, then
it is possible to send the specific web address link to the recipient so
that they can access their report card directly via their browser.

Plain Text Copy in [WORK] Space
If you select Options 1 or 2, the program will also create a plain text
copy of the report card in the [WORK] \ EMAILS \ COPIES folder.
The folder also contains an INDEX showing the position of the email in
the set, the reference number and the entrant's surname and given
name. The items are sorted and numbered in surname/given name
order. The file names of the plain text copies follows the same pattern
For example if Greg Duncan was number 75 in the index with a
reference of A14-678-456, the file name would be
0075_A14_678_456_DUNCAN_GREG.TXT

K-Salon Content Controls

objective of demonstrating the pattern for those who have received
commendations, those who have images accepted but have not
received commendations and those who had no images accepted.

Output Files and Folders
The output from the email process is placed in the following folders
and files.
If any logos are specified, they will be copied to folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ IMAGES with the same name.
A second copy with the name ug03.jpg for the salon logo and ug04.jpg
for the signature file will be placed in folders
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ TEST
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ LIVE
A plain text copy of the report card will be placed in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ COPIES
If the entrant is a member of a Group, a copy of the plain text email
will also be placed in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ COPIES_GRP_XXXXXX

For all of the options, K-Salon provides facilities for controlling the
presentation of the title, such as capitalization, exclusion of subset
code, etc.
For all of the options, it is possible to select an image to be used as
the salon logo and/or an image to be used as the signature logo.
These will be copied to a specific folder and optimized for email use
without loss of image quality.
With respect to options 1, 2 and 4, K-Salon provides the organizer
with control over the content and wording of the emails.
For options 1, 2 and 4 you can run the email system in either TEST or
FULL mode. In test mode, the system will produce four emails based
on the actual data in the system. The four emails are selected with the

WHERE XXXXXX is the group code. This makes it easy to zip these
together and send the full results to the group organizer
Option 1 - Option 1 produces a specially formatted file containing all
of the report cards ready for emailing via the K-Salon emailer
program produced as part of the On-Line generation process.
The output file is called REPORT_DATA.BIN
In live mode the file will be placed in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ LIVE
In TEST mode it will be placed in [WORK] \ EMAILS \ TEST
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The actual report cards will be created by the emailer as HTML
pages and stored in the reports folder in the web space. Each
file will be named using the entrant's reference number.
The email sent to the entrant will contain a simple link to that
specific html file.
If you are operating as part of a circuit, the html pages will contain
the circuit identifier at the front. This means that all report cards
from the different circuits can be stored in the same folder.
Option 2 - Option 2 produces the same specially formatted file
containing all of the report cards ready for emailing via the
K-Salon emailer program produced as part of the On-Line
generation process.
The output file is called REPORT_DATA.BIN
In live mode the file will be placed in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ LIVE
In TEST mode it will be placed in [WORK] \ EMAILS \ TEST
In this mode the emails goes out as fully structured html emails.
Option 3 - Option 3 produces a new image list file with user controls
on the formatting of the titles and award names.
The output file name will be preceded with _EMAIL_ to differentiate
it from other image list files.
In live mode the file will be placed in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ IMAGE LIST
In TEST mode it will be placed in the TEST folder.
NOTE: If the process was done as a test, then the four emails will be
expanded into full HTML versions for you to see. These will be
placed in the TEST folder with file names based on the
respective TAG file names. You can double click on the HTML
versions to view the formatted output.

Option 4 - Option 4 produces a pre-formatted XML ready for direct
email processing by a suitable XML processor.
In LIVE mode the output is placed in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ XML
If it was done for all entries, the name will be FULL_STD.XML
If it was done as a test, the name will be TEST_STD.XML and the
output will be put in the TEST folder. The output will contain only
four emails.
NOTE: If the process was done as a test, then the four emails will be
expanded into full HTML and individual XML versions for you to
see. These will be placed in the TEST folder with file names
based on the respective TAG file names. You can double click
on the HTML versions to view the formatted output.
If you are interested in the development of a processor for the
XML file, then double clicking on the XML versions of these
separate files will reveal the underlying HTML. This will identify
those elements taken from the main XML file and those
elements to be inserted by the XML processor. as detailed in
Appendix N (page (343).

Making Corrections Supplied By Entrants
Nearly all of the email report card patterns going out from salons to
the entrants indicate that if corrections are needed the entrant should
contact the organizer. However, making the corrections requires a
specific pattern of activity if the corrections are to be picked up later in
the process.
Corrections should only be applied via the IMAGE LIST DIRECT
facility which ensures that all aspects of the system are corrected
together. You should NEVER edit the Image List your self as this can
cause the data to be incompatible or out of synchronisation.
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Logos For Inclusion in the Emails

a) have the author's name included in the email subject line

You can choose to have a logo placed at the top of the email and/or a
signature logo placed at the bottom of the email.

b) have (A) appearing directly after the score for all accepted images

The logos must be in JPG format. Although not a requirement, it is
recommended that the logo width be no more than 260 pixels and the
height be no more than 130 pixels and the signature width no more
than 200 pixels with a height no more than 40 pixels. If they exceed
these sizes, they will be resized proportionally to fit within these
parameters.
In the DEMO system, two sample logos are included in folder
[WORK] \ SAMPLE \ IMAGES
If you run the DEMO system and click on DEFAULT in the email
screen, you will be given the option to select the DEMO default. That
will fill all the fields and use these two logos.
When the JPEG images are copied over, they are substantially
reduced in size with no effect on quality through the removal of the
extraneous meta data. The logo is assigned the name ug05.jpg and
the signature is called ug06.jpg.
NOTE:: Even if you are using a more standard emailing system, it is
recommended that you produce a TEST email in order to produce the
reduced size JPG images. In a typical email , the reduced size JPG
can save between 50% to 70% of the email transmission size.

Access and Presentation Controls
The email facility can only be accessed when all of the sections have
been finished and closed. After opening K-Salon, read in the latest
image list file. Then click on SALON LEVEL ACTIONS and click on
PRODUCE EMAIL REPORT CARDS.
In the next screen you need to set various items of data and select the
output option. You can then either run a TEST or DO ALL.
For options 1 2 and 4 you can select to:

For option 1 2 and 4 you also have the option to change the wording
of various parts of the email. The email consists of the following parts:
SUBJECT LINE as specified in the screen
HEADER LINE (always followed by the author's name and email
address).
WORDS ABOVE THE SCORES as specified in the screen
CONGRATULATION
WORDS
(optional)
inserted
if
any
commendations received. If you do not want this section, then
remove all the wording
SCORES (inserted by the system with details of the section)
PSA / FIAP Ext RECOGNITIONS the rules for PSA and FIAP state
that the report card needs to specify the recognition and division.
This section needs to be completed or deleted.
WORDS BELOW THE SCORES as specified in the screen
WORDS IN A BOX AT THE END (optional) if you do not want words
at the end in a box, remove all the words
SIGNATURE WORDS as specified in the screen
If the salon is part of a circuit, then the subject line will automatically
start with the name of the circuit and a paragraph will be added at the
top of each email indicating the name of the circuit and the number of
salons within the circuit.
You can also do dynamic substitution into the wording for the following
items:
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ITEM

SUBSTITUTION

_'&,;{}+=*%?/(). The email address allows characters A-Z a-z 0-9 / -_.
@ . The web address allows characters A-Z a-z 0-1 - _ . /.

{author}

Author's name with distinctions NOTE: the author's name
and email address will always appear beneath the
HEADER line

Emailing When Using K-Salon for a Circuit

{salon}

The name of the salon as defined in the CONTROL.INI
file. This is the only substitution permitted in the
HEADER line

{web}

Your web site address. You should use this substitution
rather than specifying the address in the words so that
the email makes the relevant internal HTML encoding to
provide a hot link in the email.

{contact}

Your contact email address. You should use this
substitution rather than specifying the address in the
words so that the email makes the relevant internal
HTML encoding to provide an automatic email hot link.

{organizer} Your name
For option 1 you can also control the colour of the line appearing at
the top, the colour of the background for the scores and the colour of
the box appearing at the bottom. To change a colour, click on the
relevant box. To reset to the factory defaults, Right click on the box.

The K-Salon On-Line system can be used for emailing report cards
from different salons within a circuit. As specified in the CONTROL.INI
file, each salon in the circuit will have been assigned a unique one
character reference in the range A to F. When each individual salon is
finished, they will produce their own email data files using the K-Salon
process. The names of these files will start with the circuit letter.
All of these email data files can be loaded to the email folder in the
web and each set of emails can be sent separately. If using Option 1,
each of the html files will start with the salon letter, thereby keeping
each result separate.

Saving, Reloading and Default Settings
You may wish to retain the wordings and controls you have specified
during the email creation stage. You can save these for later use.

If you change a colour, do a TEST to see if you like the result. Beware
of picking colours which are too dark.

You will notice the SAVE and LOAD commands. The SAVE command
allows you to save your current setting for use either at a later time or
in a different instance of K-Salon. LOAD allows you to reload a
previously saved setting. The facility for save and load allows you to
develop and test some settings in the DEMO system and then use
them later in a LIVE environment.

If you have specified a salon logo, it will be placed in the email above
the HEADER section.

NOTE: If you do not save the settings, then the system will revert to
the last settings upon re-entry to the email screen.

If you have specified a signature logo, it will be placed above the
signature words.

SAVE - If you save the settings, the output will be placed in folder

NOTE in all of the data entry fields, you are only permitted to use
standard ASCII characters. Non-ASCII characters such as ñ ê Ă will
be rejected. For the words above, words below, award words, box
words and signature words you can use A-Z a-z 0-9 and -

[WORK] \ EMAIL \ SAVES
The output file name can be chosen by you but the system will
always start the name with SAVE_EMAIL_. The file extension
will always be MEM. This is NOT a text file and must not be
amended.
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LOAD - This option allows you to load back a previously saved pattern
of settings.

The layout of the image title is done in accordance with the K-Salon
controls.

DEFAULT - this option will reset the controls to the factory default
settings. The identifier boxes (names, email, etc) will be set to
blank and the wording will be preset to the standard wording.

The wording of the HM and AWARDS items follows the K-Salon
pattern as defined in the ADMIN section and the AWARDS files.

If you click on DEFAULT when in the DEMO mode, you will be
given the option to have a preset DEMO pattern which pre-fills
the various boxes using the data in the SAMPLE system.

Options 1 and 2 - Special Data File for K-Salon Emailer

Option 1 - Simple Text Email
If you select option 1, the email that will be sent to the entrant is as
shown below (taken from the sample system). The entrant's name
appears in the subject line of the email and not in the body, due to the
complexities of non-ASCII characters.

In this option, K-Salon produces a special binary file in GDX format
which is read and processed by the K-Salon Emailer program. NOTE:
GDX format is a structured format which allows both binary and
character data to be specified in the file without the need for escape
characters. For further details, please contact Kenebec Media Ltd

FANTASTIC SAMPLE SALON REPORT CARD

Inside the file, the data has embedded HTML which the K-Salon
emailer does not need to process but rather only needs to output
exactly as found in the file. This means that the email processor is
much simpler and does not need any modification between usage for
different salons.

site after April 2014 and you should take your own copy now.

As with all well formed HTML based emails, the format also includes a
plain text version of the data in a layout. The simple worded format
appears in the file and will be output in the email to produce an email
containing both plain text and HTML sections.
Although the HTML inside the file produces a standard layout, the
organizer can via the K-Salon interface amend the wording appearing
in the various sections of the email. The layout standard has been
based on the standard layout pattern as produced by the existing
Wade Clutton report card emails for the Bristol International Salon.
The HTML created by K-Salon does not make any references to other
sites - all HTML formatting aspects are included directly in the HTML.

Your report card for this salon is now available at
http://www.sampsal.com/salon/reports/B_2013_012_856.html
Please note: this report card may be removed from the web
Fred Krankle, ARPS, AFIAP, PPSA, Salon Chairman
Fantastic Sample Salon
The html version of the email will be placed in
[WEB] / reports / reference.html
OR
[WEB] / reports / circuit_reference.html
where [WEB] is your web space, reference is the entrant's reference
number and, if you are doing circuits, circuit is the salon identifier
within the circuit. The reference will always use underscores and not
hyphens.
Example
If your web space is called www.sample.com/salon then the report
card for entrant A14-789-345 would be at
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www.sample.com/salon/reports/A14_789_345.html
If this was part of a circuit with identifier C then the report would be at
www.sample.com/salon/reports/C_A14_789_345.html
NOTE The report cards use underscore and not hyphens.

Option 2 - HTML Report Card
If you chose option 2, then the full html report card is emailed to the
recipient. In addition, the html version is created in the reports folder
as specified for Option 1. This provides a backup in case of a problem
with the recipient not receiving the full html email.

Options 1 and 2 - Processing the File
Once you have created the email files (either in TEST or DO ALL
mode) there will be three files report_data.bin, report_key.txt and
report_list.txt either in the [WORK] \ EMAIL \ LIVE or the
[WORK] \ EMAIL \ TEST folder.
The report_data.bin file needs to be uploaded to the web space used
for the On-Line Entry system..
You will then need to run the On-Line php emailer as described on
page (160)

a) the format of the title is controlled by K-Salon. These controls allow
the organizer to request the removal of subset indicators and to
control the capitalization of the title and its inclusion within quotes.
Category indicators are always removed from the front of the title.
b) the score will always be the final score including any required
adjustments
c) the commendation column uses the full HM wording as specified by
the organizer in the ADMIN control and the award descriptions
exactly as specified in the AWARDS files. This means if some other
designation (such as Highly Commended) has been specified, then
those are the words which will be inserted in column 6.
The production of the email friendly image list file can be requested
after all sections have been closed. The output image list file name will
always start with _EMAIL_ to differentiate it from the previous image
list files.
The process will also produce an acceptance specification document
which contains such details as the salon name, the cc email address,
the section codes, section names and acceptance scores. This
information will be needed by the email producer in order to insert the
appropriate elements in the email.

NOTE It is important that you use the upload facility built into the online email php program and do not use a CPANEL or FTP process.
The parameters required are described in the instructions for running
the on-line emailer program page (160)

The email friendly image list file and the acceptance document can
then be sent to your standard email sending facility (such as Wade
Clutton) for sending out the emails. The only change would be to
request the output email system to use the titles as found and not do
an automatic upper case conversion and to insert the additional items
as per the specification in the acceptance document.

Option 3 - Produce Email Friendly Image List File

From the point of view of emailing, the following columns are of
relevance.

The standard image list file contains the details as supplied by the
user. The file is a tab delimited file with pre-defined columns.
K-Salon can be used for producing an email friendly image list file in
which:

COLUMN

CONTENT
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COLUMN

CONTENT

Option 4 - Produce Standard Layout XML File

1

Ordering number which orders the entries in a unique
standard order by entrant round within section. The image
list files do not need to be in any particular order and can
after various marking rounds be in a totally random order.

In this option, K-Salon produces a simple XML file which can be used
with an appropriate template for outputting emails via some external
service provider. K-Salon does not provide the service but will create
the XML according to the format detailed in Appendix N page (343).

2

Title of the image as supplied by the entrant and as
modified by the data entry process. The modification can
include the addition of subset indicators (such as (W) or
(C) and/or the inclusion of category pre-pends such as
BI_ MA_ GE_ indicating the category of the image as
specified at data entry time. The modification of the title
means that the title as shown in the image list file may not
be as specified by the entrant.

The XML has been devised to allow the organizer to elect to have or
not have a salon logo and/or a signature logo.

3

Score assigned to the image. This score may be the
original score or an increased score in order to provide a
standard acceptance point

6

Commendation column.

7

Section/section number in the range 1 to 8

8

Round number in the range 1 to 4 indicating the order
within the section as specified by the entrant

10

The name of the TAG file containing the entrant details.
This is the only unique identifier associating the entrant's
images together.

11

Surname of entrant

12

First name of entrant

13

Entrant's distinctions

20

Email address for the entrant

Inside the XML, the format has embedded HTML which the XML
processor does not need to process but rather only needs to output
exactly as found in the XML file. This means that the email processor
is much simpler and does not need any modification between usage
for different salons.
As with all well formed HTML based emails, the format also includes a
plain text version of the data in a layout similar to OPTION 3. The
simple worded format appears in the XML and can be used by the
XML processor to produce an email containing both plain text and
HTML sections.
Although the HTML inside the file produces a standard layout, the
organizer can via the K-Salon interface amend the wording appearing
in the various sections of the email. The layout standard has been
based on the standard layout pattern as produced by the existing
Wade Clutton report card emails for the Bristol International Salon.
The XML files have the structure detailed in Appendix N
All of the XML files have exactly the same structure and will use
exactly the same processing template. Variability comes within the
HTML created by K-Salon. The template in fact has no awareness of
sections, entries, etc and is purely a bulk sender of whatever is in the
<email_html> sections of the XML file.
The bulk sender should send out both a plain text section and an
HTML section.
The HTML created by K-Salon does not make any references to other
sites - all HTML formatting aspects are included directly in the HTML.
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The layout of the image title is done in accordance with the K-Salon
controls.
The wording of the HM and AWARDS items follows the K-Salon
pattern as defined in the ADMIN section and the AWARDS files.
The detailed usage of the XML for the creation of the outgoing email is
defined in Appendix N (page (343).

Character Set in HTML and XML Output
Option 4 produces output in XML format. and contains HTML which is
embedded within the XML as a CDATA item.
Both the HTML and the XML have been structured to strict XML
format standards.
Since the output from this options is designed to be used within an
HTML based email, all non-ASCII characters will already have been
converted to their &#nnn; alternative format. The characters are
consistent with the standard ISO8859-1 Latin based character set and
alternative numeric representation.
The encoding uses &nbsp; within the HTML but uses &#060; and
&#062; for the < and > symbols. This means that the decoding only
needs to check for the full numeric &#nnn; format.
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17. CATALOG & ON-LINE GALLERY
Catalog
Both FIAP and PSA require the salon to produce a catalog with very
specific contents. If the catalog does not include all of the required
elements, it is likely to be rejected and would need to be amended and
resubmitted. The particularly onerous aspect of a catalog for FIAP is
that it must contain all of the awarded images both medals and HM's.
For reasons best know to themselves, FIAP award stars (1 to 5) for
the quality of the catalog. If you are interested in having a high star
rating catalog and are willing to undertake the effort, then K-Salon has
various options for providing you with the details you will need to
include in your catalog. It can also produce the images in catalog form
ready for you to juggle and insert into your catalog.
However, if you are not concerned and just want to easily produce a
catalog which meets the requirements, then K-Salon has a facility to
produce a finished catalog in very few steps. Since the details
required for the catalog and the on-line gallery are the same, the
production of the finished catalog is initiated from the same screen as
the production of the on-line gallery. Full details with respect to
producing the catalog are given on page (250).
If you are running a circuit, then you will need to produce the catalog
for each salon in the circuit and then undertake a merger of the details
into one combined catalog. This can be done in Word using copy and
paste from the individual salon catalogs.

On-Line Gallery
In addition to a catalog, many salons include on their website an online gallery of all of the accepted images. K-Salon includes a facility for
creating such a gallery directly from the accepted images.
If your salon is part of a circuit, each salon will have its own gallery
but, in the interest of saving space, the separate galleries will share
the same images and the same web space.

As shown in the diagram below, the on-line gallery is structured as a
set of separate pages. Each page provides links back to the header
page, the home page and, where relevant the next and previous
image in the sequence.
The gallery has been designed so that it can be viewed easily from an
iPad or similar device. The process does not use JavaScript or
cookies and should run on any platform or browser.
The full gallery (or circuit galleries) reside in one folder and can be
uploaded to your website easily, using FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
facilities such as FileZilla.
All of the images are resized to a maximum width of 600 pixels and a
maximum height of 450 pixels and are saved with medium quality.
The images are displayed against a black background in the viewer's
screen. The information displayed includes the section name, the
author's name, country, the image title and any awards received by
the image.
The STATISTICS page lists all of the participating countries, number
of entrants from each country, number of images submitted, number
of images accepted and the acceptance percentage.
Each section has its own list and display of acceptances. The section
header page lists the selectors and the statistics for that section. The
images are ordered by surname, first name and title.
In order to provide rapid access to a particular name, the surname list
is divided into up to 8 groupings. (Note the site diagram is
representative and only shows three groups.) However, within the
acceptance show, the process is continuous - the lists only provide the
starting points.

Preparing to Create the Gallery and Catalog
The gallery of images and the catalog can only be created when all of
the sections have been scored and all awards assigned including all
salon level awards such as Best Author.
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When everything has been completed, click on the SALON LEVEL
ACTIONS and then click on PRODUCE ON-LINE GALLERY/PDF
CATALOG.
The first step is to select/create the folder into which the program will
place all of the accepted images and html files. Due to space
requirements, and the fact that this folder will need to be accessed by
the FTP internet process, it is recommended that this folder be on a
separate drive and not in the [WORK] folder. (Note: for the DEMO
system the folder can be placed in the [WORK] folder.) You will need
to specify a folder even if you do not wish to produce the gallery.
If you have previously created the on-line gallery, you may receive
message 671 stating that the gallery already exists. This is just a
warning message to remind you that the gallery already exists. The
gallery will not be amended unless you explicitly click on the CREATE
GALLERY button.
If you are creating the gallery for a circuit, then you will need to put
this folder on a transportable drive which can be plugged into the
different circuit computers.
This folder can be a sub-folder but must not contain any folders. The
drive holding this folder must have at least 5 gigabytes free space.
Once you have selected the folder, you will then need to supply
various items of information which will appear in the html for the
gallery and the catalog.
If this is part of a circuit, the first item to be specified is the overall
name of the circuit. If you are processing the second or subsequent
salon in the circuit, the name will have been specified already in the
first salon you processed.
The next item to be specified is the name of the salon as it is to
appear in the gallery and catalog. The program will have pre-loaded
this field with the name as it appears in the CONTROL.INI file and you
can alter the name. Then, enter the contact email address for the
chairman.

The next item is the web address where the gallery will be available to
the public. If you are not intending to produce a gallery, this field can
be left blank. If it is specified, then the web address will be included in
the catalog as an active link.
The next item is the catalog version. This defaults to 1.0 but if you
need to re-issue the catalog, you should adjust the version so that you
can easily check that the correct version is being sent to PSA and or
FIAP or placed on the web.
The next items are the name of the chairman and the contact email
address. These are required for both the gallery and the catalog.
The next item is the official closing date of the salon as registered with
the various recognition authorities such as FIAP and the PSA. If the
closing date is extended, do NOT use the extended date as this will
not tally with the official records.
The next item to be specified is the patronage recognitions for this
salon such as FIAP 2013/000, PSA 2017/999, etc. If there are no
recognitions, enter the single character #.
Note: if this is part of a circuit, the recognitions can be different for
each individual salon in the circuit.
The next set of items is the names and distinctions of the selectors.
Since each section usually has different selectors, this item is
specified separately for each section.
NOTE If you have specified a JUDGES.TXT file as detailed in
Appendix Y (375), then the judges details will be collected
automatically from that file.
If you have not specified such a file, then double click on the various
sections and in the edit box, enter the details, one line for each
selector. You can choose to use the word 'Selectors' or 'Judges' for
the gallery listing.
To create the gallery, click on the CREATE GALLERY command to
produce the gallery. This process can take a long time as the program
needs to create all of the re-sized JPG files. However, if you re-run the
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process at a later date, the program will remove all of the html files but
will retain all of the JPG files. This means that a subsequent process
will be considerably faster.
To create the catalog, click on the CREATE CATALOG command and
go to page (250) of this manual.
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Site Map for the On-Line Gallery
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Not allocated OR Withdrawn by the entrant OR Removed due to
perceived violation of the relevant rules

Special Notice
You can request a Special Notice to appear on the starting page of the
gallery. Although this facility was originally inserted for the purpose
indicated below, you can insert whatever words you want and/or
amend the default wording.
This facility was introduced as a consequence of an unfortunate
circumstance in which it was discovered after the judging that an
entrant had submitted manufactured images into a Nature section.
Their whole entry was removed but it was not possible to re-assign all
of the awards they had received. As a consequence, it was decided
that a Special Notice should appear in the gallery to explain the
absence of some of the awards.
You can amend or replace the words. The default wording is

Extra Notes for the Catalog
Catalogs often contain extra notes such as the judges' comments. You
could insert these notes directly into the finished catalog BUT if you
recreate the catalog, these notes would be lost and would have to be
re-inserted.
You can instead, insert the notes in the specification screen. Under
the label "Optional notes for the catalog", click on the AMEND
WORDS command. In the next screen you can type in (or paste in)
your notes. This screen allows you to format the notes with various
formatting controls.
If you have specified notes, these will be automatically included in the
catalog each time you create the catalog.

We regret to inform you that subsequent to the judging, it was
discovered that some entrants appeared to have intentionally
violated the rules and submitted images which did not meet the
relevant definitions in order to gain an unfair advantage.

The template for the catalog already contains an acknowledgement
note thanking the judges and helpers,

As a consequence, in accordance with the Conditions of Entry,
their entry was removed and any awards they would have
received were revoked.

If this salon is part of a circuit, when you have finished creating the
gallery for the first salon in the circuit go to K-Salon program for the
next salon in the circuit and plug-in the portable drive containing the
gallery.

Where possible, the awards were re-assigned. In circumstances
where the award could not be re-assigned the award has been
withdrawn for this year.
We regard cheating and major rule violation as serious offences
and will take whatever action is required to preserve the integrity
of the exhibition and sanction the offenders.
If any awards have not been assigned or have been withdrawn, you
have the option during gallery specification to have the following
comment put in the section awards listing against the relevant award.

Creating a Circuit Gallery

When doing the next salon, point to the same folder and then specify
the details for this salon (such as the selectors).
Then click on PROCESS. This will now add the on-line gallery for this
salon into the same folder. The process will also create a special
version of the gallery.html file which includes links to the various salon
level galleries.
Because the design uses the same folder for all of the salons, the
gallery creation for the ensuing salons in the circuit will be faster - the
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program will only create JPG files for those images not accepted in a
previous salon in the circuit.

Access to the Gallery

Uploading to the Web

In your web site, make a link to the web folder containing the gallery
and then gallery.html in lower case. This is the same whether or not
you are processing a circuit or a single salon.

When the process has finished and you have created the gallery (or
all galleries for a circuit), you will need to upload the full contents of
the folder to your web space.

You do not need to access or reference any of the other html pages or
files.

NOTE: the gallery process does not use any sub-folders and hence
the upload consists merely of uploading the full contents of the folder.

Gallery File Names

It is recommended that you undertake this operation using an FTP
program such as FileZilla (https://filezilla-project.org). Details on how
to use FileZilla are provided on the web site and with the program.
This is a free program available for all platforms.

Reloading After a Rebuild of the Gallery
If you have already built and uploaded the gallery, you may at some
later date need to rebuild the gallery. This can happen if some images
are withdrawn or awards re-assigned or similar change. Although you
can upload all of the items again, it is in fact only necessary to upload
the changed items.
To do this, in Windows Explorer, order the gallery files by date and
only upload to the web items created during the latest pass. This will
consist of all of the html files and perhaps some more JPG files.
NOTE: While you are uploading a second time, the gallery could
potentially become inoperable for someone accessing it from the web
at the same time. In order to prevent the common 404 error, the
gallery contains an automatic 'Undergoing maintenance - please try
later' screen which will be displayed if the person doing the browsing
incurs a problem.

Although you do not need to access any of the items in the folder, the
following details are presented in case you wish to amend any aspect
of the gallery. The file names used in the gallery are preset and follow
the ensuing pattern.
The jpg files are named as x_nnnnnn.jpg where nnnnnn is the
reference number in the Image List file.
The command buttons are named y_nnn.gif
For a circuit, the circuit details file is named z_circuit.txt. This file
contains details of the circuits already processed. The details are used
for creating the gallery.html page.
In the ensuing, if you are doing a single salon, then the character % is
replaced by the letter m. In this case the m_home.html file is
duplicated and also appears as the gallery.html file and index.html.
If you are processing a circuit, then the character % is replaced by the
circuit letter as defined in the various CONTROL.INI files. The use of
the circuit letter enables the full gallery for the whole circuit to be
shown in one space with shared usage of the jpg files. The
gallery.html page contains links to each of the %_home.html pages.
The gallery.html page is duplicated as index.html
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FILE

DESCRIPTION

FILE

DESCRIPTION

gallery.html

Home page for the full gallery. If this is a single
salon, this page is a duplicate of the
m_home.html page. If this is for a circuit, then
the gallery.html page contains links to the
various salon %_home.html pages.

%_q_awards

index.html

copy of gallery.html This page means that the
web link is active even if the person does not
enter the gallery.html reference

List of awards assigned for section q. List is in
descending order and includes all HM's. Each
award links to its relevant page. If assigned, the
Diversity award is listed at the end of the list. If
an entrant has more than one HM, this is
shown with (n) and only the first link is included
in the list

%_home.html

Home page for the salon. If this is a single
salon, this page will be duplicated automatically
as gallery.html

%_stats.html

Country statistics page for the salon

%_s_awards.html

Controlling page for salon level awards such as
Best Author. If no such awards have been
assigned, this page will not be present. Each
award is assigned a unique character reference
mm.

%_s_mm_nn.html

Image nn (from 1 to as many as required) for
salon level award mm. Next points to next in
the set and then back to %_s_awards.html

%_q_section

Controlling page for section q where q is the
section number as assigned in the
AWARDS.TXT files. There is one such page for
each section.

%_q_aw_nnnn.html Award images in presentation order where n
goes from 1 upward as required. Next goes to
the next image and then back to the section
controlling page
%_q_st_n.html

List of all entrants with accepted images in strict
alphabetic order broken down into 8 lists (n).
Each item in the list is merely a link to the
relevant point in the full acceptance list. If an
entrant has more than one acceptance in the
section, the number is shown as [n] in the
listing.

%_q_yyyyy.html

Accepted images with yyyyy being a sequential
sorting order based on surname, given name
and title. Next goes to the next item in the list
with the final image returning to the section
controlling page.

Creating the Catalog
When you click on the CREATE CATALOG command, the program
will perform various background checks and processes and you will be
informed of any issues.
The catalog will be produced as an RTF document in folder
[WORK] / CATALOG with the file name CATALOG_DOCUMENT.RTF
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This document contains all of the award images as links to a [WORK]
folder. The images are not embedded in the document and the
document cannot be moved to another location.
When you open the document in Microsoft WORD, you will need to
undertake the following actions.
a) the front page has a space for you to insert one of the winning
images. It is recommended that you select a landscape formatted
image rather than a portrait shaped image. Insert the picture using the
standard WORD insert picture facility. Adjust the size of the picture so
that it fits in the box with the second line visible. To do this, double
click on the image and under the SIZE tab reduce the percentage
down.
b) change the second line in the picture box to show the award name,
section, title and author
c) if you have FIAP accreditation, you must include the FIAP certificate
supplied to you at the time that you received your accreditation. In
order to ensure that it fits, you must resize it so that the maximum
width is 843 pixels, the maximum height is 1143 pixels and the
resolution is set to 300 DPI Again using the WORD insert picture
facility, insert the image of the certificate in the designated place.
d) if you have GPU accreditation, you must include the GPU certificate
supplied to you at the time that you received your accreditation. In
order to ensure that it fits, you must resize it so that the maximum
width is 843 pixels, the maximum height is 1143 pixels and the
resolution is set to 300 DPI Again using the WORD insert picture
facility, insert the image of the certificate in the designated place.
e) check the NOTES and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT page to ensure it
says what you want. Amend it if necessary
f) Although there is a Table of Contents, this needs to be updated. To
do this, press Ctrl+A to select the whole of the document and then
press function key F9. When asked what you want to do, select
"Update entire table".

g) the document now needs to be converted to a PDF. If you do not do
this, all of the images in the document will disappear! You have two
choices. You can either use the doPDF program supplied with and
installed by K-Salon or you can use a more advanced program such
as novapdf from the same software company. The disadvantage of
using doPDF is that the Table of Contents will not be 'active'. The
contents will be correct but you will not be able to click on an entry and
be taken to the relevant page. If you use a more advanced pdf writer,
such as novapdf, the Table of Contents and link to the gallery will be
processed as 'active' links taking you directly to the page or web.
When the document is printed as a pdf, the images will be included in
the document and the document becomes a standalone document. It
can then be uploaded to the web or emailed etc as needed.
If you have to make changes (such as renaming an image, reassigning an award, etc), you should recreate the catalog and follow
the same process as detailed above. It is advisable to amend the
Version number in the specification screen before creating the revised
catalog in order that you can be sure which version is being circulated.
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18. SLIDE SHOW/CATALOG IMAGES - K-SALON
External Slide Show
When the salon competition has been completed and acceptances
and awards determined, it is customary to produce a slide show
containing the award winners, the honourable mentions and at least
some if not all of the other accepted images.
Unless you want to read out the various titles and details during the
show, it is desirable to produce copies of the various images with the
relevant details shown on the image. K-Salon includes facilities to aid
in this process.
There are two options provided - one is fully automatic producing
images ready for display; the other produces images with the details
embedded as metadata with a template for use in Adobe Lightroom.

The catalog version uses the same standard controls as the Slide
show process. However, before clicking on CREATE SLIDE SHOW,
select the "Produce images for CATALOG" option.
It is recommended that for the catalog option, you use the portrait
option to ensure the maximum size for portrait images. As detailed
below, you can SAVE and then re-LOAD different settings - one for
catalog and one for slide show.

User Controls
Whereas one salon may want the tiles in a big font, others may want a
small italic font; one may want a black background, others may want a
dark grey or white background; some may want titles for portrait
images on the left, others may want them at the top. The K-Salon

This section describes the fully automatic process. For the Lightroom
approach, see page (258)
NOTE: the Direct Slide Show option mentioned on page (90) is
intended for internal use by the organizers and selectors and is not
suitable for use as a general slide show.

Catalog Ready Images
The slide show process is designed to produce jpg files of exactly the
same size as the salon width and height with the details at the top (or
optionally on the side for portrait images).
At the request of one of the salons, the program has been amended to
use the same basic controls to produce jpg files which contain the
image and the author and title details in a format ready for direct
inclusion in a catalog. In this case the image appears at the top of the
jpg file and the word details appear directly under the image (or
optionally to the side for portrait images).
Slide Show Control Screen
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process allows you to select the font, style, colour and (with few
restrictions) the position of the titles, author names and awards.

or right justified. However, the wording will always appear at the top
with the image underneath.

In order to ensure that members of the public can see the words in a
consistent place in landscape mode, the information appears at the
top of the screen. If you have elected to have portrait mode images
displayed in a different pattern (i.e. not in landscape format), the
information appears to the left of the image.

The images will be centred left to right with the top edge positioned at
the same spot as the test image shown in the setting screen. This
means that if an image is wide but not deep, it will be shown close to
the top of the screen. As depicted in the setting screen, you can
change the position of the top of the images.

If you are in landscape mode only, you will be asked if you want the
section name shown in the slide. It will be placed at the extreme left
on the same line as the award. If this is part of a circuit, the circuit
name will appear on the same line at the far right.

The reason for this pattern (title at the top with image underneath) is
so that the audience can see the title even in club rooms which do not
have banked seats.

Setting Portrait Pattern
Accessing and Controlling the Process.
To access the facility, you will need to have completed and closed all
of the sections. Having loaded the latest image list file, click on the
SALON LEVEL ACTIONS command and then select PRODUCE
IMAGES FOR SLIDE SHOW. You will then be presented with a
screen as shown below.
Prior to displaying the control screen, the program will have examined
the details for all of the accepted images and determined a) the
longest title, b) the longest name with distinctions, c) the longest
country name, d) the longest combination of author name, distinctions
and country and e) the longest description of an award. These details
are then used to assist in setting the format of the slide show.

Setting Landscape Pattern
If you click on SET LANDSCAPE CONTROLS, the program will show
a screen depicting how the details and images in the slide show will
be shown. By following the instructions on the screen you can adjust
the font (font type, size, bold, italic and colour) for the various items.
Using the up and down arrows, you can adjust the position of the
items. You can also have the various items of text left justified, centred

The default pattern is to have portrait images presented in the same
format - i.e. with the words at the top and the image underneath. This
pattern tends to be easier for the audience to follow (the words are
always in the same place) and presents a more uniform show.
You may, however, wish to adopt a different pattern for portrait images
with the images on the right of the screen and the words on the left. If
you do wish to set such a pattern, click on the NOT THE SAME
command. This will bring up a portrait pattern setting screen. If you
wish to revert to using the same pattern for both portrait and
landscape, then click on SAME AS LAND.
If you have selected to have a different pattern for portrait mode, the
program will determine which mode would result in the least
compression of the image and will use that pattern.
For the catalog option, it is recommended that you put the words near
the bottom of the screen when doing the setting up. This tends to look
much better in the catalog.

Saving the Settings
When you have decided upon the settings you like, click on the SAVE
CURRENT SETTINGS command to save a copy of the current
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pattern. If you leave the slide show screen, or perhaps wish to make
the show at a later time, when you return to the slide show screen, the
system will have reset the controls back to the defaults.
To restore the settings, click on LOAD and navigate to the SAVE
folder (see below) and select the save you wish to restore. The file
names of the saves include the date and time of the save.
It is recommended that you assign a different name for saving the
SLIDE SHOW settings and the CATALOG settings.
NOTE If you are using or have used the DEMO system to try out the
slide show, you can access and load the saved settings from the
DEMO mode and use them in the full salon.

Rebuilding the Slide Show
It is possible that after building the slide show, you may need to
remove certain award or HM winners. For example it may be
determined that an entrant is to be removed for intentionally violating
the rules.
If you have already created the slide show and now need to recreate
it, you will be given the option to recreate only the award winners. This
is much faster and retains the existing slide show images for the
accepted images.

You can choose to have the image title presented in one of the
following formats: (This control replicates one of the ADMIN
controls - for further details see page (325)
1 IMAGE TITLES APPEAR IN ALL UPPERCASE
2 Image Titles Appear With The First Character In Uppercase
3 Image Titles Appear with the First Character in Uppercase but
with Some Words Remaining in Lower Case
4 Titles as they are defined in the Image List file.

High Speed Drive
The slide show creation process is very disc intensive and can take a
considerable time. Normally, it is advised that you start the process
and leave it running. An estimate of the time remaining will appear
every 20 images but this time is dependent upon the disc activity and
may in the beginning go up rather than down.
If you have a high speed drive, such as a RAMDRIVE (pseudo drive
resident in memory), you can reduce the processing time. Double click
on the "<Only set this...." box and navigate to your high speed drive.
K-Salon will create a folder on this drive called K-SALON and will use
this drive for its temporary storage.
Using a RAMDRIVE has achieved time improvements of over 40%.

Image Title Controls
QUOTES OR NO QUOTES
You can choose to have the image title with or without
encompassing double quotes.
INCLUDE / EXCLUDE SUBSET CODES
You can choose to have subset codes such as (W) removed if it
is found in the title or leave it in the title.
CAPITALIZATION OF THE TITLE

Output Folders
The images will be placed in sub-folders within the workspace as
shown below. This means that the work space must be on a disc with
sufficient capacity to hold copies of all of the accepted images. As a
conservative estimate, the system requires that the disc has sufficient
capacity for all accepted images saved at an average size of 1.5
megabytes.
[WORK] \ SLIDE_SHOW \ CATALOG - for the catalog ready images
[WORK] \ SLIDE_SHOW \ IMAGES - for all processed images
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- for saves of the controlling

'r' is the image reference into the image list file

[WORK] \ SLIDE_SHOW \ WORK - internal work space

This file naming convention is the same for both the Lightroom and the
fully automatic approach.

File Naming Convention

Author and Title Visible in Explorer

The output files are named in the following pattern. The naming is
done without reference to portrait or landscape so that the full set of
images can be merged together after having the titles applied.

We were asked if it would be possible to have the author's name
and/or the title in the file name. Apart from potentially being too long,
many of the names and titles contain characters which would not be
valid in a file name.

x_a_b_nnnnn_r.JPG
Where:
'x' is the letter S if this is a salon or the circuit letter if this is part of a
circuit

Instead, the author and title are stored in the metadata in a form that
can be displayed in Windows Explorer by selecting Author and Title in
the list of information details to be shown as depicted below. The
option to select Author and Title is accessed by right clicking on the

'a' is the section code (so that all images for the same section are
together)
'b' is a status indicator with the values
A is an accepted image which did not receive any awards or
honourable mention
B is an image which received honourable mention
C is an image which received an award
'nnnnn' is a sequence number assigned so that
FOR 'A' the images are sorted by country, surname, first name,
and title so that images from the same country appear
consecutively
FOR 'B' the images are sorted by surname, first name, and title
so that honourable mentions are shown in order of the
recipient's name
FOR 'C' the images are sorted in the reverse order as specified
in the AWARDS-N.TXT file so that the highest award appears
last.

Slide Show Images with Author and Title displayed
word NAME when in the DETAIL view mode for Windows Explorer.
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The example below has used the SAMPLE images and they have
been sorted by author by clicking on the Author column in Windows
Explorer.
The 'author' and 'title' details can also be used in a Windows file
search of the folder by typing the required details in the search box for
A word or phrase in the file.

Creating the Slide Show
To create the slide show, click on CREATE SLIDE SHOW and in the
next screen click on CLICK HERE.
You can stop the process at any point by using the ESC key.
However, if you do so, the program will restart from the beginning
when you click on CREATE SLIDE SHOW again.
During the creation process, each image will be displayed on the
screen as it will appear in the final slide show.

Creating the Catalog Files
To create the catalog files, click on the option "Produce images for
CATALOG".
You will now be given the option to set a border around the images
and/or a grey drop shadow. If the background is set to white, the
border will be black; if the background is black, the border will be
white. The drop down shadow option has been added for organizers
who wish to print the catalog on a white background - the results look
decidedly more attractive. Your can set the border width from zero (no
border) through to 10 pixels. Similarly the drop shadow width can be
set from zero (no shadow) or from 5 through to 50 pixels.
When you now click on the CREATE CATALOG IMAGES command.
the next screen will give you the option to select the resulting 'print'
size for the images. By selecting the correct size you will be able to
place the JPG catalog files directly into your catalog WORD file
without the need for any resizing.

You will be asked for the height in centimetres for the final full jpg file
when it is included in your document. The program will convert this
information into the correct DPI for the image so that it appears in your
WORD document at the desired size.
For example let us assume that your salon image size was 1400
pixels wide by 1050 pixels high and you want the full size jpg file for
the general acceptance images to be 9.4 centimetres tall so that you
can put 4 images on a standard A4 Landscape page. By selecting 9.4,
the program will set the DPI to 283 pixels per inch. When you set the
desired height, the selection screen will also show you the resulting
width so you can check it meets your pattern - in this case 12.5
centimetres. the actual jpg file would still be 1400 by 1050 - it is only
the DPI resolution which varies.
You will be given the option to produce a sample of 4 landscape and 4
portrait images so that you can easily check that the resulting pattern
looks good in your catalog -useful for setting the border and drop
shadow sizes.
The normal default background colour for the slide show is black. If
your catalog pages are also black, then there is no need to change
anything. However, if you want the background to be white, then click
on the INVERT BLACK AND WHITE command when you are setting
the font sizes and text location. This will set white text to black and the
background to white. and vice versa if you click again.
NOTE: Whereas for the slide show, you will want the portrait details
near the top of the screen, for the catalog option, you should move
them down to the bottom of the screen. This gives a tidier appearance
to the resulting pages in your catalog.
NOTE: The production process uses the same technique as is used
for producing the slide show images. This means that it displays all of
the information and then effectively does a screen print and then
saves the print. This means that the quality of the lettering is NOT as
crisp as it would be if you were to insert the images created by the
Catalog Copy option (see page (118)) and use Word to create the
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lettering. This is particularly relevant if the resulting DPI of the images
would be less than 300.
NOTE: For some unexplained reason, in some versions of Microsoft
WORD, when an image, such as a JPEG is inserted into a page, the
colours are incorrect such as white areas show up as yellow. To
rectify this issue, right click on the image, select EDIT PICTURE and
in the next screen select CLOSE.

Contents of the Output JPG File
The process for producing the images consists of many different
steps.
In the first step, the JPG file is resized as a TIFF file to fit the space
allocated for the image in the slide show screen. In the second step
any borders and/or drop shadow effects are added in the screen. In
the third step, the resized image is displayed on the screen along with
the related text. In the fourth step, an internal screen print is made
from this display and converted into a JPG image. In the fifth step, this
JPG file is then amended as follows:
a) a new EXIF block is inserted containing only the author's name and
title. The author's name is stored as surname, given name. The title is
stored in accordance with the title display controls.
b) a new XMP block is inserted containing
1) the author's name (first name surname)
2) any distinctions (preceded by comma space)
3) the country (using the PSA country output name)
4) the image title (stored in accordance with the title display
controls)
5) any commendation received. If the commendation is an
honourable mention, the actual words used are those specified
in the ADMIN control (i.e. it can be something other than

honourable mention). If the commendation is an award, the
description is as supplied in the AWARDS-n.TXT file .
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19. SLIDE SHOW IMAGES USING LIGHTROOM

accordingly; for portrait images, the details are placed on the side with
the image adjusted accordingly.

Two Different Methods

During the first step, apart from inserting the metadata into the
images, the program sorts the images into portrait and landscape
based on a user supplied parameter.

When the salon competition has been completed and acceptances
and awards determined, it is customary to produce a slide show
containing the award winners, the honourable mentions and at least
some if not all of the other accepted images.
Unless you want to read out the various titles and details during the
show, it is desirable to produce copies of the various images with the
relevant details shown on the image. K-Salon includes facilities to aid
in this process.
There are two options provided - one is fully automatic producing
images ready for display; the other produces images with the details
embedded as metadata with a template for use in Adobe Lightroom.
This section describes the Lightroom approach. For the fully automatic
process, see page (252)
NOTE: the Direct Slide Show option mentioned on page (90) is
intended for internal use by the organizers and selectors and is not
suitable for use as a general slide show.

Lightroom is a Two Step Process
To access the facility, you will need to have completed and closed all
of the sections. Having loaded the latest image list file, click on the
SALON LEVEL ACTIONS command and then select PRODUCE
IMAGES FOR LIGHTROOM.
The Lightroom approach is implemented as a two step process. In the
first step, K-Salon makes copies of the various images and embeds
the relevant details in the metadata of the image. In the second step,
the Lightroom program from ADOBE is used for creating images
which contain the details superimposed on the image. For landscape
images, the details are placed at the top with the image size reduced

The manner in which the title is stored in the metadata can be
controlled to allow for different presentation preferences. The controls
are detailed below.
All of the images are assigned a new file name as detailed below. The
file name has been devised to assist in putting the slide show together
and orders the files by country, author and title for accepted images,
by author and title for honourable mentions and by reverse award for
award winners. This means that a slide show will end with the gold
award image.
The process produces a report (SLIDE_SHOW.RTF) which for
accepted images lists the images in country blocks for each section.,
This can assist in selecting images for a slide show where not all of
the images will be displayed. This report is placed in the standard
[WORK] \ REPORTS folder.
The second step, using Lightroom, requires that the user sets various
controls in Lightroom. These settings are dependent upon the version
of Lightroom you have and are not detailed in this manual. However,
two basic templates have been devised for producing the images one for portrait and one for landscape. When you produce the images,
the templates are stored in the folder detailed below.

Output Folders
The images will be placed in sub-folders within the workspace as
shown below. This means that the work space must be on a disc with
sufficient capacity to hold copies of all of the accepted images.
[WORK] \ LIGHT_ROOM_SHOW \ LANDSCAPE
images

- for landscape
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[WORK] \ LIGHT_ROOM_SHOW \ PORTRAIT - for portrait images

Image Title Controls

[WORK] \ LIGHT_ROOM_SHOW \ TEST - for test images produced
by K-Salon

QUOTES OR NO QUOTES

WORK] \ LIGHT_ROOM_SHOW \ TEMPLATE
Lightroom controlling templates

-

for

the

basic

You can choose to have the image title with or without
encompassing double quotes.
INCLUDE / EXCLUDE SUBSET CODES

Test Images
In the screen which controls the production of the slide show, you will
find a MAKE TEST IMAGES command. The purpose of this option is
to provide you with four standard images so that you can make sure
that your Lightroom controls work as required and that you have
selected the correct title and ratio controls.
Prior to making the test images, the program will examine the titles,
author names, countries and award names actually used in the image
list file and select those which have the longest representation in the
Arial font. These longest items will then be used in the metadata in the
test images. This means that your Lightroom test on these four test
images will show the maximum required spacing.
The test process produces four images as follows:
TST_LND.JPG is a full size landscape image using the full image
dimensions
TST_POR.JPG is a portrait image whose height is the maximum
permitted height and whose width is 2/3 of the height.
TST_LND_SQR is a landscape image whose width is at the minimum
size for deciding that the image is landscape.
TST_POR_SQR is a portrait image whose width is the maximum size
for deciding that the image is portrait.
Using the TEST option, you can see the effect of varying the ratio
control defined below.
Running the TEST option does not alter or affect any images already
converted into the slide show.

You can choose to have subset codes such as (W) removed if it
is found in the title or leave it in the title.
CAPITALIZATION OF THE TITLE
You can choose to have the image title presented in one of the
following formats: (This control replicates one of the ADMIN
controls - for further details see page (325)
1 IMAGE TITLES APPEAR IN ALL UPPERCASE
2 Image Titles Appear With The First Character In Uppercase
3 Image Titles Appear with the First Character in Uppercase but
with Some Words Remaining in Lower Case
4 Ttitle as specified in the Image List file.

Portrait or Landscape Controls
Since titles for landscape images are to appear at the top of the image
but those for portrait images are to appear to the side of the image, it
is important to divide the images into landscape and portrait. Whereas
it may be obvious to the eye that an image is portrait or landscape, the
program works strictly from the actual width and height of the image.
From these two numbers it calculates a ratio (width/height). The
simple decision would be that a ratio of 1.00 or less is portrait and all
others are landscape Because the program can only apply such a rule
in a strict manner, this means that two images which look as if they
are both square will be placed in different folders if they differ by only
one pixel (e.g. with a ratio of 1.0 an image 768 by 768 would be
portrait but 769 by 768 would be landscape).
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It may also happen that there is insufficient room for titles in the
portrait format for square images.

A is an accepted image which did not receive any awards or
honourable mention

To assist in controlling these factors, K-Salon provides you with the
option to set the ratio.

B is an image which received honourable mention

IMAGE RATIO (WIDTH / HEIGHT) FOR SLIDE SHOW
When creating the images ready for slide show processing, the
program will separate images into Landscape and Portrait.
This control sets the ratio (width divided by height) for
determining whether an image is to be classed as portrait or
landscape.
If the width of the image divided by the height is greater than the
specified ratio, then the image will be placed in the landscape
folder.
The default value is 1.00 which means that exactly square images
are placed in the Portrait folder.
You can select a ratio between .5 and 1.5
In order to see the effect of these controls, you can use the MAKE
TEST IMAGES command.

File Naming Convention
The output files are named in the following pattern. The naming is
done without reference to portrait or landscape so that the full set of
images can be merged together after having the titles applied.
x_a_b_nnnnn_r.JPG
Where:
'x' is the letter S if this is a salon or the circuit letter if this is part of a
circuit
'a' is the section code (so that all images for the same section are
together)
'b' is a status indicator with the values

C is an image which received an award
'nnnnn' is a sequence number assigned so that
FOR 'A' the images are sorted by country, surname, first name,
and title so that images from the same country appear
consecutively
FOR 'B' the images are sorted by surname, first name, and title
so that honourable mentions are shown in order of the
recipient's name
FOR 'C' the images are sorted in the reverse order as specified
in the AWARDS-N.TXT file so that the highest award appears
last.
'r' is the image reference into the image list file
This file naming convention is the same for both the Lightroom and the
fully automatic approach.

Author and Title Visible in Explorer
We were asked if it would be possible to have the author's name
and/or the title in the file name. Apart from potentially being too long,
many of the names and titles contain characters which would not be
valid in a file name.
Instead, the author and title are stored in the metadata in a form that
can be displayed in Windows Explorer by selecting Author and Title in
the list of information details to be shown as depicted below. The
option to select Author and Title is accessed by right clicking on the
word NAME when in the DETAIL view mode for Windows Explorer.
The example below has used the SAMPLE images and they have
been sorted by author by clicking on the Author column in Windows
Explorer.
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The 'author' and 'title' details can also be used in a Windows file
search of the folder by typing the required details in the search box for
A word or phrase in the file.

c) a new JFIF block is inserted setting the image resolution to 300 DPI
d) a new EXIF block is inserted containing only the author's name and
title. The author's name is stored as surname, given name. The title is
stored in accordance with the title display controls.
e) a new XMP block is inserted containing
1) the author's name (first name surname)
2) any distinctions (preceded by comma space)
3) the country (using the PSA country output name)
4) the image title (stored in accordance with the title display
controls)
5) any commendation received. If the commendation is an
honourable mention, the actual words used are those specified
in the ADMIN control (i.e. it can be something other than
honourable mention). If the commendation is an award, the
description is as supplied in the AWARDS-n.TXT file.
These items are placed in various XMP lines ready for access from
Lightroom.

Slide Show Images with Author and Title displayed

f) the original JPG image controls and data (unaltered). This means
that the process does not affect the quality or visual perception of the
image. The images are NOT resized in K-Salon in this process.

Running the Full Slide Show Production
Contents of the Output Slide Show JPG File
The process for producing the slide show images reads each image
as a data file and not as a JPG file. The data is then processed and
the following actions taken
a) if there is a profile specified, the first such profile is kept.
b) all other metadata blocks are removed such as EXIF, JFIF,
Photoshop and XMP

When you have decided on the various controls, you can click on the
DO ALL ACCEPTED command. This will then process all of the
accepted images for all sections and place the results in the various
folders specified above.
This process can take some time. An estimate of the remaining time is
displayed. Note however, that the estimate is based on the processing
experience and will vary (up and down) depending upon the speed of
the computer, the save time and other programs running concurrently.
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If you stop the run prematurely (using ESC), the program will repeat
the whole process for all files when you run again.

Adobe Lightroom Caveat
Although the part of the Lightroom approach included in K-Salon is
faster than the fully automatic K-Salon process, you will still need to
process and merge the files in Lightroom.
The Lightroom approach and the preparation of the image files for
Lightroom processing was requested by a particular salon and was
not part of the standard K-Salon approach. However, having
developed the process, it has been included in K-Salon for those who
wish to use Lightroom.
As a consequence, we do not include in this manual guidance on how
to control Lightroom in order to produce the desired effect.
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20. CATCHING REPETITIONS

b) remove the assumed category code if the third character in the title
is an underscore

Background

c) remove all leading and trailing spaces.

Most salons impose a rule to the effect that images accepted in a
previous round of the salon cannot be entered again. Some even state
that images cannot be resubmitted even if they were not accepted.

If a match is found it is listed in the PRE_CATCH_LIST.RTF report in
folder [WORK] \ REPORTS. If no matches are found, the report is still
produced but with a 'no images found' note.

Without examining, looking at and comparing each image submission
against all previous submissions over the preceding years, it is not
possible to fully implement such a rule. However, situations have
arisen in various salons in which either intentionally or through
oversight or error, an entrant resubmits the same image using the
same title or submits another different image but bearing a previously
used title. K-Salon provide a facility for detecting such occurrences
referred to as the CATCH process.

The details in the report show the author's name, country and email
address and the filename of the image list file in which the details
were found, the original JPG file name (so you can look at the image),
the tag file name, the title and the new JPG file name (so you can
open it to compare with the original).

Basic Process
The CATCH process uses the final image list files from previous
salons. The title, given name, surname, country and JPG filename are
extracted from these previous image list files and stored in a
database. During the PROCESS TAG FILES process, all entries in the
TAG files are checked against the database to see if any matches are
found.
If you do a FULL TAG file check, then the process examines all tag
files. However, if you undertake the NEW TAG file process, then the
process will only check and report on the new tag files.
An entry is considered to match if the adjusted title plus the surname
plus the given name plus the country name (all in upper case) match
with an entry in the database.
The titles in both the previous image files and the TAG files are
adjusted to:
a) remove any subset code if found in the title

If a match is found, it is also listed in PRE_CATCH_TEXT_???.TXT
where ??? is a unique reference. This file can be merged with
previous such files and processed / examined in a spreadsheet
program.
If you have copied more than one previous image list file to the
CATCH folder all of the files are checked and an image could be
flagged as having been detected in more than one previous image list
file.

Previous Image List Files
The CATCH process reads all previous image list files which have
been copied to the CATCH folder in the [WORK] space. Do not copy
any of the related JPG images to this folder - they are not accessed or
used. If there are no image list files in the folder, the report is not
produced. The Archive facility can be used to provide a visual check
against previously accepted images - see page (265)
We would recommend that you rename the files to include the year of
the salon in the file name.
If your salon rules allow re-entry of an image which has never been
accepted in a previous run of your salon, then you cannot use the full
Image List file. Instead, in the previous salon, under the SALON
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ACTIONS, click on PRODUCE CATCH FILE. This action will produce
a file starting with the word CATCH. This file only contains the details
for images which have been accepted. The file is produced in the
folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ IMAGE LIST
It can then be copied to the CATCH file for your next salon.
The program makes no assumption about images having been
accepted or your purpose in monitoring - it merely reports matches.
In the DEMO system, a previous salon image list file has been
included in the SAMPLE folder as _IMAGE_LIST_PREVIOUS.TXT.
You can copy this item to the CATCH folder to see the effect of the
CATCH process.

Legitimate Repetition
The PSA rules permit an image accepted in a previous instance of the
salon to be entered again if (and only if) an acceptance in this salon
would be in a different PSA Star path. For example if the image
"Working Donkey" received an acceptance in a Travel section last
year it would be allowed to be entered an Open (PID) section this
year.
You can in your Conditions of Entry prohibit such re-entry - FIAP
prohibits such re-entry.

ALLOW File
If upon investigation it is found that a repeat entry reported in the
Catch report is legitimate, you will not want it appearing in the report
each time you do a TAG FILE PROCESS. The use of a list of
permitted repetitions will suppress the repeated entry from appearing
in the report.
The ALLOW.TXT file is placed in the [WORK]\CATCH folder along
with the Image list files used for doing the checking. The file is a
simple text file which contains the full jpg file names of the images

which are to be allowed to be re-entered. The filenames can be seen
and copied from either the Catch report or the Catch list.
There is one jpg filename per line.
Make sure you copy the full filename including the .jpg but excluding
any folder name.
For example
Y19_678_987_a1.jpg
Y19_125_645_e4.jpg
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21. CREATE ARCHIVE OF ACCEPTED IMAGES

the year being processed, the names of the sections and the
acceptance score.

Purpose

This information is specified in the ARCHIVE.TXT file as specified in
Appendix P (348)

Whereas the CATCH facility described on page (263), may flag an
image as being a possible duplication, it is important to check the
actual image against previously accepted images. In order to do this it
is necessary to have access to the previously accepted images in JPG
format. If the salon has a significant number of entries, the archive of
previously accepted images can become extremely large and difficult
to search.
The Archive facility has been included to enable the salon to create an
archive of previously accepted images in thumbnail size with
filenames which can be used for direct searching.
The file name also includes the year of the salon which means that all
previous years can be placed in the same folder space, thereby
making searching and checking easier.
Given that some salons have thousands of accepted images, the
number of files in the folder could become exceedingly large. To avoid
this situation, the archive process will place the JPG images in 6
different sub-folders based on the surname of the author.
NOTE The ARCHIVE facility is designed for ease of checking for
duplicate image submission across different years. It is not designed
to provide a complete record of submissions. You are strongly advised
to retain a full copy of all of the submissions and the last image list file
on a DVD. These background copies have in the past been of
significant importance when assessing if an entrant has been cheating
(such as renaming images). For this purpose it is critical to have all
images, including those that were not accepted.

The ARCHIVE.TXT File
Since the archive process can be used for producing archives from
previous salons, it is necessary to provide control information such as

For this year's data, the ARCHIVE.TXT file can be produced by the
system via the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS command from the main
screen.
For previous year's, you will need to create the file in accordance with
the specification detailed in Appendix P

Thumbnail Images
The thumbnail images are created directly by the program from the
original submitted JPG images. You can decide upon the maximum
width and height for the thumbnails - the default is 600 pixels by 450
pixels.
If the original image has any EXIF data and/or profile controls, these
will be preserved without modification in the thumbnail image. This
means that the EXIF data (if present) will show the original image
dimension rather than the thumbnail dimension. This can be accessed
via an EXIF reader such as Adobe Photoshop.
The thumbnail files will be named in the following manner:
Surname_given name_post code_title_section name_year.jpg
If the surname, given name, post code or title contain any underscore
characters, these will be converted to hyphens.

Process
If you are processing the data for previous years, you do not need to
load or access the current year's data or image list file. If you are
processing this year's salon data, then you will need to have
completed the full salon process including judging and award
determination for all sections.
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1. In the main screen you will see a command ADMIN &
BACKGROUND and in the next screen you will see ARCHIVE
RESULTS. Clicking on this command will initiate the archive
process.
The program will look for file ARCHIVE.TXT in the [WORK] folder.
If it is not there, then the process will be aborted with a message.
If the ARCHIVE.TXT file is found it is read and the details
displayed on the screen.
2. If you have already done an archiving process using the Muskovac
software, the image file names may have been altered to prepend
the characters "i_n_" where 'n' is the section number. If this has
been done, then tick the box "JPG file names...". The program will
now look for and process the altered JPG file name.
3. You will now need to click on the SELECT IMAGE LIST command
and navigate to the latest image list file for the year being
processed.
The program will then attempt to read the image list file and
extract the details for all entries which meet the acceptance
criteria. The program will also check for the presence of the
associated JPG image in the same folder. If the JPG image is not
found, the process will be aborted with a message.
4. Upon completion of the read process, you will need to click on the
SELECT FOLDER command and navigate to the folder which is
to contain the thumbnail images. This folder must not be directly
associated with the folder which contains the original image list
file and the original JPG images.
You should use the same folder for all of your archives so that all
of the accepted images submitted by an entrant over the years
will appear together in the same folder.
5. If you wish, you can suspend the operation by clicking on the ESC
key. The process can then be resumed at a later time. On a
restart, the program will not re-create thumbnails which have
already been produced.

Sub-Folders
As mentioned above, the archiving of many years of data can lead to
a significant number of thumbnail images. In order to make the sizes
more manageable, the program will create the following sub-folders
within the folder you select for the archive. The program will allocate
the images to these folders based on the surname of the author.
A_B_C_D
E_F_G_H_I
J_K_L_M
N_O_P_Q_R
S_T_U_V
W_X_Y_Z
The program will also create a sub-folder #BACKGROUND. Upon
completion of the archive, the program will place a copy of the original
image list file in this folder identified with the relevant year plus a
unique identifier.
It will also create an image list consisting ONLY of the accepted
images. This list can then be used in subsequent years for the Catch
Facility.
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22. CATEGORIES WITHIN A SECTION
What Are Categories?
In some salons, the images in a section may be categorized into subgroups. For example, in a Nature section, there may be separate
awards for botanical images, mammal images, bird images, etc.
Rather than have the selectors attempt to find the relevant sub-type of
image amongst all of the nature images, the images can be
categorized by the entrant at input time. This does, obviously require a
special image submission process.
Why not have each category as a separate section? Apart from the
logistical problem of running so many different sections, it could be the
case that apart from specific category awards, there are some overall
awards covering the full section.
Since most of the salons and most sections do not have categories,
the category facilities of K-Salon are transparent to the ordinary user
of the program and only appear if the specific section has been
defined as having categories.

How Are Categories Defined?
Since, as stated above, the vast majority of salon sections do not have
categories, the default assumption in K-Salon is that a section does
not have categories. This means that the standard user does not need
to set any controls or even understand the category concept.

In the CATEGORY-n.TXT file, each category is defined by a two
character alphabetic code, For example the code bi might be used to
indicate a bird picture and in an insect picture. This is followed by a
word description of the category (e.g. Bird and Insect).

How are Images Categorized?
When the entrants submit their images, they select the appropriate
category from a drop down list. The data entry software then prepends
the image title with the relevant code followed by an underscore. This
code, therefore appears in the Image List file as part of the image title
(see Page (318).
If a section has categories, then during the reading of the Image List
file, a check is made to ensure :
a) every image title for that section has a two character category code
followed by an underscore
b) the category code found in the image title is defined in the
CATEGORY-n.TXT file
During the checking, the category code is case insensitive.
A similar check is performed when you do a PROCESS TAG FILES
operation. In this instance, the TAG file is checked to ensure that for
all sections with categories, the image titles adhere to the conditions
detailed above.

Salon Status Report

If a section in your salon does have categories, this fact is indicated to
the program through the presence of a file (CATEGORY-n.TXT) in the
[WORK] folder. As with the AWARDS-n.TXT file, 'n' is the section
code. The file contains the category identifiers and their descriptions.
The full format of the file is given in Appendix I page (333) .

Whenever you read an Image List file OR produce the Status HTML
report, the program automatically produces the SALON STATUS in
folder [WORK] \ REPORTS. If you have categories, this report will
also display details of entries by category.

Put very simply, if a CATEGORY-n.TXT file is present in the [WORK]
folder, then section 'n' has categories, otherwise it does not.

This report will show for each category, the number of images
submitted and the number of such images which have a subset code
designation and the highest score achieved in each category.
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Extracting Top Images

Primary Effect of Categories

When the top images are being extracted, it is possible that no author
has achieved the required score in a particular category. If this
situation does occur, you will be informed via a message and the
program will produce report in the [WORK] \ REPORTS folder with the
name NO_EXTRACTS_CAT_n.TXT where 'n' is the section code.

The primary purpose of categories is to identify images which qualify
for specific awards. As a consequence, the major impact on the
K-Salon process is in the determination of awards.

This report will show for each category for which no entries were
extracted
the category code
either a message that there are no entries in this category
OR the score of the highest scoring image in that category
Based on this information, you may wish to adjust the extraction point
or perhaps not make an award in that category. If you decide that no
award is to be made in that category, the AWARDS-n.TXT file will
need to be amended to remove and renumber the awards. This
process, however, would reset all previously assigned awards for the
section.

If a section has categories, then the Award determination screen
allows the user to either examine all extracted images (irrespective of
category) OR examine only those images which are in user selected
categories. The program allows more than one category to be
examined in the light box concurrently.
During the process of extracting the top images, the program records
the number of images which have been extracted by category. If no
images have been extracted for a category, a message to this effect is
shown to the user along with an indication of the score achieved by
the highest ranking image for that category which was not extracted.
If relevant, the image can be re-scored (in the software) or perhaps no
such award will be allocated that year.
In the Award determination screen, the display shows the number of
images extracted for each category.

Is the (W) Designator not a Category?
Many salons use the (W) indicator in the title of a nature picture to
indicate that the image meets the wildlife definition. Although this is in
essence a sub-type designation, the concept of categories is
additional to the (W) concept. For example, the fact that an image has
been identified as a mammal image, does not give any indication as to
whether or not it is a wildlife image.
The format of the Image List files allows for both categories and
wildlife to be set for each picture. The category code followed by
underscore appears at the front of the title and, if relevant, the (W)
appears at the end of the title.

Diversity Award
In some salons an award is given out to the author achieving the
highest total score from three accepted images in three different
categories. This is assigned as an overall award.
In determining the scores, account is taken of any automatic score
adjustment which might have been requested when setting the
acceptance point - see page (99)
If you wish to assign a diversity award, this is done from within the
SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS screen. You can only assign a diversity
award if the section has categories. There is no requirement to assign
a diversity award.
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In order to provide flexibility, the selection panel will include all authors
achieving both the top score and the next highest score.

The Diversity award is recorded in the system and will appear in the
report cards sent to the entrant.

In the SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS screen, you will see a command
button called DO DIVERSITY AWARD. This command will examine
the scores (adjusted if relevant) and determine the authors who have
the top total score from three images in accordance with the following
criteria and display the results on a screen:

Full details of the report are given on page (216).

a) the author must not have been excluded from receiving awards
b) the image must be accepted
c) the three images must all be in different categories
If more than one author satisfies the criteria, then all such authors are
shown in the Diversity screen who have the top two scores.
The DIVERSITY award can be allocated to a second place entrant if
the first placed entrant has already received a DIVERSITY award in a
different section. In order to ascertain the identity of the entrant, an
option is included to REVEAL the identity.
This screen contains a LIGHTBOX command which will show the
relevant images one page per author. If the author achieved a fourth
acceptance which has not been included in the three, it will also be
displayed but in a smaller size in the lower right of the light box. If you
double click on one of the three main images, it will (if possible) swap
the selected image and the spare image.
To assign the award, select the relevant page of images, click on the
AWARD command in the light box. The award will be assigned to that
entrant citing the three images. The program will then produce the
DIVERSITY report and you will then be taken back to the SECTION
LEVEL ACTIONS screen.
To alter the award, repeat the process. You will be asked to confirm
your action and the previous diversity awards will be unassigned.
Note that unlike the standard award determination process, the
diversity award is not restricted to the top extracted images and will, if
necessary extract any extra images.

Amendment of the Image Title
With respect to the image title, the category code is not part of the title
as submitted by the author and should normally be removed. In the
reports, the category codes are always removed from the title and
shown separately along with the other image details. For the section
level extracts, you are given the option to either remove or leave the
category code at the start of the image title. The default is to remove
the category code.
Although some authors may include a subset code such as (W) in
their title, it is often added by the data entry software. As such, the
subset code is not actually part of the image title.
For all Section and Salon level reports, you are given the option to
either remove or leave any (~) designation found in the title. The
default is to remove the (~) designation.

Changing Category Descriptions
The definition and description of the categories is read every time you
start the K-Salon program. The program does not keep any category
details between runs of the program.
You can, therefore to change the contents of the CATEGORY-n.TXT
files without invalidating any previous K-Salon processing.
However, if you remove a category designation which has been used
in the Image List file, this will be detected when you read the Image
List file and the program will stop with an appropriate message. You
will then need to re-instate the code in the CATEGORY-N.txt file.
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Example of Using Categories

5)

The following pattern is given as an example of the facilities available
within K-Salon for processing awards for a section which has
categories.

press ESC to come back to the main ASSIGN AWARDS screen.
Now click on Use Categories and double click on Mammals in
the list.

6)

go into the light box and assign the best wildlife mammal award
(award 'b' above)

7)

press ESC to get back to the main ASSIGN AWARDS screen and
click on Ignore (w) markers

8)

In ASSIGN AWARDS, double click on Mammals to remove it from
the category list

9)

in ASSIGN AWARDS, double click on Birds

Let us assume that the following awards are to be allocated. Let us
also assume that there are 4 categories (BI-birds, FI-fungus, BObotanical and MM-mammals).
a) an overall best Wildlife Award. This award is to go to an image
designated as wildlife without consideration of the category
b) an award for the best wildlife Mammal image
c) an award for the best Bird picture without consideration of it being
wildlife

10) go into the light box and assign the best bird award (award 'c'
above)

d) an award for the best plant image covering both fungus and
botanical without consideration of it being wildlife.

11) press ESC to come back to the main ASSIGN AWARDS screen.

To achieve the above award allocations, we would undertake the
following steps in the order indicated. It is being assumed that there
are sufficient images in each category deserving of receiving an
award.

13) double click on fungus and double click on botanical. They will
both now be in the list

After opening K-Salon, reading in the latest Image List file and
selecting the appropriate section
1)

set the section acceptance point

2)

in the EXTRACT TOP IMAGES, double click on the cut-off point
and click on Extract ignoring any title markings. (You will now
have both wildlife and non-wildlife images available to view in
the light box)

3)

in ASSIGN AWARDS, click on Do NOT use categories. and click
on Include only (w) markers

4)

go into the light box and assign the best Wildlife award (award 'a'
above)

12) double click on birds again to remove it from the list

14) go into the light box and assign the best plant award (award 'd'
above)
15) press ESC to come back to the main ASSIGN AWARDS screen
and click on EXIT to go back to the main screen.
16) that completes the awards assignment and you can now continue
with the Honourable Mentions.
If you want to assign a Diversity award, this can only be done after the
section has closed. In the SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS, click
on DO DIVERSITY AWARD and follow the procedure detailed
on page (268)
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23. USING K-SALON FOR CIRCUITS
Circuit Concept
With respect to photographic salons, a circuit consists of two or more
separate salons which share a common entry process, one payment
process and have exactly the same sections. Each of the salons in the
circuit judges the same images (independently) and allocates their
own awards. Each salon can allocated a different number of awards.
One of the principle reasons for salons to combine as one unit is to
simplify the entry process both for the entrant and the organizers. If
you are doing a print circuit, there is the added advantage (and
attractiveness) for the entrant of only having to prepare and send one
set of prints.
Circuits usually represent good value for money for the entrant.
K-Salon has been designed to provide support for circuits both digital
and print based. The system can have from two to six salons in a
circuit.
As with single salons, a circuit can be for projected images, prints or
both concurrently.

Process
As mentioned above, one of the main aspects of a circuit is one entry
process and one payment.
The process for doing the data entry and preparation is described in
detail on page (122). Make sure you put the word 'Circuit' in the NAME
parameter in the CONTROL.INI file.
Basically after the data preparation phase, each salon operates
independently but using the same original JPG files and Image List
file. The salons will make different award selections and may have
different acceptance scores.

If you are doing a print based circuit, there are special features
described in detail starting at page (174). These features make it very
simple to run a print based circuit.
Each salon will do its own selection and award determination. Each
salon will make its own spreadsheet reports to PSA and FIAP.
The on-line gallery process described on page (244) has been
designed so that the final gallery covers all of the salons in the circuit
with no special additional steps.

Acceptance Report
Quite often a circuit will decide to produce an acceptance report
showing for all images the acceptances and awards gained in the
different salons within the circuit. This report can also be used as a
part of the submission to the PSA for Star Ratings directors.
K-Salon includes a facility for combining the various result files from
the different salons in the circuit to produce a combined acceptance
report. Due to the resulting size, the report is in fact produced as
separate RTF files, one for each section.
To produce this report, you will need to create a circuit folder and copy
into that folder the final Image List files from each of the salons. Note:
each of the Image List files will already be uniquely identified with the
salon lead letter as the leading part of the image list filename. The
folder can be on any drive and does not need to be part of a specific
work space.
You will also need to have produced the SALON OVERALL STATUS
reports for each of the salons in the circuit.
Open of the K-Salon programs used for the salon and click on
CIRCUIT ACCEPTANCE REPORT. In the next screen, click on
SELECT and point to the circuit folder you just created which contains
the Image List files. The program will now check that each of the files
contains the same number of records and that all of the entries have
the same reference, name and title.
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You will then be shown a list of all of the salons detected via the
Image List files. Double click on each in turn. You will be asked to
enter the name of the salon (as it is to appear in the report) and the
acceptance score for that salon for each of the sections. Click on
VERIFY to have the program calculate the number of acceptances
detected in the file for each section. Check these numbers against the
OVERALL STATUS reports from the salon in question. If correct, click
on ACCEPT, otherwise check and amend the data.
Once all of the salon details have been entered, click on PROCESS.
The program will now produce the CIR_ACCEPTANCE_?.RTF
reports, one for each section. These reports will be placed in the same
folder as the collected image list files.
You should now open these reports for editing and amend the first
page to include whatever details you require (such as dates, selector's
names, etc).
When you have finished editing the file, you should print it as a PDF.
Not only does this secure the data but it also substantially reduces the
size of the file (typically reducing the size by around 90%).
The final PDF's can then be uploaded to your web site.
NOTE This process is a necessary step if you wish to produce
address labels for sending the awards, HM's and catalogs.

Making the Same Correction in All Salons
If an author sends in a correction, the process to be used depends
upon the stage you have reached. If the Image List file has not yet
been produced, then edit the TAG file in the base system.
However, if the Image List file has been produced (and perhaps all
sections have been scored and closed), it is necessary to make the
same change in all of the salons.
A process has been included in the program to reduce the chance of
error when making these changes. The changes are made in one

salon and then the same set of changes are applied by the program in
the other salons.
The full process is described on page (114)

Posting Labels for the Full Circuit
The program will produce the labels for posting items to the entrants.
This could be the awards, the HM's or the catalogs. As part of the
label production process the program produces a control check list of
the awards to be sent to each person and divides the labels out into
different categories so that the award and HM labels are separated
from the catalog labels. This separation is important if you produce an
on-line PDF catalog and only post commendations to the winners.
If you are running a circuit, the program can produce either one
combined set of labels and one comprehensive control sheet covering
all salons in the circuit or just a salon level list.
If you want to produce one comprehensive combined set of labels and
control sheet, then you must first run the CIRCUIT ACCEPTANCE
REPORT in the same [WORK] space.
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24. BACK LOAD A PREVIOUS SALON

Basic Process

Purpose

The process is divided into six steps.

We were asked to provide an easy method of retro applying K-Salon
to a salon which has already been closed and did not use K-Salon.
The reason the request was made was that the salon organizer
wanted access to the K-Salon reporting and data analysis features
with respect to the previous salon.
When we originally received the request, we thought it would be an
isolated request and a sequence of manual steps was devised and
included in this manual. However, upon receiving further requests for
the same facility, we devised an automated process referred to as
back loading.
The original manual steps have been included in this manual as
Appendix K page (335) but we would not advise following that process
unless your objective is to gain experience with the K-Salon software.
In the automated process K-Salon examines the previous image list
files and re-creates the relevant databases as if the process had been
undertaken in the standard manner.
Although this is a multi-step process, there is very little direct data
entry.

In step 1, you will prepare the relevant [WORK] space, CONTROL.INI
and AWARDS-n.TXT files and ensure you have access to the folder
containing the images and image list file
In step 2, you will run K-Salon, load the image list file, set the
acceptance points and click on BACK LOAD PREVIOUS. Note that
the acceptance point used in the process only uses the score value
and ignores tie break values. Make sure you turn OFF auto-promotion
if it appears for the point you select.
Click on the ANALYSE command. This will analyse the image list file
and produce report BACK_LOAD.RTF in folder [WORK] \ REPORTS.
This report details any violations found and also shows the overall
section and salon statistics. It should be checked before proceeding
further.
If the data passes the validation requirements, you will request the
program to perform Step 3. This step writes out new AWARDS files
based on the awards found in the file.
In Step 4, you will amend the AWARDS files to arrange the awards in
the correct sequence.

Process Requirements

In Step 5 you will again run K-Salon, load the image list file and click
on BACK LOAD PREVIOUS. Click on the ANALYSE command to
analyse the data relative to the amended AWARDS files.

You will need access to the folder containing the final image list file
with all images scored and all awards and honourable mentions
assigned. The folder must also contain all of the JPG images.

If the data passes validation requirements, you will request the
program to perform Step 6. This step undertakes the actual back
loading and sets the various controls and databases.

You will need to know the acceptance score for all of the sections in
the salon. In this BACKLOAD process, the acceptance point will be
based purely on the score and will not take into account any tie break
values. If relevant, you can set all of the tie break values in the image
list file to space. This will make it cleaner when you set the
acceptance point.

That completes the process and you can now produce the various
reports, etc.
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Step 1 - Preparation

e)

a)

Step 3 - K-Salon Writes New Awards Files.

you will need access to the folder containing the final fully scored
image list file with all awards and honourable mentions assigned.
The awards column in the file (column F in spreadsheet terms)
must contain HM for the Honourable mentions and words
beginning with MEDAL for the awards. All other words are
ignored. This means that a ribbon must be identified with a
leading word MEDAL

b)

create a new [WORK] space folder which has nothing in it at all

c)

in this work space create an appropriate CONTROL.INI file with
the relevant details set such as the name of the salon, score
ranges, number of sections, etc See page (305)

d)

for each of the sections, create a special AWARDS-n.TXT file.
This file must contain the 00 section identifier followed by only
one medal line. The name of the medal must be BACKLOAD. For
example (> represents the tab character)

if validation passes, click on the STEP 3 command.

a)

The program now write out new AWARDS-n.TXT files containing
the names of all awards found in the image list file. All of the
awards are assigned a sequence number of 1. If the same award
description is used more than once (for example two Bronze
medals) then both of them will appear in the new AWARDS-n.TXT
files as the award assignment process would require both awards
to have been specified.

b)

The program will stop.

Step 4 - Amend the AWARDS-n.TXT Files
a)

00>Nature

for each of the AWARDS-n.TXT files, change the sequence
numbers of the awards to show the correct sequence. If relevant
you can remove the word MEDAL from the award description. For
example an entry of (> represents the tab character)
1>MEDAL Ribbon Selector JB

1>BACKLOAD

might be adjusted to

Step 2 - Run K-Salon
a)

run the K-Salon program and select the special [WORK] space
folder

b)

load the relevant image list file. This will undertake basic
validation of the entries for score range, missing data, etc

c)

for each section set the acceptance point (note during the
BACKLOAD process, acceptance is determined purely on the
score and does not take into account tie break values.)

d)

click on the BACK LOAD PREVIOUS command and in the next
screen click on ANALYSE. The program will now undertake
validation and show the results in the display screen.

9>Ribbon Selector JB
BUT do not make any other adjustment or changes to the
wording. The only permitted change is to remove the word
MEDAL.

Step 5 - Run K-Salon
a)

run the K-Salon program and select the special [WORK] space
folder

b)

load the relevant image list file. This will undertake basic
validation of the entries for score range, missing data, etc
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c)

click on the BACK LOAD PREVIOUS command and in the next
screen click on the ANALYSE command. The program will now
undertake validation and show the results in the display screen.

d)

if validation passes, click on the STEP 6 command.

Step 6 - K-Salon Back Loads the Results
The program will now extract the relevant images, assign the
awards and honourable mentions and mark all sections as
completed.

3)

all sections must have the acceptance point set without auto
promotion (i.e. just the score ignoring tie break values)

4)

for all sections, there must be at least two entries which received
an award defined as an entry in column F beginning with the word
MEDAL

5)

for all sections, there must be at least one entry which received
honourable mention defined as an entry in column F consisting of
the two characters HM

6)

ignoring any tie breaks specified in the acceptance point, for each
section all entries which received an award or honourable
mention must meet the acceptance score

7)

ignoring any tie breaks specified in the acceptance point, for each
section, there must be some entries meeting the acceptance point
which did not receive an award or honourable mention.

8)

ignoring any tie breaks specified in the acceptance point, for each
section, there must be some entries with a score below the
acceptance point.

9)

no extraction of top images has been undertaken for any of the
sections.

That completes the back load process and you are ready to print the
various reports, etc.

Validation Checks
There are three sets of validation checks. These have been devised to
ensure that back loading can only be undertaken in the correct
sequence and with the correct data pattern.
NOTE: If due to a notified violation, it is necessary to amend either the
image list file or any of the AWARDS-n.TXT files, you will need to exit
from K-Salon and run it again. These files are only read once and
updates are not detected. The changes will only be actioned when you
run the program again and re-load the image list file
COMMON CHECKS
These checks must be passed in order for the program to undertake
either Step 3 or Step 6. The act of loading the image list file will have
ensured that all sections used in the image list file will have an
AWARDS-n.TXT file
1)

all sections defined by an AWARDS-n.TXT file must have at least
one entry in the image list file

2)

all entries must have been scored

10) all JPG images specified in the mage list file must be present in
the same folder as the image list file
11) none of the medal names in the image list file can contain the
word 'BACKLOAD' in upper or lower case
ADDITIONAL CHECK FOR STEP 3
12) for each section there must be only one award defined in the
various AWARDS-n.TXT file and the award description must be
BACKLOAD
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ADDITIONAL CHECKS FOR STEP 6
13) for each section, every award found in the image list file must be
defined in the associated AWARDS-n.TXT file. During the
checking process, the program will ignore the word MEDAL at the
front of the description. NOTE: if the same award description is
used in the image list file more than once (such as two Medal
Bronze) the program will treat these as separate awards and both
must be found in the AWARDS-n.TXT file.
14) for each section, every award specified in an AWARDS-n.TXT file
must be found in the image list file.

Sample Process
If you create a sample system, see page (68), a special image list file
(_IMAGE LIST PREVIOUS.TXT ) has been included for testing the
BACK-LOAD facility.
If you follow the standard BACK-LOAD process (i.e. new folder,
special awards files, etc), you can select this file when pointing to the
latest results file. You can then go through the whole process of back
loading the data into the system.
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c) selector determined data such as the acceptance point, scores and
awards

Background

d) derivative data such as the reports and extracts

Although one always has the aspiration that computer systems will not
fall over, it is possible for computers to crash, lose their discs, wipe out
and otherwise cause a catastrophe. K-Salon has been designed to
provide a significant amount of disaster recovery with redundant,
multiple storage of critical items.

You are strongly advised to take an external security copy of both the
external and control data using the built-in BACKUP facility.

System Lockup
It is possible that a particular unexpected set of circumstances /
actions can result in a computer system locking-up or becoming nonoperational. If this happens when you are running K-Salon and the
ESC key has no effect and clicking on CANCEL or EXIT has not
effect, then you should follow the ensuing instructions:
1. Press function key F12 key - this should bring up message 239
2. Click on CANCEL
3. In the next screen enter the specified number and click on
PROCESS (This produces a diagnostic dump which may be
helpful in determining the cause of the lock-up)
4. Click on OK when message 628 appears
5. When message 134 appears click on YES
6. In the next screen enter the specified number and click on
PROCESS. The program will now stop

Data Types
There are four types of data in the overall K-Salon system.
a) externally specified data such as the TAG files and JPG images
b) control data such as the CONTROL.INI and AWARDS-n.TXT files

RESTORING
If you need to restore the data on the main computer, you will need to
do a full copy of the backup space. After the copy back is completed,
you can then use the restored copy directly without the need for any
further processing.

Explicit Backup
In the main screen, the BACKUP TO EXTERNAL command will create
a full incremental backup to an external drive. The backup contains
not only the K-Salon work space but also the full set of images, tag
files and Image List files.
Because the process needs to access the image folder, it can only be
done when either the Tag files have been processed or an Image List
file uploaded in that run.
The target folder must be on a drive which is not either the drive for
the work folder or the image folder. You will need to create a folder on
this external drive and point to the folder when doing the backup.
In order to reduce the time for taking a backup, the system performs a
controlled incremental backup. This process only writes out files which
have either not been previously backed up or have been changed
since the last backup.
NOTES:
a) In order to ensure that the backup includes both the system files
and the image data files, you are only permitted to undertake a
backup after you have either i) done a PROCESS TAG FILE
action or ii) you have loaded in an Image List File.
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b) The backup cannot be done to the drive which contains the
system files or the drive which contains the images and must be
done to a different drive which has been mapped or is accessed
via a drive letter (D:\ E:\ F:\ etc) It is recommended that you use
a high speed USB2 or USB3 external drive for the backup
operation.

TAG FILE PROCESSING or uploading an Image List File navigate to
the image area in the backup folder.

c) The backup drive must have at least 500 megabytes of free
space at the start of the backup process.

On-Line Data

For concurrent processing, when the processing is finished, the
external drive can then be plugged back into the main computer ready
for the merge operation.

d) In the drive which is to contain the backup, create an empty
folder to contain the backup. In the backup processing screen,
navigate to this folder.

When an entrant enters data on-line, the data is held in the main web
computer. When the files are zipped down, the data is moved to
another folder and the zip file is produced. The zip files are therefore a
full archive of all of the on-line data.

e) During the backup process, the screen will report progress
showing both the number of files checked and the number of
files copied out along with the total number of bytes copied.

When a TAG file is edited via the on-line facility, the amended copy
will be in the next zip file. Similarly, all payment transactions will cause
the payment logs to be zipped down with the next zip operation.

f) You can stop the backup process at any time by pressing ESC.
When you re-start the backup at a later time, it will continue the
same operation and will not backup files already backed up
(unless they have been changed).

Recovery: If necessary, all of the zip files can be downloaded again
and unzipped in strict sequential order to recreate the tag and JPG
files. But note, this can overwrite any changes made locally if it is
done after the closing.

Recovery: In the event of a total disaster, the backup copy can be
copied back to the main computer. However, It will only reflect the
data at the time that the backup was taken.

Using The Backup For Concurrent Processing
The K-Salon backup is not encrypted and can be either accessed and
used directly or copied back into a hard drive on the second computer.
This is of particular relevance where you want to score and process
more than one section concurrently or you are processing salons
within a circuit.
If you are accessing the backup for concurrent processing, then you
are advised to access the external drive directly rather than copying
the data to the computer drives. In the second (third, etc) K-Salon
system, navigate to the backup copy and select the work space. For

Local Editing of Tag Files
When the on-line system closes, editing of the TAG files is done on
your main computer, referred to as local editing.
Whenever a local edit is done, the system will copy out the preamended tag file to the [WORK] \ TAG folder with a name which
includes the current amendment number. It is possible, therefore to
back track and see exactly what changes have been made to the TAG
file.
Recovery: If data has been amended incorrectly, it can be restored by
printing out the archive copy and re-editing the Tag file.
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Automatic Critical File Copying
When any selector determined data is produced, the system will take
frequent security copies as follows:
a) new Image List files are produced at frequent intervals during
scoring and whenever you exit the scoring module if any scores have
been assigned since the last save
b) a copy of the critical selector determined data is placed a sub-folder
in the SECURITY sub-folder in the main folder used for holding the
Image List files and JPG images. This is done whenever you exit from
one of the main processing steps such as Process Tag Files, Set
Acceptance or Assign awards.
c) a copy of the critical print control data is taken whenever you leave
the Print Processing module
To prevent overwriting, the data is placed in a sub-folder called
SECURITY which the system creates in the main image folder. The
data is then placed in one of four sub-folders in SECURITY - A B C or
D. The program selects which to use so that it overwrites the oldest
backup.
If you are using the +AUTO+ dynamic secondary back up facility, then
the critical files are also copied to the external drive in the same subfolder structure. (see page (280)
Recovery: This backup is designed for major disaster recovery. To
recover from a total collapse,
1. Create a new [WORK] folder. This folder must be empty
2. Start K-Salon and answer the following questions as specified
3. Message 344 - NO
4. Message 032 - YES
5. Message 271 - YES
6. Message 272 - YES

7. In the Windows navigation box, navigate to and select the
SECURITY folder. This can be either in the main image space
or in the +AUTO+ space.
8. The program will now regenerate the system files to the status
they were at when the backup was taken. The program will
now stop
9. Start K-Salon normally.
10. If you were doing scoring, etc, load the latest image List file. If
necessary, the program will now re-extract any images
extracted for award determination.
NOTE: This process will NOT restore reports or extracts - you will
need to recreate these as needed.

Automatic External Mirror Copy
Some salons set up their computer system so that the main computer
is perpetually and continuously mirrored to another computer. This
has both advantages and disadvantages.
The advantage is that a secure second copy is being made every time
a file is changed.
The disadvantage is that the copy is only made when the file is closed
and the copy can overwrite the existing copy. The first disadvantage
means that files such as the K-Salon database files (of which there
over 140) are only copied out when K-Salon is closed. The second
disadvantage means that if the file has been corrupted, then the
corruption is copied to the mirror destroying it as a back-up.
As a consequence, whereas it can have some advantages, it can also
give a false sense of security.
Recovery: Recovery from the mirror machine may be suspect if the
files were corrupted and then mirrored over. Otherwise, the mirror
copy can be used as a full replacement.
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Explicit External Automatic Dynamic Security Copy
Assuming that you have taken a full backup using the K-Salon Backup
facility, you will have a full copy on an external drive not connected to
the computer. This is your security copy and should be produced as
the final step before commencing the judging process.
During the judging process, the Image List files and the critical
database files are changed and need to be secured. K-Salon can do
this automatically as follows.
On an external drive such as a USB flash drive, create a folder called
+AUTO+
note the use of the plus sign both before and after the
word AUTO. This folder must NOT be on the same drive as the
[WORK] folder or the image folder.
When K-Salon writes out the Image List file and when it takes its copy
of the critical files, it will look to see if there is an external drive with a
folder called +AUTO+. If there is, then K-Salon will create a sub-folder
within +AUTO+ with the same name as the work folder for the current
run of K-Salon.

The first thing to do is to note down the exact name of the file which is
causing a problem. This will be shown in message 073 and the file
name will have been placed in the clipboard - this means you can
create a text or word document and paste the name in so that you do
not forget which one needs restoring.
Depending upon the file, it is possible to recreate the data as shown
below. The file code is shown in message 073.
In the ensuing table reference is made the ALPHA or BETA folder.
This is reference to the latest ALPHA or BETA folder in the
SECURITY folder in the folder containing the images.

FILE CODE ACTION
KC

No special follow on action required BUT these are
critical control files and although restoring should work,
there is no guarantee that all of the control switches will
be re-instated.

If there is a +AUTO+ folder, then a duplicate copy of the files will be
made in the sub-folder for this work space.
Recovery: This copy can be used in the same way as specified above
for the Automatic Critical File Copying. In addition, the Image List files
can be copied to the Image Folder if they are not already there.

File Corruption
There have been situations in which a database file has become
corrupted. Unusually this had been caused by removing a flash drive
containing the work space without using the Windows SAFE TO
REMOVE facility. It can also happen if the flash drive (or hard disc)
has a memory failure.
If you get message 073, this means that the program has taken steps
to rectify the problem but the basic data file is too corrupt for automatic
rebuilding.

From the ALPHA folder, copy the three files beginning
with KC_CTRL to the XXXDB folder overwriting the
existing files.

KT
KX

If any of these files are reported as corrupt, you will
need to copy all files beginning with KT, KX, KW and PA
(12 files in total) from the ALPHA folder to the XXXDB
folder overwriting the existing files.

PA

These files record the acceptance points and awards.

KW

No special follow on action required BUT depending
upon the point at which corruption occurred, it may be
necessary to undertake some repeat processing for one
of the section.
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FILE CODE ACTION

FILE CODE ACTION

MA

NW

From the BETA folder, copy the three files beginning
with MA_TAGS to the XXXDB folder overwriting the
existing files.
Restart K-Salon and PROCESS TAG FILES doing a
FULL CHECK

PE

If any of these files are reported as corrupt, you will
need to copy all files beginning with NW, PD, PE and
PF (8 files in total) from the BETA folder to the XXXDB
folder overwriting the existing files.

PF

These files record the receipt of prints.

PD

(Total rebuild with no loss of data)
MM

From the BETA folder, copy the three files beginning
with MM_JPG to the XXXDB folder overwriting the
existing files.

No special follow on action required BUT depending
upon the point at which corruption occurred, you are
advised to check the print stacks.
PJ

Restart K-Salon and PROCESS TAG FILES doing a
FULL CHECK

Before doing any more scoring, check the scoring
controls.

(Total rebuild with no loss of data)
NS

From the BETA folder, copy the three files beginning
with NS to the XXXDB folder overwriting the existing
files.
These files contain the On-Line specification.

From the ALPHA folder, copy the two files beginning
with PJ to the XXXDB folder overwriting the existing
files.

KN

In folder XXXDB delete all files beginning with KN.
When you do a subsequent PROCESS TAG FILES or
load of Image List file, you may need to respecify extra
countries.

In the first step of the On-Line specification, IMPORT
the latest export of the specification details

NU

(Total rebuild with no loss of data)

For most other file codes, the problem is likely to be one of user
permissions. Check that your user has permission to write to the
XXXDB folder.

In folder XXXDB in the work space, delete the two files
beginning with NU_TAGS

You can also, as a second step, delete all files in folder XXXDB which
begin with the specified file code.

Restart K-Salon and PROCESS TAG FILES doing a
FULL CHECK

You should then do a PROCESS TAG FILES and if any scoring has
been done, do all of the process steps (Acceptance, Extract, etc) for
all of the sections.

(Total rebuild with no loss of data)
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26. PAYPAL SPLITTER & MULTI-SALONS
Is This Relevant to Your Situation?
To determine if the contents of this Chapter are of relevance, please
answer the following questions.
If you answer NO to all of the questions, then a) you can skip this
chapter and b) DO NOT include the SPLITTER command in the
CONTROL.INI file.
1) In your organization, do you use PayPal IPN processing for any of
your non-salon transactions? (If you or your accounting person,
are unaware of what this means, the answer is probably NO)
2) Do you run more than one salon concurrently using the same
PayPal account? For example the PSA International is divided
into more than 8 separate salons all running concurrently, all
with their own separate entry systems and chairmen but all
using the same PayPal account.
3) Do you use ITEM_NUMBER in your PayPal transactions to identify
which transactions are to be sent to different departments within
your organization?
If you have answered NO to all of these questions, you can skip this
Chapter. However, if you answered YES or if a YES answer would
perhaps assist you in running your organization, then reading this
chapter may reveal options which could benefit your organization.

Using PayPal IPN
The IPN (Instant Payment Notification) facility is an option in PayPal
whereby in addition to the standard email notifications and reports,
PayPal will send an electronic message to a nominated program on
your website whenever a payment transaction occurs in your PayPal
account. This message contains all of the details about the transaction
and is usually used by the receiving program for automated order
fulfilment.

The K-Salon on-line entry system uses the PayPal IPN facility for
processing the payments and automatically amending the entry status
in the TAG files where applicable.
One of the most important aspects of the IPN facility is that it does not
replace or turn off any of the other PayPal notification facilities.
However, on the downside, it sends details of ALL payment
transactions to the nominated receiving program. However, if you are
a small organization running a salon, then it is unlikely that there will
be many other transactions.
The normal way of using PayPal for a salon, is to direct PayPal to
send the IPN messages to the K-Salon On-Line entry program as
described in Appendix O (346). When the entrant makes a payment
via the On-Line system, the transaction details contain hidden extra
data which PayPal merely passes back with the IPN. This enables the
On-Line entry program to detect which IPN messages relate to
payments received and the identity of the entrant. The program can
then process the payment directly, amending the relevant Tag files.

Possible Issues Using PayPal IPN
All of the following issues are addressed and solved by the SPLITTER
facility incorporated into the K-Salon program.
1) If you also use PayPal for payments other than salon entries and
you do not use IPN processing, then turning on IPN will send those
other payment details to the On-Line entry system. Because these
message will not have the K-Salon hidden field, they are not
processed by the On-Line system but they are logged in the On-Line
IPN log for audit and tracing purposes. This can clutter the log and
make auditing difficult.
2) If you already use IPN processing, then you will already have
nominated a receiving program and the IPN message will not be sent
to the On-Line entry system. This means that salon payments would
not be processed automatically.
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3) If you do not use IPN normally but you are running more than one
salon concurrently (such as the PSA International), then the IPN will
be directed to one of the salons and the other salons will not receive
their payment notifications.
4) Although perhaps you do not already use IPN processing, you may
see the advantages and wish to incorporate IPN processing into some
of your other processes. This would mean that either the salon
On-Line system or the other processes would not receive the IPN.

The SPLITTER Program
The basic function of the 'splitter.php' program is to accept the IPN
from PayPal and then, depending upon the contents, send it on to the
relevant specified receiving program. This means that in PayPal, the
IPN points to the splitter program and all IPN transactions go to the
splitter.
Although the splitter program was originally designed for use with the
K-Salon On-Line suite it has been modified so that it can accept and
redirect IPN messages for other processes.
If the CONTROL.INI file for K-Salon contains the SPLITTER=YES
parameter, then the splitter program will be produced as part of the
K-Salon On-Line entry system. You will then upload the splitx.php
program to a special folder along with a file of redirections (which you
need to specify as detailed later). You will then initialize the splitx.php
program. This produces the splitter.php program in the same folder
ready for receiving IPN messages.
In operation, the splitter.php program receives all IPN messages.
Upon receipt, it examines the messages and determines what to do
based on the following order:
a) is this an IPN for a K-Salon process and is this salon specified in
the redirection file? If YES, then forward the IPN to the specified
K-Salon entry program and log the action. Skip to step d
b) does the IPN have an item_number field and is the number
specified in the redirection file. If YES, then forward the IPN to

the specified receiving program and log the action. Skip to step
d
c) If neither of the previous conditions occurs, then forward the IPN
to the default receiving program and log the action.
d) If the redirection list includes a directive to send a copy of all
messages to a specified address, then forward a copy of the IPN
to the specified address.
It is possible that you want only specified IPN's to be forwarded with
all default messages ignored. Or perhaps IPN's for particular
item_number are to be ignored. If this is what you require, then you
can specify the target address as NULL (in capitals). No direct
forwarding will be done if the address is NULL. However, if you have
specified a copy all option, then the copy would still be sent even if the
main target address is NULL.

IPN Acknowledgement
When PayPal sends an IPN the receiving program is required to
acknowledge receipt back to PayPal. If acknowledgement is not
received within 'x' seconds, then the IPN is sent again up a total of 'y'
tries. (Note 'x' and 'y' are PayPal values over which we have no
control.)
The acknowledgement process also acts as a verification for the
receiving program that the IPN and all of its values are genuine.
Normally the program specified in the PayPal account is both the
receiver and the processor. Therefore, normally the receiving program
will perform the acknowledgement action.
However, when you are using the splitter.php program, the splitter is
NOT the actual recipient - it is merely a relayer. As a consequence,
you do not want the splitter to do the acknowledging. Instead, the
acknowledging is done by the genuine intended receiver. If the
acknowledgment were to be done by the splitter and the message
then was lost going to the intended target or the target was not
operational, then the IPN would not be processed correctly.
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However, if you have used the NULL designator for the address, the
IPN would not in fact be sent on to any other program. In such
circumstances, the splitter.php program will undertake the
acknowledgement to prevent repeat transmission of unwanted
messages.

splitx.php and split_list.txt to this folder. In your browser you will
then type in
www.greatsalon.com/fork/splitx.php?psw=xxx

Set-Up for the Splitter Program and Redirection File

If this is the correct password and all of the directives are valid,
then the process will create a new php called splitter.php and
put it in the special folder along with index.html.

To generate the splitter facility, you must

In PayPal your IPN message are to be sent to

a) decide upon the name of the web space and folder which will hold
the splitter program on your web site. Create the folder and assign
access permission 755. This is essential otherwise Paypal cannot
access the code. You will also need to ensure that the folders above
this one also have permission 0755.
b) amend your PayPal profile to enable IPN processing and specify
the full web address of the folder you just created and add splitter.php
c) put SPLITTER=YES in the CONTROL.INI file
d) create an On-Line entry system in K-Salon. In Step 12, enter the full
name of the special folder. This process will now create a file called
splitx.php in the [WORK] \ WEB \ PHP folder along with the on-line
entry files.
e) create a file of redirection instructions. This file must be called
split_list.txt (case sensitive). See the next section for the format. When
you create an on-line system, it will always generate a split_list.txt file
with the details for that on-line system. The relevant parts of the file
can then be appended to a general split_list.txt file

http://www.greatson.com/fork/splitter.php

Format of the 'split_list.txt' File
The 'split_list.txt' file is a simple text file which can be created and
maintained using NOTEPAD. The filename is case sensitive and must
be in lower case with an underline.
The first line is the password for the file. It can be any combination of
alpha or numeric characters. This is the password you will need to
specify when running the splitx.php program.
In the ensuing lines the term address can be either the full http or
https address of a receiving php program or the word NULL. For
salons, this would be the full address to the standard entry php
program.
NOTE: If you have an SSL certificate for your web site. then the
addresses which point to your website in the split_list.txt file MUST
use https:// instead of http:// otherwise the connection will not function
correctly.

f) upload the splitx.php and the split_list.txt files to the special folder.

The default address is specified as

g) in your browser, enter the full address of the splitx.php program and
add ?psw=xxx where xxx is the password embedded in the
split_list.txt file.

?=address

For example, if your web space is called www.greatsalon/com
and the special folder is to be called fork. then you will have
created a folder called www.greatsalon.com/fork and uploaded

If you want all IPN's copied to an address, then specify this address as
&=address
The program can have blank lines and comments. A line beginning
with [ is treated as a comment and ignored.
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Redirections for salons use the salon lead letter (as specified in Step 2
of the On-Line generation process) followed by the last two digits of
the year the salon closes. This is followed by => and the full http or
https address.
Redirections based on item_number use the full item number (as
specified in the call to PayPal) followed by = and the full http or https
address.
EXAMPLE
fg6tre
?=NULL
A14=>http://www.mainsite.com/klive/entry.php
B14=>https://www.othersite/most/ent.php
[ this is a comment - next line is for admin accounting
345.91=http://www.mainsite.com/extras.php
&=https://welcome/copy.php
In this example, 1) "fg6tre" is the password, 2) all IPN payments for
salon A14 which have been initiated from within K-Salon are to be
sent to http://www.mainsite.com/klive/entry.php, 3) all IPN
payments for salon B14 which have been initiated from within K-Salon
are to be sent to https://www.othersite/most/ent.php, 4) all IPN

messages with item_number 345.91 are to be sent to
http://www.mainsite.com/extras.php and 5) all other messages
are to be ignored BUT a copy of all IPN messages will be sent to
https://welcome/copy.php

1)
create a folder with the folder name consisting of the
YEAR in which the salons close
2)
for each of the salons in your collection allocate a letter
starting with 'a' and then 'b', etc. This is purely a reference
letter to keep things easily identified and separate. Within the
year folder create a folder for each salon with the folder name
starting with the assigned letter and then a very short
abbreviation describing the salon all in lower case.
Remember long names can lead to typing errors when
specifying the folder and are unnecessary. The users never
actually use the folder names since they always access the
folders and programs via links.
For Example:
www.mysite.com/2014/a_pid
www.mysite.com/2014/b_td_pi
www.mysite.com/2014/c_td_pr
3)
DO NOT give FTP access to anyone other than
yourself and/or some other global administrator. DO NOT give
FTP access to any of the salon chairmen or salon
administrators (all their work will be done across the web)
4)
in your main web page, create a separate entry link for
each salon pointing to various folders and the entry php
names.
For Example

Note that the extras.php program will need to undertake IPN
verification.

"To enter the Projected Image Division salon, click here"

Set-Up for Multi Salons

www.mysite.com/2014/a_pid/aentry.php

If your organization is running multiple concurrent salons, you will
need separate instances of K-Salon for each of the salons. It is
recommended that you follow the pattern shown below.
In your web space:

where here would link to:
In your own computer:
1)
Create a work space for each separate salon with a
folder name starting with the same allocated letter
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2)
In each folder create the unique CONTROL.INI and
AWARDS files.
3)
Log into K-Salon for each salon in turn and create the
On-Line entry system for each allocating the same letter as
you assigned for the web space. When specifying the name of
the entry php, start it with the same letter (e.g. aentry.php
bentry.php etc). Use different passwords for each salon and
take a copy of the passwords using the COPY facility built into
the program.
4)
using FTP or CPANEL upload the different on-line entry
and bin files to the relevant folders checking the lead letters
are the same.
5)

via the web. run the INIT programs for each salon

6)
for each salon, take a full copy of the separate work
folders, zip them up with names starting with the lead letters
and give/send the separate zip files to the various salon
administrators.
In the various salon computers:
1)
tell the various salon administrators their lead letter and
the location and name of their php entry program. For
Example, let salon 'a' know that they will access
www.mysite.com/2014/a_pid/aentry.php
2)
Have the salon administrators install K-Salon with their
own authorization code letting the system create a sample
system
3)
Have the administrator create a new WORK folder and
unzip the files from the zip sent to them
4)
Have the administrator log into K-Salon pointing now to
the newly created unzipped work space.
5)
Each salon now operates independently accessing
their own space on the web via their browsers.

NOTE: The various salon administrators do not need to create their
own -on-line system as this is already specified in the files which were
zipped up. Nor do they need to access the actual web folders as all
accesses are made across the web. This ensures that administrators
do not bypass the system or change the web space area or move files
or delete files.
Uploading the Galleries
If you are using the Gallery option within K-Salon, then
1)
for each salon create a special top level temporary
folder on the web with the same lead letter
2)
give each separate salon FTP access to their own
special folder
3)
have the salon create their galleries using K-Salon and
upload the full set of gallery files to their special folder
4)
for each salon, create a gallery folder in the standard
web space for the salon e.g.
www.mysite.com/2014/a_pid/gallery
5)
for each salon, move all the files from the special
upload folder into the gallery folder
6)
in your main web page, create a link to the gallery
folder. You do NOT need to point to any particular file in the
folder as the system already includes a default index.html file.
Alternatively use the www.wetransfer.com facility and have the
administrators send you the full contents of the gallery folder using the
wetransfer facility. You can then download the data and put it in the
appropriate folder. In this way, none of the administrators need to
have any FTP access at all.
For Future Year
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In the next year, you repeat the process the web process with the next
year number.
In your copy of the various K-Salon work spaces, amend the year and
closing date and then repeat the full process.
Email addresses
It is strongly recommended that you do NOT use personal email
addresses at any point in the process. All email addresses should be
generic with automatic forwarding to the various chairmen or account
persons for the separate salons.
By using generic addresses under your control, you can amend
forwarding as required, changing addresses and/or adding additional
recipients as required.
It also protects the chairmen, etc from having their addresses in the
public domain.
You can also turn off an address (via a change to the redirection)
when the salon stops.
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27. SCALING, DISTORTION AND LUMINOSITY
Causes of Distortion
Distortion of the image can be produced in a number of different ways
depending upon the device being used and the operating system.

Windows Operating System
If you are using Windows 7 or later, the operating system may be set
to scale and expand all items to make them appear larger in the
screen. Although this can be controlled and turned off, it is better to
disable the feature for the K-Salon program using the procedure
detailed later in this chapter.
If you are using Windows 7 or later, K-Salon will check if you have
disabled the scaling feature for K-Salon and warn you if you have not
done so.

Projector Keystoning
Whereas some projectors use electronic keystone correction, others
use physical tilt and shift of the lens assembly. If your projector uses
electronic Keystoning, this can result in severe distortion of the
images. This can be detected using the facilities detailed in this
chapter

Projector Connection
Although it sounds rather odd, some projectors will adjust the screen
size and visible area on the basis of the type of cable using to connect
the computer and the projector. Some projectors have this feature
which is detailed in the projector manual.
This type of distortion can be detected using the tests detailed later in
this chapter.

TV Over scanning
If you are using TV screen for the projection, it is usual for the TV to
be set to over scan the image. The controls for doing so (and turning it
OFF) will be detailed in your TV operations manual.
If you are using a TV screen you must make sure that the aspect ratio
is correct and that OVER SCANNING is turned OFF.

Luminosity and Profiling
Although it is always recommended that you profile your viewing
device before doing the judging, profiling is not as complete a process
as some people imagine. Profiling ensures that the colours are correct
but does not control the intensity or brightness of the projection or
screen.
Just because you have profiled the device does not mean that
highlights will not be blown out or shadows blocked up. These
problems are controlled by the brightness of the device and the
gamma curve and contrast being applied by the device. The Gamma
curve is similar to the curves facility in Photoshop and applies an S
shaped adjustment to the image in the projection device. This can
result in either loss or presentation of highlights and shadows.
It is recommended that you adjust the brightness, contrast and
gamma curve BEFORE profiling as the adjustments are likely to alter
the profile pattern.
K-Salon includes a facility for testing for blown out highlights and
blocked up shadows detailed later in this chapter.

Disable Windows Scaling
Windows 7 introduced a feature whereby all of the display area can be
scaled up to 125%, 150%, 175% or 200%. The reasoning and
purpose behind this feature is that many programs use command and
menu buttons which have a preset font size and with larger screen
dimensions, these items can appear small and difficult to read.
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Microsoft therefore introduced the idea of scaling the whole display
area. This has two effects. Firstly the apparent size of the screen is
reduced and secondly the display area suffers from banding artefacts
(at all but 200% scaling). If the screen was 1400 by 1050 then a 125%
scaling results in the screen being reported to the programs as being
1120 by 840 - this can prevent the programs working correctly, can
result in severe clipping of the images or (in the case of K-Salon) the
program refusing the operate because the usable screen area is less
than the image size.
Whereas in Windows 7, this feature needs to be explicitly turned on by
the user, Windows 8 made the feature ON by default with the user
unaware of the feature or how to turn it off. Windows 8.1 restored the
more sensible default of OFF.
The feature can either be turned off generally OR it can be disabled
on a program by program basis. If you are using Windows 7 or later,
the K-Salon program checks that you have explicitly disabled the
feature for K-Salon even if scaling is not turned on. If you have not
disabled it as detailed below, you will receive a warning message
each time you start K-Salon.
The disabling process can either be done on a local level or for all
instances of a program. You must disable it using the all instances
feature as a local disable will be removed when you install a revised
version of K-Salon.
Step 1 - right click on the desktop icon for K-Salon. This will bring up a
list of options as shown below. Click on the PROPERTIES option
Step 2 - Click on the COMPATIBILITY tab in the Properties window
Step 3 - Click on "Change settings for all users"
Step 4 - Tick 'Disable display scaling on high DPI devices"
Step 5 - Click on OK and then again on OK in the next screen

Steps For Disabling Scaling In Windows 7 and later
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Check for Screen Distortions
It is essential to ensure that the image as projected or shown to the
selectors is neither distorted nor clipped. In order to check for
distortion and clipping, you should click on the CHECK SCREEN
DISPLAY. Note: this option can be accessed in both the scoring
module and the ADMIN & BACKGROUND command from the main
screen.
There are four screens in this sequence. You can move to the next
screen using the left and right arrows. The ESC key will close the
checking process.
The first screen checks that the image will be visible on the screen.
The screen will change to the display mode used for the images. It will
show a series of black triangles (top, right, bottom and left). Each of
these triangles should show the full triangle with a 1 pixel white line
across the apex. If any of the triangles are incomplete at the apex
this means that clipping has occurred.
Using the mouse wheel, you can move the projected area up or down
until both the top and bottom triangles just touch the edge. Use the
Shift key with the mouse to move the display left and right.
If you cannot get the triangles to just touch then there is a serious
mismatch between the background system settings for the screen size
and the projector settings. You must resolve this before
proceeding, otherwise the images will be clipped !
NOTE We have encountered situations when clipping has occurred
with some projectors as a result of using the wrong type of connection
cable - if clipping occurs read the projector manual.
In the middle of the screen is a circle and two lines. The circle should
be round. The lines must cross at exactly 90 degrees. This can be
checked easily by holding a piece of paper against the screen - the
displayed lines should run along the edges of the paper. If they do not
cross at 90 degrees, you will need to adjust the projector and/or
screen to find the setting required to prevent auto screen filling.

In the display, the center area displays six different patterned bands.
The top five should appear as totally continuous with very small
pattern pixel level patterns - evenly spaced coloured rows, evenly
spaced coloured columns, evenly spaced B&W rows, evenly spaced
B&W columns and then a pixel level chequer board pattern. All of the
columns and rows should be exactly the same width. If there is a
brighter or larger or smaller row / column every x pixels, then the
image is being distorted at some point - screen resolution, graphics
card or projector/screen. The lower band is a perfect gradient from
pure black to pure white in 3 pixel steps.
Using any key (other than ESC) go to the next screen.
This screen provides a check against automatic sharpening. Many
TV's and some projectors do automatic sharpening (unsharp mask
processing) of the image. This screen provides a method of checking
if this is being done. You must turn off automatic sharpening
otherwise you will be altering (and destroying) the entrant's images.
Using any key (other than ESC) go to the next screen.
This will display a red rectangle against a black background. The
rectangle defines the maximum area used for displaying the images. If
you cannot see a red line all around, then some of the images will be
clipped.
Using any key (other than ESC) go to the next screen.
You are advised to check the results of the next screen BEFORE
letting the judges see the process. This screen detects distortions
produced by the keystone process in some projectors and unwanted
stretching of images.
Some projectors and computer screens will fill the space with the
image even if the screen size is set to less than the projector or TV
width. This usually results in a stretching and distortion of the image in
the horizontal direction. Secondly, whereas some projectors achieve
keystone correction by physically moving the projection lens, others
undertake the correction by skewing the image electronically before
projecting it.
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If there is no distortion, this screen will display a perfectly even very
fine chequer board pattern. However, if the projector undertakes
electronic keystone correction, this screen may display curved lines
and patterns. You need to decide if this is acceptable. BUT BE
WARNED if the results look bad and there is nothing you can do
about it (i.e. the projector uses distorting keystone correction) , then
do not let the judges see this screen. Use ESC on the previous
screen.
One way of detecting if the keystone correction is producing distortion
is to amend the keystone setting while looking at the screen. If
patterns appear and move around the screen - then distortion is
occurring and all images will suffer distortion. For most images this
may not be of significance but it can affect some images.
If you are using a TV screen, you will most likely find a control setting
(see the TV's manual) referred to as OVER SCANNING. Make sure
this is turned OFF. Over scanning results in extreme distortion of the
input signal.
If you are using a TV screen, make sure that the controls do not fill
screen' this is a common setting which expands the image to fill the
full screen dimensions. It is essential that this control is turned OFF.

Check Screen Luminosity
It is important to ensure that the projector or screen is not set too
bright (highlights will be blown out) or too dark (shadow details will be
lost). To check the luminosity, use the CHECK SCREEN
LUMINOSITY. Note: this option can also be accessed via the ADMIN
& BACKGROUND command from the main screen.
The fist screen will show 100% white, 75%, 50% and 25%. This can
be used with a light meter to detect the brightness of the
projection/screen.
The next two screens in this set have been designed to identify if
highlights are being blown out or shadows blocked up.

Use any key (other than ESC) to go to the next screen. This shows a
white panel with the numbers 80 to 99 representing the percentage of
pure white. If you cannot see the higher numbers then highlights may
be blown out. To check if you are actually seeing the number, click on
the number - this will show the actual number and the RGB greyscale
value. The number positions are generated randomly so you will need
to find them each time. If the highest number you can see is around
91 or 92, then it is likely that highlights are being blown out. You may
need to reduce the brightness and/or adjust the contrast.
The next screen does the opposite for dark detail with numbers from 1
to 20. Again if you cannot see numbers below 8 or 9, then shadows
are being blocked up. Again you may need to adjust brightness and
contrast BUT if you do, then use the left arrow to ensure you have not
lost the highlights.
As a general rule, if your projector has limited control, it is better to
preserve highlights and perhaps block up some shadows. Blown
highlights attract attention and will result in the image being marked
down whereas selectors will generally not be as severe when the
shadows lose detail.
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28. CREATING EMAIL CAMPAIGN LISTS
Campaign Lists
Most salons send out emails to potential entrants to announce the
opening of the salon or to remind the recipient that the salon is still
open and that their entry would be welcome. This is referred to as an
email campaign. It is quite common for salons to exchange lists of
email addresses as it is to the mutual benefit of both salons.
Unfortunately though, some salon organizers do not validate their
email lists and will just use the lists as received. This means the list
may, and usually does, contain duplicates, defunct email addresses
and also addresses of people who have specifically requested to be
removed from such lists. Unless the list is maintained properly, a
second mailing may include reminders to people who have already
entered.
K-Salon includes a facility for producing and maintaining campaign
lists in a manner which minimizes some of these issues.

Emailing Just to Entrants
If you wish to send an email just to those who have entered or a subset of those who have entered, you may find that it is much easier to
use the BULK EMAIL facility described in Chapter 29 (294).

Basic Process
The basic process within K-Salon works from any number of source
lists (lists with email addresses) and any number of exclusion lists
(lists of email addresses to be excluded). The lists must be presented
as tab delimited text files. This means that any text file which contains
email addresses can be used including, therefore, even last year's
Image List file! You can specify more than one source list and more
than one exclusion list.

The email address does not need to be in any particular column in the
file - the program will find all email addresses in the file. The program
hunts for all fields which contain the @ symbol with some characters
both before and after the symbol. The only requirement is that if there
is more than one column, the columns MUST be separated by the tab
character. For example the email address may be in column 1 in one
file and column 7 in another file - the program will find all emails
addresses.
The exclusion list is normally just a file of email addresses, one per
line, specifying addresses which are not to be used during a
campaign. If a person UNSUBCRIBES, then their email address
should be put in an exclusion file for the next run of the process. It is
recommended that you keep at least two exclusion lists, one for
unsubscribes and another for bounced addresses.
During the preparation of the output lists, the program will also use the
current entries as a source of email addresses.

Producing the Lists
You will need to log on to K-Salon and then run the PROCESS TAG
FILES operation (usually you can use the "ONLY CHECK NEW
FILES" option). After that exit the screen and click on the PRODUCE
EMAIL LISTS.
If you want to use the built-in K-Salon bulk mailer, click on BULK
MAIL.
In the next screen you can add source files. These are files which
contain email addresses to be included in the output lists. You can
add as many files as needed. Do not be concerned about duplication
of email addresses as the program will resolve all duplicates.
You can also add exclusion files. These are files which contain email
addresses which are to be excluded from the output lists.
Clicking on PROCESS will produce the output lists and show how
many email addresses are in each source file, exclusion file and the
number of addresses in the output files.
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Output Files

2. there is a trailing dot in the address

The program will produce six output lists. With the exception of the
INVALID.TXT file, all output files contain one address per line.

3. the address contains two consecutive dots

These output list are placed in [WORK] \ E_LISTS
ENTERED - this list includes all email addresses of those who have
already entered the salon.
CAMPAIGN - this list includes all emails addresses from entrants to
this year's salon plus all addresses from the source files. It
excludes all duplicates and all addresses found in any of the
exclusion lists. This list can be used as the starting point for next
year's campaign. Do not pass this list on to other salons. Only pass
on the PUBLIC list.
ACTIVE - this is the same as the CAMPAIGN list but excludes all
addresses which have already entered this year's salon. This list is
used for your next emailing as it will not send to those who have
already entered or those who do not want to receive email
notifications.
PUBLIC - this list is the same as the CAMPAIGN list but excludes all
addresses for entrants who have indicated that they do not want
their details passed on to other salons. This list can, therefore, be
exchanged with other salons.
DO_NOT_PASS_ON - this list contains the email addresses of all
entrants who have DO NOT PASS DETAILS to other salons ticked
as DO NOT. This list must NOT be passed on to other salons and
can be used as an exclusion list when preparing campaigns in
other salons that you are running.
INVALID - if the process finds any fields which appear to be email
addresses (i.e. contain the @ symbol) but which violate basic email
address rules, the reason (as shown below), the address and the
file name are placed in this file. An address is invalid if:
1. the part after the @ symbol does not have a dot in it

4. there are no characters before the @ symbol
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1) all entrants who have paid (and therefore will have had
images judged) - use for announcing catalog available, etc
2) all entrants who have not yet been marked as paid
3) all award winners (medals and HM's)
4) all entrants in a print section for whom the prints have not
yet been received
5) all entrants including those who have not paid

29. SENDING BULK EMAILS TO ENTRANTS
Emails to Entrants
There are circumstances in which as organizer you may wish to
contact the entrants or some sub-selection of the entrants such as
those who have not yet paid. Although you could do so via an external
mass email provider, K-Salon includes a facility for sending out bulk
emails to the entrants via the built-in emailing facility used for sending
out report cards. Using this option means that you are in control of the
sending and you will have a full record of all emails sent as part of the
standard on-line process.

Uses the On-Line K-Salon Mailer
In order to use the K-Salon bulk email option you must first have
created and uploaded the K-Salon on-line entry system and performed
the INIT operations as described in Chapter 8 (127) and page (145).
This process will create and initialize the mailer.php program on the
web and verify that the system is capable of sending out emails.

Basic Process
You will need to log on to K-Salon and then run the PROCESS TAG
FILES operation (usually you can use the "ONLY CHECK NEW
FILES" option). After that exit the screen and click on the PRODUCE
EMAIL LISTS and in that screen click on BULK EMAILS.
In the next screen you can either type in your own message or use
one of the template defaults. If you previously used the bulk email
facility your previous text will have been saved and you can double
click in the list to load it back up.
You can select the recipients as follows. The list will always exclude
any entrant marked as deleted or banned. The option list will show the
number of recipients for each category.

Entries marked a deleted are never included
You will need to supply a subject line for the email (template defaults
have a default subject line). NOTE the name of the recipient will
always be automatically added to the end of the subject line.
You will also need to supply a short description of the set. The
description is used in the mailer as a check that you are processing
the set you intended to process.

Substitution Codes
In the body of the text, you can use the following substitution codes.
The relevant value will be inserted in the email when it is sent.
[name]

given name and surname and distinctions of the entrant

[ref]

unique reference number assigned during on-line entry

[salon]

name of the salon as specified in the on-line entry
system

[close]

closing date of the salon as specified in the on-line entry
system

Verification and Testing
After you have typed in the body of your email, click on VERIFY. This
will verify that the email data has been specified correctly and is ready
for processing. NOTE if you then make any changes, you will need to
'verify' the data again.
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There are two options for testing if the email will look as you intended.
The first option is to click in the XXX box while holding down the
Control key. This will start your generic email application with a
partially complete email. Click in the body of the email, Control+A then
Control+V to paste in the test email. This email can be sent and is
always addressed to the chairman's address as specified in the online entry system.
The second option appears once you have uploaded the data to the
web (see below). The first email in each 'bulk email' group is a test
email addressed to the chairman. You can request that this email is
sent and then verify that the email is received in the chairman's email
account. If everything is OK, then you can proceed to send all of the
remaining emails in the set.

Output Files

Upload BIN File to the Web
The process required is the same as used for emailing the report
cards but obviously with different file names (160)
You need to use the upload facility of the emailer to upload the
bulk_data.....bin. You only need to upload the file once (or again if
you create a new set of emails).
Upload Facility
1) Go to your web browser and in the address bar enter
[WEB] / name_mailer.php
where name is the name of your entry system.
(This is the first line in the key file)

When you click on PROCESS, the program will produce three output
files in folder
[WORK] \ EMAILS \ LIVE
These files will all start with the date followed by name BULK and will
include the recipient description (ALL / UNPAID etc)
BULK_DATA...BIN This is the file you will need to upload to the
web. It contains all of the emails in GDX format ready for
processing. DO NOT AMEND this file
BULK_KEY...TXT
this file contains the link, the passwords and the
'key' required when you upload the list to the web. NOTE when
you click on PROCESS, the key will be in the clipboard ready for
pasting into the web space email program.
BULK_LIST...TXT
this file contains the numbered list of all
recipients. It can be used for re-sending a specific email if the
recipient claims not to have received the email.

2) In the PASSWORD box, enter the emailing password you
defined in Step 11 of the On-Line generation process.
(This is the second line in the key file)
3) In the A box enter the raw password you defined in Step 11 of
the On-Line generation process.
(This is the third line in the key file)
4) In the B box, enter the 11 digit key found in the
bulk_key.....txt file (this may still be in the clipboard)
(This is the fourth line in the key file)
5) For the C box, navigate to and select the bulk_data.....bin file
(This is the fifth line in the key file)
6) Click on the symbol indicated in the screen.
Do NOT Use FTP
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The internal systems perform critical checks and file renaming
which means that you must upload the file ONLY through the
method detailed above.
After Uploading and for sending the emails
After the file has been uploaded, go to your web browser and in the
address bar enter
[WEB] / name_mailer.php
where name is the name of your entry system.
You will be presented with a screen asking for the emailing password
you defined in Step 11 of the On-Line generation process.
Enter the relevant emailing password and click on the specified
symbol.
You will then be presented with a message indicating the type and
date of the email data. This is a check against running the wrong data.
The display will also show you the number of emails to be sent, the
number already sent and the number waiting to be sent. The screen
then has two input boxes one for the starting point and the other for
the number of emails to be sent in this run.
Normally you would just accept what is shown and click on
PROCESS. The program keeps track of the number sent and will
automatically set the starting point to the first email not yet sent. The
number to be sent defaults to 99.
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30. ACCEPTANCE CERTIFICATES
A Common Feature

that, the feature can be added at any time before you send out the
report cards.

Certificate Example

Many salons either produce Acceptance Certificates or give the
entrant the option to request/produce such certificates. These
certificates vary in size and content from small business card size with
simple wording (An image was accepted in the xxx Salon) through to
page sized personalized certificates with thumbnails of the image. The
collection of such certificates is an activity undertaken in various
cultures. Providing the option can be a positive attribute of a salon.
With version 10.7 of the K-Salon system, an option has been included
to allow the user to print Acceptance Certificates for all of their
accepted images. There is no cost to the salon as the certificates are
produced automatically as a PDF file upon request across the web
and the PDF file is then downloaded automatically to the entrant's
computer for them to print using their printer and paper.
The only action required by the salon is to design the template to be
used for the certificate and then select the template during the email
specification process. The report card email will then include a link to
the certificate producing php program on your web site and the entrant
can request acceptance certificates if they want them.

Part of the On-Line Entry Process
The acceptance certificate production process is part of the on-line
entry system and the facility is only available if the K-Salon On-Line
entry system was used for the entry process AND the relevant control
in the CONTROL.INI files was set at the time that the on-line system
was created (305).and uploaded to your web site.
The process is an add on which does not alter any of the existing
on-line processes and the Acceptance Certificate option can be added
even after the salon has closed but before you send out the report
cards. To add the feature, you will need to rebuild the on-line system
and upload the system files and do the INIT operation but other than

Sample Acceptance Certificate
The following is an example of a certificate based on the K-Salon
Sample system.
You will notice that the certificate includes various words in black lead in words, the title, the author, a thumbnail of the image and, if
relevant, any award the image received. These items are added
automatically during the certificate production process. The rest of the
certificate (the border, the salon logo, additional salon words,
signature, etc) are specified by you using the certificate template.
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Obviously the certificate template must adhere to certain exact
specifications with respect to size and empty spaces for the words and
thumbnail. To assist in the production of the template, you can
download a certificate template from within K-Salon as a Photoshop
PSD file.

Certificate PDF Produced On-Line
When requested by the entrant, the certificates are produced in a PDF
file with two per page such that each certificate is approximately 19
cm wide and 13 cm tall (7.5 by 5 inches). The PDF file will contain all
of the acceptances gained by the entrant.
If this is a circuit, the file will identify the salon in the circuit which
means that an image accepted in more than one salon in the circuit
will have a separate certificate for each acceptance.
The PDF document is based on universal paper size (21 cm wide by
27.9 cm high) which means it can be printed on both A4 and American
letter size without resizing or adjustment.
The PDF file is not stored on the web site - it is produced on request.
If the entrant wants certificates, they can click on the link in the report
card email (link is included automatically) OR they can go to the web
site and click on the php file
[WEB] / accept.php
On this page they will enter their reference number and the system will
then produce the PDF file. If they go via the report card, the reference
number will be shown automatically on the html page ready for them
to click on PROCESS
NOTE: If the entrant does not have any acceptances, the email report
card will not include a link to the acceptance certificate program and if
they attempt to request certificates directly, the system will reply with a
message.

Certificate Template
You can download the certificate template from within K-Salon. Once
you have opened K-Salon, click on the ADMIN & BACKGROUND
button on the front page and then click on ACCEPTANCE CARD
TEMPLATE. You will then be asked to select the folder where you
want the template downloaded and the name for the template. The
default is to put it in the A_SPACE folder in the [WORK] space with
the file name CERTIFICATE_TEMPLATE.psd
NOTE In order to protect your work, the system will not allow you to
download the template with the same name as an existing file.
The template size is exactly 1125 pixels wide by 754 pixels tall. These
sizes must not be changed. If you attempt to upload your certificate
pattern with a different size it will be rejected.
Although the DPI for the image should be 150, this is not important
and will be reset by K-Salon - it is the pixel dimensions that are critical.
The PSD template consists of 5 layers. The bottom two are sample
borders which you can choose to use or modify (changing colour etc)
The next layer up (SAMPLE TEXT) shows a sample of the type of
wording and logo that you might want to put on your certificate. The
choice is entirely up to you BUT the wording and logo, etc must leave
an empty space for the system to include the image details and
thumbnails. If you click on the top layer (RESERVED AREA) you will
see the area that needs to be left blank. The wording is always in
black using the Arial font. If you want you can tone the whole of the
template but if you do so do not pick a dark tone as this would obscure
the wording. A toned template will not affect the quality of the
thumbnail.
Alternatively, you can design or copy or use any other border so long
as a) the final size is 1125 by 754 and b) the border does not intrude
into the space used by the system for the image details.
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If you build your template in the same PSD file just above the
Pattern 2 layer, then you can use the SAMPLE TEXT, SAMPLE
DETAILS and RESERVED AREA layers to check out your template.
NOTE: Your finished template must be in the sRGB color space as
1125 pixels by 754 pixels. Any other color space or size will be
rejected.
NOTE: Although the sample and the template use the words
"organizers" and "salon", the actual certificate will use "organizer" or
"organiser" and "salon" or "exhibition" in line with your choices as
defined in Step 4 when you generated the On-Line Entry system.

Saving and Loading Your Certificate
Once you have finished designing your template, save it as a best
quality JPG file making sure it either has no profile or is in the sRGB
profile.
To use the Acceptance Certificate option, when you are specifying the
email report card options in screen F034, you will see a text box called
ACCEPTANCE CARDS. If this box is empty, then acceptance
certificates will not be available. If you click in this box (or the little red
> beside it), you will be taken to the acceptance template selection
screen.
In this screen, click on SELECT to select your template. The system
will perform checks on the jpg file and reject any which do not meet
the strict specifications.
To check your template, click on SHOW and SAMPLE.
To save your selection, click on EXIT. The system will then
automatically include the acceptance certificate link in the report card
emails and allow the entrant to request their acceptance certificates.
You do not need to do anything else !
If you no longer want to include acceptance certificates, then in this
selection screen, click on REMOVE and EXIT. This will set the

specification box to empty and no acceptance certificates will be
available.

Live Testing
The first report card email produced by the report card system is
always sent to the chairman as a test. When the email is received by
the chairman, you can test the full Acceptance Certificate facility by
clicking on the link in the email. NOTE: the first email will always be for
someone who has at least one acceptance with an award.
If you do not like the acceptance certificates, then you can either
remove the template (see above) and recreate the email list OR you
can change your template and reproduce the email list. When the list
is produced again, the first email is still a test email and can be used
again for testing the acceptance certificates.

Acceptance Certificate Thumbnails
When a person requests their acceptance certificates, the web based
programs generates thumbnail versions of the images to put into the
PDF document. If the person has received many acceptances, this
conversion process can delay presentation of the final PDF. If they
ask for the document again, the program checks if the thumbnails
already exist and does not regenerate them.
In order to avoid this delay for entrants with many acceptances, the
K-Salon program will create the necessary thumbnails for all entrants
with 7 or more acceptances. These are placed in folder
[WORK] / ACP_THUM /
Due to the overall size, these images cannot be uploaded
automatically. Instead, you then need to upload all of the images from
the ACP_THUM folder to the web site into folder
[WEB] / holdjpg / where [WEB] is the web space for this salon. For
this purpose, we recommend using something like Filezilla.
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31. PAYPAL RATIONALIZATION
Background and Purpose
Although you can obtain detailed reports from PayPal, these do not
take into account the automatic and non-automatic features of Paypal
payments initiated through the K-Salon On-Line Entry system. The
Paypal reports also do not identify payments which have been made
directly to your account or payments and other transactions which are
not associated with your salon.
The K-Salon Paypal rationalization feature has been designed to
assist you in separating, categorizing and/or finding payments. The
process works off the standard Activity Reports generated by Paypal.
You then download these documents from the Paypal site and place
them in a folder on your computer.
Within K-Salon, these documents are then uploaded and processed to
separate standard payments that have been processed, unprocessed
payments (such as Group payments) and unexpected payments.
Because the Paypal account could include payments for other On-line
entry systems (such as a second salon), the process will automatically
keep only those automated payments for the On-Line entry system
generated within this work space.

Pre-Conditions and Automatic Exclusions
The K-Salon Paypal rationalization facility is functional only if
a) an on-line entry system has been created in this WORK SPACE in
version 10.8 or later of the K-Salon system
b) at least one entry has been made, zipped, downloaded and
processed through the PROCESS TAG FILES feature. It does not
matter if this is a test entry which is marked as deleted.
The process will only take into account and record transactions in the
main currency specified in the On-Line Entry system. Other currencies
will be ignored.

The rationalization facility will automatically exclude K-Salon on-line
generated Paypal payments for all payments which do not have the
same lead letters as those specified in the on-line entry system
generated in this work space.

Obtaining the Activity Reports
The process uses the standard Paypal activity report. To obtain these
reports follow the ensuing instructions. These instructions work in the
UK version of Paypal and may be different in other countries. It is
important that the report headings are in English in the expected
words. If they are not, the program will stop with a message.
To get the report:
a)

login to your Paypal account

b)

click on the REPORTS tab

c)

select ACTIVITY DOWNLOAD

d)

under transactions SELECT ALL

e)
under the date range select the range you want. It is
recommend that you overlap the range with your previous report to
catch transactions which were processed but not yet recorded in the
activity log. NOTE: selecting months, is NOT recommended as
months does not include the current month !
f)

under format leave as CSV

g)

click on CREATE REPORT

h)
if you will receive an email notifying you that the information is
ready to download.
i)
The download is given the exciting title of DOWNLOAD.CSV.
Do not rename this file, otherwise the system will not detect it.
j)

copy the DOWNLOAD.CSV file to a folder in your computer
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Uploading and Processing the Reports

standard K-Salon type on-line entry payments which have the LIVE
lead code as specified in the On-Line Entry system.

When you have placed the reports in a folder on your computer, log
on to K-Salon and click on PROCESS TAG FILES. In that screen,
click on PROCESS PAYPAL FILES.

Concept of SETS

Click on LOAD FILES and in the next screen click on SELECT to
navigate to the folder where you put the PayPal files. The system will
automatically add a suffix to the filename so that all previous
download files are preserved and not overwritten.
If you want you can have the system ignore any transactions dated
before a specific date. If you specify a date, then all transactions with
an earlier date will be ignored in the files and will be deleted from the
database.
If you want to reload all transactions, you can select to have all
previous records deleted.
If a file has already been processed, the system will not automatically
reload it. If there is more than one Paypal download file, the program
will only use the most recent details for a transaction and will not
overwrite existing details. This means that you can generate
overlapping Paypal downloads to ensure that you have not omitted a
transaction.
Because Paypal may use alternative date formats in the download
files (depending upon your location), the system will attempt to
determine automatically the date format in each file. If it cannot
determine the date format, you will be asked to select the relevant
format.

When the transactions are uploaded, the system will automatically
assign all processed K-Salon type Paypal payments to set "P" for
Processed. These items are included in the Gross and Net figures
shown at the top of the screen.
If you double click on a transaction, the screen will show you the full
details for the transaction. In this screen you will be able to change the
'set' to one of
'Unallocated' = no set marker - it will undo any existing set marker.
Unallocated payments are excluded from the values and shown
as Unallocated Gross payment
'Manual' = (M) meaning this is a legitimate transaction and is to be
included in the calculation. Group payments fall into this
category since they are not processed automatically by K-Salon.
These transactions are included in the allocated Gross, Fees
and Net figures
'Apply Automatically' = (P) this is to be used for a payment which
should have been regarded as a standard payment was not
received or processed by K-Salon
'Exclude' = (x) this marker means the transaction is not deleted but is
placed in a set at the end and is not included in any of the
figures

If the files contain mixed currencies, the program will ask you if you
wish to stop or ignore the different currencies.

Rejected or Accepted

When the files are loaded, the main screen will show all of the
transactions. It will also show the gross sum of allocated payments ,
the fees associated with the allocated payments and the net value of
allocated payments for all payments which it has determined are

Each payment line can either be marked as "accepted" (default) or
"rejected". A "rejected" payment is shown in the listing with an "R" but
is not included in any of the figures. You may use the rejected option
to mark a payment and its refund, thereby excluding these
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transactions from the figures. A payment which has been rejected at
the Paypal end may already have a rejected status.

Examining / Hunting for a Transaction
In the main Paypal screen you can change the order and presentation
of the data.
Reference Order - shows only those transactions which have been
generated and processed against a K-Salon reference number
in reference number order
Set order - all transactions are shown in the order (unallocated) then
(Manual), then (Processed automatically), then (excluded)
Group - all transactions which were made via K-Salon where the
entrants/payer was a member of a group
Name - all transactions in name order where name is the entrant's
name which may not be the same as the payer's name.
Transaction - all transactions in the transaction identifier order.
Date - all transaction in the full date time order as supplied by Paypal.

Extracting the Data
If you click on the EXTRACT command, the system will produce a
CSV file with the full data held in the database. You will be asked if
you want 'Excluded' items included in the extract.
The file is in CSV format which can be opened up directly in a
spreadsheet program. The first line is a header line describing the
fields.
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32. GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATIONS

Data Retention

Background and Purpose

With respect to data retention, the personal details are originally held
and processed under the 'consent' GDPR reason. However, if your
salon has accrediation from organizations such as PSA and FIAP, you
are required to assist them in any future investigation about an entry
or entrant. This means you are obliged to retain the information for a
long time (years) under the 'legitimate interest' GDPR reason.

The European 'General Data Protection Regulations' came into effect
on 25 May 2018. These are very far reaching regulations affecting all
organizations which are either located in Europe OR allow access
from people resident in Europe - or put in other words - virtually
everyone everywhere.
For legal reasons, we are not recommending any particular wording or
approach or process - that is entirely your responsibility. However, as
an aid to helping you fulfil your obligations, K-Salon has incorporated
various features which might of assistance.

Aspects of Your Obligations
This is not a comprehensive list of your obligations and you are
advised to check for yourself and seek advise if necessary. The list
below covers only those aspects which are part of the K-Salon system
- it does not cover your security considerations or your interaction with
entrant and subsequent data retention done outside of the K-Salon
database.
You must
1. have a 'privacy notice' telling all entrants at least what data you
hold, how it is collected, on what legal basis you are
processing it and how long you will hold it. This notice must be
easily accessible to all entrants.
2. if you want to collect their contact details for passing on to
other salons, be in a position to prove that the entrant agreed
to their details being passed on to other salons
3. be in a position to respond if someone asks what data you are
holding

It is also of relevance to note that the information in K-Salon is a
historic record. This means that after the salon has closed and the
reports have all been submitted, the personal details should not be
updated to reflect subsequent changes even if asked by the entrant.
Obviously if the awards, catalogs have not yet been sent, then
changes need to be made but not thereafter. To make such changes
could hamper your involvement in any subsequent investigations by
PSA or FIAP.

K-Salon GDPR Facilities
With respect to the list above, K-Salon includes various specific
facilities.

Privacy Notice
As stated above, you must have a 'Privacy Notice' and this must be
easily accessible to the entrant. You should prepare such a notice as
a PDF document and upload it to a folder on your website. You can
then include a link to the notice in the K-Salon On-Line Entry process
screens. In Step 3 of the on-line entry specification, type in the full link
to the document.
If you do this, then all pages of the K-Salon On-Line Entry system will
include a Privacy Notice section and a link to your document.
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Consent to Share Contact Information
If you want to share the contact details with other salons, you must,
under the rules of GDPR, obtain explicit positive consent. Just saying
you will do so in your Conditions of Entry is not deemed sufficient.
In Step 5 of the On-Line Specification, you can select the option "Can
pass data to other clubs". To comply with GDPR, this will always
automatically default to 'No' so that the entrant has to explicitly click
'Yes' (NOTE: in a recent salon we ran, over 25% clicked yes)
If you have selected this option, then when the entrant confirms their
entry, the On-Line system will automatically add their details to
document _A_?_CONSENT.txt listing the date time, reference number
and answer (Y or N). This document is automatically included in the
zip file downloads. The purpose of this document is to provide
evidence that the person did consent.

Data Protection Report
One of the GDPR requirements is that you must, if asked, be able to
supply the entrant with a copy of the personal information you hold
about the person. Given that the information in the Tag files and
internal K-Salon databases are encoded, this could present a logistical
problem. As a consequence, the program includes a report which
details the K-Salon held information for the requested person.
To access and produce this report you need to :
a) if running the on-line entry, perform a zip to ensure that all files
have been downloaded. NOTE you need to request a copy of
the LOG when doing the zip so that the latest log has been
zipped
b) if running the on-line entry, make sure that all zip files have been
unloaded
c) perform a TAG FILE PROCESS selecting ONLY CHECK NEW
FILES

d) if you have done any scoring, then upload the latest Image List
file. NOTE this step must be done after the PROCESS TAG
FILES
e) in the main screen click on EDIT/VIEW TAG FILE
f) select the desired person and double click on the entry
g) in the next screen, click on GDPR.
h) the report will be produced and placed in the REPORTS folder
with a filename commencing GDPR followed by the entrant's
name
NOTE: If you added any notes against the entrant, these will be
included in the report. If you do not want these included, then you will
need to remove the notes.
No report will be produced for records marked as DELETED.
WARNING NOTE: This report only includes information held in or
accessed by the K-Salon program. There may be other personal
details that you need to report on if asked by the entrant.
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APPENDIX A - CONTROL.INI FILE
The K-Salon software is generic and does not contain hard coded
details such as the name of the salon or the range of permitted
scores. These details are specified in the CONTROL.INI file which
must be present in the [WORK] folder.
The file name is CONTROL.INI and the file is a standard ASCII text
file. It must be located in the [WORK] folder.

Automatic Default Sample
When you run the K-Salon program for the first time, if you have not
yet created a CONTROL.INI file or any AWARDS files, the system will
ask you if you want default CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files created.
If you select YES for this question, the program will create these
defaults which you can then amend for your specific circumstances.

Comments
The format of the file allows for empty lines and comments. The
comments can either be on their own lines (starting with *) or included
as a trailing part of a parameter line. Trailing comments are identified
by the character pair //.

mentioned in the rules, then virtually all of the images will be rejected
either during the on-line entry process or during TAG FILE processing.

Changing the Parameters
The K-Salon program retains an internal copy of the parameters
specified in the CONTROL.INI file.
If on a subsequent run it is determined that these parameters have
changed, this is regarded as a fundamental change and the full
system will be reset. This means that you would need to undertake all
processing again.
As a consequence, it is recommended that you take particular care
when specifying these parameters so that you do not need to change
them after processing has begun.

Mandatory Parameters
The following 7 parameters must be present in the CONTROL.INI file.
Duplication of a parameter is an error and will prevent the program
from operating. There is no required order to the parameters.
The format of each parameter is keyword=value

Image Size

NAME=x where x is the name of the salon or the circuit as it is to
appear in reports. If this is for a circuit, then the word 'Circuit'
must appear in the name

It is a requirement of both FIAP and PSA, that the image size which
the entrant supplies must not be larger than the pixel dimensions of
the equipment which will be used to display the image during scoring
and award determination.

SECTIONS=n where 'n' is the number of sections defined for this
salon. An error will be flagged if the number of AWARDS files is
not equal to the number of sections defined in this parameter.
The number of sections can range from 1 to 8.

In K-Salon, you will need to ensure that your display / projection
equipment has at least the same pixel dimensions as the required size
as specified in your salon rules. If you specify a size in the SIZE
parameter which is larger than your display screen or projector, you
will NOT be able to run the scoring system or create the slide show. If
you specify a size in the SIZE parameter which is less than the size

MEMAWARDS=NO or MEMAWARDS=YES - a value of NO means
that members of the sponsoring club are not permitted to receive
awards but can receive Honourable Mentions. A value of YES
means that there are no restrictions on members receiving
awards.
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NOTE If this has been set to NO and you subsequently want to
allow member's to receive awards, you can stop K-Salon,
change the setting to YES and then re-start K-Salon. If you have
already done any scoring, you will be asked to confirm the
change. Thereafter, members can receive awards.
MINSCORE=n where 'n' is the lowest possible score that can be
assigned by the selectors. You should not specify a value for 'n'
which is lower than the scoring limit as this will affect the display
of score ranges. If a score is found in the Image List file lower
than 'n', an error is reported. The minimum score must be at
least 1 - a value of zero will be flagged as an error.
MAXSCORE=n where 'n' is the highest possible score that can be
assigned by the selectors. You should not specify a value for 'n'
which is higher than the scoring limit as this will affect the
display of score ranges. If a score is found in the Image List file
greater than 'n', an error is reported. Obviously the maximum
must be greater than the minimum.
SIZE=w*h - where w is the maximum permitted width for images and
h is the maximum permitted height for images. (e.g.
SIZE=1400*1050) The maximum size is 3840 wide by 2400
high.
NOTE: The scoring and full award determination facilities in
K-Salon require that the image can be displayed at the size
specified above. This applies not only to the computer
monitor but also to any projector or TV screen used during
judging, scoring or slide show creation. Before setting the
size, make sure you have equipment which can display the
specified size.
If your screen size is less than the specified size, you can
still do award and HM setting but you will not be able to
view the image at full size. However the 4 up and 20 up light
boxes will be available.
DEMO=NO or DEMO=YES - A value of YES permits the user to
operate with, evaluate and test a fully functional version of the

program but with the restrictions applied as defined on page
(69). It is to be noted that if the program has not been activated
(see page (54), then the program will effectively operate as if
this parameter was set to YES.

Optional Parameters
The following parameters are optional. Depending upon the presence
and/or value of the parameter, the program may activate or make
available various additional facilities.
Duplication of a parameter is an error and will prevent the program
from operating. There is no required order to the parameters.
The format of each parameter is keyword=value
MESSAGE=x
where:
x=STD - messages will be shown using standard Windows
message boxes
a number in range 11 to 18 - messages will be shown in a
K-Salon message box with the font size set to the specified
number
DEFAULT - if this parameter is omitted, the default is to show
messages in a K-Salon message box with a font size of 12
SPLITTER=YES
EFFECT If this parameter is present, then the PayPal IPN
messages can be routed to an IPN splitter program as
documented in Chapter 26 (282)
EFFECT If this parameter is present, the splitx.php program will
be produced when an on-line system is built.
SECURITY=NO
EFFECT If this parameter is set, then the program will NOT take
automatic SECURITY copies of the critical files. You will be
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asked to confirm this action if you are not running in DEMO
mode.
We do NOT recommend setting this parameter during live
judging unless you have already installed a mirroring process for
your Windows file folders.
CIRCUIT=a-b-c
where:
'a' is the number of salons in the circuit
'b' is a unique letter in the range A to F identifying this salon as
a salon in the circuit
'c' is the official name of the salon within the circuit. Only
relevant for a salon in a circuit
EFFECT: 1) All Image List files produced by the K-Salon
program will start with _b. This lead letter allows the different
image list files to be brought together in one folder for the
purpose of determining the prints required by each salon.
EFFECT 2) If using the circuit acceptance process in K-Salon,
this distinguishes the different salon results in order that they
can be merged for a combined acceptance report..
EFFECT 3) The salon name and the full circuit name will appear
in the report cards produced by K-Salon
EFFECT 4) All section and salon level reports will have the
circuit code prepended to the name to allow all the files from the
different salons to be collected in one folder without overwriting
the results from a different salon in the circuit.
CHAIR=b=ccc-ccc-ccc
where:
'b' is the circuit letter as assigned in the CIRCUIT parameter
'ccc-ccc-ccc' is the entry reference for the chairman's entry

EFFECT: 1) This parameter is marked as an error if there is no
CIRCUIT parameter or if the circuit letter does not match the
letter in the CIRCUIT parameter or there is no entry with the
specified reference
EFFECT 2) Whenever an image list file is written out or read-in,
all scores for all images with reference 'ccc-ccc-ccc' will be set to
the minimum score. This action requires confirmation the first
time it is actioned.
MAXJPG=nt where 'n' is a number and 't' is either K for kilobytes or M
for megabytes. For kilobytes 'n' can range form 100 to 999. For
megabytes, 'n' can range from 1 to 14.
EFFECT: 1) during PROCESS TAG FILES checking, oversized
images will be reported in the status report, 2) during image
analysis, an oversized image will be treated as an error, 3)
during slide show production, an oversized image will be treated
as a serious error causing the program to stop.
DEFAULT: if this parameter is not included the limit is set to 14
megabytes
NOTE: If you create an on-line entry system, this value is
replaced with the value specified in Step 6 of the on-line
creation process.
NOTE: If you decrease the value, then you will need to do a
FULL run the PROCESS TAG FILES to check the images. If you
increase the size, then you can do a 'ONLY NEW' in PROCESS
TAG FILES and all images with notes will be re-assessed.
BUZZ=MON
This is a special control to produce a monitoring of the attempt
to open the BUZZ scoring devices. This parameter should only
be included if you are unable to open the BUZZ scoring devices
and you have followed the procedure detailed in Appendix T
(361)
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EFFECT: If this parameter is included, then when you attempt to
open the scoring devices a) you will be asked to confirm that you
want the monitor produced and b) the program will produce a
detailed monitoring of the enumeration of the HID and USB
devices registered in your computer. The format of the report
produced by this process is not part of the specification of this
program and has been designed to aid Kenebec Media in
resolving your problem.
OVER=YES or OVER=NO - if this parameter is present with a value of
YES, then the minimum interval between automatic saves when
judging can be set much lower than the default of 50.
CERTIFICATES=YES - if this parameter is set to YES when the OnLine entry system is built, it will include the php coding required
for producing the Acceptance Certificates
STARTS=a where 'a' is any alphabetic character. If present then the
program will check that all TAG filenames commence with the
letter 'a'. This parameter cannot be used if you are using the
K-Salon on-line entry system.
USEDEL=a
The ENTRY_NUMS report produced as part of the PROCESS
TAG FILES operation, defaults to not including entries marked
as deleted. However if the process is being used for a salon
which does not use the on-line entry system, then revised
entries can result in new entries with the previous being deleted.
The report would then understate the work load i.e. the number
of entries .
The inclusion of deleted items can be controlled as:
USEDEL=YES - include deleted entries without question
USEDEL=ASK - ask each time if deleted are to be included
USEDEL=NO - do not include deleted items
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APPENDIX B - AWARDS-n.TXT FILE
The name of each section and the awards to be assigned in the
section are defined in the AWARDS-n.TXT files where 'n' is the
section code. This must be the same code as appears in column 7 of
the Image List file (see Page (312)
If the section has a subset code (such as (W) for wildlife or (C) for
creative, etc), this is defined in the AWARDS-n.TXT file.
Each of the AWARDS-n.TXT files must be located in the [WORK]
folder.
The files are structured as tab delimited files. This permits you to
create the data in a spreadsheet and then output the results to the
AWARDS-n.TXT as a tab delimited TXT file.

If the section has PSA recognition, then the relevant division and
stream should be specified in the first line surrounded by [ ]. Whereas
ND, PTD, PJD and 3D are sufficient for these divisions, it is necessary
to distinguish Color or MONO for PID and Color/Mono and
Small/Large for PPD. Do NOT include the letters PSA.
The subsequent lines define the awards. Each award is to be given a
unique sequence number starting with 1 for the most important award.
These numbers are used to order the awards with the smaller
numbers being the more important awards. For example Gold might
be designated as 1 and Silver as 2.
You must not omit a number.
Do NOT include the Honourable Mentions - these are determined
separately and assigned in a separate step.

The file can contain blank lines, comment lines (starting with *) and
detail lines.

Record Format (as of 2014/08/23)

Automatic Default Sample

The record format is number tab source:type:award name

When you run the K-Salon program for the first time, if you have not
yet created a CONTROL.INI file or any AWARDS files, the system will
ask you if you want default CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files created.
If you select YES for this question, the program will create these
defaults which you can then amend for your specific circumstances.

where :
number is the order in the range 1 to 99 The numbers 1 to 9 can have
but do not need a leading zero.
tab is the tab character
source is one of P for PSA, F for FIAP, R for RPS or X for all other

Name of the Section

: is a colon

The first line of the file defines the type of section as digital projection,
print or triptych and must be DI or PR or T3 followed by tab followed
by the name of the section (e.g. Open, Nature, etc). The name must
not contain any of the following characters "{} ' /\.,;[]<> ( ) The name of
the section must not exceed 25 characters.

type is one of
G
S
B
M
R
P
C
O

If the section has a subset (such as wildlife), then the relevant subset
code is to appear after the section name embedded in (parentheses).
Only one subset can be defined per section. NOTE a triptych section
cannot have subsets.

gold
silver
bronze
other medal
ribbon
plaque
certificate
other commendation such as a glass or plate
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award name is the name of the award as it is to appear in the listings
of awards. The description must not contain any of the
characters ":{}/\.,;[]<>
Although the awards need to be assigned ascending numbers, they
do not need to be in the file in that order.

Old Format For Awards
If you are accessing previous copies of K-Salon data (e.g. last year's
salon), the program will accept the old format for the AWARDS file.
However, you will not be permitted to produce either the PSA or FIAP
spreadsheet extracts.

Changing the Details
The name and the type of each section is defined the first time that the
AWARDS file is read. Although you are permitted to change the actual
awards, you are not permitted to change either the section name or
the section type. If you have made an error in the specification of the
name or the type, it will be necessary to create a new [WORK] folder,
copy over the relevant files from the [WORK] folder (CONTROL.INI,
AWARDS, etc), correct the errant AWARDS file and restart the
process.
The K-Salon program retains an internal copy of the latest AWARDS
file read for each section. If the details in the AWARDS file are altered
with a new award added after you have already done some award
assignment, this will keep all existing awards but you will need to
assign the new award and repeat the closure of the section. If you
need to reduce the number of awards, it is better to double click on the
award in the award determination screen. Removing an award from
the AWARDS file will result in ALL awards for that section being
removed and you will need to repeat all assignments !
It is, therefore, important to ensure that you have all the correct details
in the files before you commence award processing.

It can be the case that the number of awards to be assigned is
determined by the number of entries received. Although the K-Salon
system requires that an AWARDS-n.TXT file is defined for each
section, the actual award details are only used by the system when
assigning the awards.
If your salon has a flexible number of awards determined by the
number of entries, then in the beginning, you should define simple
AWARDS-n.TXT files. These will be used by the system during the
status production and validation stages - i.e. processing before the
closing date. Once the closing date has past and you know how many
awards will be assigned, redefine the AWARDS-n.TXT files with the
correct details and begin the standard processing. The system will ask
you if you wish to reset - answer yes and follow the indicated steps.
The program will then close down and you can re-start the program.

Award Names
NOTE: The MEI software had a requirement that all awards, including
ribbons, be identified in the MEI Image List file starting with the word
Medal and that Honourable Mentions be identified with the designation
HM. However, referring to a 'Ribbon' as a 'Medal' is not correct for the
report files produced by K-Salon. In view of this situation, the word
Medal should NOT be used when describing a Ribbon in the
AWARDS file.
It may be that your salon awards more than one medal of the same
colour but without special significance. For example three bronze
medals all referred to as just Bronze Medal. If this is the case, you will
need to make a separate entry for each medal to be awarded. The
award names can be duplicated but the award number must be
unique.

PSA and FIAP Awards
The spreadsheet used for reporting to the PSA requires that any PSA
awards be specifically identified in the spreadsheet. Make sure that
you use the correct source code in each line. The award description
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does not need to include an identifier but it is customary to indicate
PSA in the description of the award to show it is from the PSA.

Example Awards File

In a similar manner, the spreadsheet for reporting to FIAP requires
that all FIAP awards be specifically identified.

For example the file could contain the following (The > symbol
represents a tab character). NOTE the presence of (W) after the
section name indicates that special account is to be taken of images
which have (W) at the front or end of the image title.

Changing the Name of an Award
It is possible that you wish to change the name of an award after the
whole process has been completed. The K-Salon program does allow
you do to this but requires verification of your intention.
When the award file is read, if the only difference is in the source, type
or descriptive name of an award, you will be asked if you wish to
proceed. If you select YES, then the system will:
a) reset the section to INCOMPLETE if it has already been closed
b) remove all SECTION level reports for that section

DI>Nature (W) [ND]
01>P:G:PSA Gold Medal - Best in Section
02>F:S:FIAP Silver
3>X:B:Bronze
4>X:B:Bronze
05>F:R:FIAP Ribbon - Selector's Choice
06>X:R:Bristol Ribbon - Selectors choice

c) remove all SALON level reports

Honourable Mention

If the section had not yet been closed, you can proceed with the
standard process.

Whereas it is customary to refer to the commended images as having
Honourable Mention, the K-Salon program allows you to select a
different designation (such as Highly Commended) for the purposes of
the reports produced by K-Salon. This can be done in the ADMIN &
ACTIVATION screen as detailed on page (124).

If the section had already been closed, you will then need to:
a) reload the latest Image list File
b) select the relevant section
c) click on the CHECK AND UPDATE RESULTS button and write out
a new Image List file. During this process the system may generate
message 069 - select YES
d) produce the relevant SECTION LEVEL reports
e) produce the relevant SALON LEVEL reports
f) if you had already made the slide show, you will need to recreate
the slide show.

However, even if you change the designation, the Image List file will
always use the HM designation.
If you use different software for the post-award processing, then your
software will interpret the HM in the awards column of the Image List
file as having a different external name / designation.

Diversity Awards
If you wish to assign a diversity award, this is done directly and is not
part of the AWARDS file. For details of the process see page (268)
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APPENDIX C - TAG AND IMAGE LIST FORMATS
The K-Salon software reads and extracts data from the externally
produced TAG files. It is assumed that the structure of these files is as
detailed below. If the structures are changed, then it will be necessary
to alter the K-Salon software. The K-Salon On-Line entry system
produces TAG files in accordance with this structure.
The K-Salon program also produces and extracts data from the Image
List files. These files list all of the images in scoring order with scores,
titles, names, etc.
All of the Image List files are to have a file name commencing with
underscore Image List. (i.e. _Image List)
The K-salon program will produce incrementally numbered version of
the file names as _Image List_xxx.txt where xxx is the identifying
number. References in this manual and the program to the Image List
file are references to this file.
The Image List file has a strict format with 21 columns.
The original data pertaining to each entrant is held in separate TAG
files with one file per entrant. The TAG files are read by the K-Salon
program when producing the STATUS report (see page (74) .

Character Encoding
Both the TAG files and the Imager list file are assumed to be in ASCII
character encoding. This means that if the entry system accepts and
processes Unicode characters (such as ISO-8859-1 or UTF-8), then
these must be converted to ASCII before being written to the files.

Tag Files - Current & Future Format
The tag files contain data pertaining to each entrant including the titles
and JPG file names of all entries made by the entrant. The file is
referred to as a TAG file because each line of information has a tag
identifier in the form Tn: where n is a number in the range 1 to 99. The
data portion starts in column 6.

This file is an ASCII text file with a TXT file extension. Although the tag
files are sometimes given a filename based on the entrants name,
there is no specific naming requirement other than 1) the name does
not start with underscore and 2) the name ends with a TXT extension.
The K-Salon On-Line Entry system uses the entrant reference number
- a randomly generated unique identifier as the name of the TAG file.
Where an organizer is running a second salon (either concurrently or
sequentially) it is essential to ensure that the tag files are not
processed in the wrong exhibition. If the K-Salon on-line entry system
is used for creating the TAG files, the program will automatically
prevent the processing of tag files where the front three characters are
different (e.g. Y18 versus Y19).
However, where an external source is used and the filenames do not
adhere to the format used by the on-line entry system, it is advisable
to prefix all of the tag files for a salon with a specific lead alphabetic
character such A then B then C etc. If in the CONTROL.INI file you
specify the STARTS command with this letter, then the program will
prevent any TAG files from being processed if the filename does not
start with this letter.
The format given below includes some tags (identified with *) which
although assigned a meaning may not be fully implemented in the
Muskovac software currently available. For example, as of June 2012,
the MEI software only allowed 6 sections.
A tag line can be empty and if empty can be omitted if not being used.
For example, if only two sections are defined, it is not necessary to
include the tag lines for the other sections.
If a tag line contains just one hyphen or two adjacent hyphens, the line
is regarded as being empty.
Tags T11 and T45 have been overloaded by which it is meant that
their strict interpretation has been compromised and the tag has been
used to hold and transfer alternative information. Whereas the data in
tag T11 is transferred to the Image List file in column 21, the data in
tag 45 should be reassigned to a different tag number in accordance
with the details given below.
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The Tag File is used by the K-Salon program to produce the Image
List (results) file

TAG

SIZE COL

M

DESCRIPTION

There is one file for each entrant

T11

20

X

OVERLOADED FIELD
(In Muskovac Collator, this field
appears as column 21 of the Image list)
(Standard is either PSA Membership
Number OR other data)
If actual PSA member, repeat data as
T83
If an indicator of membership of the
sponsoring club, repeat data as T81
NOTE: If On-Line system has been
used, this tag can be a copy of any of
the detail tags (not image tags).

X

identifier used for making file names
unique, typically first four characters of
the email address

21

The SIZE column indicates the size of the field in the Image List file
The COL column indicates the column in the Image List file
The M column indicates that this tag must be present in the TAG
file and must be included in any externally produced TAG
files. NOTE tags in the range T21 to T76 only need to be
present if the associated section has been specified for the
salon
Descriptions within [ ] are used by the K-Salon On-Line Entry system
The data for each tag starts in column 6 and the format of each line is
either:
Tn: space space data
OR
Tnn: space data
TAG

SIZE

COL

M

DESCRIPTION

T1

36

11

X

Surname/Family Name

T2

36

12

X

Given Name

T3

36

13

X

Honors

T4

36

14

X

Address line 1

T5

36

15

X

Address line 2

T6

36

16

X

City

T7

36

17

X

State/Province

T8

20

18

X

Zip/Postal Code

T9

36

19

X

Country

T10

50

20

X

Email

T12

Not used by the K-Salon process
[full identifier ]
T13

36

9

X

Section A, Image #1 Filename

T14

50

2

X

Section A, Image #1 Title

T15

36

9

X

Section A, Image #2 Filename

T16

50

2

X

Section A, Image #2 Title

T17

36

9

X

Section A, Image #3 Filename

T18

50

2

X

Section A, Image #3 Title

T19

36

9

X

Section A, Image #4 Filename

T20

50

2

X

Section A, Image #4 Title

T21

36

9

Section B, Image #1 Filename
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M
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DESCRIPTION

TAG

SIZE COL

M

DESCRIPTION

2

Section B, Image #1 Title

T44

50

2

Section D, Image #4 Title

36

9

Section B, Image #2 Filename

T45 *

36

9

Section E, Image #1 Filename

T24

50

2

Section B, Image #2 Title

T25

36

9

Section B, Image #3 Filename

T26

50

2

Section B, Image #3 Title

T27

36

9

Section B, Image #4 Filename

T28

50

2

Section B, Image #4 Title

T29

36

9

Section C, Image #1 Filename

T30

50

2

Section C, Image #1 Title

T31

36

9

Section C, Image #2 Filename

T32

50

2

Section C, Image #2 Title

T33

36

9

Section C, Image #3 Filename

T34

50

2

Section C, Image #3 Title

T35

36

9

Section C, Image #4 Filename

T36

50

2

Section C, Image #4 Title

T37

36

9

Section D, Image #1 Filename

T38

50

2

Section D, Image #1 Title

T39

36

9

Section D, Image #2 Filename

T40

50

2

Section D, Image #2 Title

T41

36

9

Section D, Image #3 Filename

T42

50

2

Section D, Image #3 Title

T43

36

9

Section D, Image #4 Filename

NOTE: This field has in the past been
overloaded and used for other
purposes such as Data Protection
marker. Such data should now be
held in Tag T82
T46 *

50

2

Section E, Image #1 Title
NOTE This field has in the past been
overloaded and should no longer be
used for any purpose other than the
Image title #1 for section E

T47 *

36

9

Section E, Image #2 Filename

T48 *

50

2

Section E, Image #2 Title

T49 *

36

9

Section E, Image #3 Filename

T50 *

50

2

Section E, Image #3 Title

T51 *

36

9

Section E, Image #4 Filename

T52 *

50

2

Section E, Image #4 Title

T53 *

36

9

Section F, Image #1 Filename

T54 *

50

2

Section F, Image #1 Title

T55 *

36

9

Section F, Image #2 Filename

T56 *

50

2

Section F, Image #2 Title

T57 *

36

9

Section F, Image #3 Filename

T58 *

50

2

Section F, Image #3 Title

T59 *

36

9

Section F, Image #4 Filename
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T60 *

50

T61 *
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DESCRIPTION

TAG

SIZE COL

2

Section F, Image #4 Title

T78

10

36

9

Section G, Image #1 Filename

T62 *

50

2

Section G, Image #1 Title

T63 *

36

9

Section G, Image #2 Filename

T64 *

50

2

Section G, Image #2 Title

T65 *

36

9

Section G, Image #3 Filename

T66 *

50

2

Section G, Image #3 Title

T67 *

36

9

Section G, Image #4 Filename

T68 *

50

2

Section G, Image #4 Title

T69 *

36

9

Section H, Image #1 Filename

T70 *

50

2

Section H, Image #1 Title

T71 *

36

9

Section H, Image #2 Filename

T72 *

50

2

Section H, Image #2 Title

T73 *

36

9

Section H, Image #3 Filename

T74 *

50

2

Section H, Image #3 Title

T75 *

36

9

Section H, Image #4 Filename

T76 *

50

2

Section H, Image #4 Title

T77

M
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M

DESCRIPTION
BLANK OR Birth date if specified. Used
for determining youth processing such
as fee reduction or awards.
The date MUST be specified as
yyyy-mm-dd DO NOT USE /
NOTE use of this tag is incompatible
with using MUSKOVAC for creating
the Image List File

T79

1

if Y, then purchase of CD /DVD/Printed
catalog, otherwise no purchase.
NOTE use of this tag is incompatible
with using MUSKOVAC for creating
the Image List File

T80 *

1

If Y , then exclude this person's images
from any award or HM consideration. If
N , then do not exclude. If Y or N, do
not check name in WATCH.TXT list.
Tag set manually depending on
external considerations such a
sanctions - see page (84)
Only permitted values are Y, YES, N,
NO (or lower case equivalent)
Blank or other values are ignored.

DO NOT USE this tag
T81 *

1

member of sponsoring club (Y/-)
This tag overrides T11 BUT if T81 is
not a permitted value, then T11 is used
to indicate membership.
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DESCRIPTION

TAG

1

Can data be passed to others under
Data Protection (Y/-)

T90

T83 *

10

PSA membership number

T84 *

10

FIAP membership number

T85 *

10

This is an unstructured field which can
be used for holding any data.

35

This is an unstructured field which can
be used for holding any data.

T87 *

35

Photographic Club

T88 *

if in test mode, this field always starts
with TEST_.

X

Status (case insensitive) (only the first
four characters are significant)

NOTE The DELETED, NOT PAID,
DECLINED, PARTIAL, AWAITING
FEES, REJECTED, BANNED or
BEING PROCESSED, WITHDRAWN
status means that the entry will not be
included in the Image List files - all
other status values will include the entry
in the Image List

OR

T89 *

DESCRIPTION

NOTE The DELETED status means the
entry will not be included in the Status
Reports - all other values are included

XNUM in the format X999-999-9999
which includes two special bi-directional
checksums using the DAMM algorithm
GEN - Global Exhibitor Number in an
unstructured format

M

The program takes note of NOT PAID,
PARTIAL, DELETED, DECLINED,
AWAITING FEES, REJECTED,
BANNED, WITHDRAWN and BEING
PROCESSED. Any other status is
regarded as paid

Club membership number in K-Salon
on-line entry system
T86 *

SIZE COL

T91

Notes
Usually has the number of images
entered in each section

T92

Free tag for notes
However, if any notes are encountered
on this tag during PROCESS TAG
FILES, you have the option to have the
notes appear in the STATUS HTML

T93 *

UGAN - unique global amendment
number:date in yyyy/mm/dd - updated
by the On-Line Entry system
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'Locked' or blank or password

When the K-Salon program writes out a new Image List file, all entries
and all columns are written out for all sections. Only the score, tie
break 1, tie break 2 and awards columns pertaining to the section
being processed are altered - all other data is written out as found in
the Image List file which was read in.

T95 *

Telephone number

There is one line for each image in the salon.

T96 *

Group payment reference

T97 *

Payment figures as three letter
currency code:early bird fee:full
fee:amount paid

Subsequent generations of the file are produced as saves from the
scoring program and/or K-Salon.

TAG

SIZE

COL

T94 *

M

DESCRIPTION
Entry Lock status

The file has no specific order and can be sorted on any basis. The
reading programs must accept out of sequence records.

T98 *

Set to Y if entrant has requested airmail
delivery of catalogue other wise ignored

If a field consists only of a hyphen or two consecutive hyphens, then it
is assumed to be empty

T99 *

Print resolution as one of:

The standard name for the image list file is

blank ( not applicable), Destroy, Return,
Forward

_Image List-xxx.txt
where xxx is an incremental number from 001 to 900
If the salon is in a circuit, the file will be named
_(y)_Image List-xxx.txt

Image List file

where y is the lead letter of the salon in the circuit.

This file is a tab delimited ASCII text file with a TXT file extension.
In the original 21 column format,
a) column 21 has been overloaded and has more than one
interpretation. If the MEMAWARDS parameter in the CONTROL.INI
file is set to NO, then the last part of the contents of column 21
must be Y N YES or NO (case insensitive). This is required in order
to determine if the entrant is a member of the sponsoring club.
b) an image is designated as being a special image if the title
commences with or ends with a subset code specified for the
section. For example (W) for wildlife or (C) for creative
The column letters refer to their identity in a spreadsheet.

COL

SIZE

TAG

DESCRIPTION

VALUE (1)
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1A

5

2B

50

TAG
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DESCRIPTION

VALUE (1)

COL

SIZE

Unique sequential image
reference number
assigned by the
software. The reference
number is retained
during all aspects of the
process

1 to total
number of
entries

4D

8

even

image title

required

T14 to
T76

NOTE: if the section has
categories, then the title
must have the
appropriate 2 character
category code at the
front followed by one
underscore.

Must not have
any missing
numbers

5E

3

score

DESCRIPTION

VALUE (1)

first tie break

numeric

OR for a print section
with random scoring, a
bit flag showing which
judges have scored.
Reset to 0 when all
scored

blank or 0= no
tie 1 break

second tie break - not
defined if tie break 1 is
zero (2)

numeric

OR for a print section
with random scoring, the
current sum of entered
scores. Score transferred
to column 3 and Tie2 set
to 0 when all judges
have scored

NOTE: wildlife pictures
can have (W) appearing
at either the front or the
back of the title. If there
are categories, then the
(W) must be at the back.
3C

8

TAG

blank or 0= no
tie 2 break
can be blank or
dash
range 0 to 36

36

award or blank

can be blank or
dash

7G

4

section - numeric value
with 1=A, 2=B, 3=C,
4=D, 5=E, 6=F, 7=G,
8=H

required

round within section numeric value

required

can be blank or
dash
a negative score
means this entry
has been
effectively
deleted

For random
print judging
value in range 0
to 14

6F
numeric
0= no score

can be blank or
dash

8H

4

numeric
1 to 8

numeric
1 to 4
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COL

SIZE

TAG

DESCRIPTION

VALUE (1)

COL

SIZE

TAG

DESCRIPTION

VALUE (1)

9I

36

odd

image file name (JPG
type)

required

21 U

20

T11

Overloaded field used
for multiple purposes.
Field to be retained due
to use in current salons

optional value

T13 to
T75

JPG image file must
exist

can be blank or
dash

Field has been PSA
number but has also
been used for other
purposes which can lead
to confusion in the future.
Where used to indicate
membership of
sponsoring club the final
word must be Y N YES
or NO (case insensitive)

10 J

36

file name of the entry box required
with entrant details (TXT)

11 K

36

T01

Surname of entrant

required

12 L

36

T02

Given name of entrant

required

13 M

36

T03

Photo honours /
distinctions

can be blank or
dash

14 N

36

T04

Address line 1

required

15 O

36

T05

Address line 2

can be blank or
dash

16 P

36

T06

City / town

can be blank or
dash

17 Q

36

T07

State / province / county
/ region

can be blank or
dash

18 R

20

T08

zip / post code

can be blank or
dash

Notes:

19 S

36

T09

country name

required

(1)

20 T

50

T10

email address

required

Software internal value shown. Blank will be converted to a “-“
when the file is saved; and a “-“ will be converted to a blank
when the file is read.

(2)

Tie breaks can be used in many ways and will not necessarily
follow this rule. However, if the file is to be used in the K-Salon
software, the field must be blank, dash or numeric. Non-numeric
values are not accepted by K-Salon and the file will be rejected.

This field is normally a
copy of Tag T11 BUT if
creating the Image List
using K-SALON, this
field can be a copy of
any of the detail tags
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APPENDIX D - ACCEPTANCE SPREADSHEET
All PSA and FIAP recognized exhibitions must submit a spreadsheet
detailing the exhibition acceptances.
For PSA this spreadsheet is best downloaded from the PSA website;
for FIAP the spreadsheet is usually supplied as part of the recognition.
The acceptance details for the spreadsheets can be produced by the
K-Salon software.

Country File
The PSA spreadsheet includes a list of acceptable countries. This list
has been incorporated into the K-Salon software and is used for
checking the acceptability of the countries mentioned in the Image List
file.

The data will be placed in the clipboard ready for direct pasting and
will also be stored in a report file as a tab delimited text file.

Acceptance Data
The last part of the process, is to place the acceptance data in the
clipboard ready for direct pasting into the spreadsheet. Position the
mouse in the top left corner of the acceptance list and press Control+V
to paste in the full list. The data is also stored in a report file as a tab
delimited text file.
If you specified the JUDGES.TXT file, the acceptance data is placed
in the clipboard after you have clicked on OK for the judges details.

PSA Output File

If an entrant country is not in the list, the reading of the Image List file
will produce a message detailing the affected record. The user is then
permitted to add the name of the country as it appears in the Image
List file along with the PSA acceptable name for the country. This,
therefore allows entrants to perhaps misspell a name or use a local or
slightly different variant. For example whereas 'Republic of Ireland'
may be acceptable during the entry submission process, the PSA
requires the name to be logged as 'Ireland'. The K-Salon list already
includes this country variant and outputs Ireland where the entrant has
specified Republic of Ireland.

For the PSA spreadsheet, the acceptance file produced by the
K-Salon program is produced as a tab delimited file ready for pasting
into the PSA spreadsheet.

If a country name is entered in this file but the entry is later found to be
incorrect, it can be removed as detailed on page (125)

Judges Details

The columns in the file are :
1:

Family name

2:

Given name

3:

Country

4:

Image title

5:

Identification details as one of GEN, PSA number, email address
or blank

6:

Award column
G if a PSA Gold medal

Both the PSA and FIAP reporting spreadsheets require the details of
the judges. If you have included the JUDGES.TXT file as specified in
Appendix Y (375), then the data preparation process for both the PSA
and FIAP spreadsheets will also prepare the data in the format
required for these reports.

P if other PSA medal
M if a medal but not a PSA medal
T for any other award not a medal but higher than an HM
H if any type of Honourable Mention
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A for accepted but no award and no HM

FIAP Output File
For the FIAP spreadsheet, the acceptance file produced by the
K-Salon program is produced as a tab delimited file ready for pasting
into the FIAP spreadsheet. As with all spreadsheet text type files, the
first line of the file has the column headings and should not be pasted
into the spreadsheet.
1.

Family name

2.

Given name

3.

Country

4.

Image title

5.

Name of any FIAP award

6.

Name of any other award such as PSA, HM
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APPENDIX E - ACTIVE KEYS IN THE LIGHT BOX
When using the light box, image selection, movement, award
processing, flagging, etc is controlled through the mouse and the
keyboard. The following keys and actions are active in the various
light boxes.
NOTE: Pressing function key F11 while in any of the light boxes will
display all of the active keys pertaining to that level of the light box.
Level 1 is the multi-image light box
Level 2 is the single image light box
Level 3 is the expansion light box permitting zooming of the image
In Level 1, the following buttons appear with the indicated actions:

The keys available depend upon the action being taken - making
awards, allocating HM or checking before closing. However there are
common active keys as shown below. The additional action
dependent keys are listed after the common keys. The checking
phase does not have any additional action keys.

COMMON KEYS LEVEL 1 - Multi Image Screen
ITEM

FUNCTION / EFFECT

Left click

selects the image

Right click

shows full size image up one level

ESC

takes you back to the light box control screen

Home

first image

End

last image

Right arrow

advance one image

Down Arrow

next row of images

PageDN

next page of images

Left arrow

go back one image

Up Arrow

previous row of images

PageUP

previous page of images

MOUSE WHEEL

scrolls forward and backward one image

SPACE

shows details pertaining to the selected image

SHIFT+SPACE

details with profile information and barcode

ENTER

closes information panel (such as status or
image information)

x or X

swaps between 4 and 20 image light boxes

d or D

drops an image - requires confirmation
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COMMON KEYS LEVEL 3 - Zooming Light Box
COMMON KEYS LEVEL 2 - Single Image Screen

OPERATION

CONTROLS

ITEM

FUNCTION/EFFECT

To change image size

MOUSE WHEEL - change image size

Right click

shows image in zooming light box

ESC

takes you back to multi-image light box

position mouse on image RIGHT CLICK - expand image
at point of interest
DOUBLE CLICK - contract image

Home

first image

End

last image

Right arrow,
Down arrow,
PageDN

next image

Left arrow,
Up arrow,
PageUP

previous image

t or T

toggles automatic showing of image title and any
assigned award in light box

To move the image

CTRL+LEFT MOUSE - drag & drop

position mouse on image

WHEEL+SHIFT - move vertical
WHEEL+CTRL - move horizontal

NOTE: Level 3 does not have any action dependent keys

ACTION KEYS - While assigning awards
ITEM

FUNCTION/EFFECT

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

toggles flag marker

F1

shows all extracted images

d or D

drops an image - requires confirmation

F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

shows all images with these flags

MOUSE WHEEL

scrolls forward and backward one image

CTRL+F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

clears all of these flags

SPACE

shows details pertaining to the selected image

SHIFT+F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

turns ON all of these flags

SHIFT+SPACE

details with profile information and barcode

F7

shows all images with any flags

F8

shows all images with awards assigned

F9

reset Flag 6 to be on for all unallocated
images by an author for whom at least
one image has been allocated an award

c or C

clears all flags for the selected image

a or A

assign or remove an award

q or Q

marks an image as queried
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ITEM

FUNCTION/EFFECT

I want to xxx in a Light Box

s or S

shows current flag marker counts

REQUEST

KEY

w or W

shows current awards allocation status

Turn ON a marker

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Turn OFF a marker

type in marker you want
turned off

ACTION KEYS - While allocating Honourable Mentions
ITEM

FUNCTION/EFFECT

Turn ON all specific markers

Shift+F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

toggles flag marker and if now on,
turns off other marker

Turn OFF all specific marker

Control+F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

Show only those with specific marker

F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

F1

shows all images without awards

Assign an award to selected image

a

F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

shows all images with these flags

Remove award from selected image

a

CTRL+F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

clears all of these flags

Change between 4 and 20 light box

x

SHIFT+F2, F3, F4, F5, F6

turns ON all of these flags

Single image light box

F7

shows all images with any flags

right click
image

F9

reset Flag 6 to be on for all images by
an author for whom at least one image
has been allocated an award or for all
images with flag 2 on for which at least
one other image by the same author
also has flag 2 on

Return to multi light box

ESC

Show title

space bar

Show how many images have markers

s

Examine image in zoom control

right click

c or C

clears all flags for the selected image

s or S

shows current flag marker counts

Identify images by authors who have F9
already been assigned at least one
award (or have another image marked
with flag 2 in the HM LIGHTBOX) by
setting flag 6 on

mouse

over
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APPENDIX F - ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
Whereas the parameters defining the nature of the salon (such as
name, sections, image size, etc) are defined in the CONTROL.INI and
AWARDS files (see Appendices A - page (305) and B - page (309)
respectively), there are other parameters which affect the operation of
the K-Salon program.
Although these parameters have default factory settings, they can be
adjusted to suit your particular mode or style of operation.
To amend these controls, start K-Salon, point to the [WORK] folder
and then click on the ADMIN&BACKGROUND command and then
select the ADMIN&ACTIVATION command.
As indicated in the name of this command, this screen is also used for
entering the activation code (see page (72)
The ADMIN screen includes a RESET command which will reset all of
the parameters back to the default settings.

In the single image light box, there is no standard visual
information shown regarding the image. Instead a
confirmation panel is displayed for a short time and then
automatically removed.
This parameter controls the length of time for the display of
the award notification panel before automatic removal .
(Note: removal can be effected immediately by pressing
the ENTER key).
This parameter can have a value between 0.1 and 3.0
seconds (default 0.75 seconds)
3: TITLE DISPLAY TIME
In the single image light box, pressing the character 't'
toggles the automatic display of the image title when
going to the next picture

The controls on this screen are as follows

If title display is on, this parameter controls the length of
time for the display before automatic removal . (Note:
removal can be effected immediately by pressing the
ENTER key).

1: ACTIVATION

This parameter can have a value between 0.1 and 3.0
seconds (default 2.00 seconds)

If you have not yet activated the product, then enter the 11
character activation code in the entry box and click on
PROCESS.
If you have already activated the product, then this entry
box will not be shown and a message will be displayed
indicating that the product has been activated.
2: TIME FOR AWARD NOTIFICATION
When an award is assigned in the multi-image light box
screen, the thumbnail images will show the award
number in alongside the image. This acts as confirmation
that the award has been assigned.

4: TIME FOR FLAG NOTIFICATION
When an image is flagged with one of the held markers (2
through 6) in the multi-image light box screen, the
thumbnail images will show the current flag markers
alongside the image. This acts as confirmation that the
flag has been assigned or removed.
In the single image light box, there is no standard visual
information shown regarding the image. Instead a
confirmation panel is displayed for a short time and then
automatically removed.
This parameter controls the length of time for the display of
the flag notification panel before automatic removal .
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(Note: removal can be effected immediately by pressing
the ENTER key).
This parameter can have a value between 0.1 and 3.0
seconds (default 0.75 seconds)
5: YOUR NAME FOR HONOURABLE MENTION
As detailed on page (124), the K-Salon program allows you
to have a different name for the commendation given to
high scoring images which did not receive an award.
Whereas the standard default is 'Honourable Mention',
this can be changed in this screen
The new name must be at least 5 characters long. The
format will be set to capitalize the leading character of
each word in the entry. If this does not produce an
acceptable pattern, retype the required letters
NOTE: changing this name will not affected the Image List
file which will continue to output HM in column 6 of the
Image List file - see page (312)
6: IMAGE EXTRACTION WARNING LIMIT
Before assigning awards and honourable mentions, the
relevant top scoring images need to be extracted and
placed in the K-Salon workspace. Since all of these
images will appear in the light box and since the default
action is that all extracted images which do not receive
an award or assigned an honourable mention, it is
recommended that the number of images extracted is
kept to the required minimum.
This control will issue a warning message if the number of
images to be extracted for a section exceeds the control
value.
The permitted range is for this warning message is 50 to
250 with a default value of 100. The value must be less
than the absolute limit defined in parameter 7

7: IMAGE EXTRACTION ABSOLUTE LIMIT
Before assigning awards and honourable mentions, the
relevant top scoring images need to be extracted and
placed in the K-Salon workspace. Since all of these
images will appear in the light box and since the default
action is that all extracted images which do not receive
an award or assigned an honourable mention, it is
recommended that the number of images extracted is
kept to the required minimum.
This control will limits the number of images which can be
extracted for a particular section. The purpose of this
control is to prevent inadvertent extraction of excessive
images.
The permitted range is for this control is 100 to 400 with a
default value of 200. The value must be greater than the
warning point defined in parameter 6.
8: DEMO MODE CUT-OFF SIZE
When operating in DEMO mode, the program will reduce
the number of entries in the Image List file to a maximum
number as defined by this parameter. The purpose of
such a reduction to produce a smaller Image List file
during demonstration or when using the program prior to
activation (see page (69). The automatic reduction of the
number of entries enables genuine large live Image List
files to be used for demonstrating and testing without the
need to create your own testing file.
This control defines the upper limit on the number of entries
per section that will be retained in DEMO mode. The
permitted range is 50 to 250 per section with a default
value of 150.
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9: INITIAL ZOOM SIZE FOR IMAGE EXAMINATION
The third level of the light box (page (enables you to
examine an image in greater detail at higher zoom
percentages. This control determines the initial zoom
percentage used when you go into this light box. The
zoom factor is reset to this control value upon each entry
to this light box.
Select the desired value from the list of pre-set percentages
displayed in the drop down box. The default value is 50%
in order to see the full image on entry to this light box.
10: EXT-WINNER EXTRACT ON SEPARATE LINE
The extract of all award winners (see page (212) contains
the name of the award, the name of author, the country
and title of the image in a tab delimited format suitable for
use in a spreadsheet.
The standard format for this extract is to have each award
on a separate line with the information presented in
columns on that line. However, if this extract is to be
used for pasting into a catalogue, it may be desirable to
have the award appearing on its own line above the
winners details.
Setting this tick box ON, means that in the extract, the
award name will appear on its own line in column one
followed on the next line with the image details also
starting in column one
11: SPACE BAR INFORMATION SHOWS SCORE
When in the multi image or single image light boxes,
pressing on the SPACE BAR will display details about
the image. This display will include a command button to
show the score for this particular image in addition to the
standard information.

This control allows you to have the score information
included automatically in the display when pressing just
the SPACE BAR.
12: SPACE BAR INFORMATION SHOWS PROFILE
When in the multi image or single image light boxes,
pressing on the SPACE BAR will display details about
the image. Pressing SHIFT+SPACE BAR will in addition
show the profile used in the image.
This control allows you to have the profile information
included automatically in the display when pressing just
the SPACE BAR.
13: doPDF WRITER LOADED
The K-Salon program integrates directly with the doPDF
writer when creating documents that should be converted
to PDF format. As explained on page (56), if this software
is not present on your system when you first run K-Salon,
you will be given the opportunity to install this PDF writer.
It is recommended that you do so.
However, if you did not install it at that time, you can request
installation via this screen.
If the screen shows a tick box for doPDF, then ticking this
box and clicking on PROCESS will initiate installation of
the doPDF writer.
NOTE: you do not need to be linked to the internet to
undertake this installation as the necessary files are all
included in the K-Salon software.
14: RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE
15: CAPITALIZATION FOR IMAGE TITLES IN REPORTS, ETC
Due to the variability in the way in which the image titles are
entered during the data entry process, it is usually
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deemed desirable to impose a standard on the
presentation of the titles in reports and extracts.
Through this control you have four options:
1 IMAGE TITLES APPEAR IN ALL UPPERCASE
2 Image Titles Appear With The First Character In
Uppercase
3 Image Titles Appear with the First Character in
Uppercase but with Some Words Remaining in Lower
Case
4 The title as specified in the Image List file. NOTE: use
this option if you have amended the titles in the Image
List Direct facility.
See page (121) for further details.
16: INCLUSION OF AIRMAIL WORDS IN ADDRESS
If you have arranged for the T98 tag to be set to YES, then
the program can automatically add the word AIRMAIL to
the address labels according to the following pattern
1 AIRMAIL appears as the first line above the entrant's
name
2 AIRMAIL appears as the last line below the country
name
3 AIRMAIL appears the right of the country name on the
same line
4 The word AIRMAIL is not added to the label
The default setting is number 3 - AIRMAIL on the same line as the
country
17: ORGANIZER'S EMAIL CONTACT ADDRESS
Some of the reports, etc produced by K-Salon make
reference to the organizer's email address. For example

the ACCEPTANCE LIST report asks the recipient to send
corrections back to the stated email address.
If you specify an email address, it must contain one @
symbol and be at least 6 characters long
18: ACPT IN AWARDS COLUMN
If this control is ticked, then in the Image List file, if an entry
has been accepted but has not awards or HM's, then the
letters ACPT will be put in the awards column (column 6)
of the Image List file.
If not ticked, then column 6 of the Image List file will only
show awards and HM's.
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APPENDIX G - SAMPLE IMAGE DATA

_IMAGE LIST-003.TXT file has Section 2 fully and Section 1 partially
scored

Different Systems

_IMAGE LIST-004.TXT file has Section 2 fully and Section 1 partially
scored

If you create a standard projected image demo system with or without
categories, then full sample data with Image List files will be produced
as detailed below.
If you create a print based demo system, then sample tag files with
their images and labels will be produced. The labels need to be
printed and then wanded in as if they were attached to actual prints.
You will then be able to clean up the entry and create an Image List
file. This can then be used in the scoring module to try the various
scoring options.
If you create a triptych demo system, four samples will be created
demonstrating the four different styles of presentation. Again, you will
need to create an Image List file.
All sample data is placed in the SAMPLE folder within the [WORK]
folder.

_IMAGE LIST PREVIOUS.TXT file uses the same title and JPG file
names but has various awards and HM already assigned. It is
provided for demonstrating the BACK-LOAD facility (page
(273)

Category Option
When you create a sample system, you are given the option to have
either a Standard system or a system with Categories (see page (267)
. If you choose to have a Category system, then the image titles of the
Nature images will be amended to start with the category codes
shown in the ensuing table, e.g. Cat = ge means that ge_ will have
been prepended to the title name for category General.
The file names are the same - just the image titles are different.

File Names
The standard sample data created by the system for testing and
evaluation purposes consists of the following images. Both the images
and the Image List files are located in folder SAMPLE within the
[WORK] folder.
The image file name is Z_IMAGE_nn.JPG
number as shown below.

_IMAGE LIST-005.TXT file has both sections fully scored

where nn is the NUM

A MEM value of yes indicates that the entrant is a member of the club
sponsoring the salon.

The Category codes used for the sample system are defined in
Appendix I on page (333)

NUM

TITLE

MEM

WIDTH

HEIGHT

PROFILE

01

Venice lady at
the gate

YES

259

760

Adobe RGB (1998)

02

Goodwood
revival

NO

1024

430

NO PROFILE

03

Carnival in
Venice

YES

1000

667

NO PROFILE

04

Flames above
the old factory

NO

1024

683

ProPhoto RGB

_IMAGE LIST-000.TXT file has nothing scored
_IMAGE LIST-001.TXT file has Section 2 fully scored with tie breaks
_IMAGE LIST-002.TXT file has Section 2 fully and Section 1 partially
scored
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NUM

TITLE

MEM

WIDTH

HEIGHT

PROFILE

NUM

TITLE

MEM

WIDTH

HEIGHT

PROFILE

05

Atlantic Express
arriving

NO

1024

681

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

24

Gondolas
awaiting

NO

1024

451

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

06

Swan song

NO

1024

681

Kodak Precision MCC
v2.0

25

Midnight gala

NO

861

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

26

Best Of Friends

YES

908

681

NO PROFILE

07

"Rialto Bridge,
{Venice"

NO

1024

683

EPSON sRGB

08

speeding 68

YES

1024

488

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

NO

511

768

ProPhoto RGB

09

Atlantic Coast
Express

NO

466

700

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

NO

1024

681

ColorMatch RGB

10

Tour de force

YES

1024

681

NO PROFILE

11

Standing
express

NO

1024

681

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

NO

1024

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

12

A photo
opportunity

NO

727

727

NO PROFILE

1024

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

Hidden eyes

NO

1024

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

Grizzly coming
out of water

YES

13
14

Korean embrace

NO

768

768

NO PROFILE

Cat = ge

15

Thomas in the
shed

YES

511

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

YES

1000

750

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

16

Signal control

NO

511

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

1024

571

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

Ladies in black

NO

1024

683

Grayscale no profile

(W) Grizzly
standing

NO

17
18

Venice by day

NO

1024

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

Cat = mm

19

The Old Cart in
Snow

NO

1024

681

NO PROFILE

NO

511

768

Adobe RGB (1998)

20

Gray sky - gray
lady

NO

467

700

unknown RGB

1000

665

NO PROFILE

Night time fire

YES

1024

681

Adobe RGB (1998)

(W) Grizzly at
river edge

NO

21
22

Forest swirl

NO

1024

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

Cat = mm

23

The essence of
yesterday

NO

1024

475

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

YES

1024

681

NO PROFILE

Cat = ge
27

(W) cougar
Cat = mm

28

(W) Mountain
lion
Cat = mm

29

Grizzly yawning
Cat = ge

30

31

Charlie
Cat = mm

32

33

(W) Grizzly in
river
Cat = mm

34

35

Staring
Cat = ge
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NUM

TITLE

MEM

WIDTH

HEIGHT

PROFILE

36

(W) Goose

NO

1016

768

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

NO

1024

681

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

NO

1024

681

NO PROFILE

YES

1024

768

Grayscale no profile

NO

900

599

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

NO

1024

688

sRGB v1.31 (Canon)

NO

1024

410

sRGB IEC61966-2.1

Cat = bi
37

Charlie in a well
known tree
Cat = ge

38

Goose standing
Cat = bi

39

You just
disturbed me
Cat = ge

40

(W) Grizzly
swimming
Cat = mm

41

(W) Puffin
Cat=bi

42

(W) Yellowstone
spring
Cat=ge
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APPENDIX H - QUICK INSTALL NOTES
These notes are present as a separate file in the download zip file
containing the program. They are included here for completeness.

INSTALLATION
Having opened up or unzipped the delivery file, double click on the
K_SALON_SETUP.EXE file. This will install the program and the
necessary background software. During installation, accept all of
the defaults. Upgrades can be installed directly.
The installation process will create three desktop icons - one for the
program, one for the manual and one for the selector's notes.

program will generate a new work space (based on the name of the
current work space) and load it with all necessary files and sample
data. The sample Image List files and images will be placed in subfolder SAMPLE in this new work space. Copying and data creation
takes about 15 seconds after which the K-Salon program will stop.
You can then go back into K-Salon, select the new test work space
and the latest of the Image List files found in the SAMPLES folder.

RUNNING K-SALON
To run the program, double click on the desktop icon for the
program.
If this is your first time using K-Salon, when you run the program

The selectors notes are to be given to the selectors so they can
understand what K-Salon will be doing for them

a) Click on SELECT WORK SPACE and point to the work space
you just created

CREATE WORK SPACE

b) Then select YES to all of the questions you are asked.

The next step is to create a working folder where K-Salon will place
its operational files, reports, etc. This folder can be on any drive but
in the beginning we would recommend your standard working
drive.

DEMONSTRATION vs LIVE MODE
Until activated with your unique activation code, the program will
operate in demonstration mode. See the manual for instructions on
activating the product.

The system will generate a sample system in another work
space and fill it with sample images and judging results. You
can then run K-Salon again and use the sample work space.
The user manual will appear in your screen - start with the
Introduction. The manual is in PDF with active page links.
Remember that before you use the proper work space, you will
need to amend the CONTROL.INI file and the AWARDS files.
Then when you go into K-Salon, select the proper work space.

LIVE DATA FOR THE SYSTEM

If you already know how to run K-Salon and wish to create another
instance (perhaps for another year of the salon)

For live running, you will need the complete salon data (Image List
files and images) in the same folder and format as used for judging.

a) Create your new work space and put correctly modified
CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files in this work space.

SAMPLE DATA

b) When asked if this is a new system, click on YES. You are now
ready to run live.

If you do not yet have any data, you can ask the K-Salon program
to create a sample system. When creating the sample system, the
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APPENDIX I - CATEGORY-n.TXT FILE

Example Category File

Defines Presence of Categories

For example the file could contain the following. (The > symbol
represents a tab character). This file is used in the demo sample
system created by K-Salon. In the sample system, there are no
images in the Amphibian category

If a section is to be divided into various categories, as described on
page (267), this is signified by the presence and contents of a
CATEGORY-n.TXT file in the [WORK] folder where 'n' is the section
code.
If there is no CATEGORY-n.TXT file for section 'n' in the [WORK]
folder, then by definition, section 'n' does not have categories.

1 > am > Amphibians
2 > bi > Birds
3 > mm > Mammals

If categories are defined for a section, then every title in that section
must have a valid category code at the start of the title.

4 > ge > General

Record Format

List as Used by PSA

The record format is number tab code tab description

The following list is used by the Nature Division of the PSA . Items ge
(General) and ls (Landscape/seascape) are not included in the PSA
Wildlife categories. The relevant category file is produced as part of
the sample demo system if you select the Nature Categories option
when creating your sample system.

where :
number is a sequential order in the range 1 to 99 The numbers 1 to 9
can have but do not need a leading zero. Although the number
is checked for uniqueness, it is not used within K-Salon
tab is the tab character
code is a two character unique code which identifies the category.
One of these codes will appear at the front of every title in the
Image List file for this section followed by an underscore. The
code is case insensitive but must be alphabetic
description is the description of the category as it will appear in the
various screen and reports throughout K-Salon. The description
must not contain any of the characters "{}/\.,;[]<>
Although the categories need to be defined with ascending numbers,
they do not need to be in the file in that order.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ge
am
bi
bo
fi
in
ls
mm
me
mu
re

General
Amphibians
Birds
Botany
Fungi
Insects
Landscape/seascape
Mammals
Marine
Mullosks
Reptiles
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country is the country name it would appear in tag T9 in the tag file see page (312)

Purpose

reason is the reason why the person is on the list. This could be
because of a ban OR because they have free entry

The WATCH.TXT file lists the names and countries of people whose
entries are to be monitored. It may be that you merely wish to know if
a specific person has entered or you may wish to apply some form of
sanction or exclusion as detailed on page (84)
If there is a WATCH.TXT file present, then the program will always
produce a WATCH_LIST.RTF report whenever the PROCESS TAG
FILES command is run.

File Location

This field is optional
Note that if your are unsure of the exact name the person could use,
you can create more than one record with slight spelling or
abbreviation variants.
A line beginning with * is treated as a comment and ignored.
The Watch file is case insensitive.

The WATCH.TXT file is to be created and stored in the [WORK]
folder. This is the same folder used for the CONTROL.INI and
AWARDS-n.TXT files.

NOTE: We would suggest that you produce the WATCH.TXT file as a
WORD or NOTEPAD document and save as a TXT file. If you
produce the watch list in an EXCEL document, make sure that you do
not include any column headings. If the file does have column
headings, this will generate an error message.

Record Format

Example Watch File

Unlike most of the other data files, the WATCH file has a variable
format. The program only reads the first three columns. You can have
additional columns for your own purposes - these will be ignored
during processing.

For example the file could contain the following. (The > symbol
represents a tab character). This file is used in the demo sample
system created by K-Salon.

If you do add additional columns, then there must be a tab marker
after the country column.

*Keith is to be removed
k>MEndall>England

The record format is first name tab surname tab country tab reason

keith>mendall>england

where :

Jeremy>Whittlestone>New Zealand

first name is the person's given or first name as it would appear in tag
T2 in the tag file - see page (312)
tab is the tab character
surname is the surname as it would appear in tag T1 in the tag file see page (312)
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APPENDIX K - MANUAL BACK LOAD
Purpose
The K-Salon program provides various reporting and analysis features
which some salon organizers have wanted to use with respect to
salons from previous years.
Although the K-Salon program includes an automated facility for
loading previously completed salons (see page (273), it is possible to
undertake the process manually. If you wish to do so, then you will
need to follow the ensuing steps.

5. In the work space, amend the template AWARDS files and if
necessary create more AWARDS files and ensure that each
has the correct award numbers and names - see Appendix B
page (309)
6. Open your spreadsheet program
7. In the spreadsheet program, open the latest fully completed
Image List file which we will refer to as FINAL.TXT

NOTE: If all you want to achieve is access to the reports and extracts,
we would recommend instead that you use the standard BACK LOAD
feature detailed on page (273),

8. In the spreadsheet program, SAVE AS with a new name
such as SPECIAL-RESULTS.TXT - THIS IS CRITICAL to
ensure you do not overwrite the real file ! If your
spreadsheet says something along the line of "a TXT file does
not have the full functionality etc of spreadsheet format - do
you really want to save as TXT file?" click on YES - you must
save as a TXT file.

Manual Rebuild Process

9. In the spreadsheet program, select all

If you wish to undertake the process manually (perhaps as an
exercise or practice) you will need to know for each section, exactly
how many awards were allocated, how many Honourable Mentions
were assigned, and how many images were accepted. If you have all
that information, then follow the ensuing pattern.
PREPARING THE SYSTEM AND THE DATA
1. Create a new empty work space
2. If you already have correctly formatted and amended
CONTROL.INI and AWARDS files, copy them into this work
space and go to step 6
3. Run K-Salon using this work space and answer the questions
in the following manner Message 032=YES, Message
189=NO, Message 241=NO. If Message 013 appears, click
YES
4. In the work space, amend the template CONTROL.INI file for
your salon details - see Appendix A page (305)

10. In the spreadsheet program, sort on column F descending this will sort all medal winners to the top
11. In the spreadsheet program, delete all rows which do not have
a MEDAL (yes delete the HM items) - it is assumed that your
ribbons have been identified as a MEDAL
12. In the spreadsheet program, select all
13. In the spreadsheet program, double sort on column G
ascending and then column A ascending
14. In the spreadsheet program, delete all columns H to the end
for all rows
15. In the spreadsheet program, delete columns C, D and E (this
will now leave you with 4 columns - reference number, title,
award and section)
16. In the spreadsheet program, save and close the spreadsheet
overwriting SPECIAL RESULTS.TXT - again you may be
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asked if you really want to save as a TXT file - again click on
YES - you want a TXT file
17. Close the spreadsheet program
18. Open your word processor

7. Click on EXTRACT IMAGES, If you get message 123, click on
YES and then enter the control number. This is merely a check
to ensure you do not inadvertently extract too many images.
8. Click on ASSIGN AWARDS

20. In the word processor, do page set-up as landscape

9. Check that the number of images extracted is what you expect
and that the number of awards is correct. (If either are wrong,
you will need to restart the process)

21. In the word processor, select all

10. Click on LIGHTBOX 20

22. In the word processor, set the tab markers so that each
column is aligned

11. Right click the mouse in the top left image

19. In the word processor, open the SPECIAL-RESULTS.TXT file

23. From the word processor program, print this document
24. Close the word processor without saving the document
RUNNING K-SALON
1. Run K-Salon and select your work space If Message 032
appears, click YES
2. Select FINAL.TXT as your Image List file
SELECTING EACH SECTION IN TURN
1. In the section box on the main screen, select the section

12. Type the character 't'. This will now show the title and
reference number of each successive image.
13. Using the right arrow on the keyboard, proceed through all of
the images, checking the reference number and title against
the list you printed out. Both are in the same order. NOTE: to
hide the title quickly and move on, press right arrow twice
14. If an image is mentioned in the list, then type the character 'a'
to bring up the awards screen, double click on the relevant
award and click on ASSIGN THE AWARD. Then proceed to
the next image.

2. click on SET ACCEPTANCE SCORE

15. Once all of the awards have been allocated, press ESC three
times to take you back to the main screen.

3. Looking down the CUM TOTAL column, double click on the
entry which has the number of acceptances for that section.

16. Click on ASSIGN HON MENTIONS

4. Click on SET ACCEPTANCE
5. Click on EXTRACT TOP IMAGES
6. Looking down the CUM TOTAL column double click on the
entry which is equal to the number of awards PLUS the
number of Honourable Mentions

17. If you did not use K-Salon, then it is highly unlikely that you
excluded any of the top images from receiving an Honourable
Mention - so click on PROCESS
18. Message 135 should appear showing the number of HM
assignments to be made - click YES
19. Click on CHECK & UPDATE RESULTS
20. Click on SELECT NEW FILE and in the navigation window
type in a suitable name such as _k_salon_n where n is the
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section number and click on SAVE. NOTE: the leading
underscore merely bubbles the file to the top of the folder list.
21. Click on PROCESS and in Message 139, click on YES
22. If Message 069 appears, click on YES
23. When Message 142 appears, click OK
24. Click on SECTION LEVEL REPORTS
25. Click on each of the report types and where suggested,
convert to PDF.
26. Repeat this sequence for the next section until all sections
have been processed
HAVING COMPLETED ALL SECTIONS
1. You can now click on SALON LEVEL ACTIONS
2. Click on each of the report types and where suggested,
convert to PDF
3. Close K-Salon
The reports and extracts will be in the REPORTS sub-folder in the
work space.
This completes the process.
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APPENDIX L - TITLE ADJUSTMENT FILE
Although you can choose to output the titles exactly as the authors
supplied them, this is usually not a great idea as many titles are
supplied in lower case, mixed case or upper case. If you want to
present a uniform approach, then you should select a reformatting
option as detailed on pages (121) and (325) .
One of the available options is to have the titles adjusted so that the
first character of each word is in upper case and the ensuing letters
are in lower case. Whereas this is common, it is often deemed that the
titles would look better if some of the words were in pure lower case.

removing words. . You can have embedded spaces, hyphens and
commas but the output word must contain exactly the same letters in
the same order.
There is a system limit of 250 items. However, if the second word
contains capitals, the entry counts as three items.

FIND

REPLACE WITH

FIND

REPLACE WITH

a

a

de

de

à

à

der

der

aber

aber

di

di

an

an

die

die

and

and

e

e

are

are

é

é

The file is formatted as word_a tab word_b

at

at

è

è

Where:

auf

auf

ein

ein

word_a is the word to find and is case insensitive

avec

avec

eine

eine

tab is the tab character

bajo

bajo

einen

einen

word_b is the format you want used and is case sensitive.

bei

bei

ele

ele

If word_b is in lower case, then the program will look for space
word_a space in the title and replace it with space word_b
space.

but

but

ella

ella

by

by

em

em

If word_b contains any upper case characters, then in addition to
looking for and replacing space word_a space, it will also look
for and replace word_a space if found at the start of the title and
space word_a if it is at the end of the title.

com

com

en

en

con

con

es

es

da

da

esso

esso

The ensuing table shows the default contents of the file as created by
K-Salon when you start the program. You can edit this file, adding or

dans

dans

est

est

das

das

et

et

For example: "Duck In The Pond" or "Duck in the Pond"
The program provides the option to have certain specified words in
lower case. These are specified in the TITLE_ADJUSTMENT.TXT file
in the [WORK] folder. The following default file is created when you
first run K-Salon. NOTE: this process is only applied if you explicitly
select it - the standard default is to convert the title to full capitals.
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FIND

REPLACE WITH

FIND

REPLACE WITH

FIND

REPLACE WITH

FIND

REPLACE WITH

il

il

par

par

une

une

wwi

WWI

in

in

pero

pero

unter

unter

wwii

WWII

is

is

por

por

von

von

y

y

ist

ist

são

são

with

with

it

it

sind

sind

l'

l'

sob

sob

la

la

sobre

sobre

le

le

son

son

les

les

sono

sono

ma

ma

sont

sont

mais

mais

sotto

sotto

mas

mas

sous

sous

mit

mit

su

su

o

o

sur

sur

oder

oder

the

the

of

of

to

to

ok

OK

über

über

ok,

OK,

um

um

on

on

un

un

or

or

una

una

ou

ou

und

und

over

over

under

under
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LIVE

When you create the [WORK] space and open K-Salon, it will create
many sub-folders within this space. Some of them will only be created
if you undertake specific actions .

holds the LIVE standard report_data.bin
and XML email files and the
ug03.jpg and ug04.jpg files

SAVES

holds copies of the SAVES of the email
settings

TEST

holds the output of all email actions done
in TEST mode

[WORK]
A_SPACE

ACP_THUM

CATCH
COPY_DETAILS

This folder is for your notes, copies etc.
This is where you might keep your
logo files, templates, etc
This

folder holds the acceptance
certificate thumbnails for all
entrants
with
7
or
more
acceptances. All files to be
uploaded to the web site

used for holding previous image list files
for detecting duplicated submission

EXTRACT

a folder which can be used for holding
tag file extracts

GALLERY

on-line gallery with both HTML and
images in compress JPG format.
NOTE: This folder is created when
needed and can be placed in a
different drive

LABELS

holds the label address files for merging
and the LAB_LIST_RTF report

used for holding copy of entry when
prints not received in time for
selection but entrant has paid

LIGHT_ROOM_SHOW
LANDSCAPE

holds landscape images prepared for
Lightroom processing

CAT_WIN

holds award winning images for the
Catalog excluding HM's

PORTRAIT

holds

CAT_ACPT

holds accepted non-winning images

TEMPLATE

contains the three campaign email lists
as described in Chapter 28.

holds the two templates supplied for
Lightroom processing

TEST

holds the test images for checking the
Lightroom processing.

CATALOG

E_LISTS
EMAILS

portrait image prepared
Lightroom processing

for

COPIES

holds copies of the plain text report cards

LOG

IMAGE LIST

holds the email friendly version of the
Image List file

holds log files showing the critical action
taken with respect to the sections.

QUERY

IMAGES

holds the logo and signature jpgs

if you have used the 'q' (query) command
in any of the light boxes, the image
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and the TAG file will be copied to
this folder
PCT

holds output from the analysis of scoring
patterns

PRINT_DETAILS

holds reports showing print submissions

REPORTS

holds all of the reports and extracts not
specifically held in other folders

SAMPLE

in DEMO mode, holds the image list and
TAG files for the demo system.

LOGOS

in DEMO, holds the demo logos for the
email system

WEB
holds copy of notad.jpg file used for
special uploading
holds a security copy of the latest details
for the on-line entry system
PHP

holds the PHP files and support files for
the on-line data entry system and
the report card mailing process

HTML

holds HTML viewable copies of the online data entry system

XXX??

SLIDE_SHOW
IMAGES

holds the images which have been titled
and processed for slide show
presentation

SAVES

holds the saves of the slide show
settings

WORK

internal work folder used during slide
show processing

SPLIT_PRINTS

STATUS

if doing a circuit which has print sections,
this folder is used for holding the
separate salon Image List files
holds a copy of PRE_STATUS_TEXT.txt
for easy access when doing on-line
status update

TAG_EDIT_BACKUP holds copies of all TAG files edited
locally

Internal K-Salon folders. DO NOT alter or
use the contents of these folders.

[IMAGE FOLDER]
The image folder is where all of the Image List files, TAG files,
JPG files, ZIP files, ZIP logs, etc are kept. You are advised to
take a copy of the full folder for security purposes AFTER all of
the TAG FILE PROCESSING has been done. This folder can
any name you like BUT unless you are running in DEMO mode,
this folder MUST NOT BE a sub-folder of the [WORK] space
SECURITY
This folder will also be used for holding security copies of
the critical files (award determination, etc). These are held
in sub-folder SECURITY (created by K-Salon) in
subfolders which are named with the date and time of the
save. If a general restore is required, the relevant data will
be extracted from these security copies.
SEC-???

These folders hold the security copies of
the critical files
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ODD_JPEG
This folder is only present if the TAG FILE PROCESS has
detected some unconventional JPEG images. It will
contain two sub-folders - SUBMITTED (with the original
images) and CONVERTED (with the converted images).
For further details and usage see page (77)
ORPHANS
This folder is to be used for holding any orphaned jpg files.
These are JPG files which are no longer required because
the entrant has removed one or more of their entries.
It will also hold the original submitted image for all images
detected as being unconventional JPEG images.
TRIPTYCH
This folder is created if you have any triptych sections.
When the triptych image is constructed a copy is placed in
this folder with a file name beginning with the surname of
the entrant. The files will also be copied out if you perform
a FULL CHECK in the PROCESS TAG FILES screen.
UNLOAD
This folder is used by the system during unzipping of the
download zip type files
[ZIP FOLDER]
This folder is used for holding the zip type files used for
downloading the data from the web (in zip, ksz or ksx format).
This folder can any name you like BUT unless you are running in
DEMO mode, this folder MUST NOT BE a sub-folder of the
[WORK] space OR the [IMAGE FOLDER]. If you are running a
subsequent salon, you must use a new folder - i.e. this folder
must only contain he data for this particular salon.
When you download a K-Salon zip or ksx file, it must be
copied/moved to this folder.

[+AUTO+]
If a folder with this name is present in a drive which is not the C
drive or the same as the drive used for the IMAGE FOLDER,
then a copy of all Image List file saves will be put in this folder as
an automatic backup along with the critical files for security
purposes.
In order to separate sample systems from live systems, a subfolder will be created and used within +AUTO+ where the subfolder name is based on the name of the work space.
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APPENDIX N - STANDARD XML FORMAT
Deprecated

The HTML sections do not include any of the <html> <head> and
<body> tags or their closing tags. These tags are part of the
template. This allows for special additional elements such as
references to the images.

As of Version 10.7, this option has been deprecated and will be
removed entirely in a later version.

If specified, the reference to the salon logo is to be placed after part
A and before part B.

Email Option 3 - Preformatted XML

If specified, the reference to the signature logo is to be placed
between parts B and C

This option has been removed as of
Option 3 of the emailing system (see page (235) produces a fully
formatted XML file which can be used by a generic email processor.
The processor does not need to have knowledge about the salon, its
sections or acceptance points. Everything is already prestructured in
the XML for direct HTML output.
For each email, the file includes a plain text version to be used in the
email as a plain text alternative.

The split into parts A, B and C allows the logo references to be
either references to a web site or references to an image stored
and encrypted within the email depending upon the template
processor.
The final email is therefore produced as follows:
SECTION

SOURCE

Where a salon or signature logo has been used, the JPG image will
have been optimized for email transmission.

email lead data such produced and inserted by template using
as address, cc and data from the XML file including
subject line
<email_address><cc_email><email_subject>

Email Production Process and Notes

"multipart/alternative"
details

inserted by template

NOTE:

"text/plain" details

inserted by template

None of the text items will include characters [ ] < & or > and all
non-standard ASCII characters will have been converted to their
&#nnn; HTML representation.
The plain text will be formatted with tabs line feeds and carriage
returns as required for presentation. NOTE that non-ASCII
characters will have been encoded as &#nnn; in order to meet
the XML standard requirement
Taking all three parts together, the HTML will be formatted to XML
standard using <BR/> where appropriate.

plain text from XML section <email_plain_text>
"text/html" details

inserted by template

<html><head>
<meta>

inserted by template followed by and
including any attributes or other elements
required

css styles from XML section <email_html_css> which
includes <style> and </style> tags
</head><body>

inserted by template
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SOURCE

html above logo from XML section <email_html_part_a> this
is fully formatted html for the body of the
message
salon logo reference

inserted by template if salon logo has been
specified. This will be a processor generated
reference to the salon logo name specified in
the XML

main body from XML section <email_html_part_b> this
is fully formatted html for the body of the
message
signature
reference

logo inserted by template if signature logo is
specified. This will be a processor generated
reference to the signature file name specified
in the XML

words under from XML section <email_html_part_c>
signature
</body></html>

inserted by template

"image/jpg" details

if logos are included in the email in encoded
format then inserted by the template from
the encoded jpg

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<xml_email_standard>
<email_count>
number of entrants - ie emails to be sent
</email_count>
<bcc_email>
your email address OR NONE
</bcc_email>
<salon_logo>
name of the salon logo file ug05.jpg OR

NOLOGO

</salon_logo>
<signature_logo>
name of the signature logo file ug06.jpg OR

NOSIG

</signature_logo>
<email_html_css>
<![CDATA[fully formatted copyright and CSS definitions for the
ensuing HTML]]>
</email_html_css>
<email_html_part_a>

XML Specification

<![CDATA[fully formatted HTML to go above the top logo ]]>
</email_html_part_a>

Items enclosed in { } are optional and will only be included if requested
in the specification screen and/or if not blank.
The layout of the title is done in accordance with the K-Salon controls.
The wording of the HM and AWARDS items follows the K-Salon
pattern as defined in the ADMIN section and the AWARDS files.

<email_html_part_c>
<![CDATA[fully formatted HTML to go below the signature logo
reference]]>
</email_html_part_c>
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<email_set>
<entrant_details>
<unique_identifier>
name of the TAG file as a unique entrant identifier. Not used
in the output email. NOTE: Due to the
prevalence of non-ASCII characters in the tag
filenames, this field will have had all non-ASCII
characters converted to &#nnn; format. It will
require conversion back to obtain the proper
filename.
</unique_identifier>
<email_address>
email address of the recipient
</email_address>
<email_subject>
subject line for the email
</email_subject>
<email_plain_text>
<![CDATA[plain text with linefeed carriage returns. NOTE
even though this is plain text without HTML
controls, it may have non-ASCII characters
encoded in &#nnn; format. These would need to
be unencoded before usage.]]>
</email_plain_text>
<email_html_part_b>
<![CDATA[fully formatted HTML to go below the top logo
reference but above signature logo reference this includes the image reports]]>
</email_html_part_b>

</entrant_details>
<!--... repeat <entrant_details> as necessary for all entrants-->
</email_set>
</xml_email_standard>
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APPENDIX O - PAYPAL SETUP AND PROCESSING
Caveat
This Appendix was correct at the time of creation. If PayPal have
altered some of their functionality or the location of that functionality or
the route to that functionality, you may need to seek guidance from
PayPal.

Purpose
The K-Salon On-Line entry system integrates directly with PayPal so
that payments can be recorded against the entrants. This saves a
considerable amount of time and reduces the chance of incorrect
allocation of payments.
Although the standard process is likely to be used for over 95% of the
entrants, there will always be some entrants who do not follow the
standard path. It is not possible or useful for the K-Salon On-Line
entry system to attempt to anticipate all deviant paths or unexpected
patterns.
Instead, if a payment does not follow the expected pattern, the details
are sent to the designated salon email address for personal attention.
NOTE: If your organization already uses IPN processing OR you are
running multiple concurrent salons from the same PayPal account,
then please read Chapter 26 (282)

IPN - The Basic Message
The salon PayPal account can be set up so that whenever someone
makes a payment to the salon PayPal account, PayPal will not only
send an email to the salon account holder but will also send an
electronic message to the On-Line entry system. This message is
known as an IPN (Instant Payment Notification).

Although the name implies a degree of urgency and rapid response,
the IPN messages can, in PayPal's own words, take a considerable
time to be generated and received. It is not a real time response.
This means that an entrant to the salon may have made the payment
but the On-Line system may not be aware of the payment for many
hours. You could in the meantime have downloaded the TAG file and
be under the impression that the entrant has not paid. As a
consequence, if an entrant appears not to have paid, it is important to
wait until at least the next zip download before concluding that in fact
payment has not been made.

Setting Up PayPal for IPN Processing.
Within PayPal, you will be telling the PayPal system to send the IPN
messages to a specific program - namely the On-Line entry program
used for standard data entry.
Be aware that once you have done so, then ALL payment messages
to that account will generate an IPN to the on-line data entry system,
even those which have nothing at all to do with the data entry process.
It is, therefore, recommended that where possible you set up a unique
PayPal account just for the on-line entry process.
However, if you are running more than one process using the same
PayPal account, do not be concerned - the K-Salon On-Line entry
system will only act on IPN messages which are structured in a
specific manner unique to the On-Line entry system - all other IPN
messages (including charge backs, reversals, etc) will be passed on
to the salon for manual processing.
1 Log into your PayPal account
2 If it is not in MY ACCOUNT, then click on the MY ACCOUNT tab
3 Click on the PROFILE option and select My Selling Preferences
4 Under Getting Paid and Managing risk select Instant Payment
Notifications and then click on Update
5 Read the words and then click on Choose IPN Settings
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6 In the Notification URL box enter the full web address to your LIVE
On-Line entry system OR, if you are using the SPLITTER option,
the full web address of the splitter.php program.

is altered to record the payment and the amended TAG file will be
downloaded with the next ZIP download. An email will be then be sent
to the IPN OK address specified in Step 8 of the On-Line specification.

For example, if in Step 9 of the On-Line specification you
specified that your LIVE entry system is called 'entry' and
your LIVE web page where this page is located is

If it cannot process the IPN (perhaps because it is an over payment or
a group payment), then an email is sent to the IPN Not Processed
address specified in Step 8 of the On-Line specification.

'http://www.greatsalon.com/salon'

In all cases, all 'payment' IPN's are logged in the _A_IPN_LOG.txt file
which is downloaded with the next ZIP download.

then in the URL box enter
http://www.greatsalon.com/salon/entry.php
ALTERNATIVELY, if you are running many
OR you already use IPN processing
many PayPal transactions unrelated
assuming you have put the splitx.php
called fork, then set the URL to:

salons concurrently
OR you undertake
to the salon, then
program in a folder

http://www.greatsalon.com/fork/splitter.php
NOTE You will need to initialize the splitx.php program as
described in Chapter 26 (282). The splitx.php program
creates the splitter.php program during the initialization.
7 Tick the Receive IPN Messages (Enabled) option
8 Click on SAVE
9 Click on the PROFILE option again and select My Details OR My
Business Details
10 Write down the Merchant Id - this ID is used for receiving your
payments so make sure you get it correct.

IPN Messages
The actual IPN messages are formatted and structured as a computer
to computer interchange and are not in human readable format. The
On-Line entry system interprets the messages and decides whether or
not it can process the IPN. If it can process the IPN, then the TAG file

Using the SPLITTER Option
If you are running more than one salon concurrently off the same
PayPal account OR you already use IPN processing for other
payment processes, you will need to use the SPLITTER option
described in Chapter 26 (282)
This option sends the IPN payments to a special php program which
then redirects the IPN to the appropriate salon processing program.
With this facility, there is no inherent limit to the number of salons
which can run concurrently off the same PayPal account.
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Purpose
The Archive facility described on page (265) is designed for archiving
not only this year's results but also the results from previous years. As
a consequence, it is necessary to have a definition of the sections and
acceptance scores for these previous years.
For this year's results, you can have the system generate the archive
definition file automatically after all sections have been finished via the
Salon level reports option as detailed on page (220)
For previous years, you will need to create the file manually as defined
below.
NOTE there is only one ARCHIVE.TXT file and you will need to create
a new file for each year you wish to process, process the file and then
create another file for other years.
The file is named ARCHIVE.TXT and must be located in the [WORK]
folder.
The file is structured as a tab delimited file. This permits you to create
the data in WORD or NOTEPAD saved as a TXT file. If you use a
spreadsheet and output the results to ARCHIVE.TXT as a tab
delimited TXT file make sure that you do not have any column
headers or extra columns.
The file can contain blank lines, comment lines (starting with *) and
detail lines.

YEAR is the word YEAR
tab is the tab character
year of the salon is the year of the salon data being processed as
yyyy
SECTION tab section number tab acceptance score tab number
accepted tab section name
where :
SECTION is the word SECTION
tab is the tab character
section number is the number of the section in the range 1 to 8
acceptance score is the acceptance score for this section. All
images with a score equal to or greater than this score in the
image list file will be archived.
number accepted is the total number of images accepted in this
section. It is required as a check that the ARCHIVE file matches
the selected image list file
section name is the name of the section. This name will be used as
part of the jpg file name for the thumbnail images.

Example
In the following example the > character has been used to represent a
tab character
YEAR>2012

Record Format
There are two types of records in this file. There must be one YEAR
record and as many SECTION records as required. There is no
specific order to the records.
YEAR tab year of the salon
where:

SECTION>1>16>1438>OPEN
SECTION>2>15>927>TRAVEL
SECTION>3>14>658>CREATIVE
In this example for the Year 2012, the acceptance score for section 1
(OPEN) was 16 and there were 1438 accepted images in that section.
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Purpose
The On-Line Data Entry process includes a drop-down list of
distinctions. The entrant is allowed to select up to three different
distinctions.

Already Included
The K-Salon program includes a list of pre-defined distinctions from
various organizations. If the distinction you wish to have available for
selection is NOT in the ensuing list, then you can specify it in an
additional DISTINCTIONS.TXT and it will be added to the list with an
organization code of OTHER.
The ORGANIZATION codes do not appear in the input form and are
merely a method of grouping the various honours together and of
simplifying the on-line specification process.
NOTE As a result of a court decision in the USA, UPI was forced to
change its name to Global Photographic Union.
ORGANIZATION
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA

DISTINCTION
BPSA
SPSA
GPSA
QPSA
PPSA
EPSA
MPSA
MPSA2
GMPSA
GMPSA/b
GMPSA/s
GMPSA/g

ORGANIZATION
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
PSA
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
FIAP
RPS
RPS
RPS
RPS
GPU
GPU
GPU
GPU
GPU
PAGB
PAGB
PAGB
PAGB
PAGB
PAGB
PAGB

DISTINCTION
GMPSA/p
APSA
FPSA
Hon FPSA
Hon PSA
AFIAP
EFIAP
EFIAP/b
EFIAP/s
EFIAP/g
EFIAP/p
EFIAP/d1
EFIAP/d2
EFIAP/d3
MFIAP
ESFIAP
Hon FIAP
LRPS
ARPS
FRPS
Hon FRPS
GPU Cr1
GPU Cr2
GPU Cr3
GPU Cr4
GPU Cr5
APAGB
CPAGB
CPAGB/AV
DPAGB
DPAGB/AV
MPAGB
MPAGB/AV
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PAGB
BPE
BPE
BPE
BPE
BPE
BPE
BPE
WPF
WPF
WPF
WPF
PSSA
PSSA
PSSA
PSSA
PSSA
PSSA
PSNZ
PSNZ
PSNZ
APS
APS
APS
DPS
DPS
DPS
IPF
IPF
IPF
VOEAV
VOEAV
VOEAV

DISTINCTION
Hon PAGB
BPE1*
BPE2*
BPE3*
BPE4*
BPE5*
ABPE
FBPE
LWPF
AWPF
FWPF
Hon FWPF
LPSSA
APSSA
EPSSA
Hon EPSSA
FPSSA
Hon FPSSA
LPSNZ
APSNZ
FPSNZ
LAPS
AAPS
FAPS
LDPS
ADPS
FDPS
LIPF
AIPF
FIPF
AVOEAV
EsVOEAV
EVOEAV
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ORGANIZATION
VOEAV
VOEAV
VOEAV
VOEAV

DISTINCTION
MVOEAV
MVOEAV-B
MVOEAV-R
MVOEAV-W

Format of a new Distinctions.txt File
If you want to add additional distinctions not included in the list above,
these can be specified by creating a text file called
DISTINCTIONS.TXT. This file is to be placed in the [WORK] folder
and is accessed when you start the On-Line Generation process.
The format consists only of the honours you wish to add with one
honour per line starting in column 1. The maximum permitted length is
11 characters. Blank lines are permitted and ignored.
Honours added via the file will appear at the end of the selection list in
the order of their presentation in the file.
All of the entries in the file must specify a unique honour and must not
duplicate one of the honours detailed in the table above. They will all
be given an organization code of OTHER.
NOTE: the organization code is NOT visible to the entrant and is
purely there to enable you to decide to include / not include various
sets of honours.

Example DISTINCTIONS.TXT File
The following is an example of a DISTINCTIONS.TXT file that you
might create and place in the [WORK] folder.
PhD
MBA
Dip Photo
MA(Photo)
MSC(Photo)
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system. Your main web site can point to this secondary site and vice
versa and the user is unlikely to even notice the transition.

Purpose

Within the on-line web site you will need to create at least two if not
three folders - one for the test system, one for the live system and
perhaps (if you want) one for the related special pages.

The On-Line Entry system is generated for your specific salon. As a
consequence, it is necessary to specify various details. This is done
both by some of the standard files and during the On-Line Generation
process. See Building Your On-Line Entry System on page (127)
Prior to commencing the process, we would recommend that you fill in
the ensuing check list. This will entail deciding upon the relevant web
page addresses, the email addresses, the interaction with PayPal, the
dates, the fee structure, etc as detailed below.
The process includes a facility for saving the results and for exporting
the results ready for importing the specifications for next year's salon.
It is recommended that you print these pages (pages 351 to 356 )

Test Versus Live
The K-Salon On-Line process can be created either in TEST or LIVE
mode. The TEST mode can be used for testing out the system on the
web but using different web page addresses and emails and PayPal
accounts so that the LIVE system is either not affected or perhaps has
not yet been opened.
With the exception of some critical items (such as the name of the
web page) most of the test data can be the same as the live data - you
have the option.

Web Pages and Web Site
It is very important that you use a web site which allows you to upload
specific pages to specific folders and is NOT a managed website. By a
managed website we mean one which uses templates and predefined structures. If your web site is templated or managed, then you
will need to obtain another web address for the purpose of the on-line

Both the test and live folder are to be used exclusively by the On-Line
system and you must not put other items in there or create any subfolder in these areas.
Example: Assume your website is called www.kenebec.com and the
your test system is called tester
You would create a folder called TEST and a folder called LIVE in
www.kenebec.com and a folder called PAGES. Into the PAGES folder
you would upload any html pages you might refer to (see below)
You would then upload the tester.php and tester_files.bin files to
www.kenebec.com/test. The full link to the on-line system would then
be:
www.kenebec.com/test/tester.php
NOTE If you are using UK2 as your alternative website OR if your
website uses the CPANEL interface (or you do not have an alternative
website), you will find full instructions for setting up and uploading the
files in Appendix S (357).

General Data
The following items are specified in the indicated standard K-Salon
files
ITEM

FILE

PAGE

Number of sections

CONTROL.INI

(305)

Maximum image dimensions

CONTROL.INI

(305)

Members of the organizing club CONTROL.INI
can receive medals

(305)
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Is this salon part of a circuit and if CONTROL.INI
so what is the Circuit Identifier

(305)

Name of each section

AWARDS-n.TXT

(309)

Type of section (digital or print)

AWARDS-n.TXT

(309)

Optional sub-section
(e.g. (W) for Wildlife)

indicator AWARDS.TXT

(309)

Optional Categories

CATEGORIES-n.TXT

(333)

Additional Honours

DISTINCTIONS.TXT

(349)

Specific Data Check List
The following items are specified during the On-Line generation
process and should be decided before beginning the process.

CLOSING DATE
The system will close on that date on the International Date line.
HOURS FROM GMT
How many hours difference is there from your local time to GMT
EARLY BIRD DATE
If you are doing an Early Bird discount, what is the Early Bird
closing date.
CHAIRMAN'S NAME
This will appear at the bottom of emails sent to the entrant
GROUP CODE
2 letter code to be used at the
front of each group reference - recommend using LEAD LETTER
plus another letter. Group references will have numbers after
such as AX100 assigned by the chairman.

WEB PAGES / ADDRESSES
GENERAL ITEMS

NAME OF THE LIVE ENTRY php

SALON NAME

recommend using the lead letter plus entry (e.g. centry or dentry)

full name as it is to appear in the web page banner

WEB SPACE FOR LIVE SALON

SHORT NAME
short name (20 characters) as it is to appear in email from, etc
ABOUT WORDS

NAME OF THE TEST ENTRY php
recommend using the lead letter plus entry (e.g. ctest or dtest)
WEB SPACE FOR TEST SALON

short one line to appear at the bottom of the page such as
Fantastic Camera Club, Frome, England
SALON / CLUB LOGO
if the salon has a logo, then JPG version of the logo
SALON LEAD LETTER

different for each salon

The process allows you to have different web pages for each of the
following. If you want they can be the same, but most salons
choose to have different pages so that they can include their own
words, thank-you words, payment reminders, etc
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RETURN after completing the process (HTML or PHP)
SALON RULES (can be a PHP, HTML or PDF reference)
USING K-SALON ON-LINE STATUS

Yes/No

or OTHER EXTERNAL PAGE

Yes/No

IF USING EXTERNAL STATUS PAGE (can be HTML or PHP)
PAY LATER (if they click on the Pay Later button - HTML or PHP)
LIVE ENTRY NAME (name of the entry page for the LIVE system)
WEB ADDRESS FOR LIVE ENTRY PAGE (recommend using a subfolder of your web page - nothing else can be in this sub-folder)

PAYPAL ACCOUNTS
The K-Salon On-Line Entry system integrates directly with PayPal and
generates the required PayPal calling sequence. If you want (and
have set up the required option in PayPal), K-Salon will process the
PayPal IPN (Immediate Payment Notification) messages. PayPal
offers what is known as a Sandbox version in which communications
go to and come from PayPal but no actual money is debited. This is
used for testing the links. In K-Salon, you can choose to use Genuine
PayPal, Sandbox PayPal or the K-Salon simulator which simulates a
PayPal response. The latter is useful for initial testing and/or
demonstration versions.
For both the full PayPal and the Sandbox options you will need to
specify the relevant PayPal Merchant Id of your PayPal account.
These can be the same for both TEST and LIVE. The Merchant Id can
be seen in the My Details section of the PROFILE tab in your PayPal
account. Make sure you write it down correctly !
PayPal LIVE
PayPal TEST
PayPal LIVE Sandbox

TEST ENTRY NAME (cannot be the same as the LIVE name)
WEB ADDRESS FOR TEST ENTRY PAGE (recommend using a subfolder of your web page - nothing else can be in this sub-folder)
PAYMENT CANCELLED IN PAYPAL (web page that PayPal goes to
if the payment is cancelled - can be your standard page)
PAYMENT PROCESSED IN PAYPAL (web page that PayPal goes to
when the payment is processed - can be your standard page)

PayPal TEST Sandbox

EMAIL ADDRESSES
The On-Line system provides the entrant with the option to email the
chairman and therefore requires a contact email address. The system
also communicates with the salon organizers sending specific emails
notifying the organizers of different actions, events.
You can choose to have the same email address for everything or you
can choose to have different email addresses for some of the events
detailed below.
In order to differentiate between TEST and LIVE, you can, if you wish,
have different email addresses for TEST and LIVE.
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CHAIRMAN (main contact point for the entrant)
Test
Live
ECHO OF CONFIRMATION (a copy of all confirmation emails sent to
the entrant)
Test
Live
PAYPAL IPN OK (details of PayPal payment notification which was
processed by the system and needs no further processing)

LIVE MODE

Elastic, GMAIL or SPARKPOST

LIVE ELASTIC (36 character username)
User
LIVE GMAIL (If using this option, needs email account and password
Account
Password
LIVE SPARKPOST (If using this option, needs API key)
API Key

Test
Live
PAYPAL IPN NOT PROCESSED (details of PayPal payment
notification which could NOT be processed <over payment, group,
etc> and needs manual processing)
Test
Live
ZIP FILE DETAILS (when the data is zipped ready for downloading,
an email is sent to this address with the zip file link)
Test
Live

EMAIL MODE
Emails for the LIVE system can be sent via a SPARKPOST account,
an ELASTICEMAIL account or a GMAIL account. We would
strongly recommend that you use SPARKPOST as this is both
cheap and fast. To obtain a SPARKPOST account follow the
steps given on page (139)

TEST MODE
Emails in the test mode can be done either using
the same account as the LIVE or via an unspecified account. The
unspecified account option typically imposes a limit of 100 emails
per day and should only be used for trial runs.

FEE STRUCTURE
The K-Salon On-Line system has flexible and extensive fee
specification options.
You can have just one fee structure or a standard and an Early Bird
Discount.
You can have one world price and an optional local country price with
the option to decide which countries are deemed to be local. The
world and local price can be in different currencies.
For each of the World and Local and Standard and Early Bird
You can have a different per image charge, per section charge,
minimum charge, airmail catalog charge, print return charge
The pricing algorithm is cumulative and works as follows:
a) If there is an Early Bird discount and the date of payment is on or
before the Early Bird closing, use the Early Bird fee structure,
otherwise use the Standard fee structure
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b) If there is a Local Country option and the entrant's country is one of
the local countries, use the LOCAL fee structure, otherwise use the
World fee structure.

ITEM

Base Fee = (number of images entered ) * (fee per image)

4 SECTIONS ENTERED

+ (fee for the number of sections entered)

3 SECTIONS ENTERED

5 SECTIONS ENTERED

If Base Fee is less than Minimum Fee, then increase Base Fee to the
Minimum Fee value.

6 SECTIONS ENTERED

If the entrant has selected SEND CATALOG BY AIRMAIL (optional),
add AirMail fee.

8 SECTIONS ENTERED

If the entrant has selected RETURN Prints (optional) add Return Print
Fee
You will need therefore to determine your fee structure and prepare a
table of your options. If you are not using one of the fee options
(such as a per image fee) then the associated fee is set to zero.

7 SECTIONS ENTERED

CD/DVD Charge (if applicable)

Fee Table - World Early Bird
ITEM

The Early Bird fee is in the same currency as the Standard fee

PRINT RETURN (if applicable)

Fee Table - World Standard

AIRMAIL CATALOG (if applicable)

ITEM
CURRENCY
(USD, Australian $, Canadian $, GB £, Euro
Swedish krona, New Zealand $)
PRINT RETURN (if applicable)
AIRMAIL CATALOG (if applicable)
TRIPTYCH (per section)
MINIMUM FEE
PER IMAGE CHARGE
1 SECTION ENTERED
2 SECTIONS ENTERED

VALUE

VALUE

MINIMUM FEE
PER IMAGE CHARGE
1 SECTION ENTERED
2 SECTIONS ENTERED
3 SECTIONS ENTERED
4 SECTIONS ENTERED
5 SECTIONS ENTERED
6 SECTIONS ENTERED
7 SECTIONS ENTERED
8 SECTIONS ENTERED

VALUE
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CD/DVD charge (if applicable)

ITEM

VALUE

6 SECTIONS ENTERED
7 SECTIONS ENTERED

LOCAL FEES

8 SECTIONS ENTERED

If using the Local Fee structure, then

CD/DVD charge (if applicable)

LOCAL COUNTRIES

Fee Table - Local Early Bird
ITEM
PRINT RETURN (if applicable)
AIRMAIL CATALOG (if applicable)

Fee Table - Local Standard
ITEM

MINIMUM FEE
VALUE

PER IMAGE CHARGE

CURRENCY
(USD, Australian $, Canadian $, GB £, Euro
Swedish krona, New Zealand $)

1 SECTION ENTERED

PRINT RETURN (if applicable)

3 SECTIONS ENTERED

AIRMAIL CATALOG (if applicable)

4 SECTIONS ENTERED

TRIPTYCH (per section)

5 SECTIONS ENTERED

MINIMUM FEE

6 SECTIONS ENTERED

PER IMAGE CHARGE

7 SECTIONS ENTERED

1 SECTION ENTERED

8 SECTIONS ENTERED

2 SECTIONS ENTERED

CD/DVD charge (if applicable)

3 SECTIONS ENTERED
4 SECTIONS ENTERED
5 SECTIONS ENTERED

2 SECTIONS ENTERED

VALUE
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10.

SPF1 Record for Sparkpost

CPANEL Control Program

NOTE: As of version 11 of K-Salon, we no longer recommend
Sparkpost due to on-going connection and performance issues. We
have changed all of our salons to SENDINBLUE.

CPANEL is a program used by many web site providers to enable you
to control the contents and structure of your web site. It operates very
much like Windows Explorer and provides facilities for creating,
renaming and deleting folders and files.

If you are using Sparkpost, then when K-Salon sends an email, the
Sparkpost system interrogates your web site to ensure that it is
authorised to send to emails via Sparkpost. This is a security check
against other people sending out emails in your name. When
Sparkpost interrogates your web site it is looking for what is known as
an "SPF1 record in your DNS space". The following instructions can
be used for setting it up. If you are not using UK2, then you will need
to find how to access your DNS space and then insert the record
detailed below as a TXT record.
For UK2 users:
1. in the first page after logging on, click on your domain name under
DOMAINS.
2. this will bring up a new page - click on DNS in the list near the top
of the page.
3. in this new page, click on "SHOW ADVANCED DNS OPTIONS"
4. scroll down to the TXT records.
5. click on ADD NEW TXT RECORD
6. NAME your domain name without the www
7. VALUE Copy the ensuing line including the quotation marks and
paste into the box
"v=spf1 a ptr +ip4:216.40.44.0/24 +a:include:sparkpostmail.com -all"
8. TTL = set it to 60 seconds (1 minute)
9. Click on SAVE

logout

The following is a guide to using CPANEL for those who are not
familiar with the facility.
CPANEL is used by ( www.uk2.net ), a web hoster you may consider if
you do not already have a web space which meets the requirements
specified on page (127)

Local Copy of php.ini and .htaccess and anti-spam
Various aspects of the php program are controlled by values set in the
php.ini file. As the standard default, these files are not in your area
and you would not be able to change the values.
As a critical first step, you will need to have the UK2 support
team (or equivalent) make a copy of php.ini and .htaccess in your
public_html workspace so you can adjust some of the values.
If you are using UK2, register for support (it is free) and raise a ticket
with the words:
We are running various php programs which require changes
to some of the php control parameters. As you have done for
www.kenebec.com, (ticket SIS-469609) please put a copy of
php.ini in our public_html workspace along with the necessary
.htaccess file. Please ensure that SetEnv PHPRC is set
correctly to point to the php.ini file in the public_html area.
Please also have the 2nd level support team disable all known
anti-spam rules for our web url as per ticket SIS-469609. You
will see in that ticket specific instructions on the changes to be
made and you will also see authorisation to apply that ticket to
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our web site even though the ticket originated in a different
web space.
The second request is needed because the standard default firewall
used by UK2 searches for various key words and blocks all data entry
if any of these words are used. However, the list includes words which
are likely to appear in an image title (such as A Game of Poker or a
flower image entitled Red Hot Poker)
Using the procedure detailed below for accessing your web space,
you will then be able to edit the php.ini file to change some of the
parameter values. This is a simple text file and can be edited directly
in CPANEL using the EDIT option.
Which parameters? When you do your INIT run for your on-line
system, the response will show you which parameters need changing
and the values you need to set. Use a simple find command to locate
the parameter and then change its value.
NOTE: In the php.ini file, a line which starts with ; (semi-colon) is a
comment. Make sure you change the line which does not start with ;
For post_max_size, the values are in megabytes so to set it to 64
megabytes, set the value to 64M

Getting At the Web Space in UK2
Note: although the instructions provided below were correct at the
time of publication, there may be minor alterations to the presentation
and hence it may be necessary to adapt the instructions accordingly
If you have obtained a UK2 website,


You will have been given a password to allow you to log-in to
your web space. This will then show a page referred to as the
DASHBOARD.



Click on The word cPanel. You will now be in the CPANEL
space with access to your full web space.

In CPANEL
You are now in the CPANEL control window and you will be presented
with the first page of the CPANEL facility.
Scroll down to the FILES section and click on FILE MANAGER
You will now be presented with a screen which looks very much like
the old command version of Windows Explorer with two panels - left
for folders and right for folders and files within that folder.
In the left hand panel, click on the + sign beside public_html - and then
click on public_html This will now reveal the folders and files in the
public space.

Creating New Folders, etc in public_html
Along the top you will find little command icons, Click on NEW
FOLDER to create your
pages, live and test folders in the
public_html space.
NOTE: Make sure you create these in public_html. If you create them
in any of the other folders, the system will not work.
NOTE: remember to use only lower case.

Uploading the PHP to the Web
In the left hand panel, click on the relevant web space you created
previously (such as test). Lets us assume that you have create the
test on-line entry system with name tsx. This process will have create
two files called tsx.php and tsx_files.bin.
Having clicked on the test folder in the left hand panel, click on the
UPLOAD icon along the top. You will be shown an UPLOAD FILES
screen. Click on BROWSE (or what ever is showing beside the entry
box). You will now see a standard selection window. Navigate to the
tsx.php file and click on OPEN. The file will now be uploaded (perhaps
replacing a previous copy).
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Do the same for the tsx_files.bin file.
You are now finished with the web control process ! Close down the
various tabs, logging out of CPANEL and UK2.
if your web space was called www.mysalon.com then the process
described above will have created and you can now access

If the report shows any failures, you are advised to amend the php.ini
file accordingly. If you have not already done so, ask the support team
to put the php.ini file in the public_html folder so that you can edit it
directly. You must also ask them to amend the .htaccess file to
provide access to this php.ini file.

www.mysalon.com/test/tsx.php
All subsequent operations are conducted via the standard browser as
described on page (149)
If you now access your new system you will see the following
message on the screen. This is NOT a problem for you - it merely
indicates that you have not yet done the INIT operation.

Uploading PDF and HTML Pages
If you are uploading html or pdf to this web location, then merely
select the pages folder you created earlier and click on UPLOAD
following the same procedure as outline above. You can also use
DELETE.
NOTE: It is critical that you use only lower case for all of the pdf and
html file names. The servers are case sensitive and all of the
references in K-Salon assume and use only lower case.
If you find that a page or pdf is generating a Error 404 (Page not
found) message, check that your file names are all in lower case.

The INIT Operation.
The first step you will need to do via the browser is the INIT operation.
This will have two major effects. Firstly it will create many sub-folders
within the web-space. With the exception of the email folder, do not
amend or alter any of the folders or files in these folders.
Secondly, it will examine and report on the values in the php.ini file.
This is a controlling file which affects how your on-line entry system is
allowed to work.

In the INIT report, near the bottom it will tell you where the php.ini file
is located. If this is not in your public_html space, then the support
team have either a) not put a copy in the right place OR b) have not
amended your .htaccess file correctly.
When they have done this, in the public_html folder you will find a file
called php.ini. Click on the icon to the left of the file name. Double click
on this to open the file in Windows NOTEPAD or, alternatively, having
selected the php.ini file, click on the EDIT icon.
Make your amendments and then save the changes.

Uploading the Emails to the Web
The K-Salon email system includes an option to upload the email files
directly to the required space .(160). Use this facility as it does some
background processing. DO NOT USE FileZilla, FTP or CPANEL to
upload the email files
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Clean-up When Everything is Done
When the salon has long closed and everything is finished, you can
erase the data and reset the system.
Remember that you will have told the entrants that the report cards
will be available for 'x' months so do not undertake the clean up
operation until after 'x' months.
Assuming that 'x' months have past, you can click on public_html, then
click on the relevant folder (test or live) and then in the left panel,
select all of the items and click on the DELETE icon.
If you wish to erase everything except the reports cards, then in the
previous step, DO NOT select the reports folder.
You are now ready to start next year's salon !

New Web Folder Each Year
It is strongly recommended that you use a different web space folder
for each different salon. We also recommend that you put the year in
the folder name to make it easier to keep track of the data.
For example if your web space is www.myspace.com then you might
have
www.myspace.com/sal15

for the salon in 2015 and

www.myspace.com/sal16

for the salon in 2016 and so on
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APPENDIX T - SCORING PADS
K-Salon Scoring
Starting in Version 6, the K-Salon program includes a scoring option.
With this version, the K-Salon program provides a total package from
data entry through scoring to emailing and reporting without the need
for any other third party programs. You are still able to use alternative
programs (such as Wade Clutton's data entry and Matt Muskovac's
scoring and other emailing programs) if you wish, but there is no need
for these other programs. The K-Salon basic files are compatible with
these other programs in order to ensure flexibility.

Scoring Pads
For the scoring option, the K-Salon program uses only one style of
scoring pad, namely the Buzz! Buzzers used in the Sony Playstation2
and Playstation3 games consoles. These pads were chosen because
they are cheap and readily available. They are also available in both a
wired and wireless form.
At the time of publication of this manual, these pads were retailing for
around $20 for the wired set and around $50 for the wireless set.

Different Manufacturers
The original pads were manufactured by Namtai Ltd. These are USB
compliant and when plugged into a PC, they register as a Human
Interface Device. These pads work correctly under Windows XP, and
under Windows 7 and Windows 8 in both 32 and 64 bit mode.
The contract for producing these was then taken over by Logitech.
Unfortunately they are not the same. Although they work under
Windows XP, there is a problem with later versions of Windows.
Starting with Windows 7, the Windows USB registration process
incorrectly registers these buzzers as a USB Hub and not as a Game
Controller. However, by following the instructions given at the end of
this Appendix, you can reconfigure the Windows system so that the

buzzers work correctly. Normally this only needs to be done once.
However, if you plug in a different set of BUZZ pads or you plug them
in through a USB hub, you may need to repeat the reconfiguration as
Windows may see this as a different device.

Pad Structure
The pads are as shown in this figure. There are 4
pads in the set either wired together or wireless. If
you purchase the wireless set, we would
recommend that you also obtain a set of the wired
pads in case of battery failure or wireless
interference.
With four pads, you have the option of having 1, 2,
3 or 4 selectors in the salon. The pads have 4
buttons on the front and one big button on the top
with the top button also being a blinker. K-Salon does not pre-assign
any specific values to these buttons and in the scoring set-up screen,
you can determined the values for each button in the range 1 to 9.

Product Specification
Both the wired and the wireless styles of pads are listed in the SONY
web site and are also frequently available on ebay. Both have been
tested in K-Salon.
The wired set are listed under peripherals for Playstation2 as BUZZ
Game.
The wireless set have a product code of SCEH-0005, SLEH-00076
and/or SLEH-00077 and are listed under peripherals for Playstation3
with product Bar Code 711719 700029 or 711719 609216

Pad Installation
Both pads are USB 1.1 type devices and are plug-n-play compatible.
You do not need any software to use these pads - K-Salon includes its
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own connection software for these pads as part of the K-Salon
software.

Special Instructions For Reconfiguring the BUZZERS

NOTE: Although these pads are USB 1.1 compliant, we have found
that they sometimes do not work immediately or directly when plugged
into a USB 3 port. We have also found that sometimes they do not
work directly when plugged into a USB hub. In both situations, the
reconfiguration process rectified the issue.

When you try to start the BUZZERS (as detailed above), you may
receive message number 660 with an indication of an issue. The
message may state that you have plugged in a Logitech buzzer or that
the Windows operating system has not registered them correctly. This
is not a problem but you do need to reconfigure them as detailed
below.

To use the pads, merely plug them into a USB port on your computer.
The first time they are plugged in you will be informed that new
hardware has been found and the Windows operating system will
register the pads in its database. Windows will then try to find some
drivers and may report that no drivers could be found. This is normal
and the message is to be ignored - no special drivers are needed
or available for these devices - K-Salon links them directly !
Windows may also report that the new device is not working. This is
usually an indication that Windows ahs registered the device
incorrectly and you need to undertake the reconfiguration process
detailed later in this appendix.
In K-Salon, you can test the pads by logging on to K-Salon and then
clicking on ADMIN & BACKGROUND. In the next screen click on
SCORING PAD CHECK.
The screen will show PADS NOT CONNECTED. Click on ACTIVATE
SCORING PADS. If the pads are working the display will turn green
and each of the pads will blink twice. You can then check each button
by clicking on CHECK BUTTONS and then pressing the buttons on
the pads. To exit the checking phase, use the ESC key on the
keyboard.
If the pads do not connect you will be shown a message with an
indication of the problem. If you think the items should be working,
then perhaps you may need to reconfigure the pads as shown below.

You may also receive an issue message if you plug the pads into your
computer via a USB hub.
Because this is a critical process which must be followed exactly, this
appendix contains both a detailed explanation with screen prints AND
a simple set of word directions. After you have followed the procedure
once using the screen prints, you may wish to print out the simple
word instructions as a reminder if you need to reconfigure again. The
word version is presented on its own page (366)
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Reconfiguring BUZZ PADS (screen shot version):
A) Keep the buzzers plugged in (do NOT unplug the buzzers)
B) Close K-Salon if it is open
C) Open the Windows Device Manager. This is usually found by
doing a right click on "My Computer" or "This PC" and then selecting
PROPERTIES in the drop down menu. In the next screen select
Device Manager. In other operating systems, the Device Manager
may be found via the CONTROL PANEL. If you cannot find it, use the
Windows Help in your computer and type "DEVICE MANAGER" and
follow the instructions.
D) You will now see a display of the devices. scroll down to "Universal
Serial Bus " or "USB" and double click on it to open it.

E) You should see one called "Standard USB HUB" with a small
yellow triangle (indicating that it has failed). Select this item and
double click on it.

F) This will now display information about the device. The display will
look as shown below. In Windows 8, there may be some more tabs
but they are not important. The error message may be different.
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G) Click on the tab called DRIVER. This will now display the following

I) In this screen click on BROWSE my computer. THIS IS CRITICAL

J) The next screen click on "Let me pick.." THIS IS CRITICAL

H) Now click on UPDATE DRIVER and the display will change.
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K) The next screen will show a selection of drivers. Click on the
USB Input Device ..THIS IS CRITICAL

M) When you close this window, you will see the list of devices again.
Scroll up to "Human Interface Devices" and you should see
"HID-compliant Game controller" - that is the buzzers.

L) The display should now change to confirm the update

N) Close all of the windows - everything is done.
O) Start K-Salon, select your workspace, click on ADMIN &
BACKGROUND, click on SCORING PAD CHECK, click on ACTIVATE
SCORING PADS and they should now blink twice.
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A) Keep the buzzers plugged in (do NOT unplug the buzzers)

M) When you close this window, you will see the list of devices again.
Scroll up to "Human Interface Devices" and you should see
"HID-compliant Game controller" - that is the buzzers.

B) Close K-Salon if it is open

N) Close all of the windows - everything is done.

C) Open the Windows Device Manager. This is usually found by
doing a right click on "My Computer" or "This PC" and then
selecting PROPERTIES in the drop down menu. In the next
screen select Device Manager. In other operating systems, the
Device Manager may be found via the CONTROL PANEL. If you
cannot find it, use the Windows Help in your computer and type
"DEVICE MANAGER" and follow the instructions.

O) Start K-Salon, select your workspace, click on ADMIN &
BACKGROUND, click on SCORING PAD CHECK, click on
ACTIVATE SCORING PADS and they should now blink twice.

Reconfiguring BUZZ PADS (instruction list version):

D) You will now see a display of the devices. scroll down to
"Universal Serial Bus " or "USB" and double click on it to open
it.
E) You should see one called "Standard USB HUB" with a small
yellow triangle (indicating that it has failed). Select this item and
double click on it.
F) This will now display information about the device. The display will
look as shown below. In Windows 8, there may be some more
tabs but they are not important. The error message may be
different.
G) Click on the tab called DRIVER. This will now display the
following
H) Now click on UPDATE DRIVER and the display will change.
I)

In this screen click on BROWSE my computer. THIS IS
CRITICAL

J)

The next screen click on "Let me pick.." THIS IS CRITICAL

K) The next screen will show a selection of drivers. Click on the
USB Input Device ..THIS IS CRITICAL
L)

The display should now change to confirm the update
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APPENDIX U - SCORING KEYS

Print this page, laminate it and use as a guide during scoring.

Active Keyboard Keys (Print This Page As A Guide)

KEY

ACTION

KEY

ACTION

q

space
bar

Show the Title / Hide the title

Marks this image as queried for copying out when
scoring session is closed

s

Do a SAVE. This resets the automatic save counter

escape

Stop and exit back to the control screen

v

Toggle verbal score announcement on/off

1-9

In Manual mode, these are the individual selector's
scores. NOTE only those numbers which are
permitted are active

x or
Enter

Removes title or numeric display or the scoring
boxes

z

Use if the image is blank with a cross. This action
removes bad EXIF and redisplays the image

right
arrow

Manual advance to next unscored image and restart
auto scoring (if active).

left arrow

Suspend manual or automated scoring and go back
wards as often as clicked. To resume processing,
use the right arrow

up arrow

Rescore this image. This action requires
confirmation (Y/N). When this image is scored again,
the program will automatically advance to the first
unscored image

down
arrow

Show current score in display boxes. For unscored
or partially scored images, in manual mode it shows
the numeric values entered. In scoring pad mode, it
shows X for all selectors who have entered a score.

b

d

h

n

Scoring pads are disabled while the title is showing

Take a short BREAK - hides current image. Can
request 'n' action. Press b or ESC to return to
scoring
Assign the drop score as defined in the CONTROLS
screen (This key is NOT active when doing a tie
break)
Hold this reference and display the screen for
examining the whole list of images in this section.
Clicking on SAME AS HELD restricts the images to
only those entered in this section by that entrant.
Scores can be adjusted in this screen. EXIT returns
to the main scoring screen
Toggle the display of numeric details such as
number of images to do, scoring rate, estimated time
remaining at this rate.

For images which have been scored, only the total
value is displayed
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APPENDIX V - ACTION CHECKLIST
This appendix has been designed as a check list of actions which you
should do prior to, during and after the scoring process. Please print
this Appendix and tick off the items as they are completed.

Data Preparation Before the Day
DONE

ACTION
Ensure that all test entries have had Tag T90 set to
DELETED

DONE

ACTION
Select any of the sections and click on SCORE THE
SECTION and then on SET CONTROLS then SCORING
CONTROLS
Set the number of selectors
Set the scoring pattern for the device buttons
Set the drop score
Set the time delay for scoring

If any entrants are to be removed, edit the TAG FILES and
set T90 to DELETED

Set the automatic TIE1 option - we recommend weighting
towards Agreement

If any images are to be dropped, edit the TAG FILES and
set the relevant jpg filename to _NOPIC.JPG

Plug the scoring pads in to the USB port

PROCESS all tag files to check for bad images or TAG file
errors. If any corruptions are found, these need to be
resolved before proceeding further. (Either replace the
image or set it to _NOPIC.JPG)
Create the IMAGE LIST file. NOTE: if you have previously
created an Image List file in this image folder, you will need
to delete it before being allowed to create a new Image List
file.

Checking Before the Day
The next steps can only be done on a computer with a screen or
projector of sufficient size (i.e. the pixel dimensions are the same as or
larger than the required JPG file size as specified in the salon rules
and the CONTROL.INI file)

Click on ACTIVATE SCORING PADS
Click on SCORING PAD CHECK, then on CHECK
BUTTONS
Press every button on every device to check that it is
working - the display will show a white border around the
display when button is pressed then EXIT this screen
EXIT and then click on PRESENTATION CONTROLS
Set the Preview time
Click on CHECK SCREEN DISPLAY to check for screen
distortion. See page (290)
Set the title display option (with timing if selected on)
Set the 'late score' option
Set the display scores option
EXIT
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Checking for Gross Rule Violation
If you wish to check special criteria sections for gross rule violation
(such as Nature, Travel and Photojournalism) then follow this pattern
before the judging, allowing yourself time to communicate with any
potential offenders. The process will go through all of the images
giving you the option to stop and potentially mark an image for further
detailed analysis. If an image or entrant is to be removed, you will
need to repeat the initial Data Preparation Before the Day process.

DONE

ACTION
If not already loaded, load the Image List file
Select the section to be examined.
Click on SCORE THE SECTION
Click on SET CONTROLS to set the PREVIEW DISPLAY
time and the option for displaying the title. We would
recommend turning OFF title display at this time. EXIT this
screen
Click on VIEW ALL. In the next screen, select the round you
are going to process. The facilities available in the display
screen are described on page (91)

Check List for the Scoring Day
The following is a check list for an actual scoring session.
DONE

ACTION
If not already loaded, load the latest Image List File.
Select the relevant section
Click on SCORE THE SECTION

DONE

ACTION
(You should already have set the relevant controls during a
previous check. However, you may wish to verify and/or
alter the PREVIEW TIME and number of Preview Images in
consultation with the selectors. To do this click on SET
CONTROLS.)
Click on ACTIVATE SCORING PADS
Do a final CHECK SCREEN DISPLAY to confirm to the
selectors that the images are not being distorted or clipped.
Click on PREVIEW LAST ROUND. This will display a
random selection of images from the last round using the
PREVIEW TIME for automatic advance. ESC will stop the
preview
In the list, select the next round to be scored.
Click on START SCORING (PADS)
Starting from the left when viewing the screen, ask that
judge by name to press any key, then ask the next judge by
name and then the third (fourth) judge by name. (This
establishes which device they are holding)
After having the selectors read the note press the space bar
You are now into the automatic scoring process as defined
on page (188)
Use the active keys to control the process as shown in
Appendix U (page (367)
When taking a short break, press 'b'. In this mode you can
press 'n' to see the current scoring rate and time remaining.
'n' to clear this report, 'b' or ESC to resume scoring.
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ACTION
When taking a full break ESC from scoring, turn off the
projector and click on SHOW PERCENTAGES. This will
show the range of marks, percentages, etc. Click on HIDE
PERCENTAGES, turn on the projector again and continue
with the scoring.
When all rounds have been scored, click on SHOW
PERCENTAGES.
With your selectors, decide if it is necessary to do a tie break
to arrive at the necessary percentages for awards and
acceptances.

Tie Breaking
If it is decided that a tie break is needed, then follow the ensuing
pattern. Use the same process for a second tie break.
DONE

ACTION
In the list of percentages displayed by the SHOW
PERCENTAGES command, double click on the score
that needs to be split.
Decide upon the scoring pattern as either yes/no (Red
button / any other button) OR the full range of marks. We
recommend the yes/no option
Click on START SCORING (AUTO) and do the scoring.
Upon completion, check the percentages and repeat if
necessary.

Finished the Scoring - Now for Awards
You are now ready to assign the awards and HM's.
DONE

ACTION
Exit the scoring module (you may need to do a SAVE)
Click on SET ACCEPTANCE SCORE
Double click on the selected acceptance score. Note, if
this is in the middle of a tie break pattern, the program will
automatically upgrade and reset the marks so that there is
a definitive acceptance score. EXIT
Click on EXTRACT TOP IMAGES
Determine how many top images to examine for awards
and HM's.
Double click on the row and click on EXTRACT IMAGES
Click on ASSIGN AWARDS and follow the procedures
detailed on page (106) The full set of key functions is
defined in Appendix E on page (322).
Click on ASSIGN HON MENTIONS. Decide upon the
number and pattern as described on page (111)
Click on CHECK & UPDATE, select the new Image List
file and PROCESS. (This has now completed the scoring
and awards)
(optional) Click on SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS
(optional) Click on RUN DIRECT SLIDE SHOW. Set the
timings you want and click on SHOW IMAGES. This will
show to the selectors the HM's and Medals they assigned
with the names of the recipients. NOTE: The view will be
in automatic mode but can be changed to manual mode
using the space bar and right arrow
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When All Sections Are Done

Section Level Actions

When all of the sections have been scored follow the ensuing pattern.

For each section, you may need to perform the following actions from
the SECTION LEVEL ACTIONS screen

DONE

ACTION
Click on SALON LEVEL ACTIONS

DONE

extract medals (for printing labels for medals)

Click on ASSIGN BEST AUTHOR (if applicable). If there is
more than one entrant listed, then look at the statistics and
the images and decide upon the winner. Click on the author
line and then on ASSIGN AWARD.

extract HM (for printing HM ribbon tags or certificates)
extract PSA EDAS data
extract FIAP spreadsheet data

Repeat (if applicable) for best Club Member.
If there is an Overall Winner (or Chairman's) award, click on
ASSIGN TOP IMAGE. Click on SHOW IMAGES to show the
top images from each section. Left arrow, right arrow to
move through the images. Press the 'a' key to assign (or reassign) the top award. Click on PROCESS to record the
assignment.
NOTE The number of images to choose from can be
increased - needed where more than one gold medal is
given out in a section.
Click on RUN DIRECT SLIDE SHOW. You can now view the
full salon results (or restrict the display to just award
winners). The slide show will go through each section
(acceptances, HM and AWARDS depending upon selection)
and then the overall awards.

After Everything is Done
After all of the scoring is completed and everything is done, you may
need to undertake ancillary actions.

ACTION

Salon Level Actions
You may need to perform one or more of the following overall salon
actions from the SALON LEVEL ACTIONS SCREEN

DONE

ACTION
produce acceptance list - can be printed as a PDF document
and put on the web site.
email the results
produce on-line gallery
produce images for the slide show
produce acceptance list for PSA instead of a catalog
copy (with automatic renaming) all the images for the
catalog.
produce labels for mailing catalogs, medals, HM's etc
archive the results for next years CATCH list
make a full backup to a security drive.
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APPENDIX W - POINTS.TXT FILE

points is a numeric value. The value must not be negative but can be
zero. Different types can have the same value.

Purpose

You only need to include records for those awards which are used in
the AWARDS_n.txt files. For example if you do not award any
plaques, then you do not need to include the P type.

The K-Salon system allows you to assign an overall award based on
the number of points accumulated by the entrant. For this purpose, the
various awards are weighted such that achieving a Gold Medal is
worth more than a Silver Medal which in turn is worth more than a
Bronze Medal, etc. Although the system has a built-in default points
table (shown below), you can choose to override this table and assign
your own set of points.

File Name and Format
If you want to assign your own point structure, then you need to create
a file called POINTS.TXT in the [WORK] folder. This is a simple text
file
The record format is type tab points
where :
type is one of the type codes specified in the AWARDS file (see
Appendix B (309) plus codes for Honourable Mentions and
acceptances.
G
gold
S
silver
B
bronze
M
other medal
R
ribbon
P
plaque
C
certificate
O
other commendation such as a glass or plate
H
Honourable Mention
A
Acceptance
tab is the tab character

You must include values for H (Honourable Mention) and A
(Acceptance).

Determining the Appropriate Values
If you do not want to use the built-in default values, then you will need
to decide the appropriate scaling for your point structure. Although you
may initially think 1 point for Acceptance and work up from there, this
may not be entirely appropriate. If you were to be giving HM's and the
standard three medals, then starting with 1 for Acceptance, 2 for HM,
etc the Gold would be 5 points. This would mean that an entrant
achieving 4 acceptances but no awards at all would rank behind an
entrant who achieved one Gold but no other acceptances. This may or
may not be what you want.
The structure in the Default table included automatically in K-Salon
gives the same point value for any medal. This has been done
intentionally in recognition of the somewhat arbitrary nature of the way
medals are usually awarded in the final stages of a salon.

Default Table
If you do not specify a POINTS.TXT file, the system will use the
following values:
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POINTS

DESCRIPTION

G

5

Gold Medal

S

5

Silver Medal

B

5

Bronze Medal

M

5

Other Medal

R

4

Ribbon

P

4

Plaque

C

4

Certificate

O

4

Other Award

H

3

Honourable Mention

A

1

Acceptance
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APPENDIX X - ONLY.TXT FILE

The countries do not need to be in any particular order and will be
sorted automatically.

Purpose

Blank lines are permitted in the file.

Whereas K-Salon was originally designed for international salons, it
can also be used for 'national' salons where the entrants must be
resident in a specified country or set of countries. For example a BPE
(British Photographic Exhibition) salon may only accept entries from
residents of the UK or armed forces personnel with a BFPO address.

BPE Set

Method of Restricting the Entry
The on-line entry system created by K-Salon has a drop down list of
countries and the entrant is required to pick the relevant country. By
restricting this list to only the permitted countries, the on-line system
will not allow people to enter who are not resident in the permitted
country or countries.
If you include a file called ONLY.TXT in the [WORK] space, then the
on-line creation system will only include in the drop down list those
countries specified in the file.

Effect on Fee Structure
If you choose to restrict the countries through the ONLY.TXT file, this
will mean that you can only have one fee structure. You cannot also
then have a 'local country' fee structure.

File Format
The ONLY.TXT file is a simple text file (created using NOTEPAD or
similar text editor). Each line must contain the name of a country to be
included as a permitted country.
You may specify a maximum of 25 countries.
You may only use standard letters (A..Z) plus & hyphen and space.
The specification is not case sensitive.

If you are doing a BPE salon the ONLY.TXT file should contain only
the following countries.
BFPO
England
Guernsey
Isle of Man
Jersey
Northern Ireland
Sark
Scotland
Wales
Note: the BFPO address is for armed forces personnel posted
overseas. They will also need to provide the full BFPO address in one
of the preceding lines.
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APPENDIX Y - JUDGES.TXT FILE

Judging Sections

Purpose

This field specifies which sections the judge is judging in the format

The judges details are required for the FIAP report, the PSA report.
the on-line gallery and the full catalog. Rather than have the details
specified each time, the JUDGES.TXT file has been included as a
method of specifying the details once and having the system pick up
the details as required.

x:y where
x = S for a salon or the salon identification letter if the salon is part
of a circuit i.e. A B C D E F
: = the character colon

The file is optional - if it is not included, then the details will need to be
specified manually in the various screens and spreadsheets.

y = the number/s of the sections being judge by that judge. These
are the same numbers as are used to identify the sections in
the AWARDS-n.TXT file.

NOTE: As a result of changes to the FIAP regulations, the format of
the file needed to be changed as of 2018/01/01.

For example, if this is a single salon and this judge is judging sections
1 and 4, the entry would be
S:14.

Structure

Since a person can be judging different sections in different salons of
a circuit, the specification includes details for all parts of the circuit.
For example, if this person is judging sections 1 and 3 in salon A and
4 in salon B and 2 and 5 in salon C, the specification would be

The file lists all of the judges involved in the salon. If this is a circuit,
then all of the judges of the circuit are listed in the one file. The
program checks that for each section, there must be 3 or 4 judges for
that section. For a circuit, it checks that a judge does not judge the
same section in more than one salon.
For a circuit, the file contains the details for all salons in the circuit.
The file can be done in the primary WORK space before the circuit
copies are made.
When specifying the file, each judge is to be assigned a unique 3
character code. This code is used in the program for verification
purposes in case some of the judge's details are changed (such as the
email address).
The file is a tab delimited text file. If you wish you may create the file in
a spreadsheet BUT you must then SAVE AS a 'tab delimited text file'.
The file is to be placed in the [WORK] space with the filename
judges.txt

A:1 3

B:4

C:25

Note you can use spaces between the specifications to improve
readability. There is no restriction on the order.
If the judge is no longer being used, it is not necessary to remove the
name but the judging section (column 7) must be set to -.

Format
The file contains 11 columns as shown below. The file can contain
blank lines or comment lines beginning with *. Column 11 is optional
and does not need to be specified.
An empty field must be specified with a hyphen. If a telephone number
is supplied, then both parts must be specified
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FIELD

DESCRIPTION

1

unique 3 character alphabetic code - case insensitive

Salon Names in a Circuit

NOTE code 'sys' is reserved for future use

If the judging sections uses circuit letters A to F, then the names of the
salons in the circuit must be specified as shown below. These lines
can appear either before or after the judge specification lines.

2

judge's Gender as F or M

x=name

3

judge's surname - case sensitive

where 'x' is the salon letter A to F

4

judge's given name - case sensitive

'=' is the equal sign

5

distinctions. If none, then enter - (hyphen) - case sensitive

'name' is the name of the salon in the circuit

6

judge's country - case sensitive

For example:

7

judging sections (see above) or hyphen if not known or no
longer judging - spaces can be used to ease reading

A=Solway

8

judge's email address or hyphen if not supplied

9

telephone country code of judge's telephone number or
hyphen

10

telephone number (without country code) of judge's
telephone number or hyphen

11

(optional) If a judge has entered the salon, put the judge's
entry reference number in this column

Effect When Changing Details
If you change the details in the JUDGES.TXT file, the changes are
processed automatically EXCEPT for the Catalog and Gallery. If you
have already created the Gallery and/or Catalog, you will need to
reload the data from the JUDGES.TXT file in the catalog/gallery
specification screen. This cannot be done automatically as you may
have amended the data for the catalog or gallery.

B=Penrith

Judges Entering the Salon or Circuit
The PSA rules permit a judge to enter a salon or circuit. However,
they are not permitted to receive any acceptances in a section they
are judging.
The K-Salon system will automatically add the names of the judges to
the WATCH file which means that if a judge enters the salon/circuit
they will be flagged automatically for investigation. You can then add
the entry reference as column 11 in the JUDGES file.
When the images are being scored, the score for the images entered
by a judge in a section they are judging will be automatically set to the
minimum score +1. If this is a circuit, this score reset operation only
occurs in the part of the circuit they are judging - in the other parts of
the circuit, their images in that section will be scored normally.

Pre_Judges.rtf Report
If a JUDGES.TXT file is specified in the [WORK] folder, then this
report will be produced in the [WORK]/REPORTS folder each time
K-Salon is started. This report shows the details for each judge in
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various formats and should be checked to ensure that the details
specified in the JUDGES.TXT file are correct. The report shows the
personal details for each judge, then for each section, the judges who
are judging that section and then for each judge, the sections they are
judging. If it is for a circuit, the report shows all of the judging
allocations across all sections of all salons in the circuit.
A failure to check this report can result in incorrect information being
sent to PSA and/or FIAP.
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SOFTWARE LICENCE AND TRADEMARKS
The programs and images in this suite of programs have been
produced by Kenebec Media Ltd and are the copyright property of
Kenebec Media Ltd. Installation of the programs is taken as
agreement to be bound by the conditions set out in this licence
agreement.

Right To Use
The licence for the software grants to you or the organization or club
which purchased the licence to use the software, a perpetual nonexclusive right to use the software. This is a licence to use and does
not convey any rights over the software nor does it convey any right to
distribute or make the software activation code available to any other
person or organization.

You are not permitted to supply a copy of the activation code to
any other person or organization.

As Is
The suite is provided on an 'as-is' basis and no warranty is provided
with respect to its operation or suitability for any specific purpose.
Installation and usage of the suite is done at your own risk and
Kenebec Media Ltd will not accept any liability for any consequential
action resulting from using or installing the suite. If you do not accept
this condition, then you are advised either not to install the suite or, if it
has been installed, to uninstall the program.

Licensor
Kenebec Media Ltd, 28 Kingcup Close, Broadstone, Dorset,
BH18 9GS Reg England 03293603

Permissions
If you have downloaded a copy of the suite or been supplied with a
copy directly by Kenebec Media Ltd for your club or personal use, you
are permitted to install the suite on any and all of your club or personal
computers.
The full licence includes a personal unique activation code which you
are required to enter in order for the program to be fully functional.

Prohibitions
Under the terms of this licence you are not permitted to attempt to
reverse engineer, decompile or otherwise disassemble any of the
programs supplied or downloaded as part of this program suite or any
of the programs, security features or databases created during the
running of these programs. For clarification, any attempt to unravel or
read or understand the PHP produced for and by the On-Line Entry
process is considered as disassembly and is prohibited.

Trademarks
doPDF is a trademark or registered trade mark of Softland
(www.dopdf.com)
The Kenebec K is a registered trademark licenced to Kenebec Media
Ltd.
Photoshop, Lightroom and Adobe Photoshop are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Inc
BUZZ, Playstation2 and Playstation3 are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Sony Corporation and/or its subsidiaries.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Inc

Copyright
The K-Salon program, this manual and all images in it are copyright
Kenebec Media Ltd and/or Kenebec Images Ltd, 2020.

